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Abstract

For adherents of West African vodu, music and spiritual practice are inextricably
intertwined. Through music and ritual, mythology and cosmology are reified, ancestral ties
reaffirmed, and memories of historical episodes are brought to life. The life of the community
worshipping at the vodu shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in the southern Eʋe community of Dagbamete,
Ghana illustrates this dynamic process. Since the early period of colonial contact, and continuing
into today’s post-colonial Ghana, traditional religion has been reduced to an anachronism that is
assumed to be antithetical to progress, modernity, and “civilization”. Yet this shrine and the
community it serves has reacted and adapted to these threats and thrives into the 21st century. This
study examines the social and historical factors that led to the establishment and growth of the
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku; it catalogues and analyzes aspects of its musical repertoire; and explores its
current status as a traditional socio-religious institution and its relevance in modern-day Ghana as
it relates to community development and resilience against external agents of cultural change. The
shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku has played an integral role in the preservation, continuation, and
progression of indigenous belief systems and musical practice in Ghana. This has occurred despite
efforts of denigration, conversion, and repression from the forces of the colonial encounter and its
aftermath: missionary activity and the resultant mushrooming of evangelical Christianity in the
country, globalization, and Western-influenced cultural imperialism. Despite social pressures
against indigenous religious practices such as vodu, dozens of individuals of various ethnic groups
across West Africa “eat the vodu” every week and become new members in the shrine of Tɔgbui
Aƒetɔku. Aside from the perceived spiritual efficacy that the deity bestows upon shrine members,
iii

I suggest that the shrine (as well as its membership and community in which it exits) have thrived
due to two main factors, 1) accessible music and dance forms, whose associated meaning
strengthens an indigenous spiritual identity; and 2) a unified extended family who serve as leaders
of the shrine and guide its development as a significant institution that serves the social, spiritual,
and cultural needs of its membership.
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Lay Summary

Indigenous African spirituality has long been misunderstood. One such spiritual practice is
vodu, widespread throughout parts of Ghana, Togo, and Benin. For adherents of vodu, music and
spiritual practice are inextricably intertwined; through music and ritual, mythology and cosmology
are reified, ancestral ties reaffirmed, and identity is created. The shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in the
village of Dagbamete, Ghana illustrates this dynamic process, despite efforts of denigration,
conversion, and repression from the forces of the colonial encounter and its aftermath: missionary
activity and the resultant mushrooming of evangelical Christianity in the country, globalization,
and Western-influenced cultural imperialism. This study examines the social and historical factors
that led to the establishment and growth of the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku with attention paid to 1) its ritualbased musical repertoire; 2) its status as a traditional socio-religious institution; and 3) its relevance
to community development and resilience against external agents of socio-cultural change.
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A Note on Eʋe Orthography and Pronunciation

For all Eʋe terms I will be using the orthography in common usage.
Consonants and consonant-clusters:
Ɖ ɖ:
kp:
gb:
dz:
Ƒ ƒ:
Ʋ ʋ:
ts:
tsy:
ny:
Ŋ ŋ:
Ɣ ɣ:
x:

as in a “rolled r” wherein the tip of the tongue touches palate
as in [back porch]
as in [bag boy]
as in [joy]
a soft “f” wherein pursed lips blow air and the teeth are not used
a cross between a “v” and a “w”; as if blowing on hot cup of tea
as in [chair]
as in [chia] spoken quickly
as in [piñata]
as in [sing]
as in “g” but softer and pronounced farther back in the throat
as in [Bach]

The vowels are:
i:
as in tea
e:
as in bird
Ɛ ɛ: as in met
a:
as in far
Ɔ ɔ: as in ought
o:
as in pole
u:
as in pool

Eʋe terms will be italicized throughout the dissertation. This includes nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and titles. For town names and names of individuals living and recently deceased, I will use the
Romanized version of these names in most cases. Town names and personal names, whether
Romanized or in Eʋe will not be italicized. The only grammatical note the reader should be
aware of is that in the case of nouns, the addition of wo at the end of the word indicates plurality.
Thus, hunua (priest) becomes hunuawo (priests), as one example.

xix

Glossary

Adaʋu

A drum associated with the ritual of adaɖaɖa as practiced in the Tɔgbui
Aƒetɔku shrine.

adaɖaɖa

A ritual performed for the family of a deceased kuvi whose death was
attributed to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.

adela

A hunter. Some vodu are characterized as hunters.

adze

Witchcraft

adzetɔ

One who practices witchcraft.

Adzokpa

One of the main drums of Aƒetɔkuʋu.

Aƒetɔkuʋu

The various drums associated with the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine.

agbadzi

The altar-like table which houses the numerous voduwo of the shrine and
is the resting place for Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.

agbaɖiɖi

The ritual descent Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku from the agbadzi.

agbakɔkɔ

The ascension of the vodu back to the agbadzi. It is the final act in the
shrine’s day of rituals.

agbowuwu

The annual thanksgiving sacrifice to the vodu.

agɔɖeɖe

Purification rituals performed in relation to the breaking of the vodu’s
taboos.

akpasetɔ

A euphemism for adzetɔ, but has origins with users of akpase, a variety of
witchcraft used to bring prosperity to the user, but not necessarily to the
detriment of others.
xx

akpedada

The giving of thanks to the vodu after one’s prayers have been answered.
Synonymous with atamtutu.

ama

Any herb which is known to have medical-spiritual efficacy which are
used in the preparation of medicines, the creation of vodu, and as
ingredients in dzo/bo.

anatɔ

A euphemism for adzetɔ.

asiʋui

The responding drums of an ensemble, usually referring to the sogo and
kidi.

atamkaka

Pledging to a vodu the details of what will be delivered if one’s prayers are
fulfilled.

atamtutu

Fulfilling the pledge made during atamkaka.

atsimeʋu

The longest and loudest drum of the southern-Eʋe which is used in
numerous drums. Played with two sticks or a hand/stick combination.

aviɖeɖe

Two rituals related to the death of a kuvi. The first is the performance of
various drums of Aƒetɔkuʋu at the residence of the deceased. The second
is the ritual cleansing of the spiritual body which must be done the first
time one visits the shrine after seeing a corpse.

axatse

A gourd covered with a beaded net, utilized in every drum.

azagunɔ

The lead drummer in an ensemble, but can also be used to refer to
drummers in general.

azagunɔga

A chief drummer within a community/ensemble who is recognized for
depth of knowledge, experience, and command over all other azagunɔwo
xxi

bo

Magical arts and objects that use material, verbal, and spiritual
components to aid the user in controlling the material and spiritual realm.
It can be used for the benefit of the user or with malicious intent against a
third-party; see botɔ.

botɔ

The owner/creator/master/user of bo. In the context of all Aƒetɔku songs, a
botɔ is always characterized as one who uses bo for malicious activity.

Brekete/Brekete

1. A double-skinned barrel drum with origins in the northern areas of
Ghana; 2. A drum which is signified by the use of this instrument; 3.
Synonymous with Gorovodu shrines.

dagbeɔwɔ

An offering to the shrine that is either given freely by the supplicant or
mandated by divination, intended to enable more positive results in one’s
life.

Dɔdahawo

“Sickness healing songs” that are part of Aƒetɔkuʋu.

dzo

Magical arts and objects that use material, verbal, and spiritual
components to aid the user in controlling the material and spiritual realm.
It can be used for the benefit of the user or with malicious intent against a
third-party; see dzotɔ.

dzotɔ

The owner/creator/master/user of dzo. In the context of all Aƒetɔku songs,
dzotɔ is always characterized as one who uses dzo for malicious activity.

dzɔgbese

One’s destiny as prescribed before coming to the physical realm of
existence.
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Efa (Afa, Fa)

The most widespread and preferred method of divination among the Eʋe
and their related neighbours to the east.

Efa Anagoʋu

The slow version of Efaʋu

Efaʋu

The music and dance associated with Efa.

ekɔ

Rule/taboo/law of a shrine.

eladada

The method of communicating with a vodu as practiced in the shrine of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. Two varieties exist, koklodada (using chickens) and
agbodada (using rams).

ƒetatrɔtrɔ

The yearly festival of renewal that occurs in numerous vodu shrines.

Gadze

A drum that is part of Aƒetɔkuʋu which uses the sogo or atsimeʋu as the
lead drum, played with two hands.

gakogui

A metal bell that plays a repeating pattern that acts as a temporal reference
for all music and dance.

gbesa

Incantations that are associated with bo/dzo

Gorovodu

A generic term for any shrine that is perceived to have northern origins
and employs the kola nut in many of its rituals; especially associated with
Kunde shrines.

ha

song

henɔ

A lead singer in an ensemble

hunua

A priest in a vodu shrine. Synonymous with hunɔ

kagaŋ

A small and high-pitched drum that is part of every southern Eʋe drum
ensemble. It is played with two thin sticks and rarely varies is rhythm.
xxiii

kidi

One of the main responding/supporting drums in every southern Eʋe drum
ensemble. See asiʋui.

kodzogbe

The earthly plane of existence into which all humans are born.

Kɔku

A powerful and feared vodu whose members are identified by their
miraculous feats of physical strength, especially their imperviousness to
knifes and blades of any type.

kpɔli

1. a sign of Efa (used interchangeably with du); 2. one’s personal path of
action for a better life which is discovered and understood through Efa
divination.

kpɔtame/Kpɔtame The ritually prepared mixture of blood, palm oil, and alcohol that collects
in the bowl in which Vodu Aƒetɔku sits; the ritual and the music that
accompanies it.
kukuɖeɖe

Ritually pleading for leniency through song and action.

kuvi

“Child of Aƒetɔku”; an initiated member of the shrine

Lakatsotso

“Animal cutting”, the ritual slicing open of the sacrificed animals and the
sharing of their blood to the voduwo

Lakawuhawo

“Animal killing songs” that are part of Aƒetɔkuʋu and are used for all
rituals involving animal sacrifice.

Lakawuwu

The sacrifice of animals to the vodu.

Mama

The respectful term used to address an elderly woman (grandmother) or a
female counterpart to a chief, as well as female ancestors.

Mawu

The supreme creator God of the Eʋe.
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miatɔ

“Our friends”, a euphemism for witches

minana

Another euphemism for witches.

ŋudɔdɔ

Often translated as “wake-keeping”, this is an extended musical
performance that occurs overnight ending at daybreak, usually in
conjunction with a funeral or religious celebration and/or ritual.

se/Se

Destiny and/or law; Destiny characterized as a deity.

sogo

One of the main drums of the southern Eʋe ensemble which often plays a
leading role but in some contexts doubles the role of the kidi and/or
complements it with a secondary support/responding rhythm.

Tɔgbui

The respectful term used to address a respected male, a chief (fia), or an
elderly male (grandfather), including male ancestors.

trɔ

A spirit/deity that may or may not have a physical representation and often
has associations with natural locations and/or objects (trees, rivers,
mountains); sometimes used synonymously with vodu.

vodu

A spirit/deity that is represented in physical form; sometimes used
synonymously with trɔ.

voduyɔyɔ

“Calling the vodu”. The invocatory ritual that begins every ritual
engagement with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.

ʋu

1. drum (instrument); 2. The collection of songs, dances, and instruments
that form a specific style of music-dance (also known as drum in English)

ʋublewu

A slow paced drum.

ʋuga

“Big drum”; the leading drum in an ensemble.
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ʋugbaŋtɔ

The primary and signifying ʋugbe of any drum.

ʋugbe

1. a rhythm played on any drum; 2. “drum speech” wherein a message is
connected to rhythm and shared between the ʋuga and asiʋui

Ʋulegbe

The signifying drum of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.

Ʋutsɔtsɔe/

A drum contained within Aƒetɔkuʋu, played at a faster speed than every

ʋutsɔtsɔe

other drum; a fast-paced drum.

ʋuyuɖuyuɖu

A drum signal composed of ʋugbewo that identify the drum or activity to
be played, played in both free and strict rhythm.

Yeʋe

One of the most widespread and secretive vodu societies, known for its
diverse music and dance styles and pantheon of voduwo, especially the
vodu associated with thunder/lightning, variously called
Xevioso/So/Tɔhonɔ.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

July 1999
I’ll never forget the first time I arrived at Kotoka International Airport in Accra, late one
evening in 1999 not knowing who, if anyone, was going to meet me outside the arrivals door.
The only person I knew from the country, my teacher and link to Ghana Kwasi Dzotefe Dunyo,
was thousands of kilometers away in Toronto where he had been living since the early 1990s.
Excited and mildly nervous, I was bemused when someone called my name and approached me
upon my leaving the doors of the airport into the heavy humid air, his face one among the
hundred or so that gather at international arrivals every evening. That is when I met Willie,
Kwasi’s oldest son, who would escort me to the village of Dagbamete and who would be my
neighbour during my stay. Sleep deprived from the series of international flights and arriving in
the deep of night, I was naturally a bit disoriented during the meandering and sweaty taxi ride
from the airport through an urban African metropolis. The route we took has now become a
familiar one, from the airport to chaotic Tudu Station in the bowels of Accra, where one finds all
manner of transportation going east to the Volta Region where I would be spending the next two
months. At Tudu station we joined my first trɔtrɔ, the ubiquitous multi-seater vans in various
states of disrepair that keep the population of Ghana moving 24/7. Seated in the back we waited
for what seemed like an eternity for other folks to fill the car before the driver would start the
journey east.
I don’t remember much of the small talk we had during the next two-and-a-half hours,
but I remember the sights and sensations. After leaving the lights of the city we were mostly in
the dark on the N-1 – the international highway that traverses the width of Ghana, known as the
1

“Accra-Aflao” road to many Ghanaians – which starts at the border of Cote d’Ivoire and ends at
Togo. Periodically we would pass through some towns, the commercial part of them anyhow, as
we slowed for speed bumps, toll-booths, and unavoidable police checks. In these moments I had
a glimpse of women and children as roadside vendors with faces illuminated by the flame of a
homemade kerosene lamp. But the journey was mostly a meditation on high-speed driving
through the dark, overtaking other vehicles while swerving to avoid the innumerable and massive
potholes (which have been thankfully repaired in recent years).
Finally, we reached the town of Abor and alighted on the side of the road. Willie had a
taxi arranged to meet us and we piled my few bags in and started for the next journey to the
village itself. Leaving the asphalt, we soon ended up on a dirt path encroached by cassava and
corn foliage from the surrounding farms—that’s all I could see through the car’s faltering
headlights anyhow. The taxi, on its very last legs with its noxious engine half-exposed, seemed
to have a limit of about 20 kilometres per hour as it made its way over the path/road. Finally, in
the distance I could see a streetlight, which seemed like an anomaly given the generally aphotic
environment, and a signboard: Dagbamete. Getting closer I could discern some buildings with
thatch roofing, some with iron sheet, and finally we arrived at the Dunyo area of the village and
the room I would be staying in.
It was now after midnight, but it didn’t stop Willie from rousing a sleeping young girl to
offer me water (an essential act in the welcoming of any visitor), make me some Lipton tea, a fried
egg, and some yevubolo.1 After eating in solitude in the quiet of the dreaming village, I lay down

1

Yevubolo is Ghana’s version of European-style bread, though dense, slightly sweet, and quick to dry out. At Aflao
(on the border with French-speaking Togo), one is lucky to find sellers of sakumi, a much better version of a French
baguette.
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to sleep and took stock of situation: thousands of miles away from anyone I really knew, in a
remote rural community, among a culture and people that I really had no clue about. I closed my
eyes not sure who or what I would encounter when the sun rose.2

1.1

The Study
For adherents of West African vodu, music and spiritual practice are inextricably

intertwined. Through the songs, dances, and drumming employed in the practice of vodu, a
tangible sense of identity is created, sustained, and passed on to subsequent generations. Through
music and ritual, mythology and cosmology are reified, ancestral ties reaffirmed, and memories of
historical episodes are brought to life. The life of the community worshipping at the shrine of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in the southern Eʋe community of Dagbamete, Ghana illustrates this dynamic
process. Since the early period of colonial contact, and continuing into today’s post-colonial
Ghana, threats to indigenous spiritual practices and its related objects of music and dance persist.
Missionaries, Western education, and global cultural transformations not only initiated but
continue to contribute to the “degradation, separation, and fragmentation of African indigenous
knowledge and cultural elements.”3 Adherents of traditional religion, then and now, have been
“discursively reduced to anachronisms that assume an underlying deviancy, ripe for conversion,
secularization, and modernization.”4 Yet this shrine and the community it serves has reacted and
adapted to these threats and thrives into the 21st century.

2

Discussion with my teacher about what I would be doing in Ghana were remarkably brief. The main agreement
was that I would pay weekly for all my accommodation, food, and most importantly, for my music lessons. What
those lessons would be and who would teach me were never discussed. Regarding the airport pickup he simply told
me not to worry, someone would meet me there.
3
Gbolonyo (2009:7)
4
Montgomery and Vannier (2017:7)
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The purpose of this study is to: 1) examine the social and historical factors that led to the
establishment and growth of the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine in Ghana; 2) catalogue and analyze aspects
of its musical repertoire; and 3) explore its current status as a traditional socio-religious institution
and the role that music and ritual plays in maintaining its relevance in modern-day Ghana as it
relates to community development and resilience against external agents of cultural change,
namely, Christianity.

1.2

Central Research Question
Based on my experience in the region, it is evident that the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku has

played an integral role in the preservation, continuation, and progression of indigenous belief
systems and musical practice in Ghana. This has occurred despite efforts of denigration,
conversion, and repression from the forces of the colonial encounter: missionary activity and the
resultant mushrooming of evangelical Christianity in the country, globalization, and Westerninfluenced cultural imperialism. As Gbolonyo states, “The rapid growth of evangelical Christian
churches and their continuing rejection and defamation of African belief and thought systems,
indigenous wisdom, and performances in traditional contexts also contributes to the decline in the
use of indigenous knowledge and art forms.”5 This Christian influence in particular is felt at every
level of society from the village to the media to the political sphere, with former president John
Atta Mills proclaiming his wish to make Ghana into a Christian prayer camp.6 Despite social
pressures against indigenous religious practices such as vodu, and the acknowledged decline of

5

Gbolonyo (2009:7)
Heuser (2015:11). A prayer camp is a feature of Pentecostal Christianity that features seclusion as a group and
intense prayer against occult forces, deliverance from evil spirits, miraculous healings, and other charismatic
behaviors.
6
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some shrines,7 dozens of individuals of various ethnic groups across West Africa “eat the vodu”
(voduɖuɖu) every week and become new members in the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
My central question is why this particular institution in this particular community has
thrived. I will describe the artistic practices associated with this vodu, exploring the role music
plays in marking an indigenous spiritual identity and its efficacy in attracting and maintaining
members of this traditional spiritual community. I will also catalogue the main drumming styles
and corpus of songs used in the shrine. Further stylistic analysis of the music’s rhythmic, and
dancing structures will allow me to demonstrate how it conforms to accepted aesthetics of ritual
practice, but also how certain musical objects and structures, normally thought to be from the
profane, are utilized in sacred music and vice versa. In doing so, I will explicate the dichotomy
presented by notions of sacred and secular as they relate to musical practice and repertoire.

1.3

Current State of Research
The Eʋe of Ghana and Togo have been the subject of considerable research among

anthropologists and ethnomusicologists since the early 20th century. Anthropological texts
include relevant studies detailing socio-cultural histories and processes, spiritual practices, oral
literature, and cosmology.8 Though rich in ethnographic detail about religious and ritual
practices, most of these make only passing mention of music.9 Ethnomusicologists represent a
range of interests and focus areas that span decades of research on Eʋe (and other African)

7

Venakatachalam (2012:205-213)
Spieth (1906); de Surgy (1957, 1980, 1987, 1988); Fiawoo (1959); Gaba (1965); Mamattah (1976); Amenumey
(1986); Anyidoho (1983), Abotchie (1997); Rosenthal (1998); Meyer (1999); Akyeampong (2001); Venkatachalam
(2012); Montgomery and Vannier (2017)
9
Anyhidoho (1983) being a notable exception as his work deals with oral poetics, in which song’s function,
meaning, and structure are analyzed.
8
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musical processes.10 While these have done much to delineate key structural and theoretical
perspectives of Eʋe music as well as their cultural relevance, they have predominantly focused
upon repertoires that can be classified as secular with passing references to sacred music.
Studies that focus on repertoires from what is considered the sacred domain (i.e., music
used in vodu practice) are few and even those are not diverse in scope. Jones (1959) was the first
to write in some detail about the music of the Yeʋe religious sect. Fiagbedzi (1979) outlines some
general questions and statements pertaining to Eʋe religious musical traditions that have
influenced later scholars, using Yeʋe as his main reference material. The music of Yeʋe featured
in later studies as well, with an article detailing the temporal development of Yeʋe ritual,
referencing cultural and musical objects (Avorgbedor 1987) and an analysis of drum dialogues
(Locke 2010). Friedson’s (2009) work on the Gorovodu/Brekete religious sect is of interest for
its personal narrative and insight into his phenomenological experience and contextualization of
its ritual practices. With reference to the relevance of musicality weaved throughout, however, I
find that it just scratches the surface and teases the reader with only inklings of what lies
beneath.11
Nyamuame (2013) is the most balanced and thorough exposition of Eʋe sacred music
(again focusing on Yeʋe) as it equally emphasizes history, ritual, drumming, song texts, and
dance. My work most closely resembles his in its scope and intent. Despite there being over a
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Jones (1959); Koetting (1970); Ladzekpo and Pantaleoni (1970); Ladzekpo (1971); Pantaleoni (1972a, 1972b);
Amoaku (1975); Chernoff (1979); Locke (1979, 1982, 1987, 1992, 2010, 2012, 2013); Agbeli and Locke (1980);
Pressing (1983); Avorgbedor (1986, 1987, 1990, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2003); Agawu (1995, 2003, 2006, 2016,
2017); Anku (1997, 2000, 2007, 2009); Dor (2001, 2004, 2005, 2015); Burns (2005, 2009, 2011, 2012); Friedson
(2009); Gbolonyo (2009); Amegago (2011)
11
In his defence, I am sure the publishers requested less musical notation and analysis and more blood and sacrifice.
A commercially published book, unlike a PhD thesis, is put on the market.
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dozen major shrines in Eʋeland (and hundreds of individual deities), only two of these have
received any real scholarly attention, those of the Yeʋe and Gorovodu/Brekete sects. This paucity
of sacred music scholarship in these shrines is more remarkable given that traditional religious
groups “preserve the oldest and most traditional and perhaps the most virtuosic music”12, and that
”the religious cults…invent and conserve all that is artistically excellent in Eʋe music and
drumming. Most of the popular Eʋe drummings and characteristic dances are an adaptation of
what prevails in the cults as esoteric arts.”13
One may wonder why the focus upon Yeʋe and Gorovodu/Brekete, given the diversity of
vodu that exist that feature endemic and varied musical repertories, including but definitely not
limited to Kɔku, Nyigbla, Ade, Kpakari, Numligo, Đuɖu, Agba, Adzima, Awudi (and numerous
others), and of course the vast repertoire of songs that are included in the Efa corpus (and the
drumming that accompanies it).14 One may assume that the secretive and/or sacred nature of
some shrines would necessitate being initiated into them or having a long-standing relationship
with their communities and/or priests, in order to have access to their knowledge and beliefs.
This is clearly not the case.
Yeʋe, which is considered a very powerful shrine and notoriously guarded over the by
husiwo (initiated), features prominently in the research, which means that such restrictions must
have been relaxed.15 Yeʋe is also popular as a site of research for it has a reputation of being
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Jones (1959:128)
Cudjoe (1953:283)
14
Efa is the most popular form of divination and contains a massive trove of poetry, song, parables, and ritual
prescriptions. It will be explained in further detail in Chapter 3.
15
Part of the access stems from the fact that Yeʋe ritual-music performances allow for the non-initiated to participate
as musicians, as their own membership may not always have sufficient and qualified musicians. This means that a
non-initiated drummer can grow up with Yeʋe shrine in his community and still have access to and participate in the
musical performance aspect, though with certain restrictions still in place. This sort of access to knowledge is what
13
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diverse in its music and dance repertory, as the above quotes indicate.16 The focus upon
Gorovodu/Brekete in the field, both among anthropologists and ethnomusicologists, may be
attributed to the sheer number of shrines that exist in Eʋeland, and thus increased visibility and
exposure to potential researchers. Further, many of these shrines operate as independent entities
where the hunua (priest/owner) can decide who gets access and how research can proceed; there
is no higher authority (aside from the gods themselves) dictating how such actions may occur.
This contrasts with some other deities whose worship is embedded in larger community
networks of ownership and worship. That is, some are “public” and some are “private”, a simple
but useful classificatory scheme that other indigenous researchers have noted.17
My research is relevant for several reasons. Most importantly, it will be the first study of
the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and the community of Dagbamete in which it thrives. This work
will contain historical and ethnographic details that flourish in an oral context and its
transmission, but have never been written down, documented, and made available as an open
academic and community resource. Further, the musical data I collected and analyzed has never
been mentioned in previous literature and I believe has much to offer in terms of how southern
Eʋe musical practice is conditioned by sacred contexts and the deep deictic function that songs,
rhythms, and dances can have. Thus, the study fills a lacuna in the research of Eʋe sacred music
overall, alluded to earlier. Finally, this study contributes to studies that detail the resistance,
reaction, and adaptation of traditional spiritual communities to the rhetoric and actions of
expanding evangelical Christianity within West Africa.

has informed many studies of Yeʋe. Some studies, such as Locke (2010) have used a choreographed version of Yeʋe
music and dance that was codified by a national dance ensemble in the 1960s.
16
These quotes were given in the context of referencing Yeʋe.
17
Notably Fiawoo (1959), Gaba (1965), and Fiagbedzi (1977).
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1.4

Methods and Experience
My research methods were primarily focused on fieldwork in Ghana that combined

participation and observation in rituals, learning drum and song repertoires, and interviews with a
cross-section of shrine members, including the chief priests and musicians. The vast majority of
this fieldwork was conducted in the village of Dagbamete, the location of the main shrine of Tɔgbui
Aƒetɔku. I also interviewed several other hunuawo that lead other shrines in Ghana for their
perspectives and experiences as they relate to being a traditional practitioner in modern Ghana.
Over the course of my research period, some of these interviews also occurred over the telephone
while I was in Canada, and also through the social media application WhatsApp. The latter medium
allowed for both real-time conversations (via voice, video call, and text) and also the ability to
share recorded audio, video, and photo materials. This was an invaluable tool facilitating
discussions and analyses with individuals who were thousands of miles away. I also visited two
other shrines that worship Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in the communities of Avutokpordi and Teacher ManteAgbodzi, both older but smaller in scale, to compare the use of canonized drum and song
repertoires and ritual processes. Due to my long-time personal involvement in the musical and
ritual performance in the shrine, most of which predates the beginning of “fieldwork proper”, a
phenomenological tinge is unavoidable in my work. But equally important are the voices of various
members of the vodu community that paint a holistic picture of what it means to be a member of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and what this music can mean to individuals. I have tried to include their voices,
sometimes at length, to achieve this.
Isolating the length of my fieldwork is somewhat problematic. I met a musician from the
community of Dagbamete, Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, in the summer of 1998; this was my first
9

introduction to performing African music, period. I continued to study and work with him for the
following year until I went on a solo visit to the community in the summer of 1999 for two months.
In 2002 I returned and spent five months between Dagbamete and one of its ancestral villages
called Dzogadze. In 2007 I returned again for four months. Subsequent visits of between three
months and three weeks continued in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017, and 2018. Until
2014, ethnomusicological fieldwork and research was never the goal. I was learning about music,
dance, and the culture that informs for my own purposes as a performing musician and composer,
and as one who simply fell in love with the culture. Only when I entered a graduate program at the
University of British Columbia in the fall of 2013 did I have a dedicated research focus.
Technically my fieldwork period started in 2014 but in reality has been nearly 20 years in
the making, though my presence in the country equals less than two years if summed. My language
skills are elementary at best as I have never taken any dedicated Eʋe language (Ʋegbe) lessons.
Rather, my acquisition of the language is primarily through song texts and their explanations over
the years, coupled with informal questions here and there, thus I may sometimes speak like a child
and am forever in need of an indigenous speaker for clarification of certain texts, given that the
surface often belies deeper meanings in Eʋe culture. And while I have a certain amount of skill
and knowledge as a drummer, I am not being humble when I say that I am not an expert.18
Obtaining clear field recordings of the music used in the worship of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku was
slightly challenging. With the latest expansion of the shrine (started in 2011 and completed in

18

I encourage the reader to see Agawu (2003:41-46) and his assessment of fieldwork and how certain scholars
qualify their research and field experience in different ways with different motivations, each of which can be
interpreted variously. I do the same here not only as a perfunctory requisite of submitting this thesis, but also to
locate myself for the benefit of the reader and be honest about my experience with and relation to the people I have
been working with.
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2014), the inner space of the building has become expansive and was designed with the aim of
accommodating more people, to the detriment of acoustic quality. All drumming is now saturated
in natural reverb and the lead singer’s voice is amplified through a (poorly equalized) sound
system. As such, song recordings taken from this environment are impossible to analyze for lyric
detail. Melody is slightly easier to hear (though not perfect), and drumming rhythms end up muddy,
with details obfuscated by the overpowering presence of the higher frequencies of the numerous
axatse (rattle). My main means of obtaining clear audio recordings of songs was to organize
dedicated singing sessions with certain individuals.
For drumming, I met with two chief drummers of the shrine on several occasions who
would demonstrate various vocabularies used in different genres. This was then cross-referenced
with recordings (audio and video) of contextual performances wherein I could discern what
patterns and strokes were being played, even if their sound was not totally audible. In some cases,
I combined a close mic’d drumming track with a video recording to ensure clarity. Further, not all
music types are played outside the shrine itself, physically speaking, as there are many ritual
performances that only happen inside. Thus, organizing a special song session for certain genres
was not possible since participants were prohibited and/or felt uncomfortable singing such songs
outside of their ritual context. I was able to obtain the text for many of these songs however in
interviews with ritual specialists. That said, obtaining usable source material for melodic
transcription proved difficult for these songs. In such cases, I have included only the text of the
song, minus any melodic transcriptions.
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1.4

Theories
The notion of resilience is woven throughout this dissertation, especially the role sacred

music plays in creating and reifying the identity of a practitioner of traditional religion. When an
identity is created a greater sense of self-confidence and self-worth arises in an individual. When
a community of said individuals all share this cultural identity and the self-confidence it affords,
it strengthens the resolve and resilience against any external cultural threats. In this case, belonging
to a community of indigenous spiritual practitioners is the basis for this strength, resolve, and pride.
Recent studies in cultural resilience have identified “protective factors” that contribute to this
resilience: indigenous forms of spirituality, language, activities (i.e., music and dance), and
healing.19 All of these are encompassed in the worship of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. Other studies have
explored the importance of artistic practice in engendering identities and negotiating their
boundaries, especially in a pluralistic society.20
Regarding the traditional/modern dichotomy, it is important to highlight Eisenstadt’s
notion of “multiple modernities” as well as Charles Piot’s work, which intertwines and broadens
notions of tradition and modernity on the rural West African level. Why should one assume that
the traditional (religion or music for example) cannot co-exist alongside the perceived benefits and
behaviors of the modern? And who decides where one ends and the other begins or how the rules
of engagement between the two are drawn? In the context of the colonial encounter and all that it
brought to West Africa, we should remind ourselves that “modernity and Westernization are not
identical”21 and that the seemingly anachronistic (i.e., vodu) and modern (technologies, use of
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Fleming and Ledogar (2008)
Stokes (1994), Reed (2003, 2005)
21
Eisenstadt (2000:2-3)
20
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media, sanitation…however we want to characterize it) can very much co-exist, as the community
of Dagbamete and the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku demonstrate. Piot suggests that what we may
consider as being stereotypical signifiers of “traditional Africa” (thatch roofs, spirit worship,
subsistence farming) in the present period exist as reactions to the modernizing effect of “the long
encounter with Europe over the last three hundred years and thus owe their meaning and shape to
that encounter as much as to anything “indigenous”; they are “modernities” themselves.”22 Thus,
the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku can and does exist as it does today in relation to the modernization,
colonial, and global forces that surround and influence its members. This is not to say that the
shrine is an example of syncretism or displays elements of foreign influence. Hardly. Rather, it is
because of the hegemonic forces that modernity is bundled up with that the community and the
shrine has consciously made certain decisions about how to survive and thrive by focusing inward
on the traditions that have sustained their predecessors.

1.5

Relationships and Support
Many of the elders of the shrine, the chief drummers, ritual specialists, and its general

membership are familiar with me and my purpose in the community, and many of them are my
good friends. This obviously puts me in a special position as a researcher with access, relationships,
and trust that a “virgin” researcher does not have. Any notion of objectivity on my part is very
much thrown out the window (I doubt if such objectivity is even possible). This etic-emic
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Piot (1999:1) There are also a number of scholars who ascribe the rise in witchcraft as a reaction to the rise in
capital accumulation and the social stratification and competition that it breeds, which they contend was not as
major aspect of pre-colonial African societies. Thus, witchcraft (and the reaction to it in the form of anti-witchcraft
shrines) is an embodiment of modernity itself. See Comaroff and Comaroff (1993) among others.
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dichotomy is addressed through Meki Nzewi’s notion of the “emetic” mediator.23 If the etic
perspective is too far removed and the emic too close, the “em-etic” perspective is a balance of
both. Thus the researcher is found at the confluence of objective observation (via scientific
training) and subjective interpretation (via enculturation and participation).
The community of Dagbamete is more than just the locus of research. Given my extended
relationship with the area, I have experienced several friends and elders poignantly pass onto the
next stage of life, danced at their funerals, and feel their loss every time I visit the community. I
have also seen infants and toddlers grow up to be integral members of the community’s social and
cultural fabric. Thus, when I first requested permission from the hunua of the shrine to do this
research, it was given with little hesitation, for they were aware of my history with the community.
Their blessings opened the doors for other community members to be receptive and open with my
requests for interviews, lessons, and details about the shrine.
I am indebted to several individuals who guided me in this respect. First and foremost
would be the late Azagunɔga Charles Kwasi (C. K.) Davor.24 Over the four-year period of my
dedicated research, he patiently sat with me over a dozen times to explain and demonstrate
drumming techniques, rhythms, aesthetics, meanings, and history. In the realm of songs and their
meaning, he was an invaluable resource and I would say my main source for song texts and their
application within the shrine’s rituals. Sadly he passed away in late 2017, taking with him an
enormous amount of knowledge and experience from his 80+ years on earth. Several other friends
and teachers have been invaluable in similar veins. Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu is major source of

23

Nzewi (1997:16-25). Also see his notion of the “modern trained culture exponent” which might be most
applicable in my case.
24
Whereas an azagunɔ is a lead drummer in an ensemble, an azagunɔga is recognized by the society as drummer of
high status, knowledge, and experience.
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inspiration and knowledge. His roles as a bokɔ (diviner), hakpala (composer), hesinɔ (lead
singer),25 and ritual specialist have given him experience that cuts across the breadth of Eʋe culture.
Being the son of the founder of the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine in Dagbamete (and other parts of Ghana)
he has an intimate knowledge of its history that he was very open in sharing with me. His nephew
Kofi Amenorhu was equally important in explaining various song texts, familial connections, and
ritual details that have informed my study. My door into this whole universe, Dzotefe Kwasi
Dunyo, is both a hunua and an azagunɔga. He clarified certain texts, gave insights into the role,
aesthetics, and methods of drumming in the shrine, and has been a guiding light for the past 20
years. Sunday Baba Nyakpo and Kobla Avu Adukpo have been by my side since I met them in
1999 as music teachers, drinking buddies, jokers, and true friends. Both are active as henɔwo (lead
singers) in various contexts and Avu is widely regarded as an azagunɔga. In the context of this
study they have been integral sounding boards and sources for my thoughts and inquiries about
music, vodu, Eʋe culture, and how it fits together.
Given that I am not a native speaker of Eʋe, I was reliant on several important individuals
to assist me in not only translating song texts, but contextualizing them as well. This task fell on
the shoulders of several people. The aforementioned are included in this group, but two other dear
friends have been with me on every step of this journey. Ledzi Agudzemegah and Julius Vodzi
Torgboh are both sons of the Dzogadze and relatives to most of Dagbamete. They have been my

25

Hesinɔ (interchangeable with henɔ) literally translates as “song-pushing (as in birth) mother”, a feminine title for a
role that may be held by males or females. The ontology of the term is related to deeper notions of femininity,
procreation, and creativity across many realms of Eʋe reality. A common Eʋe phrase for the act of singing is
hadzidzi, which literally translates as “giving birth to a song” and has clear connections to the conception of the
hesinɔ. For this study I will primarily use henɔ. For a detailed and thoughtful description of the little-discussed topic
of femininity as a foundation for many spiritual, martial and artistic roles in Eʋe culture see Gbolonyo (2009:130137)
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music and dance teachers since 2002 and are experts in in that field. They are also incredibly
knowledgeable about Eʋe history, customs, rituals, philosophy, and cosmology on a practical level
and theoretical level.
I relied on both of them during the course of this research and I must emphasize Oliver’s
immense contribution in correcting my Eʋe orthography and grammar. But beyond that, his ritual
knowledge and experience from a musical perspective is a profoundly rare combination. It is he
who has helped shine a light on other ritual contexts from which a song text can derive multiple
meaning. He was born and raised in a shrine, educated by his uncles and grandfather (all master
musicians and ritualists), has grown up with a wide network of friends, colleagues, and worshipers
of various other shrines, and holds a university degree. Thus, from a comparative point of view he
has an immense body of reference material and experience to draw from, which I continue to make
great use of. We have spent many hours into the middle of the night discussing vodu, music,
history, lineage, Christianity, modernity, education and numerous other subjects and I look
forward to collaborating more with him in the future. If there is something ethnomusicology needs,
it is more voices and perspectives like his.
When the news slowly spread to others that I was embarking on this research project, there
was repeated interest and encouragement for the project. Some had hoped to read it upon
completion, others hoped it would help promote the community and put a positive spin on what
they have been practising as traditional religion. Thus, I feel this endeavour to be much more than
an academic pursuit and for the benefit of fellow researchers and students. It places upon me a
certain pressure and obligation to a community that is more than a site of fieldwork and people
who are much more than field associates, interlocutors, or informants. After this dissertation has
been submitted, the defense won, and the certification awarded, it is not as if I will cease visiting.
16

I have deep connections with numerous friends and their familial networks in the community and
the surrounding area that existed long before I thought of embarking on doctoral work, and these
relationships will continue long after that work is done. Thus, what I do/say/write in the pursuit of
completing this study has real implications for myself and the community, in ways which might
not be applicable to other writers who move onto the next field of research after completing their
work at hand.

1.6

Outline of Dissertation Chapters
Chapter 2 introduces basic ethnographic details about the Eʋe as an ethnic group that exist

today in three countries in West Africa. It describes their migration from points further east and
their eventual settlement in Ghana, as well as clan, lineage, and community relations. The site of
research, the community of Dagbamete, is introduced and contextualized as a collection of families
derived from a putative ancestor several generations previous and that it is this history, combined
with the authority of the shrine of which they are all members, that accounts for the development
of the community. Chapter 3 goes into detail about the cosmology of the Eʋe that permeates all
aspects of vodu practice and philosophy. A delineation of the hierarchy of spiritual beings and
forces that shape the lives of a vodu practitioner is given and each actor in this hierarchy is given
ample explanation. This is integral as understanding the numerous song texts that follow later in
the dissertation refer to these elements often. The notion of what a shrine is - as both a physical
and spiritual entity - is also explored.
Chapter 4 introduces the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in terms of its origins, ritual cycles and
actions, its priesthood, and certain musical elements. I will address the question of what social and
cultural aspects of this shrine enable it to thrive and remain relevant in the 21st century, to attract
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new members, and to promote and sustain interest in indigenous spiritual practices. Related to this
notion of relevance will be an exploration of social development initiatives undertaken by the
shrine and community of Dagbamete (and their relations with municipal, regional, and state
political bodies) and its engagement with modernity on several levels, including architecture and
the use of various media.
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku has a reputation as a deity with potency for specific physical and spiritual
healing and protection. How does the institution of the shrine reinforce this on a local, national,
and international level? Song texts and drum rhythms are key factors in reinforcing the attributes
of the deity, invoking connections to the broader Eʋe belief system, and are essential in creating a
powerful and efficacious spiritual environment. Chapters 5-8 will show that these songs and
rhythms are vehicles of personal fulfillment and solace, and a source of public pride. They foster
signification in a pluralistic society with conflicting ideologies, and demonstrate affiliation with
Eʋe spirituality, history, and tradition. Chapter 5 lays the foundation for a discussion of all musical
aspects of the shrine. A discussion of musical terminology, instrumentarium, the nomenclature,
aspects of musical notation, and qualitative aspects of the music of the shrine is included here. I
go into detail about the musical identity of shrine, which styles and genres are significant, and
analyze their rhythmic features and contextual uses. Chapter 6 is devoted to several dozen songs
drawn from the five main musical styles associated with the shrine (as described in Chapter 5). A
brief discussion of Eʋe song precedes the translation and explanation of various songs, which in
turn impresses upon the reader the profound meaning that these texts have for shrine members.
Chapter 7 continues in the same vein as the previous chapter but deals with special events and
practices that are endemic to the shrine’s musical and ritual identity. These items differ in various
ways from “regular” shrine musical activity and deserve special analysis and explanation. Chapter
18

8 continues in the musical vein and features an analysis of improvisation as found within the shrine
context. Performing certain drum styles within the shrine forces a lead drummer to alter their
approach to improvising, as practiced in other sacred and secular contexts. I identify and explain
the vocabularies employed in the context of the shrine and highlight some indigenous theoretical
concepts and techniques used therein.
Chapter 9 contextualizes the colonial encounter, with special attention paid to the tension
that exists between indigenous religion and Christianity in Ghana, and its ramifications on the
levels of family, community, and state. I will also consider how Christian sects appropriate vodu
musical objects for their own worship and identity formation. What issues arise when a church
adopts a song or rhythm from traditionally sacred repertoire, or to even simply employ indigenous
instruments over Western ones? The role Christianity played in altering the cultural landscape of
West Africa is discussed, especially the machinations of the Pentecostal Charismatic Churches
(PCCs) over the last several decades.
The Conclusion briefly summarizes the main findings of the dissertation regarding its
ethnographic data, theory, and method; identifies gaps in my own research; and makes
recommendations for continued research in these areas. The appendices will contain transcriptions
of the drum repertoires and a selection of relevant songs used in the worship of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku;
examples of print media produced by the shrine will also be included as referenced in the main
body of the text.
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Chapter 2: Ethnicity, Migration, and Settlement

2.1

The Eʋe
Ethnicity can be a contentious and delicate issue, the term being used to define who is

part of a particular group and their relations with neighbouring groups and the polity/nationstate(s) within which an ethnic group resides.26 An ethnic moniker can be derived from
geographical, linguistic, historical, or political factors or combinations of all of these and may or
may not be chosen by the ethnic group itself. During the colonial era in Africa many ethnic
divisions were outright invented to suit the needs of the European powers.27 In the Ghanaian
case, the colonial influence of arbitrary political boundaries and the invention of ethnic division
for the purposes of political control has had lasting effects on present political developments,
affecting everything from chieftaincy disputes to language policy.28 Thus, a careful study and
acknowledgement of the history of a people must be included in any assessment of why such
ethnic demarcations and terminologies may have been decided upon in the first place. My goal
here is not to delineate the political history of the Eʋe people and the various viewpoints and
theories that historians have put forth to explain the limits and content of current Eʋe ethnicity.29
However, a baseline characterization of who the Eʋe are must be put forth.

26

For this study, I choose to embrace Sandra E. Greene’s broad definition of ethnicity as “a system of social
classification embraced by groups of individuals who identify themselves and are identified by others as distinct on
the basis of their shared putative or real cultural, ancestral, regional, and/or linguistic origins and practices, and
where the identities of the groups and individuals so classified are subject to periodic reinvention” (Greene:
1996:12).
27
Ibid. (1996fn19) for a list examples.
28
See Nugent and Lentz (2000). The Ghana example is indicative of the majority of African examples in terms of
the colonial impact, its ethno-political divisions, and its aftermath.
29
In the case of the Eʋe, a broad sense shared identity as Eʋe has been the effort of missionaries, colonial
administrations, indigenous nationalists, and independence movements, starting in the late 19th century and
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The term Eʋe is used to identify one of several large ethnic groups that exist across the
geography of West Africa, specifically within the southern reaches of Benin, Togo, and Ghana.
Archaeologists and historians call this area the Adja-Tado Cultural Zone as the ethnic groups
contained therein all share musical, linguistic, kinship, spiritual, and political traits, with various
degrees of variance due to external influences.30,31 Linguistically, all of these ethnicities speak a
language classified as “Gbe” and this linguistic trait is one marker for group inclusion in this
region with the group as a whole referred to as Gbe-speaking people.32 The Adja-Tado Cultural
Zone exists within defined geographic barriers, with the Weme/Oueme River in Benin at the east
and the Volta River in Ghana to the west. The coastal area (formerly known as the Slave Coast)
forms the southern boundary and it extends north from the coast for about 150-200km in each of
the three countries it spans, wherein other unrelated ethnic groups, who form the majority
populations, determine boundaries.33 Figure 2.1 shows the territory of all Gbe-speaking people,
including sub-dialects of each Gbe language cluster. The majority of Eʋe-speakers are located in
the western part of the Adja-Tado Cultural Zone, bordered to the east by the area just beyond the
Mono River into western Benin.

continuing through today. See Chapman (1940), Amenumey (1986, 1989), Greene (1996, 2002), ), Nugent and
Lawrance in Lawrance (2005).
30
The major groups included in the Adja-Tado category include the Adja, Eʋe, Fon, Saxwe, Gun, Gen, Ayizo, and
Xweda/Peda. See Pazzi (1979) and Gayibor (1985) for details on their history and relations to each other.
31
The colonial legacy has produced separate Anglophone (Ghana) and Francophone (Togo, Benin) communities of
Indigenous and European scholars. Historically, collaboration and communication between these two camps has
been weak, compounded by political and economic difficulties and differences. Further, a lack of standard
orthography and terminology for various ethnic groups has produced extra work for the scholar drawing from both
sources. With the digital age, communication between these scholars is becoming more evident. Lawrance’s third
volume in the Handbook of the Ewe series, Lawrance (2005), is a step in the direction of cross-border/lingual
collaboration.
32
The moniker Gbe is derived from the term for speech and language in all of these languages. See Capo (1991) for
detailed classifications of Gbe languages. In a larger linguistic tree, Eʋe would follow this branch: NigerCongo>Atlantic-Congo>Volta-Congo>Kwa>Gbe>Eʋe; see Kluge (2007:184).
33
Aguigah and Gayibor (2005:5)
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Figure 2.1 Map of Adja-Tado Cultural Zone with attention to Gbe-speaking areas. Underlined
terms are major Gbe languages and each oval represents their distribution and overlap with other
languages. Dotted lines represent national borders. Adapted from Capo (1991)

If there is one major thread woven through Eʋe historical narratives, it is that of
migration. According to oral traditions recorded at the turn of the of 20th century and which
continue to be passed down to current generations relatively unchanged, the definite origins of
the present-day Eʋe ethnic group are traced to the Yoruba city of Ketu, currently located in the
south-eastern part of the Republic of Benin. This city is actually considered a major point in the
history of all Gbe-speaking people who left Ketu for various reasons, the primary being
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increased aggressive intrusion by neighbouring Yoruba states and ensuing conflicts.34 Sometime
between the 14th and 15th centuries, the ancestors of present Gbe-speaking people started a series
of migrations westward that places initial settlement of the Eʋe into their present Ghanaian
territory at the middle of the 17th century.35
The migrations, separations, and reunifications between leaving Ketu and arrival and
settlement in Ghana resulted in the creation of further ethnic and political bodies that would have
a lasting effect on the history of the region. Upon leaving Ketu, there was a split into two main
migrant groups. One group went southwest and bifurcated into smaller divisions with one
division forming Tado (in present-day Republic of Togo) and the other going further west to
establish Ŋɔtsie (also in Togo). The second migrating cluster from Ketu also split themselves
into two sub-groups, with one group evolving into the Fɔ ethnic group, who successively formed
the three important kingdoms of Allada, Dahomey, and Ajache Ipo (Hogbonu/Porto-Novo). The
other sub-group, known as the Dogbonyigbo or Dogboawo, eventually went further west to settle
with their relatives who had in the meantime developed Ŋɔtsie into a walled kingdom of
spiritual, economic, and political power.36
The Ŋɔtsie migration is perhaps the defining experience in the history of the Eʋe. It gave
rise to and explains the existence of various sub-ethnic groups that inhabit Eʋe-speaking parts of

34

See Law (1977)
See Amenumey (1986:2-16)
36
Numerous writers on Eʋe pre-history recognize this migration history but vary widely on precise locations and
dates. Amenumey (1986) is the most objective and thorough in this sense as he acknowledges the issues and errors
present in trying to date Eʋe pre-history. His work also makes extensive use of unpublished dissertations of African
scholars, various European language (German, Danish, French) sources not available to the general public. The most
accurate estimations cross-reference oral history with early records of non-indigenous traders and missionaries. See
also Spieth (1906, 1910), Crowther (1927), Westermann (1930), Parrinder (1949, 1970), Manoukian (1952), Ellis
(1966), Herskovits and Herskovits (1958), Boahen (1966), Mamattah (1978), Amenumey (1986, 1989), Agbodeka
(1997), and Asamoa (1986, 2000) among others.
35
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Ghana and Togo today. It is from the period of habitation in and eventual exodus from Ŋɔtsie
that specific experiences (and the identities of iconic actors in these experiences) have been
retained in oral histories of the Eʋe of Ghana and Togo, and memorialized in song and dance.37
For the Aŋlɔ of southern Volta, it spurred an annual festival (the Hogbetsɔtsɔza) that
commemorates this migration and the ancestral, political, and cultural connection to Ŋɔtsie. As
with any oral narrative, it is retold with slight variations, but a general storyline is preserved in
every telling.38 The history is that the Dogboawo arrived in Ŋɔtsie and lived in their own wards
under their own chiefs. Life seemed peaceful and prosperous until the reign of king Agokɔli II. It
is under the reign of this wicked and tyrannical king that life began to become difficult for the
Dogboawo as he burdened them with various impossible tasks and went so far as to kill all of
their elders except one. Being a walled city, escaping Ŋɔtsie and Agokorli’s tyranny would not
be easy.39 The elder devised a plan of escape wherein a section of the wall should be weakened
with washing water over a period of time. Then, at an opportune moment amidst the evening
drumming and dancing of the Dogboawo, the ingenious elder penetrated the weakened wall with

37

See Gbolonyo (2009:275-289) for a detailed overview of this part of history as expressed in traditional song and
dance forms.
38
I first heard it in 2002, narrated by my friend and teacher Ledzi Agudzemegah of Dzogadze. My summary is
based upon that telling and various textual sources (all drawn from oral accounts). Every ethnography and history
book that mentions the Eʋe will mention the Notsie migration in various degrees of detail and similarity. Some
scholars, notably Sandra E. Greene, go so far as to claim the “Notsie Narrative” (as she calls it) to be a fabrication of
the Bremen Mission and the German colonial authority of the early 20th century, designed to control the Eʋespeaking population and their neighbours. She also insists that Eʋe unification and nationalistic movements in the
mid-20th century contributed to the elevation of Notsie
as an important political, ancestral, and spiritual base for all Eʋe, even if they did not have a defined historic link to
the settlement. See Greene (2002:14-34)
39
See Gayibor and Aguigah (2005:11-12) for a nuanced description of Agokorli and his rise to power and eventual
infamy, which resulted from the extending his powers, ignoring his councilors, construction of monumental walls
which required massive manpower and unpleasant conditions, and punishment for disobedience to his orders.
Parallels to the current president of the United States of America are striking.
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a spiritually charged sword and allowed the oppressed Dogboawo to leave, while other migrants
left in a series of waves thereafter.40
This initial migrating group divided to form the basis of the three main divisions of Eʋespeaking people in Ghana (and part of Togo) today. The first group ventured northwest to
establish the traditional areas of Kpando, Peki, Hohoe and what is considered the northern Volta.
The second group settled in the central Volta to establish the towns of Ho, Abutia, Adaklu, and
other communities. The third group ventured southwest to establish Anloga, Avenorpedo, Afife
and other important traditional areas of the southern Volta.41 It is within this southern milieu that
my study is situated.

2.2

Eʋe of Ghana
The Volta Region is home to the majority of Ghana’s Eʋe-speaking people. It is

demarcated by geographical and political boundaries with Lake Volta and the Volta River to the
west, the Atlantic Ocean to the south, and bordered to the east by the Togolese Republic. Within
(and prior to) Ghana’s national political divisions of regions and districts, the Eʋe group
themselves into traditional areas called dukɔwo (sub-ethnic states), which are collections of duwo
(towns) founded by various related lineages.42 Each dukɔ has its own localized ruling structure,
with several sub-chiefs under a paramount chief, and has a historical relationship to other

40

Though there was one main exodus according to most histories, later migrations would have occurred with the
consent of Agokɔli II (or his successors), where families would search for their exiled lineage heads and also search
for more arable lands, as some traditions refer to a drought as being a catalyst for their migration. See Gayibor and
Aguigah (2005:11-12). That said, most Eʋe have assimilated any and all migration history under the common Notsie
story. See Greene (2002:14-34) and Nugent (2005:31-32).
41
See Amenumey (1986:3-16)
42
See Bluwey (2000)
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dukɔwo. No one dukɔ can claim dominance over another, though some (such as the Aŋlɔ) have
historically been prominent and may be considered senior in terms of the date of arrival in Ghana
(which itself carries some cultural authority).43 Notable dukɔwo also include the Avenɔ, Aƒiƒe,
Ave, Dzodze, Tɔŋu, Asɔgli, Agotime, Ho, Some, Peki among others; in total there are over 100
dukɔwo in Ghana.44
While the dukɔ is a significant indigenous political structure, the Eʋe of Ghana can be
further divided along a broad (and fuzzy) geo-cultural division of “North” and “South”. Even for
an outsider to Eʋe culture, a difference between northern Eʋe and southern Eʋe is palpable in
linguistic, musical, political, historical, and religious aspects. Based on this difference,
throughout this study I will refer to the music and culture of the southern Eʋe as a homogenous
unit, rather than specific elements of Aŋlɔ-Eʋe, Avenɔ-Eʋe, or Tɔŋu-Eʋe music.45
Undoubtedly an influence of the powerful Aŋlɔ polity on their immediate neighbours
does exist but identifying an “Aŋlɔ music” or (for example) “Avenɔ music”, or even traits
thereof, is problematic and difficult as certain Eʋe musics precede settlement in Ghana and the

43

See Nukunya (1997:8-9). Indeed, the word Aŋlɔ is nearly synonymous with the Eʋe as a whole, as incorrect as
this assumption is. Perceived dominance of the Aŋlɔ is related to their historical chieftaincy ties to Notsie, their
military dominance, and their sheer numbers, as their own population is greater than many other dukɔwo combined.
Another major reason is the initial contact with Europeans (Aŋlɔ settled the coastal area), and thus early conversion
to Christianity and access to education, which then led to positions of political influence for some Aŋlɔ in the
country. Many Eʋe scholars were Aŋlɔ who were educated at prestigious schools and proceeded to write about (and
popularize) their own traditions. Given the preceding, the dominance of Aŋlɔ -based ethnography is understandable,
as the majority of scholars are Aŋlɔ and the majority of non-Eʋe scholars have been influenced and informed by
Aŋlɔ musicians and communities.
44
Amenumey (1986:15)
45
While I thought it would be meaningful to explore such differences, after further discussion with several people,
asking about the “Avenɔ-ness” or “Aŋlɔ-ness” or a given cultural aspect (such as music), I was told that “We are all
under Aŋlɔ”. So from a local perspective anyhow, though the Avenɔ recognize themselves as being distinct
(especially linguistically and via lineage), they choose to align themselves politically and culturally with the state of
Aŋlɔ for various reasons. My questions relating to an “Avenɔ” music versus an “Aŋlɔ” music were quickly
dismissed as baseless or at least not important.
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eventual creation of dukɔ. Traditional religious and political music types, which are said to have
been relatively uninfluenced by external forces and social change,46 were the basis for later
secular traditional musical creations. Therefore, certain music types should transcend political
creations and sub-ethnic divisions that exist in Ghana today. Let me be very clear, especially to
Eʋe readers, that I am fully cognizant of the differences among the aforementioned Eʋe groups.
However, due to miscegenation via migration, intermarriage, and borrowing of traditions that
exist among the southern Eʋe, I choose the broad road rather than the narrow road for addressing
these issues. I also utilize the broader umbrella of southern Eʋe as a result of the overlapping
identities and places that my study site contains. For example, the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku
(originating in western Benin) is in the community of Dagbamete (Avenɔ traditional area) and
was brought into Ghana by Akpanaka Kwakuvi Amenorhu (a Tɔŋu-Eʋe). There is nothing
specifically Aŋlɔ about these three aspects of my study site.
The Avenɔ are the predominant settlers and landowners of the Akatsi South district (and
parts of the Akatsi North district) and identify the town of Avenorpedo as their original
settlement prior to having spread out and founding other settlements in the area. Understanding
Eʋe kinship divisions will give further insight into the founding of Dagbamete and its connection
and spiritual and political place within the Avenɔ Traditional Area and the Volta Region as a
whole. Kinship among the southern Eʋe has three main divisions, from the largest to the
smallest: hlɔ (clan), aƒedo (lineage), ƒome (family). As we will see, the intersection of
institutions of indigenous spiritual practice and social development is intimately related to these
kinship divisions in Dagbamete.

46

See Cudjoe (1953:283), Jones (1959:96-97), Gbolonyo (2009:64)
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The hlɔ is the largest and most general kinship group for any southern Eʋe person, male or
female. Every individual has a clan affiliation, tracing patrilineal descent from an ancestor who
founded the clan, often more than 10 generations ago. Hlɔ also connotes any association of the
human and spiritual realm with objects/living things that gave support, during and after migration,
in a positive manner.47 All clan members share their clan’s history of origin and migration, funerary
practices, naming systems, totemic obligations and affiliations, and hlɔ-specific deities. Each clan
has leaders that are entrusted with legal, spiritual, and ritual powers who, along with other
important clan members, meet periodically for spiritual, ritual, and socio-political activities that
bind them into a close-knit social institution.48 Within the sub-ethnic group identity (Avenɔ, Aŋlɔ,
etc) hlɔ affiliation is one of the most culturally and historically important identity markers for an
individual.
The aƒedo (lineage) is a major aspect of clan formation and outlines the detailed relations
of all clan members and their ancestors through their specific patrilineal lineages. It traces family
histories specifically emphasizes ancestors that are remembered for their status, actions,
affection, wisdom, abilities, talents, and impact on subsequent generations.49 The lineages of the
clan are comprised of various important ancestors and their own offspring and history migration
and achievement. Knowledge of one’s aƒedo involves tracing various genealogical branches of a
family tree and is used to ascribe status and related familial authority and duties to members of
the aƒedo. As with hlɔ, the aƒedo can be associated with geographic areas, deities, common
property, and in some cases, the legacy of chieftaincy titles.
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Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh; August 26, 2018.
Gbolonyo (2009:89)
49
Ibid.
48
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While hlɔ and aƒedo speak to broader and ancestral relations and identity, the smallest
and most immediate kinship category that affects an individual on a daily basis is the ƒome
(family). Meaning “inside the womb,” the ƒome encompasses both the immediate nuclear family
and its extensions (cousins, aunts, uncles). It usually extends back two generations to common
patrilineal ancestry and the use of a shared surname. Taken together, the hlɔ (clan), aƒedo
(lineage), and ƒome (family) are essential in assessing who exists in a community, their relation
to each other, their shared history, and their present and future behaviour on a cultural and
spiritual level. As we will see with the community of Dagbamete, the aƒedo is one of the most
important factors in explaining the rise of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and the remarkable trajectory this
community has had in the past six decades.
The major hlɔ among the Avenɔ is the Atsyiame, whose members live in numerous
dukɔwo (settlements) across the Avenɔ traditional area.50 The name of the clan is related to early
histories and experiences of their ancestors as it relates to the atsiati tree. The history is narrated
as follows:
All descendants of the Atsyiame Clan do not use the “atsiati” as firewood. This is
because on one of the war fields, they were very hungry up to the point of death. They
came across a big tree with fruits on it which were being eaten by birds. The oldest
among them offered to eat it first and in case nothing happens to him, all others would be
allowed to eat it. Fortunately, nothing happened to him and they all ate the fruits and
survived. Hence, the name Atsyiame Clan.51
As a result of the above experience, it is taboo for any member of the Atsyiame clan to
use the atsiati as firewood as the fruit of the tree was instrumental in ensuring the survival of
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The other 12 Avenɔ clans include the Gbɔdome, Lume, Tsite, Awasiaƒedo, Fiato, Deme, Adrovie, Agɔnu,
Kpogedi, Wugbeme, Sevie, and Gbevie.
51
Atsyiame Clan of Avenɔ Traditional Area, (2014:5)
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ancestors during times of struggle and strife.52 Another story that alludes to the clan is related to
one of their early deities used during war, known as Amezuatsi. The story relates that during
difficult battles the spirit of Amezuatsi was invoked and enabled the clan members to turn into
trees that the enemy could not see. This allowed the members to easily attack and defeat their
enemies. As a result, other clans would call them atsimeawo, meaning “tree people”.53
In 2014 in Dagbamete, at the first Atsyiame Hlɔ Tutu Za (Atsyiame Clan Festival), a
booklet was publicly released entitled Atsyiame Clan of Avenɔ Traditional Area.54 This important
and rare work details the family tree of the entire clan, an effort started in 1982 by Fiaga Tɔgbui
Samlafo IV (the Atsyiame Paramount Chief). This project involved consultation with 62
different chiefs, and various elders who have retained clan histories orally. It introduces the
earliest known ancestors of the clan and the lineages of their descendants, covering 13
generations from 1200 C.E. through present. One of the main reasons for publishing the clan
history publicly was to avoid chieftaincy disputes and succession rivalries, which often rely on
differing accounts of oral history.
According to the Atsyiame Clan of Avenɔ Traditional Area, the clan begins with Tɔgbui
Adelamatsi, who is thought to have lived in the 13th century.55 Description of aspects of the
Atsyiame clan’s history and its aƒedo (lineages) starts at the 5th generation (approximately 16-
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The fruit of the atsiati (Blighia Sapida) is called “cashew” in English by Ghanaians and is commonly known as
“ackee” outside of West Africa, especially popular in Jamaica, where it was introduced and forms a part of the
national identity, economy and local cuisine. See https://jis.gov.jm/information/symbols/jamaican-national-fruitackee/. Despite the cultural and historical importance of the fruit, it is rarely eaten by the Atsyiame clan.
53
Atsyiame Clan of Avenɔ Traditional Area, (2014:5)
54
A project undertaken by the Atsyiame Clan Council of Elders and Chiefs.
55
I can only assume this date is based upon backwards counting of generations, ascribing a generation a general
length of years with respect to average life expectancy and cultural norms for male marrying and procreation age.
Recent generations (17th century through present) are more accurately dated with cross-referencing oral history with
documented historical events (wars, natural disasters, colonial records) that may intersect and/or mention settlements
and individuals, especially traditional rulers, by specific name.
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17th century), detailing the descendants of the three brothers - Zatekpa, Akawu, Dzeki, and their
cousin Agbomado. All Atsyiame clan families can definitively trace their origin to one of these
four lineages through individual and collective histories passed on orally. The line of Zatekpa,
and the various dukɔwo that his descendants have settled and founded are relevant to my
experience and research over the past 20 years. After much reading, discussion, contemplation
and comprehension since the Atsyiame hlɔ history was released in 2014, I had a profound
realization. My visits to Ghana have always revolved around residing in two main settlements,
Dagbamete and its older sister village of Dzogadze. Through the course of these sojourns I
would always visit neighbouring villages, mainly to attend and participate in funerals, to visit
shrines, and to simply visit friends. It is now clear to me that the majority of these villages,
families, and individuals are all related to one another, part of a meta-family structure that
transcends hundreds of years and can be traced to the four main progenitors, and eventually to
one ancestor. And despite being a patrilineal society in which retention of female lineages is not
always championed, there are numerous cases of cross-cousin marriage, arrangements that
further solidify the inter-relation between family, clan, and community.
2.3

Dagbamete
As Ghanaian villages go, Dagbamete is relatively ordinary, simple and small in both

population and physical footprint. The majority of buildings are clustered together, and familyowned farmlands radiate outwards, surrounding the villages in fields of cassava and corn,
connected by a network of footpaths. There is a school (primary and elementary), a football field
(known locally as a “school park”), a couple of small shops and kiosks selling sundry goods and
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supplies, and (considering the population) a remarkable number of dedicated drinking “spots”.56
As in most rural Eʋe villages there is a zikpuixɔme (stool room) which houses the zikpui (stool)
and the panoply of a chief’s position, including historically and culturally important artifacts
related to the exploits of the chief and his aƒedo (and thus that of the community). There are also
structures dedicated to indigenous spiritual practices, including a dulegba at the main entrance of
the community, and traces of personal voduwo at points in and around the village. While this
describes almost any Eʋe village, Dagbamete also differs from other settlements. The village had
electricity decades before other surrounding villages and had initiated social developmental
projects independent of local government bodies, which places it at a more “developed” stage
than communities of a similar size.57 But the most striking difference, given the prevalence and
exponential growth of Christianity in Ghana, is that there is no evidence of Christianity
whatsoever in Dagbamete. The absence of any church is strikingly balanced by the presence of
the largest and most noticeable structure in the community, the shrine dedicated to Tɔgbui
Aƒetɔku. This is not by accident. When I asked the dufia (community chief) Tɔgbui Klu
Agudzeamegah II about this he was blunt with his answer,
I’ll say that right from my inception as a chief of this place, it has always been my very
strong desire to keep our culture alive because I can see the kind of damage its
[Christianity] doing to certain communities. Because in the first place, the cultural values
of the people in any community that a church is established, vanish. Because when they
come in they create an impression that everything that you’ve been doing over the
centuries is uncivilized, is unpolished, is dirty, is this, is that, is not the right thing to do,
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A common Ghanaian English term for any alcoholic drinking establishment, no matter how small or informal.
They can range from a simple 6’ x 8’ room with drinks and glasses set against a wall, to larger structures with
chairs, tables, ceiling fans, a stereo system, a TV, serving girls, refrigerators, and the wall behind the bar covered in
shelves with bottles of all manner of beverage.
57
These projects include a dedicated teacher’s housing compound, accommodation for patients of the Aƒetɔku
shrine, a multi-structure health clinic and accommodation for health workers, and a major water reservoir project
among others. The impact and impetus for these projects and their relation to the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine will be
covered in a later section of the dissertation.
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there’s only one way to know God and all those things are implanted in people’s minds.
And that begins to work against the natural instincts of survival.58
According to local historians, Dagbamete was founded as a settlement in the mid-1700s
by Tɔgbui Agudzeamegah, a 4th generation descendant of Tɔgbui Zatekpa, one of the four main
progenitors of the Atsyiame clan.59 Agudzeamegah was born, as was his mother, in Avenorpedo,
a nearby and important Avenɔ town. He was nonetheless considered an outsider since his father
was from a different aƒedo and its affiliated territory.60 Agudzeamegah settled in what is now
Dagbamete with his son Korsi Klu after an incident that left him homeless. According to oral
history, one day while visiting his farmland his enemies in Avenorpedo proceeded to burn down
residence and property, which forced him and his family to settle on the farmland and develop it
into a permanent settlement. The settlement eventually became affiliated with Korsi Klu
Agudzeamegah and was also known as Korsikope (Korsi’s village).
My investigation into the name Dagbamete yielded three contrasting histories. One of the
ancestors of the Atsyiame clan, Tɔgbui Zatekpa had traversed the wilderness between
Avenorpedo and Avenorpeme many times. Between these two settlements is the land upon
which Dagbamete sits and is the site of a trɔ (deity) named Dagbamete which Tɔgbui Zatekpa
discovered.61 The site of Trɔ Dagbamete (which is often a naturally occurring object or area) is a
small grove currently fenced off by a cement wall and located behind the residence of the dufia.
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Interview with Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamega II, April 23, 2017.
Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor gives the date of 1776, the date of the Tsiame Wute war, the last war that Tɔgbui
Agudzeamegah fought in before settling. Interview with Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor, July 9, 2019.
60
His father Awlavi was considered a native of Dzogadze, an older town about 7km away, which is connected to
Dagbamete through matrilineal and patrilineal connections and is considered an ancestral home.
61
Ibid. In fact, many Eʋe communities are founded upon and named after a trɔ including Akatsi, Dzogadze,
Maleme, and others.
59
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A second history of the name relates to the reason why Tɔgbui Agudzeamegah had to
settle there in the first place after having his Avenorpedo home burned by enemies. In Eʋe
culture, when someone has a business or a project, it can be considered an agba (a load). If one’s
business, success, or life is destroyed due to the malignant efforts of another, the phrase “wo ɖe
agba le ame ta” is applied to the situation. From this expression, the name Dagbamete was given
and applied to the community and its affiliated land.62,63
Of Tɔgbui Agudzeamegah’s three children, only his son Korsi Klu Agudzeamegah
survived.64 From Korsi Klu Agudzeamegah six sons were born – Davor, Dunyo, Dzeamesi,
Agbodeka, Halolo, Edoe – and one daughter, Tsigbesi. The Halolo and Edoe lineages are
extinguished while the descendants of Tsigbesi (being a female) were not included in clan
history. However, the descendants of Davor, Dunyo, Dzeamesi, and Agbodeka form the
overwhelming majority of families in Dagbamete today. These relations have been the
significant factor in directing the progressive and resilient trajectory of the village through the
present, as all decision making, leadership, and power has been held by one large family. Many
of my interlocutors (who are members of these families) assert that they keep the best interests of
the whole community (and thus their own families) as the main priority in all their decision-
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Interview with Ledzi Agudzemegah, March 25, 2018. The phrase means “they removed the load from a man’s
head”. This whole history was narrated to Ledzi by his grandfather, (late) Horsu Agudzemegah, who was recognized
as the reincarnation of Tɔgbui Agudzeamegah. According to Eʋe tradition, one will have similar life experiences of
the one you reincarnate; Ledzi’s grandfather’s house and property were also set to fire by jealous townspeople in
Dzogadze.
63
I should include here an alternate but widely acknowledged as false history that still circulates regarding the name
of the community, that bears some resemblance to this history. According to Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor: They have
been saying that they used to go and fetch water from Xavi area and the path on which they are passing before going
is some tree. If you are not careful some stick at the top, when you are passing under and you are not careful and not
able to bend before you go there, that branch of the tree will remove that load from your head.
64
Agudzeamegah’s first children were Atsu and Atsuƒui (male and female twins). Atsu died before having children.
Astuƒui married her into her cousin’s lineage at Dzogadze, further cementing the relation between the two
communities.
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making. This differs from other (often older) communities which may be populated by families
of several aƒedowo (lineages), perhaps five or six generations in descent from a putative ancestor
(or ancestors). In such cases, the historical and hereditary relationships between the community
members may be recognized but not strongly unifying, as every branch of every generation
resulted in further diversification and distance. The ambitions and vision of one family may not
always harmonize with another and grievances and grudges may persist and be carried forward
by subsequent generations. Further, in older and larger towns, unrelated families from different
clans and lineages may co-exist and share leadership roles.65 Thus, an immediate sense of unified
purpose, shared identity, and history can be lacking, which may impact the positive development
of the community.
Traditionally, grievances between individuals and/or families would be mitigated and
arbitrated by the ƒometatɔ (family head), ƒomemetsitsiwo (family/lineage elders), dumegawo
(community leaders), fia (chief), or if a very serious issue could not be mediated by local
authorities, by the hlɔtatɔ(clan head) and/or fiaga (paramount chief). The traditional moral codes
of Eʋe culture, which often worked in tandem with behavioural taboos associated with private
and public deities, functioned as the main laws in traditional society, and continued to do so
under colonial rule and current constitutional laws. Since the leadership of Dagbamete is the
purview of the dufia, who is supported and advised by a closely connected collection of elders
(all are first cousins, which is in Eʋe kinship is equal to a blood brother), a profound sense of
unity has guided the community. Almost every time I have visited Dagbamete the dufia is
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Dagbamete does have some families who are not “native” to the town, who were invited to settle by early
ancestors, or “foreign” males who married into the community and chose to reside there. As a very small minority,
they are not integrated into leadership and decision-making positions, yet they may still hold positions of cultural
value and be respected, as musical experts for example.
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engaged with the village elders in arbitrating cases and issues amongst and affecting the
community. Likewise, the shrine elders are often busy with deliberations regarding the
development of the community and the role of the shrine and its finances in effecting positive
change. The dufia has stated that harmony between community members is one of his utmost
priorities and he relies on his uncles (who are all hunuawo) to assist him in these matters. Despite
his living in the UK for most of the year (since 1988), he visits almost three times each year and
remains in close contact via telephone to assist in these matters and stay in touch with the
community and its issues. He does indicate that there are challenges wherever there is money and
people involved as “they are humans”, but he is instrumental in mediating these problems which
he sees as being crucial to development and unity of the community as a whole. As he states,
It is one thing thing to make money and another in managing it, otherwise petroleum rich
countries cannot be poor. The money comes in and if it is not properly managed it cannot
do anything and it creates chaos and everything breaks down. Why is it that so many
shrine in this country cannot do what we are doing? It’s the leadership.66
However, I contend that a greater force is at play in guiding the community’s trajectory:
the inescapable spiritual authority of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. All of the hunuawo of this shrine are
derived from the exact same collection of families and individuals, thus the council of elders are
also the same hunuawo. Basically, the community is too intimately related, through spirit and
lineage, to allow any major grievance to metastasize and have any negative effects. Being
members of the shrine, all leaders of the community must follow its taboos (ekɔwo), the five
most important being truth, good neighbourliness, respect for human life, love, and justice.67
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Interview with Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II, April 23, 2017.
Even though there were 10 ekɔwo given upon the vodu’s entry into Ghana, a member at the Dagbamete shrine has
36 to follow. Some of these are common to other shrines and others may originate as general social rules which have
67
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Transgressions of these rules, especially by hunuawo, almost certainly results in illness and
death, thus they effect morality and behaviour far more than any secular/social influence (such as
family obligation/relation). Harmony within the overall community and its various families is the
desired goal and as soon as an issue is detected, it is dealt with swiftly. Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, in
comparing the town of Dagbamete to larger and more diverse towns that are divided and
faltering due to differences in faith and lineages (such as neighboring Avenorpedo), says “that
thing cannot prevail here, because Aƒetɔku will not allow. As soon as a problem is coming you
have to quickly deal with it and unity continues”.68 Thus, a trifecta of ancestral, community, and
spiritual relationships are intertwined and overseen by the senior members of this large family.
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu reflects on this situation, as someone who is (patrilineally) outside
of this family:
To have the vodu here, it’s the same family. That is why there is no difference. They are
all one…one father, one mother. They can’t fight [and] that is why. Like Galotse,
different, different people from this town, from this town, from this town, they came
together [to make the] hunuawo. So there is some trouble all the time, misunderstanding.
That is the cause [of that shrine’s demise]. But here, one father, one mother. That is why
they don’t fight. Even the money, they don’t share it. They use it for projects.69
Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor reiterates the importance of shrine membership and the expansion
of the shrine’s impact as being parallel to that of the community, especially the importance of
using the revenue from the shrine wisely:
Those days the town did not develop. People are not plenty like this. The shrine protected
our forefathers. People started coming and joining [the shrine] and its expanding. If they

been subsumed under religious authority, and thus given greater ritual value and subsequently more rigid adherence.
See Fiawoo (1959:111-114) for examples of this.
68
Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 25, 2017.
69
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 1, 2014. As polygyny is accepted in Ghana, the English phrase
“one father, one mother” is commonly used by Eʋe to signify the closeness of a sibling relation, the notion being
that uterine kin are closer than siblings from “one father, different mother”.
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are going to the rules, it will expand more, better things will come. That is how it is. But
if you don’t go by the rules the whole village will destroy. The examples are there.70 They
were not going according to the rules. What destroyed the whole thing is money. If the
money comes at the close of the day, they share it amongst themselves. And the time for
festival [ƒetatrɔtrɔ] they can’t do it well because they chop [use] all the money. Here, our
forefathers taught us to never ever touch the money. If you want to do development do it,
but don’t use it yourself. If you use it, how can you feed the people to pray for Aƒetɔku
[during the ƒetatrɔtrɔ]? If they are beating the drum and singing, that will ginger him.71
Currently, the vast majority residents of Dagbamete are descended from the
Agudzeamegah lineage of Dunyo, Davor, Agbodeka, and Dzeamesi. While these progenitors
have passed on, their children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and great-great-grandchildren
remain. There are only six other families who reside in the community not from this lineage:
Adukpo, Amenorhu, Awunyo, Dzeamesi,72 Satey, and Nyakpo. The Dzeamesi and Satey families
originate in nearby Horti but settled in Dagbamete. Their population is small and both family
heads are deceased. The Awunyo and Nyakpo families exist in Dagbamete due to marriage of
daughters of Dagbamete families and the subsequent relocation to Dagbamete on the part of the
husbands and their children. Thus, all inhabitants bearing these names are maternal kin of the
founding Dagbamete families (in both cases, marriage into the Davor lineage).
Though an outsider to the town, Sunday Nyakpo (originally from Lume-Avete, another
notable Atsyiame community) is a valuable contributor to traditional musical ensembles as a
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He mentions several towns, such as Galotse, Adutor, and Lakpo in which both the town and the Aƒetɔku shrines
have collapsed due to misuse of funds and division among the hunuawo and community (usually due to conversion
to Christianity).
71
Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 7, 2017.
72
This Dzeamesi is of no relation to Dzeamesi Agudzeamega. Aside from spiritually derived names, a child may be
given a name derived from a specific experience or insight that the parents may have had before, during, or
immediately after the birth of a child. Such experiences may be reflected or commemorated by proverbs or other
idiomatic expressions (adagana) which are widespread in Eʋeland. Thus, a common surname (which may be
derived from an ancestral personal name) can be found across Eʋeland but bear no kinship whatsoever. See
Gbolonyo (2009:263), Agbedor and Assiba (2005:161-182).
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henɔ (song leader). The Adukpo family was given permission to settle and farm upon Dagbamete
land one generation back. Their descendants still reside in Dagbamete and are integrated
members of the community. Avu Kobla Adukpo and his brother Midawo Ehi Adukpo are
recognized master drummers and singers respectively and contribute to both the musical
activities of the Aƒetɔku shrine and the Unity Habɔbɔ.
The Amenorhu family is a unique case in the history of Dagbamete as this family was,
and still is, integral to the existence of the Aƒetɔku shrine in the village, despite being perceived
as outsiders by some. Akpanaka Kwakuvi Amenorhu was invited by Davor Agudzeamegah to
marry his daughter due to Amenorhu’s role in establishing the Aƒetɔku Shrine in Dagbamete.
Two of his relatives, Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu (son) and Kofi Amenorhu (nephew) both reside
in Dagbamete with their families and are two important hunuawo at the shrine.73 Fiawodo
Afaxoe Amenorhu’s position in the community and beyond is remarkable. Though he holds the
title of gutsoa (animal immolator) in the Aƒetɔku shrine, his knowledge of ritual procedure,
which was afforded to him by his close association to his father and maternal uncles, exceeds
that of any other individual living today. As he says “They can be older in age, but spiritually, in
[the] Aƒetɔku circle, no one is older than me now because I know more things about my father
and my grandfathers. By then they [some current hunuawo] were young, they may be older than
me but they don’t get close to them [his elders]”.74 Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu is also a Tɔbokɔ
(highly learned and experienced priest) in the Efa divination society, after having been born into
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The youngest brother, Nelson Amenorhu, was a gifted azagunɔ (lead drummer) who died tragically in a car crash
in the early 2000s. His son Kudzo, also a azagunɔ, remains in the town and is also a participating member of Unity
Habɔbɔ and the activities of the Aƒetɔku Shrine.
74
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 1, 2014.
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Efa and initiated by his father, who was also a Tɔbokɔ. In addition to his spiritual prowess,
Afaxoe is also a gifted and renowned hakpala (song composer) and one of the founders and
current leader of the Unity Drumming Habɔbɔ, which is based in Dagbamete. With a current
membership of over 7000 people, it is one of the largest and longest-running habɔbɔ of the Volta
Region and major force in sustaining traditional musical practice. Despite his remarkable
importance and impact upon the community, Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu remains a humble,
industrious, and entrepreneurial individual who has worked as a teacher and a tax collector and
continues to work as a farmer, palm-wine tapper, and distiller, into his 7th decade.75
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He is commonly known in Dagbamete and beyond as “Teacher Afaxoe” due to his many years as teacher in the
community.
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Chapter 3: Eʋe Cosmology
I’m sweating. The air conditioning in the immigration section for international arrivals is
not working too well and I wear pants, long sleeves, socks and shoes in tropical Accra.
But at least mosquitoes can’t bite me. After 45 minutes or so, I finally reach an officer.
Immigration Officer: (smiling) ”Welcome to Ghana! Passport please.”
Me: “Thank you!”
Immigration Officer: “First time visiting Ghana?”
Me: “Yes. I’m very excited.”
Immigration Officer: “Where will you be staying in the country?”
Me: “A village called Dagbamete”
Immigration Officer: Dagbamete? Never heard of that place. Where is it?”
Me: “In the Volta Region.”
Immigration Officer: (eyes wide, serious expression) “Eeeee, be careful over there, they
are strong in juju76!!”
3.1

What, Where and How is/are Vodu?
The above interaction happened upon my first visit to Ghana in 1999 and repeats itself

nearly every time I’ve visited since. The sentiment is that the Volta Region, home to most of the
country’s Eʋe speakers, retains a reputation as a stronghold of indigenous spiritual practices and
knowledge, a situation that invokes both positive and negative connotations among the people.77
For those searching for spiritual protection, cures for spiritual sickness or blessings of a deity, the
authenticity of the Volta is where they head. For sensationalized tabloid stories of human
sacrifice, blood rituals for material success, and generalized and abhorred “occult” behavior, the
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“Juju” is a common word for spiritual/magical powers and/or charms used among English-speaking West Africans,
often in a pejorative sense, as in “witchcraft”. The French West African equivalent is gris-gris. The synonym for
“juju” in Eʋe is bo and/or dzoka, which will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
77
See Friedson (2009:159,175) Ishii (2005:277), Geurts (2002:124-126). One hunua relayed a story of being
challenged and criticized by a fellow Eʋe for displaying vodu and amlima (miracles derived from bo and dzoka) at
the funeral for the mother of the Ashantehene (ruler of the Ashanti people), which was thoroughly covered by all
forms of media in the country as a national event. The critic wanted to meet the hunua at their local chief’s residence
to discredit the vodu the hunua works with, as he claimed that such displays of power give the Eʋe a bad name as
evil people and make it difficult for them to find work nationally due to this reputation. The hunua agreed to the
meeting but the other man was a no-show. Interview with Zagbetɔ Hunua Agbonor Mensah, April 24, 2017.
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Volta is where people point. Among the Eʋe, such associations are a point of pride for traditional
believers (a vindication of their lifestyle and philosophy) but shameful for Christians (who want
to eschew such associations and align with “modernity”).
Traveling along any road within the Volta Region, whether a bush path or the
international highway that connects Ghana to Togo, can be an enchanting experience and a study
in contrasts. The villages along the roadside, with their fields of cassava and corn, oil palms and
coconut trees, appear languid and peaceful. On dry days, iron-rich burnt umber dust is
inescapable, the visible breath of the land that sustains the people. After an onslaught of rain,
foliage glows with life and the mucky earth hugs your feet with every step. Mud and thatch
houses sit side-by-side modern steel and concrete dwellings, obvious markers of economic
disparity. Cell phone towers amidst towering silk-cotton trees. Motorcycle taxis and lorries force
farmers, their heads weighted down by the days harvest, off the dusty roadway. The people are
friendly, welcoming, and warm. Life continues as it has for generations while shaking hands
with modernity.
Signs of devotion are everywhere: trees draped in cotton sheets of white, red, or deep
blue or a combination of all three. Small offerings of food at left crossroads, or near a grove of
wild and unkempt trees and bushes. A clay pot full of water and herbs found outside a dwelling,
resting upon a tripod of tree limbs. Small earthen mounds molded to resemble a head with
mouth, nose and cowrie shells for eyes, rise up from the ground, protected under a shelter of
thatch roof or a sheet of zinc. Structures resembling small houses are decorated with images of
supernatural beings and animals, their entrances covered with raffia or cloth, as if to say “do not
look inside”.
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Then there may be a group of vodusi78 on a procession to a shrine of their chosen deity,
singing songs of praise, warning, or celebration. Voices pierce the air as they slowly walk,
sanctifying the “profane” world around them, beating the gakogui bell to give rhythm to their
march. Some are adorned in simple white cloth, others in red with cowrie beads strung around
their torso, wrists, elbows and neck and if one looks closely, ritual scars mark their backs, faces,
and arms. Passing them on a trail one has a fleeting glimpse into a parallel reality, unless you
follow them. And if you do you may end up at a gathering of hundreds of vodu acolytes, coming
together in the powerful trinity of drum, song, and dance, as they offer their bodies and souls to
their gods.
What follows is an overview of the cosmology of the Eʋe, which has been culled from a
combination of previous scholarly work, interviews, and experience. Instead of a summary of
this cosmology with footnoted directions for the reader to follow up with other source material, I
go into a certain amount of detail in this chapter, repeating what others have said. I do this to
provide context for the uninformed reader and to remind the informed reader of the connection
that this material has for the rest of the dissertation.

3.2

Vodu Defined
The word vodu translates as “divinity” or “spirit” in Gbe languages and is the major

indigenous spiritual practice and belief system of the Gbe-speaking ethnic groups in West Africa
of Ghana, Togo, Benin, and Nigeria.79 As a result of shared historical roots and routes, these

78

Literally “wives of the vodu”, regardless of gender. When an individual is initiated into the worship of a given deity,
they are seen as being married to that deity and will serve it.
79
Depending on the linguistic variations, colonial language conventions, and background of the author, the term may
also be spelled as vodhun, vodou, vodun, vojou, veju, vedu, vaudou.
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ethnic groups can today be seen as cultural cousins, bearing similarity in their modes and
aesthetics of artistic expression, choices of social and political organization, and above all, their
varied and complex spiritual practices and philosophy, manifested via vodu. The term designates
an adored and venerated deity, in its physical and spiritual form, as well as referring to an openended and dynamic spiritual practice, with its attendant metaphysical epistemology.
Both in everyday thought and behavior and in more philosophical realms vodu practices
are as varied as the different ethnic groups that inhabit the cultural zone, in spite of their shared
history. Variation rather than homogeneity is the norm; what the inhabitants of one community
or region espouses, and the terminology used to describe it, may contradict and/or conflate that
of a neighbouring group. Historical time’s passage and the flow of ideas, people, and practices
over vast stretches of land and communities where vodu practices, deities, beliefs, and their
relationship with local, foreign, ancestral, and contemporary influences and sources sum to a
complex whole.80 Some have even gone so far as to describe vodu as “structured chaos” or
“divine chaos”.81 Vodu is nonetheless the spiritual path of millions, and it is troubling that these
repositories of wisdom are rarely, if ever, mentioned among the lists of the world’s great spiritual
traditions.82
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The lack of complete agreement on terminology, hierarchies, and spiritual culture in general (and the frustration it
can generate!) been noted by other ethnographers in Eʋeland. See de Surgy (1988), Rosenthal (1998:45-46), Geurts
2002), Lovell (2002), Friedson (2009:179), Venkatachalam (2015:48)
81
Venkatachalam (2015:47-48)
82
The general tendency is to put all indigenous spiritual practices under one non-specific umbrella term, African
Traditional Religion(s) (ATR), which runs the risk further promoting notions of cultural homogeneity within subSaharan Africa. While many sub-Saharan spiritual practices share broad commonalities (Supreme Being accessed
through intermediaries, ancestor veneration, sacrificial rituals, divination, spirit possession, belief in witchcraft, among
others), no single practice or system can or should be denoted as “African”. If anything, the above list of traits (many
of them at least) can be found in indigenous spiritual systems across the planet. See Booth (1979) and p’Bitek (1971)
for nuanced critiques of ATR and its applicability across the continent.
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For adherents, vodu is ancient, profound, and effective. Rather than being a meditative or
introspective practice, it is action through sound, song, dance, blood, ritual, and the offerings of
nature, a means of communicating, imploring, appeasing and pleasing spiritual entities to work
on your behalf.83 It encompasses the veneration of ancestors, nature and the mysterious. More
than a religion, vodu is a way of life and interaction with all aspects of reality – the material and
immaterial, the sacred and profane, the mortal and the immortal. It engenders techniques and
knowledge to traverse and utilize the energies of the spiritual plane. At the root of vodu is the
notion of balance, service, exchange and dialogue on a personal, familial, societal, and spiritual
level. And as a means of spiritual, moral, and physical aggregation for communities, it produces
intensely spirituous and integral drum, dance, and song repertoires. It provides answers for life’s
mysteries through mythology, oral poetics, holistic healing, divination, and communion with the
divine through possession. Being born of experience and disseminated orally, there is no written
text to codify the practice, no paramount leaders to dictate, and no codified dogma to follow.84
Some have characterized vodu and its related practices as a religious-cultural “vortex” for its
absorptive nature in incorporating influences, ritual techniques, and deities from forest,
savannah, and coastal belts.85 Many ethnographers have explored the complex, overlapping and
at times contradictory elements of traditional Eʋe spiritual practice and belief, characterizing it as
being in a constant state of flux – between order and disorder.86

83

A concise observation on the matter of Christian views of ATR is by Mbonu Ojike (1946:181): “If religion consists
in deifying one character and crusading around the world to make him acceptable to all mankind, then the African has
no religion. But if religion means doing rather than talking, then the African has a religion.” Emphasis added.
84
Dr. Kofi Gbolonyo makes an important distinction that Vodu, like many nature-based belief systems, is considered
“experiential” as opposed revelatory (or “man-made”) religions which are traced to a founding figure (i.e., Abraham,
Jesus, Mohammed). Personal communication with Kofi Gbolonyo, February 12, 2016
85
Rush (2002, 2005)
86
Venkatachalam (2015:48)
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Each vodu has a personality, history, laws, likes and dislikes. As physical objects vodu
are sculptures and carvings; assemblages of bone, mud, stones, blood, skin, feathers, cloth, herbs,
wood, iron, teeth, shells and other naturally occurring physical matter made to resemble human
form or visage, a particular animal, or some abstract design; the design being dependent on the
nature of the particular vodu itself (see Photos 3.1 - 3.4). Some are permanently affixed to a
location while others reside in bowls as portable objects. Once assembled, the ritual specialist
will consecrate the vodu with a combination of prayers, offerings and music. Viewed as a living
thing, a vodu is always in a state of change, based upon the various physical offerings being
given to it, thus its material nature is characterized by flux. The impermanent and presently
active nature of vodu aesthetics is intertwined with the impermanent and mostly vegetable matter
employed as offerings. Nothing lasts. Nothing can be contained physically. It is a continual
process of renewal, layer upon layer.87 Thus, the trope, “feeding the vodu” (invoking the vodu as
having human behavior) is essential to its survival and one interacts with a vodu much in the
same way you would another person: speaking to it, pleading with it, even admonishing it at
times.88 They need humans just as we need them. They can rise and fall in efficacy, and therefore
popularity. And if a vodu is deemed by its followers to be ineffective, it can be neglected, left to
decompose themselves, and become forgotten by the next generation.

87

This ephemerality is unpacked in Rush (2010).
One popular song sung in the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku – Vodua ame wonye nam (Vodu is a human to me) –
espouses this conception. The song and its context will be explained in Chapter 6.
88
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Photo 3.1 Some vodu affiliated with Vodu Kɔku in Torkanu (Ghana)

Photo 3.2 An example of multiple vodu existing in the same shrine in Cotonou (Benin)
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Photo 3.3 Dulegba of Atiteti (Ghana). Courtesy of Sela Adjei.

Photo 3.4 Left, Vodu Etɔmigbo and Right, Tɔgbui Zalekɔ from Woe (Ghana). Courtesy of Sela Adjei.
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Associations with nature are common in vodu. To be in the presence of God, followers of
vodu need only go to nature. Divinities can inhabit large baobab trees, termite mounds, groves,
rivers, the sea, large stones or even some animals (such as pythons, crocodiles and panthers).
Thus, in these instances, human assistance was not necessary to help the vodu obtain a dwelling,
though a shelter would be built to protect the physical representation of the vodu. Other deities
acquire a dwelling, and become situated among humans, as a result of human involvement: a
diviner may have identified the cause of some trouble and advised on such an action. In other
cases, the vodu may reveal itself to a hunter in the forest, explaining to him the manner of
worship and also how to “construct” the vodu for use at home.
Voduwo differ from the rest of created beings in the world because they are immortal,
invisible, and timeless. They also share some characteristics (such as suprarationality) with the
Supreme Being, whose servants they are and from whom they draw their power. For the Gbespeaking people of West Africa, all aspects of life are the result of this nexus of these vital and
overlapping energies. The spiritual world manifests itself in the natural world by means of its
elements: plant, animal, water, earth and air. When combined with word-sound-power and
intention people can harness and direct spiritual energy for their own desires, or appeal to the
power of the vodu for the fulfillment of these desires.
I am granting a broad semantic field to the term vodu. Its usage spans several countries
and ethnic groups, though there is no consensus on what exactly to call this particular
manifestation of African Traditional Religion. For my study I will continue to broadly use vodu
to refer to the practice, the spirit, and the object(s) contained therein. Eʋe-speakers often use the
term dekɔŋu to describe any practice that is perceived as being indigenous and traditional. This
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includes libation pouring, ancestor veneration, marriage rites, forms of music and dance,
weaving, greetings, values, food; essentially the complete compendium of customs and
indigenous knowledge systems can be classified as dekɔŋu.89 Thus, many would identify as
followers of dekɔŋu, or more specifically as practitioners of trɔsubɔ or dekɔŋusubɔ (traditional
“service” and/or worship).90 The age and historical antecedents of a practice are not indicators of
inclusion under the umbrella of dekɔŋu, rather it is the quality and character of the practice that
determines inclusion. For example, Christianity has been in Southern Ghana for nearly 150
years, even longer than some established and powerful vodu shrines, including the site of my
study. Yet, no one would ever consider Christianity as dekɔŋusubɔ as it does not reflect the ritual
practices of dekɔŋusubɔ, does not adequately address the dekɔŋu cosmology (if anything,
Christian theology is the opposite of it), and most importantly, unlike dekɔŋusubɔ, Christianity is
not tolerant or accepting of other deities and forces.
But if you take anything remotely resembling vodu, no matter how recent it arrived in
Eʋeland or from where it arrived, it would immediately be categorized as dekɔŋusubɔ. Even if it
carries with it some novel spiritual practices and expressive arts,91 its character and qualitative
aspects dovetail with established and accepted notions of what vodu is and the new addition

89

Sometimes called “culture” in Ghanaian English and I’ve encountered other indigenous practices defined as such
in other countries. When learning traditional music in Zimbabwe my teacher would often refer to his instrument, the
mbira, and the spiritual context within which exists as “culture” (as in “the mbira is culture”). In this sense, the two
words, culture and tradition, are used synonymously.
90
A literal definition of the term subɔ is actually “service”. See Dietrich (2012) as one of the few examples of the use
of dekɔŋusubɔ in an academic context.
91
I specifically refer to the numerous Gorovodu/Brekete shrines that populate the southern reaches of Cote d’Ivoire,
Ghana, Togo, Benin. This style of worship is characterized by completely foreign deities with origins in “the North”,
elements of Islamic dress and worship, and novel music and dance styles and elements (instruments, singing styles).
It will be discussed later in the dissertation.
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would be subsumed and understood in the existing metaphysical reality and belief system.92
Dekɔŋusubɔ is intertwined with the historical, cultural, artistic, and political identity of the Eʋe
as they exist in the modern post-colonial era, across several borders (Ghana, Togo, Benin) and in
the diaspora. A basic understanding of the differences between vodu, trɔ, dzo/ebo, adze, Afa/Efa,
and the numerous personalities and pantheons that exist within this cosmology, is essential to
gaining an understanding of where the arts, specifically music and dance, are situated in the
dynamic spiritual matrix.

3.3

Vodu Ontology
All things relegated to the realm of vodu exist in the larger cosmology of Gbe-speaking

people, which includes various actors and energies including a Supreme Being, mystical beings,
ancestors, divination, supernatural/”magical” powers and charms, witchcraft, herbal medicine
and other metaphysical forces. All of these entities are reified in various modalities (song,
proverbs, folktale, visual arts, mythology, dance) and contribute to a holistic and unified
understanding of reality, as “the Eʋe accept the supernatural as a natural dimension of our
existence, and occult power and its workings may not be any more mysterious than the results of
a closely guarded, complicated experiment in nuclear physics.”93
The totality of Eʋe cosmology acknowledges these forces and the impact they have on all
social and material cultural and behaviours. As Kofi Awoonor says “To speak of the nature or
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An analogue is found in the making of akple, the staple food preparation of the Eʋe. No one will doubt its role as a
traditional food or paramount import, yet it is overwhelmingly made with corn meal, a food source from the Americas,
which soon replaced indigenous grains such as millet and sorghum. The ingredients may change, yet the process, end
product, and use maintain its position.
93
Anyidoho (1983:147)
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religion in any traditional African society is to attempt to isolate what is the very essence of the
society. For, the whole society is based on the proper direction of the religious and spiritual
obligations of man toward the hierarchical structure in which he takes his own place in all the
three stages of his life.”94 However, to conceive of one aspect of reality as spiritual or sacred
automatically assumes there is an aspect that is non-spiritual or profane. The idea of sacred and
profane, generally speaking, is harmonized by the idea of a unified reality, one seen and the other
unseen, always interacting with one another and all considered as sacred, one being a part of the
other. From a traditional perspective, there is no need to make such qualifications, as the totality
of identity and existence is inherently spiritual; all aspects of knowledge and the concept of
reality is informed and influenced by this spiritual aspect of the Eʋe worldview. I quote Gaba to
emphasize this point:
Man in traditional Anlo milieu is a homo religiosus. For him the universe is both physical
and metaphysical, visible and invisible, matter and spirit, profane and sacred. Life is
realized only if the dichotomy between the sacred and the profane is obliterated. To
maintain the correct balance of existence, the sacred and the profane must be in perpetual
union with the sacred dictating the pace.95

My eschewing of the sacred/profane duality notwithstanding, I do turn to Mircea Eliade’s
The Sacred and The Profane to illustrate one aspect of the preceding explanation of the sacred as
experienced in the Eʋe universe. In this work, the author invokes the term hierophany as the
action of something sacred being shown to us. He defines hierophany as “the manifestation of
something of a wholly different order, a reality that does not belong to our world, in objects that

94
95

Awoonor (1975:51)
Gaba (1973:1)
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an integral part of our natural ““profane”” world.”96 Such manifestations are the bedrock of Eʋe
cosmology. To illustrate this connection using a simple example, Eliade refers to sacred objects,
such as a stones or trees, which are worshipped not because of their inherent nature (as a stone or
a tree) but rather because of the sacredness that such an object would have exhibited or revealed
to an individual or a community at a certain point. Thus, a tree can be sacred, but not all such
trees are necessarily sacred. As Eliade says,
By manifesting the sacred, any object becomes something else, yet it continues to remain
itself, for it continues to participate in its surrounding cosmic milieu….A sacred stone
remains a stone; apparently (or, more precisely, from the profane pint of view), nothing
distinguishes it from all other stones. But for those to whom a stone reveals itself as sacred,
its immediate reality is transmuted into a supernatural reality. In other words, for those who
have a religious experience all nature is capable of revealing itself as cosmic sacrality. The
cosmos in its entirety can become a hierophany.97
Why make this distinction of there being no distinction between sacred/profane? Being
raised in a Western rationalist-scientific society, and existing and writing within it, I am
obviously aware of the existence and history of why such demarcations exist. And many of those
reading this and who will evaluate it will no doubt exist within the same ontology or be shaped
by it. But I feel it necessary to characterize the indigenous Eʋe worldview as something that
cannot fit neatly into the sacred/profane duality, despite my continued use of those words,
because those are the words we have! We should view such demarcations, and their related
behaviours and cultural objects, as existing within a spectrum of sacredness-secularity.

96
97

Eliade (1957:11)
Ibid. (12)
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With such a milieu of spiritual beings and forces, dekɔŋusubɔ (Eʋe traditional spirituality)
can be superficially classified as polytheism, though the term falls short of accuracy.98
Interestingly, I turn to a Beninois Catholic priest for an apt description of what vodu is in
theological terms, when he states that it “appears to be polyhedral monotheism which highlights
an active relationship with the cosmos, nature, phenomena and deceased human beings, in
contrast with a direct relationship with God. Neither can one say absolutely that we are in the
presence of a pantheist (God in everything), it is rather pan-in-theist (everything in God)”.99
Further, let me clarify any scent of animism being applied to vodu. Though certain animate and
inanimate objects may be venerated and seen as having a spirit of some sort, it is not as if every
one of those objects (such as a certain tree or stone) has that spirit (which would be animism).
Rather, a spiritual essence or energy can inhabit said object while it is not inherent in the object.
To echo the priest, any object has the potential to be elevated or imbued with a spiritual/God-like
status (everything in God/pan-in-theist).
The Eʋe worldview can be understood as the interaction of various characters and forces,
both seen and unseen, whose roles and influence can be assessed and controlled for the positive
benefit of humanity, in the current existence. It is inherently life-affirming, practical, and
focused around the factors that contribute to the succession and sustainment of life in the hereand-now.100 Material success – wealth, family, health, stability – are the desired goals and the
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Classic definitions of polytheism hold that many gods exist. In most ATRs, many deities exist, but there is only
one God/Supreme Being. Another applicable classification of many ATRs would be henotheism, the belief in one
deity while acknowledging that many others exist..
99
http://www.afrikaworld.net/afrel/zinzindohoue.htm. I don’t want to enter a circular theological debate rife with
tautology on this subject of pantheism versus panentheism, but the difference is worth noting. See
https://www.britannica.com/topic/pantheism
100
Contrast this with the Abrahamic religions whose religious discourse and goal is the attainment of a desired after
life (i.e., heaven for Christians, Jannah for Muslims).
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object of most prayers. Eʋe spirituality and its attendant philosophy is based on the accumulation
and control of power to assist in this sustainment and familial succession rather than gross and
greed-based accumulation, through the individual, family, and larger social units. Despite an
obvious materialism that dictates life choices, there is a profound spiritual ontology of which a
traditional Eʋe believer is cognizant that informs these choices.

3.4

The Hierarchy of Spirituality
A hierarchy of spiritual energies exists in the Eʋe context. In order of authority there are

1) a Supreme Being, 2) lesser divinities that act as intermediaries between the Supreme Being
and mankind 3) ancestral spirits, and 4) supernatural power (i.e., magic) and herbal medicine. All
of the above are understood to exist in the same spiritual realm, are informed by each other, and
at times are mutually dependent.

3.4.1

Mawu: The Supreme Being of the Eʋe
The existence of an all-powerful creative force is, without a doubt, the defining feature of

many African indigenous religions, despite many efforts by early scholars and historians to
portray the opposite, that idea of a Supreme Being in Africa was due to the influence of Christian
missionaries.101 For the Eʋe, this entity is named Mawu. Etymologically, there are two main
explanations of the term, each accepted according to modern speakers of Eʋe, though some Eʋe
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Ellis (1890[1966]) initiated this notion. See Opoku (1978:1-12) and Ngolade (22-43) for reactions to early
European assessments of African spiritual ideas and practices. Sandra Greene in her various writings is as a current
proponent of it the importation of the notion of a Supreme Being among the Eʋe, who influenced other scholars
including Rosenthal (1998), Akyeampong (2001), Venkatachalam (2012). Gbolonyo (2009:208-218) for a thorough
criticism of these assertions in the Eʋe context.
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scholars say that a true understanding of the term may be impossible to discern.102 The most
common translation of Mawu is “that which surpasses/exceeds/is beyond all else”, denoting the
invincible, omnipresent, and omniscient. A second explanation is that Mawu is “the one who
does not kill”, emphasizing merciful, peaceful and benevolent traits. A third interpretation is “the
One who cannot be killed, the Unbeatable”, referring to Mawu’s omnipotence.103
As with other Supreme Beings in West Africa, Mawu has numerous praise names,104
these being monikers that are used to describe various characteristics of the Supreme Being and
may be used synonymously with the common name of the Being, or in a succession of names
during a prayer or ritual.105 One name which invokes the creative aspect of Mawu is Aɖaŋuwɔtɔ,
craftsman and architect of the universe. This name evokes the Supreme Being’s “superb sense of
symmetry and the complementarity of all things”.106 Everything and everyone is conceived as
having their source in Mawu. Another name, Mawu Kitikata refers to Mawu being kiti (nearby,
right where you are) and kata (far away, scattered, sparse), thus evoking Mawu’s
omnipresence.107 Often these kinds of names and descriptors will be used in sequence to invoke
Mawu at the beginning of a prayer, invocation, at tsiƒoɖi (libation pouring), or any important
activity.108
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See Gaba (1969:64) where he derives the term from the phrase Ema ye wu (“this is the One who surpasses all”).
Gbolonyo (2005:39fn93) derives it from another phrase as Ema si ke wu (that which surpasses all).
103
Ibid.
104
See Opoku (1978:14-18) for a detailed list of these names (with translations), numbering nearly 100, from 20
different ethnic groups.
105
The numerous identities of a Supreme Being in this context has parallels with the Hindu practice of manifesting
the One as many in the concept and practice of sahasranama (“one thousand names), wherein a deity’s attributes are
praised via numerous names and epithets.
106
Anyihodo (1983:132-133). The full poetic name is Aɖaŋuwɔtɔ be yewɔ asi wɔ afɔ (The Master Artist says he made
the hand and the foot).
107
Gbolonyo (2009:221)
108
Eʋe oral history displays a popular use of this invocation, used by one of the elders who used a ceremonial sword
to pierce the wall at Ŋɔtsie. He said O Mawuga Sogbolisa, Kitikata adanu wo to; Wu agboa na mi ne mia do go adzo
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In the general West African context, a Supreme Being such as Mawu seen as being
beyond the affairs of mankind and it is extremely rare to find any shrine or practice of
worshipping Mawu directly. There is a conception that Mawu cannot be contained in any one
place, that no structure could contain the power therein.109 In his research on Aŋlɔ traditional
thought and worship, C.R. Gaba relates a terse and pointed estimation of the Eʋe concept of
Mawu as it relates to the god of Christianity and the church that “houses” it, as told to him by a
90-year-old elder:
My son! Mawu is too big to be put into a small room and worshipped only at that place.
In all Anloland, it is only the Christians who do this. How can we put into a room a Being
we can never see and who is like the wind blowing everywhere? Our lesser gods we are
able to house because they reveal themselves to us to see them and are locally connected
with us just as other people also have theirs. Indeed I have my doubts if what you
Christians worship in your churches is not the lesser god of the white man!110
The relation between the Supreme Being and the subordinate deities whose temples and
shrines are ubiquitous is brought forth by the elder’s statement. It is thought that these divinities,
though powerful, are limited in their role and were drawn from the Supreme Being to fulfill
certain functions in the divine order of the cosmos.111 It is not as if Mawu does not care for
humanity, but rather that in his/her celestial role, he/she cannot be bothered with the quotidian
details of the earth and its inhabitants. It is the task of the various voduwo/trɔwo to act as
messengers, agents, mediators, and guardians between Mawu and the natural world and its varied
phenomena, including human activity.

(“Oh great God Sogbolisa, Kitikata, the great wise/craftsman, open the gate for us to leave”). See Gbolonyo
(2009:283). The same episode and general phrase was narrated to me several times in Ghana over the past 20 years.
109
That one can find no structures dedicated to a Supreme Being in many parts of Africa perpetuated the myth that
Africans didn’t have the conception of such an entity. See Opoku (1978:29).
110
Gaba (1965:52-53)
111
Opoku (1978:18)
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Numerous indigenous scholars of Eʋe cosmology have given extensive explanations of
the broad conception of Mawu, derived from their own personal experience and interviews with
elders of their communities.112 Non-indigenous scholars have also contributed to this research,
though not without some amount of controversy and divisive views.113 Using a summarization of
these sources as well as personal understanding and interviews with Eʋe elder ritualists,
Gbolonyo (2009) delivers a nuanced and complete picture of Mawu’s constituent elements from
an indigenous perspective. Specifically, Mawu is seen as having several manifestations. These
include: Sodza, the mother/female principle representing harmony, peace, freshness, creativity,
joy benevolence; domain is the earth. She is complimented by Sogbla, the father/male principle
representing strength, destruction, power, pain, labour, security; domain is the sky. While some
Eʋe see these two entities as being children of Mawu and others see them as two different sides
of Mawu, the main point is that there is a conception of Mawu as being polyvalent.114
The duality is expanded into a trinity with the addition of the concept of Se. Also
conceived of as Segbo or Segbolisa, Se is most easily translated as the concept of acting as
universal law, determiner of human life, destiny personified. Quoting Fiawoo, “Se is a manifold
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Fiawoo (1959),Gaba (1965, 1969, 1973, 1997), Nukunya (1969a,1969b, 1973), Awoonor (1975), Amoaku (1975),
Anyidoho (1983), Gbolonyo (2005, 2009)
113
I especially take issue with some of Greene’s views on external, especially German missionary, influences on
some Eʋe cosmological concepts. Her views have been cited and reified by other non-Eʋe scholars up to the present.
As a researcher, it is my choice which of these sources to take seriously, whose voice to include in my own work
and what viewpoint to champion. With the emergence of several generations of indigenous scholars (some of whom
were raised in the traditional Eʋe homes), the scholarly record and views about Eʋe cosmology have been bolstered
by perspectives the outsider could never conceive of. Yet, the indigenous voice still does not carry the same capital
as the non-indigenous researcher. I quote Gbolonyo directly in wondering when this will change, when he says
“How far and how long can some researchers go to deny Africans of what they think their concepts and beliefs are?
When would all researchers wholly accept African concepts that are comparable to that held by other cultures
(especially Westerners) as indigenously African and attribute them to Africa without any reference to it wholly or
partially being imported from somewhere outside Africa?” Gbolonyo (2009:218)
114
Gbolonyo (Ibid.) attributes these variations to sub-ethnic variation among the Eʋe, while maintaining the
underlying concepts and spiritual connotations as it relates to Mawu.
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concept; Se can refer to the maker and keeper of human soul, soul being conceived as that part of
Mawu in every man; or Se can refer to man’s destiny, the will and word of Mawu.”115 According
to Gbolonyo’s interlocutors, Se is the embodiment of both male and female components of
Mawu and is seen as gender neutral and/or a hermaphrodite. One priest points to the catalyzing
power that Se represents when joined with Sodza and Sogbla when he says “Se ye nye Mawu
segbolisa, gbɔgbɔ etɔlia yi ke bla Mawu Sodze kple Mawu Sogbla hafi wozu agbe” (Se is the
Mawu Segbolisa, the third spirit that binds Mawu Sodza and Mawu Sogbla before they all
became life).116

3.4.2

Between Mawu and Man
Beneath Mawu, all supernatural phenomena can be grouped into three paradigms. The

first contains all manner of deities that are seen as the intermediaries between Mawu and
humanity. These may be found by an individual as naturally occurring entities or are created
using specialized knowledge and used for the benefit of the person, family, or community at
large. These are generally known as trɔ and vodu respectively.117 The second paradigm relates to
ancestral spirits known as Tɔgbɛawo. It is a common belief that after one leaves this world, an
aspect of our being moves on to another realm to exist as an ancestor spirit. The living can
appeal to them when in need, as they are seen as being in touch with the activities and forces of
Mawu and the numerous voduwo/trɔwo. A belief in reincarnation sees an ancestral aspect reborn
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in a descendant, further cementing the relationship between the living and the deceased.118 The
third paradigm is the realm of magical power, herbal knowledge/medicine, and witchcraft known
respectively as dzo/bo, ama and aze/adze, used for protective, curative, or destructive purposes,
all of which involve herbal ingredients, various animal parts, and specific incantations (gbesa).

3.4.3

Vodu and Trɔ
Human beings are aware of Mawu, but it is with the voduwo/trɔwo that they interact on a

daily basis and to whom direct worship, sacrifice, and allegiance is given. Voduwo and trɔwo are
deities who function as the direct deputies of Mawu and serve as the intermediaries between
Mawu and gbetɔwo (humans). The late Eʋe poet Kofi Awoonor summarizes their role thusly:
These minor deities are the Creator God’s representatives on earth. They intervene and
interfere in the ordering of the spiritual community in which man and the forces of nature
are one and interdependent. The institutions of these minor deities is an attempt to make
sure of the Creator’s succor and even to influence it. The minor deities are set up through
the priest mediums who function as their spokesmen, oracles, and prophets. Thus, the
Creator’s power, undefinable and hidden, spreads from the purely religious and spiritual
to the social.119
Mythologies drawn from various Gbe-speaking people allude to the axis between MawuVodu-Man. One Fɔ tale relates that Mawu is also Mawu-Lisa, a hermaphroditic creator that
impregnated itself, giving birth to the family of vodu to rule the sky, the earth, and everything
contained therein. Through these vodu, man could mediate between himself and Mawu.120
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The relationship between vodu and trɔ is one that generates varied definitions and some
confusion (for the outside researcher at least!). When asking the question “What is the difference
between vodu and trɔ?”, I was met with several conflicting views and overlapping terminologies,
owing to intra-ethnic regional variation and general ambiguity (which I would call the defining
feature of ethnography among the Eʋe), creating something of a lexical and ontological knot.
Such differences in the use of these terms among historically, linguistically, and culturally
related groups are explained by the cross-cultural intercourse and influence that has happened
over several centuries.121
Both vodu and trɔ are acknowledged as types of deities that have a similar relationship to
human beings, that is, being the intermediaries between the Supreme Being and humanity. For
the Eʋe with whom I have been associating, the main difference between the two terms seems to
lie in their genesis: voduwo can be created by man, while trɔwo are considered earthly or nature
deities associated with trees, rivers, mountains.122 A further difference relates to whether the
deity in question is publicly owned by a community, neighbourhood, or clan, or if it is privately
owned by an individual or family or congregation of adherents specific to that deity, i.e., a
“cult”.123
In Fiawoo (1959) we have an example of an early, comprehensive, and authoritative
indigenous perspective on aspects of Eʋe spirituality and cosmology. He gives an exhaustive
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explanation of the various types of private and public deities among the southern Eʋe,
specifically the Aŋlɔ. In total he lists 60 different trɔwo arranged according to their primary
sources of origin.124 These include hogbe trɔwo (ancestral trɔwo from an original home/place of
migration), dzokpleanyi trɔwo (trɔwo of a new settlement/territory), and amedzro trɔwo
(“stranger” trɔwo that are imported into a territory from cross-cultural contact).125 In his writing
there is little mention of the term vodu; a glint of differentiation occurs just twice in the text
when he defines a private trɔ as “technically, a vodu which is not necessarily acknowledged by
the wider kin group”.126 Synonymous use of the terms, or at least little effort in differentiating
between them, is widespread in writings by indigenous and non-indigenous scholars. Early
writings on Eʋe cosmology actually make little to no mention of voduwo and mainly focus on
trɔwo.127 Later researchers use the terms synonymously,128 while others acknowledge the
difference between the two terms and go to great lengths to try and discern their identities.129
In various writings it has been acknowledged that various types of vodu/trɔwo are
actually especially powerful forms of magical charms (dzo/bo) that have been elevated, installed,
and consecrated as a vodu/trɔwo.130 Such vodu/trɔwo may be termed as dzositrɔwo, dzozutrɔ, or
bovodu and are conceptualized as full-fledged deities rather than an impersonal power that one
can own and use. However, if the dzo is perceived to be extremely powerful and efficacious, the
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owner/creator (dzotɔ) can choose to install it in an object, which elevates it to the realm of a
vodu. Fiagbedzi states that “if a dzo by virtue of its efficacy gains a regular stream of consultants
and a body of priests to discharge the specialized function for which it was known, the dzo is
well on the way to gaining recognition as a dzositrɔ,”131 which is defined as a “charm that has
become a deity.”132 This one of the main criteria that separates personal voduwo/trɔwo from
public one. It also explains why public deities can never be transferred or duplicated to another
individual, while personal ones can be bought, sold, and exist in numerous locations at the same.
With the death of the dzotɔ, his/her descendants and those who were privy to the rituals
of the dzo inherit it and can choose to continue to propitiate it for themselves, for initiates, and
anyone else who wishes to utilize its power. In doing so the they open the worship of the vodu to
people beyond his immediate family, initiating them into the worship of the vodu as an organized
religious order or “cult”. It is around this that the “cultic” nature of vodu worship can develop. A
key distinction is made between using the dzo (as the original owner/creator did) and serving the
vodu (as the inheritors will do). The former ordered the dzo to run spiritual errands, the latter
serve and request the vodu to work on their behalf,133 which is where the Eʋe term subɔ (as in
trɔsubɔ, dekɔŋusubɔ) is best understood as “service” more than “worship”. A final criterion that
some use for defining vodu versus trɔ is its place of origin. Some communities define voduwo as
having a foreign origin, being assimilated into localized spiritual practices through cultural
contact and existing alongside trɔ worship. With the passage of time, the foreign origins of some
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voduwo are forgotten by subsequent generations and they become naturalized and may be known
as a trɔwo.134
Notwithstanding the extensive treatment to differentiating trɔ and vodu, we have to come
to terms with the fact that these terms are used interchangeably among different speakers of
different communities, and that there is no consensus on the exact definition and differentiation
between these terms. Over time and space, alterations of terminology can morph into
overlapping categories with fuzzy boundaries. Through cross-referencing textual sources with
the oral traditions, interviews, and experience, the researcher must make a choice about which
terms to use and how they will be defined. I will continue to primarily refer to these intermediary
deities simultaneously as vodu/trɔ (sing.) or voduwo/trɔwo (pl.) and use the terms individually
when applicable and appropriate.

3.4.4

Tɔgbɛawo: The Great Repository of Ancestors
The veneration of ancestors, like the existence of a Supreme Being, is one of the

hallmarks of African Traditional religions. There has been debate and confusion about whether
the practice should be termed as worship or veneration, as the practice of vodwuo/trɔwo worship
and the veneration of ancestors may resemble each other,135 but there are important differences.
Ancestors are not worshipped in the same way West Africans worship God as they are not the
final authority in all matters, nor are they seen as possessing the same attributes and powers as
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the Supreme Being. They are revered, honoured, and respected, not as gods, but as spirits, elders,
and predecessors who are close to the Creator. Though the voduwo/trɔwo mediate between the
Supreme Being and humans, the ancestors occupy a more intimate position as mediators between
their descendants and all other spirit beings, including voduwo/trɔwo, due to their blood
relations.136 This is the West African perception of their ancestors, whose continuous
involvement in their activities demonstrates the indissoluble union of the living and the dead.137
In the Eʋe context, venerated ancestor are known as considered Tɔgbɛawo (male
ancestors spirits) and Mamawo (female ancestor spirits), though Tɔgbɛawo is often used to refer
to the both, regardless of gender. Ancestral spirits are believed to reside in Tsieƒe, which can be
defined as eternity or “the place that one lives forever”, a final spiritual resting place.138 In the
larger Eʋe cosmology, ancestral energies can be appealed to in similar manner to that of
voduwo/trɔwo. Tɔgbɛawo are not viewed as messengers to Mawu, yet they are perceived to have
their own spiritual efficacy that can boost the real-life fortunes of their living kin. Conversely,
misfortune can also be attributed to the actions of ancestors who are displeased with the
behaviour of the living and/or the lack of attention given to the ancestors by their descendants.
Nukunya provides a succinct Eʋe perspective on this relationship:
They are believed to possess supernatural powers of one sort or another coupled with a
kindly interest in their descendants, as well as the ability to do them harm if the latter
neglect them. It is said that nothing is nearer to the hearts of the dead than to know that
their living descendants live in peace and unity. They are believed to punish quarrelling
among kinsmen, adultery, and incest, the possible disruptive forces within lineage. Such
punishments take the form of serious sickness, and the wrath of the ancestors is made
known through divination. Ancestor worship, therefore, provides powerful sanctions for
accepted social behavior, and generates a series of reciprocal rights and duties among
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lineages members that are essential factors in the corporate unity and solidarity of the
lineage, and the preservation of its existing structure.139

Attaining the status of Tɔgbɛawo is not achieved simply by dying, thus the English term
ancestor falls short in this respect. Not every deceased member of a family gets elevated to the
level of Tɔgbɛawo, as this status is generally ascribed to members of a lineage who were known
to have lived an exemplary life with strong moral character and behavior and contributed to the
welfare, protection, and good of their societies.140 Individuals who were accorded great
knowledge and wisdom, possessed remarkable spiritual power and abilities, or those who were
instrumental in the martial past of the Eʋe are often accorded the status of Tɔgbɛawo. These are
the names are often invoked during important lineage functions during tsifodi and may be
remembered in musical performances related to warfare.
Appealing to the Tɔgbɛawo is one of the most direct spiritual acts one can engage in.
Acknowledging an ancestor can be as simple as pouring out a small drop of drink (usually
alcohol) or small morsel of food before taking one’s own. The next level above this can be a
more elaborate prayer, also involving alcohol, that an individual can engage in to assist
themselves or on the behalf of an acquaintance who they wish to thank.141 But the most publicly
recognized means for acknowledging and appealing to the power of the Tɔgbɛawo would be
tsiƒoɖi, which follows prescribed methods, materials, and contexts.142 Known most commonly in
English as the “pouring of libation”, tsiƒoɖi usually involves an elaborate prayer structure,
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invoking Mawu, various deities, and generations of ancestors, and is most often used to bless the
beginning of an important activity or social function.

3.4.5

Dzo, Ama, Adze: The Place of the Magical, Medicine, and Witchcraft143
Thus far I have discussed the three main areas of Eʋe spirituality: Mawu, voduwo/trɔwo,

and Tɔgbɛawo. Completing this cosmological realm is the impersonal mystical power or
“magic”, a paradigm of spiritual knowledge and action that has a profound impact on the Eʋe
worldview and day-to-day life. Generally speaking Eʋe magic has four fundamental
characteristics: 1) everything in the world is connected by an unseen force; 2) everything has a
transmissible power; 3) symbols (actions, words, thoughts, objects) have a sympathetic
relationship to each other; 4) symbols can take on the power of that which they represent.144 The
interchangeable Eʋe terms dzosasa, dzo, dzoka, and bo encapsulate this realm of magical power
that an individual can use for his own benefit or for the benefit of another.145

3.4.5.1

Dzo and Ama
Dzo is best defined as “a spiritual force that can be set in motion and directed against a

target no matter where by means of certain mechanical and ritual operations involving herbs and
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spells.”146 These “spells” are known as gbesa can be understood as the “verbal portion of the
magical act,”147 or the “invocation of the occult for instantaneous transformation of one reality
into another.”148 They can be used on their own as verbal power, but are most often used in the
creation and employment of dzo.149 Ama (herbal medicinal knowledge and power) are the root of
almost every instance of dzo and also in the worship (and creation) of voduwo/trɔwo. The
aphorism dzo nye ama (“magic is medicine”) exemplifies this connection as there is no efficacy
in dzo without ama.150 This connection is reinforced due to the fact that any instance of
indigenous spiritual healing is administered in the context of the spiritual power of the vodu, with
the power of the ama-based treatment. The psychological contribution and mind-body nexus are
essential to the efficacy of such healing practices, as Gaba notes: “The physical body is the
vehicle of the complex soul and the two are inextricably joined in earthly life that what affects
one is manifested in the other. The purificatory rites…heal the complex soul and the herbal
remedies the physical body.”151 Almost every priest is empowered by spiritual knowledge as well
as herbal knowledge, and in some shrines there is a dedicated amadala, the one who prepares
plant-based concoctions that are administered to patients.
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The constituent elements of dzo and the powers that they confer on the owner and/or
supplicant are some of the most fantastic elements of Eʋe culture. I have been regaled with tales
of “strongmen” whose feats defy any rational explanation. These powers include teleportation
via water; communication over vast spaces; abilities to walk through walls; invisibility; flight;
auto-transfiguration (turning oneself into animate and inanimate objects); transfiguration of other
objects; mind control; imperviousness to bullets, knives, or any metal weapon; prophylaxis to
poison; prophylaxis to spiritual attacks; and countless other abilities to protect, harm, uplift,
fortify, and enhance. Fiawoo lists 18 such examples of dzo that include the protective powers for
conception (fuke) and newborns (vidzike), protection against any sort of attack in war (akpoka),
success in fishing and hunting (layo), infliction of various diseases against an enemy such as
neuralgia (tagba) or body cramps (tukpui), and vanishing from an enemy’s sight (zidoe).152 It
should be noted that while Fiawoo was writing in 1959, examples of these types of dzo are alive
and in use today,153 and that new types of dzo are created to meet the situation for which they can
either be a remedy or an aid. As such, the diversity and number of dzo continues to expand and
evolve.
The desired function of a dzo is determined by the components used in its creation. For
example, if the dzo is designed to stop negative forces then padlocks and/or rope (which have a
“binding” character) may be part of its design. If protection against weapons is part of its
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function, some sort of sharp implement, such as a knife, may be included to represent those
weapons. Given the expansive and adaptive nature of dzo, and that its components are related to
its function, the actual ingredients used in dzo are almost limitless. However, there is a pattern of
including certain animate and inanimate objects which can include but are not limited to:
numerous animals and their parts, cloth, string, seeds, plant roots and leaves, alcohol, money,
knives, padlocks, shells. Some of the most powerful dzo are said to contain human remains
(blood, bones, organs, hair, nails, teeth) sourced from the bodies of people who have died
accidental deaths. That some dzo are said to use human parts leads to gossip and rumors about
occult murder, which is the favorite fodder of Ghanaian tabloids, and common ammunition for
attacks by detractors of dekɔŋusubɔ. As we will see in the analysis of the songs and philosophy
of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, the role of the dzotɔ and botɔ — owners, creators, and practitioners of bo/dzo
— as agents of evil looms large indeed.
There is no single physical manifestation of dzo, though rings, amulets, and beads are
fairly common. A ring or bracelet may be ritualistically imbued with the power of the dzo and
the wearer can interpret signs of potential danger from the behavior of these adornments (such as
being pinched and/or their disappearance). A dzo could be a ram’s horn filled with various
implements (human teeth, animal parts, plants) and sanctified with animal blood which the
owner can activate daily with his own saliva after speaking his intentions to it. However, there is
an understanding among practitioners and believers of dzo that the physical representation of dzo
is not always necessary. This is explained by the fact that in the process of learning and/or
acquiring dzo and learning the gbesa, the receiver will invoke ne dom abe axɔ ene (“enter my
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body like lice”),154 the final invocation that embeds the power of the dzo in the person directly. In
this way, the person becomes the dzo; to activate its powers one need only recite the gbesa.
The power and importance of gbesa was explained further to me by one Hunua Voncujovi. I
quote him at length as he explains the significance of gbesa in the realm of vodu and dzo:
They [gbesa] are supposed to be like emergency tools and arms that you can use to
defend yourself and overcome your enemy. So when there are certain words and you are
not initiated and they mention them, it will effect your psyche. So for that reason the
initiation, they give atakui to someone, when you swallow the atakui you have
connection with the energy. So when they mention the energy’s name for you it won’t
have any effect on you. Even when the children are with me and I’m going to do
something I must put the seeds in their mouth because I’m not going to give them the
power but I keep seeds in their mouth that whatever I’m saying will not affect them. This
is the real vodu. What we see as the idols and these things are just images. The real thing
is in the word.155
A formal initiation is not needed to receive any kind of dzo; one only needs access to a
dzotɔ who is willing to share his knowledge (usually for a fee), but the process is a ritual in itself.
As personal objects, dzo can be bought, sold, and shared at the whim of the individual. Obtaining
dzo is also a process that deserves some description, for which I will use a personal anecdote.156
In 2017 I made a visit to a friend who had a reputation as a very strong hunua, was known for his
amlima (miraculous dzo-related powers), and was a dzotɔ of high regard. 157 I had no intention of
obtaining anything from the fellow, rather I wanted to make further connections with him and get
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to know the type voduwo that he worked with. After formal greetings, some small talk, and
mandatory drinks, my friend (who I will call Kordzo) said he wanted to give me something and
disappeared into his room, returning with a plastic bag. Without saying anything, he laid the
contents of the bag on a grass mat in front of me and some acquaintances who accompanied me,
all of whom were puzzled. I was intrigued. Kordzo then explained (in Eʋe) to my friends that he
wanted to give me dzo, if I wanted to accept it. Not one to turn down any gift, especially one as
special as this, I agreed.
This particular dzo (which shall remain nameless) was designed to assist the owner in
whatever business or work-related affairs that he/she was engaged in. This included repelling illwishes against one’s success and any attempts to bring down, halt, or jeopardize one’s efforts.
The actual object, resting in a small calabash, was composed of a glass bottle that contained etsi
(burnt and powdered remains of various herbs and animal parts),158 a cord wrapped around it, and
several miniature padlocks intertwined around the cord (to symbolize the binding/trapping
action). Along with the gbesa that activates the dzo, I was taught a song that was to be used in
activating it, to be sung seven times while circling the dzo seven times. Other elements related to
the activation and empowerment of the dzo were kola nut, tobacco smoke (blown by me), dekele,
chicken blood, and gunpowder. The whole process took about 3 hours, including the cooking and
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eating of the chicken.159 It also involved making some small prayers to two vodu that were
housed in an adjacent room, one of which I found out was actually the Hindu deity Shiva (!)160
As an impersonal power, the use of dzo is surrounded by a cloud of moral ambiguity.
Like any technology, it is the intention and use that can classify something as simply bad or
good. A simplistic example would be that of a knife. It is sharp and dangerous, yet it can be used
to kill a person or to slice bread. The object (or in this case the practice) has no inherent moral
character. Part of this ambiguity arises from the fact that those who engage in spiritual practices
perceived as morally acceptable (using dzo and vodu for healing, protection, success in life for
example) may use the same pool of knowledge, herbs, objects, and words to enact their power as
those who engage in morally reprehensible spiritual practices (such as witchcraft). The
difference “arises at the level of intention, leading to various assemblages of these constituent
elements, and determining the status of the person as healer or sorcerer”.161
The quality in terms of being destructive or protective is also cloudy, for the use of a
protective dzo may result in the illness or death of a potential aggressor as a by-product of its
use.162 Such instances are not seen as negative or “black magic” however, for if one is
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In Eʋe ritual practice, sacrificial animals are often eaten by those who were involved in the ritual.
The absorptive nature of dekɔŋusubɔ is one of its enduring strengths. While at first shocked to see an Indian deity
in a vodu shrine, it wasn’t surprising. After visiting India in 2003, after two extended stays in Ghana (1999, 2002),
my first encounter with Vedic ritual and worship immediately resonated with my experiences in vodu worship. The
awe, attraction, and fear that Eʋes have for Indian gods (colloquially known as “India Power” or “Hindu Power”) is
something I have come across in my years traveling in the region. Many people, when learning that I’ve travelled to
India extensively, view me with a degree of awe and interest and ask me what I am doing over there with a glint in
their eyes and slight grin. But this was my first experience of an actual Hindu deity worshiped alongside other
voduwo/trɔwo. See Wuaku (2004, 2009, 2013) for West African perspectives on India and Rush (2002, 2005) for the
absorption of Hindu deities and iconography in vodu worship.
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Lovell (2002:106). Sorcerer here is characterized as a negative.
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Some types of dzo are colloquially named “Return To Sender” (and even advertised as such) wherein an attack
on the possessor of a protective dzo sends the original attack back to the perpetrator. This type of protection is
afforded by certain vodu as well, including Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
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unknowingly attacked, spiritual retribution for the innocent is seen as just in the Eʋe moral
order.163 However, the need for dzo that will act as a counter-dzo leads to a situation in a
community where individuals will always be seeking out stronger and unknown types of dzo,
which could lead to more illness, death, and mistrust in a community. This is one of the reasons
why the use of dzo carries a certain amount of stigma. However, no matter what forms of dzo he
might possess (or be rumored to possess), the dzotor is a highly respected (or at least feared)
member of a community. This is because he has the requisite knowledge to produce cures and
protection from one of society’s most undesirable and malicious forces – witchcraft.

3.4.5.2

Adze: Witchcraft in the Eʋe Context
While the use of some dzo may result in intentional harm or even death,164 the realm of

adze (witchcraft or witch spirit) is morally repugnant and seen as inherently evil and malicious.
However, the source from which adze draws its power is the same pool of spiritual energy that
empowers voduwo, trɔwo, dzo, and ama, the employment of which are seen as inherently
amoral.165 Witchcraft can be broadly defined as any human spiritual activity or thought whose
end goal is the destruction of human property, progress, and/or life. Existing within a society’s
cosmological framework, witchcraft is “an ambiguous fluid network of ideas and traditions that
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See Gaba (1965:156)
This is characterized as dzoɖuame, the negative use of dzo to “eat a human”. A dzoɖuametɔ (“owner/user of
dzoɖuame”) is usually translated as a “juju man” or sorcerer. They are viewed with the same amount of scorn by a
community as an adzetɔ and are greatly feared for their perceived powers.
165
The moral aspect of adze is further complicated by the understanding that some of forms of it do not always lead
to destructive results and that it is the intention of the user that ascribes its moral character (much like dzo). This
type of witchcraft, known as akpase could be used for protection, prosperity, wealth, intelligence and increased
social status, without harm to others (Fiawoo:1959:86). Meyer (1999:90) also recounts this aspect of adze in being
able to produce “special, miraculous things”. Lest the reader become confused about dzo and adze, one of the main
differences is that dzo can be seen as having a material manifestation and specific action (external), while adze arises
from the psychic intent (internal).
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mix with a multitude of other ethnic and religious ideas…and revolve around the nature,
meaning, and question of suffering.”166 The identification of an attack of witchcraft naturally
leads to series of questions related to who the victim/perpetrator is and how to repel its attack.
Witchcraft’s presence and effect are widely acknowledged in many African societies, across all
demographics, regardless of education, class, or religious identity.167 Though some may question
the existence of actual witches, it is the belief in witchcraft as a negative force that can affect
one’s life that cannot be denied nor ignored. As long as members of a society believe in the
forces of witchcraft, its resultant behaviors and social and psycho-somatic ills will manifest
themselves in relation to this belief.
Adze is associated with a wide variety of afflictions at the individual and familial level
including unidentifiable and incurable illnesses, lack of good fortune or the loss of it, infertility,
barrenness, persistent familial death, and infant mortality among other unfortunate
circumstances. Among the Eʋe, adze is usually seen as being perpetrated among the family,
though not limited to it. At the root of most witchcraft is jealously, greed, and envy
(encapsulated by the Eʋe idea of ŋbia), which is generated between husband and wife, two wives
(in a polygamous relationship), siblings, cousins, or the perceived stinginess of rich family
members against poorer relations.168 Generally speaking, witchcraft operates in social, moral, and
economic spheres and functions to mitigate and explain disruptions within them. Further,
scholars have highlighted certain positive features of witchcraft for a society, in that it explains
misfortune (addressing causation), promotes morally upright behavior (lest one be seen as a
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Parish (2011:306)
See Opoku (1978:140-148) for a thorough overview of West African views on witchcraft.
168
See Rosenthal (1998), Meyer (1999), and Montgomery and Vannier (2017:191-192) for a thorough
characterization of witchcraft and ŋbia; its causes, effects, and ramifications in Eʋe society.
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witch), and in times of stress, delivers a scapegoat that can help balance and alleviate collective
stress. It “provides an internal force which contributes to the cohesion and solidarity of the
community by giving people notions of good and evil which influences their conduct”.169
An adzetɔ (witch; “owner/user of adze”) is often thought to be an older female who may
live alone, though men can also be characterized as witches. The powers of adze are considered
innate and are usually passed down through family lineages, from mother to daughter or granddaughter.170 An adzetɔ may also choose to transfer the power of adze onto another innocent
person if they want to burden that person into becoming a witch, or if the practice of adze has
become too burdensome for the adzetɔ herself and she wishes to relive herself of it. One can also
intentionally acquire the power of adze through various rituals with a known witch.171 Adzetɔwo
are believed to have idiosyncratic behaviors and activities, including assembling at night atop
very high trees to feast together and plot social discontent, transforming into particular animals
which they may keep in their possession as alter-egos,172 engaging in illicit sexual acts, and
several other traits.173 Witches are believed to affect a victim not through direct physical contact,
rather it is the luʋɔ (soul) of the witch that can travel and attack the luʋɔ of its victim and
possibly devour it.174 Thus, when witches are believed to feast on the blood and body of human
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Opoku (1978:146)
Rosenthal (1998:264-265) defines adze as “a form of women’s natural evil power especially harmful to children
and sometimes murderous, although occasionally employed for benign reasons such as augmenting fishing or
business profits (not a purchased or prepared form of magic or sorcery).
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Gaba (1965:168-169)
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Owls are particularly connected to witches among the Eʋe; their name for the bird is adzexe (witch bird).
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In the village of Dzogadze I was told of one elderly lady who was known as a witch and had a particular
connection with a tree near her house. Community members decided to kill the tree to weaken her power and
impact, after which she died. The remains of the tree still stand. Aside from that anecdote, during my 20 years of
visiting West Africa I have never personally met or been aware of any witches, though at various shrines I have met
people who were seeking treatment from the attacks of adze.
174
Gaba (1965: 264-265)
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victims at their nocturnal gatherings, it is a spiritual meal whose effects are manifested
physically in the victim.175
The Eʋe have different terms to identify adzetɔwo and prefer not to name them directly in
conversation, often using various forms of paraphrasis. This is due to belief that “a direct
mention of witchcraft, like death, exposes the community to more attacks from the witches.”176
Adze figures prominently in the discourse surrounding the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and his
actions, thus song texts several terms used to address and refer to adzetɔwo including anatɔwo,
akpasetɔwo, minanawo, and miatɔwo.177
Witchcraft has been a feature in West Africa since pre-colonial times. But some
researchers and historians have identified periods that have seen a rise in the incidence of
witchcraft that goes beyond the kin group and into society more widely. These periods are
marked by social upheaval and economic unpredictability, both of which characterized the
colonial period and specifically, colonial plantation economics. During Ghana’s colonial period
(1880s-1950s), the self-regulating social fabric of primarily egalitarian agricultural societies was
disrupted. Newfound opportunities for previously unattainable individual accumulation of wealth
and social mobility presented extreme examples of social and economic inequality. It is during
this period that colonial records indicate an upsurge in indigenous religious developments,
generally characterized as anti-witchcraft shrines. These shrines spread rapidly across urban rural
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Though witches have been relegated to the realm of Halloween in the West, the reader may recognize many
characteristics of African witches as being similar to those ascribed to medieval European witches. Anthropologists
have remarked upon the same. See Stevens (2015:1028-1029).
176
Gaba (1965:165). Directly addressing or mentioning death (ku) is also avoided at times, by using sobriquets such
as Salagatsi or Gatsi.
177
See Ibid. (1965:164-184) for a revealing and fascinating description of witchcraft, as conceived of in the southern
Eʋe milieu.
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communities of the littoral and have had indelible effects on the religious landscape of West
Africa, from Cote d’Ivoire to Cameroon.178

3.5

Destiny, Reincarnation, Ancestors, and Their Role in the Individual’s Life
Just as the conceptualization of Mawu is three-tiered, so too is the concept of the three

planes of existence and the three major constituent parts of a human being. This tendency toward
triality, which pervades many aspects of Eʋe custom, behaviour, and metaphysical thought, has
been given the epithet etɔe nye agbe (“three/trinity is life”).179 In Eʋe cosmology, the spiritual
make-up of an individual is inextricably connected to that of Mawu and Tɔgbɛawo through the
belief in reincarnation. It is impossible to gain a profound understanding of Tɔgbɛawo without
exploring the broader cosmological conception of amegbetɔwo (human beings) and the various
elements and forces that determine the role an individual will play in the world. These elements
include:
1. The three existential realms of amedzɔƒe/bome, kodzogbe, and tsieƒe
2. The three constituent elements of a person: luʋɔ, gbɔgbɔ, and ŋutila
3. The concept of destiny as expressed in Se, dzɔgbese and kpɔli
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Many of these shrines have come to be known variously as Atikevodu or Gorovodu/Brekete in Eʋeland and all
have an acknowledged external source in the unknown “North”, where witchcraft was said to be non-existent. See
Rosenthal (1998), Meyer (1999), Lovell (2002) Friedson (2009), Allman and Parker (2004), Venkatachalam (2015),
and Montgomery and Vannier (2017) for varied and in-depth ethnographies of these shrines and their
transformation, assimilation, and impact within the existing religious landscape and cosmology of the South. Fiawoo
(1959), writing at a period when many of these had just entered Aŋlɔ territory (a decade or so previous) mentions the
disruption and fear they caused colonial administrators, lawmakers, and colonially-aligned local chiefs, as well as
the competition they posed for older and more established Eʋe shrines and the opportunities they created for the
owners of these new shrines and their devotees.
179
See Gbolonyo (2009:464)
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The basic path of existence for amegbetɔwo is as follows: beginning in amedzɔƒe/bome
(realm of potentiality),180 living in kodzogbe (earthly existence), ending in tsieƒe (eternity). The
details of this journey reveal much deeper aspects of Eʋe cosmology however and must be
discussed to gain greater appreciation for Eʋe spiritual practices, customs, and philosophy. They
are especially key for understanding why voduwo/trɔwo exist. Amedzɔƒe/Bome, of which Mawu
is Bomenɔ,181 is the source of life and where all spirits live. It is here that Bomenɔ takes the three
aspects of a person — the luʋɔ (soul), the gbɔgbɔ (spirit-breath; breath of life), and the ŋutila
(physical body) — and assembles them as one unique entity. Bomenɔ then sends the unique
person into the world with a specific purpose. Humans play out the drama of life in kodzogbe,
the realm of earthly existence, which has been characterized as a “plane of suffering” or a field
of poverty.182 Upon death, we enter tsieƒe (eternity) where aspects of the spiritual body will
reside after fulfilling our duties and obligations sufficiently, as pledged to and given by
Mawu/Se.183 Thus, human existence is a transitory state (kodzogbe) that is bordered by two static
states (amedzɔƒe and tsieƒe).
The creation of a person is the combination the gbɔgbɔ, luʋɔ, and ŋutila. The animating
aspect, which is drawn from Mawu, is known as the gbɔgbɔ and has been defined as the breath of
life or spirit breath. It is the divine aspect of Mawu found in every person.184 Upon death, it is
believed that the gbɔgbɔ departs from the body and is reunited with Mawu. Connected to the
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Amedzɔƒe is literally the source of humanity (ame=human, dzɔ=source/origin, fe=home).
The owner/caretaker/nurturer/mother of Bome.
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Ibid. (1977:99-100). The literal meaning of kodzogbe is “arid desert”.
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As with most things Eʋe, there are some mutually contradictory understandings of some of these concepts. While
Gbolonyo and others see tsieƒe as a desired final resting place, Gaba claims that reincarnation (back into kodzogbe)
is a greater reward and residing in tsieƒe. See Gaba (1965:332-335).
184
See Gaba (1965:55,256-268), Gbolonyo (2009:230-231), de Surgy (1980:78)
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gbɔgbɔ is the luʋɔ, which best translates as one’s “soul” (in the Western sense) or more
specifically as the “personality soul”.185 It is the spiritual aspect of a person that is unique to them
and not part any larger entity or spiritual essence. Upon death, the luʋɔ does not get reunited with
Mawu; rather, it travels to tsieƒe and is generally not seen again in the physical world. I say
generally because there is the possibility for this spiritual aspect of a person to re-enter the world
of mortals through the doctrine of reincarnation, as understood by the Eʋe. The physical aspect,
ŋutila, is the final contributor to a complete person. Upon death, it returns to the Mianɔ-zodzi
(Mother Earth) from whose elements it was created.186
Reincarnation among the Eʋe, known as amedzɔdzɔ (“becoming another person”), is not
the complete re-emergence of an individual who lived before, as it is understood in the other
contexts (Hinduism for example). Rather, it may be considered as partial reincarnation, where a
spiritual aspect – and perhaps an accompanying physical trait – of an ancestor can be discovered
in the birth of a new human.187 Eʋes believe that every newborn child has the potential to
manifest an ancestral component, known as the dzɔtɔ, though not all do.188 Through various
forms of divination and physical inspection of the newborn, it can generally be determined which
ancestor is, in part, present. Such an occurrence dictates that the individual should align their
own life choices and proclivities with that of the ancestor. Failure to recognize the dzɔtɔ and
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Gaba (1965:259-260). The luʋɔ itself has two qualities, the agbeluʋɔ (living soul) and the kuluʋɔ (death soul).
The former operates during one’s life on earth, and upon death is transformed into the latter. If unsatisfied with the
circumstances of life, or through death by accident or unfortunate means, it can become one’s ghost (ŋɔli) instead of
residing in tsieƒe. Personal communication with Ledzi Agudzemegah, October 22, 2018. Also see Venkatachalam
(2015:50)
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See Gbolonyo (2009:231) and Anyidoho (1983:86). It is also significant that the luʋɔ is physically represented by
the hair and fingernails of a deceased person. In case where death occurred far from one’s home, these body parts
can be sent in lieu of the full corpse for customary burial and in general, are kept safely away from public access, for
fear of their use in witchcraft. See Gaba (1965:242, 265, 328)
187
Gaba (1965:273-274)
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This dzɔtɔ is thought of as being derived from an ancestors luʋɔ and connected to the luʋɔ of a newborn.
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making the required spiritual preparations and life choices would result in misfortune and
spiritual torment for the individual.189
While every person is created with these three main components attention, must be given
to this notion of a spiritual vow: the duties and obligations that individuals carry with themselves
into the world. This is a direct connection to the aspect of Mawu known as Se, Segbo or SebgoLisa (discussed earlier). To recap, Se invokes law, destiny, order, harmony. It refers to Mawu’s
capacity as a creator and keeper of one’s soul and destiny; when a person dies, so does his
connection to Se. 190 If Se is the personification or embodiment of destiny, the Eʋe nouns used to
discuss this concept are dzɔgbese, kpɔli, and gbetsi.191 Dzɔgbese is a combination of three words
dzɔ (to generate), gbe (day or voice), and se (law, force God) and explicitly refers to destiny. It is
ordained by Mawu and it is thought that cannot changed or altered by any form or prayer or
spiritual practice. It is the pattern of life that is pre-ordained for every individual by Mawu and is
expressed by the individual as a vow (before birth) known as kpɔli or gbetsi.192 Fiagbedzi paints a
picture of this metaphysical process as follows:
Every human being is believed to have been sent by Mawu into kodzogbe, the world of
the living, for a particular purpose after the fulfillment of which he joins the ancestors in
tsiefe, the world of the dead. Originally each human lived in a spirit world known as
amedzorfe, a place of creation….There the spirit takes a vow before Se by making a
series of existential choices with regard to what it would do on earth, including the time
and manner of death, after which the spirit crosses the river in to kodzogbe as a human
being. The choices predetermine the course of one’s life. Each human being is therefore
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Ibid. (268-272). Similar character traits, physical traits, aptitudes, and even life events are all attributed to the
connection to an ancestor. In my own experience, one friend bears a birthmark on his temple which is interpreted as
the sign of his grandfather, who was killed by a gunshot to the head in the same area. Another bears the same
birthmark on his leg as his grandfather did and he carries the name of that ancestor. Other examples include
attractions to certain activities (business, education)
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Fiawoo (1959:47)
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There is considerable overlap and synonymous use of these terms, though each has subtle differences.
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Gbolonyo (2009)
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regarded to be different, unique, and substantive, for as an Anlo proverb says, See do ame
da ametor ametor (Se alone does send humans forth each with his own fortune).193

Dzɔgbese is attached to every individual as a spiritual manifestation of destiny which can
guide the individual in living a life in accordance with one’s kpɔli. Both are related to destiny:
one is destiny itself (the course of one’s life) while the other is the spiritual embodiment of that
plan. If difficulties arise in one’s life, through divination one can learn what one’s dzɔgbese is
and how to appeal to one’s kpɔli or align with it in one’s life choices (habits of dress, diet,
occupation, etc). If one chooses, the kpɔli can be installed in physical form and kept in the room
of the individual. It can be fed and prayed to, just as one would for a vodu. Through the process
of divination, other prescriptions may come to light that the individual must follow to fully
engage with the positive aspects of one’s dzɔgbese. This can include worshipping certain
voduwo/trɔwo or fulfilling obligations to Tɔgbɛawo/Mamawo. In this way, these spiritual entities
can work on your behalf to harmonize one’s life choices and behaviour with that of one’s
destiny. These ritual acts and the use of magic, charms, and other spiritual tools are used to
“blunt the sharp edges of Se’s allotment for man”.194

3.6

Divination in the Eʋe Context
Given that there is a complex system of spiritual forces and choices that an individual

must navigate, how does one come to know the right procedures for communicating with
divinities and determining if one is on the right path? What are their wishes and their proclivities
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Fiagbedzi (1977:97-98)
Awoonor (1975:260)
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for being fed and venerated? If reincarnated, how does one know which ancestor is reborn? How
does one know the right combinations of herbs, animals and word-power to enact spiritual power
(dzo, bo) in the physical realm? One explanation of the origins of spiritual knowledge and even
of some vodu/trɔ, has been the aziza, dwarf-like beings who reside in the forest. Normally it has
been the adelawo (hunters), who would spend more time in the wilderness, that encounter these
beings and after communicating with them for a period were imbued with the knowledge of
music, dzo, knowledge of herbal medicine and magic (ama), the construction of vodu, and
enhanced hunting prowess among other remarkable forms of knowledge.195 One type of
divination is through Vodu Age, considered one of the oldest type of vodu among the Eʋe today.
This vodu is associated with the forest and especially with aziza and adelawo. Usually under the
purview of an individual rather than a shrine complex of hunuawo, Age can be used by the owner
to discern messages from the spirit world for himself and for third-party individuals who need
guidance on their own spiritual afflictions.
Other forms of divination include communication with divinities via spirit possession
(trɔdzedze) wherein particular spirits can make their wishes known through a human counterpart,
either the priest or devotees of the vodu. Other types of divination among the Eʋe include
necromancy (xɔyɔyɔ), which is under the purview of a special class of women known as
amegashie who can communicate with the spirits of the dead.196 Divination using evi (a type of
nut) and cowry shells is used to discern the answers to “yes/no” queries in the context of ritual
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See Herskovits and Herskovits (1958:217-218) for a Fon myth regarding aziza and Meyer (1999:69) for a similar
description of them. Based on these characteristics ascribed to aziza, it seems they are analogous to faeries in the
Irish/Celtic tradition and other “little people” that are found in folklore globally.
196
See Dietrich (2012) and Hamberger (2014) for more information about the training and practices of amegashiwo.
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offerings, and koklodada is common in some contexts as well.197 The most common form of
divination used in the Dagbamete Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine is eladada which is described in
Chapter 4.
Given the varied types of divination practiced among the Eʋe, there is one practice that
dominates over all others, known as Efa.198 This is the most pervasive and profound system of
knowledge and communication with the supernatural among the Eʋe, and is an integral part of
the majority of shrines in the region. If the hunua is not a bokɔ (master of Fa divination) himself,
he will always keep one close to his side. Efa/Afa is both a deity, associated with Se (destiny
personified) and a body of knowledge and practices. It represents an ancient way of explaining
all aspects of human interaction and experience in this world via a vast corpus of symbols that
are pregnant with meaning and deeper cultural association. These symbols are generated and
deciphered by the bokɔ who undergoes years of training to memorize the signs and the profound
knowledge they represent.199 As a binary system of “yes/no” questions and procedures, Efa is
used to inquire about the desires, demands, and machinations of numerous spiritual entities and
forces, and their impact on human/divine relations and behavior. While I will not go into the
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Evi divination uses the quartered sections of the evi nut; all are thrown at once and the manner in which they land
(facing up or down) determines a “yes” or “no” or if further action is required. See Gaba (1965:188). The same
process is undertaken with cowry shells. Koklodada involves cutting the throat of a chicken and tossing it afar to let
it scramble for a few moments before death. The manner in which it lands (on its back, on its stomach with wings
open, one wing open/one closed) are all interpreted different ways; this is most common with shrines of Northern
origin (Kunde, Nana Tongo, Tigare); see Fiawoo (1959:266), Allman and Parker (2005:147, 151), Friedson
(2009:18, 194fn7).
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It is also known Afa among the Eʋe, Fa among the Fɔ, and Ifa among the Yoruba (and the Yoruba diaspora in the
Americas and Caribbean, especially Brazil and Cuba). Numerous studies have been devoted to or feature
Efa/Afa/Fa/Ifa in West Africa, notably Herskovits (1938), Maupoil (1943), de Surgy (1957, 1988), Fiawoo (1958),
Bascom (1969), Nukunya (1969), and Abimbola (1976).
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Nukunya (1969:22) says the training to be an Efa diviner is at least equal that of a PhD. I would suggest it is far
beyond that given that vast amount of training and memorization involved. One Nigerian diviner I know was
initiated into Efa as a child and “graduated” once he was 18 years of age. For more information on the necessary
skills to become a basic diviner and the importance of this knowledge, see Bascom (1969:81-121).
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intricacies of this divinatory system, some explanation of it is needed to impress upon the reader
the depth of its content and how its influence cuts across many parts of Eʋe philosophy and
cosmology.
The essence of Efa are the symbols known as kpɔli or edu (the terms are
interchangeable). Kpɔli are visually represented by two columns of four strokes each (eight in
total); these strokes can be a single or double line. Whether the strokes are single or double is
determined by the actions of the bokɔ using two methods. The first is more laborious and
involves the shuffling of 16 palm nuts between the two hands until only one (represented by a
double line) or two (represented by a single line) remain in the left hand, each result etched on a
tray of dust in front of the bokɔ. This is done until eight strokes are generated, the final
combination of which determines the identity of the kpɔli. The most common (and quicker)
method is using a special chain called a gumaga, consisting of eight seed pods which have been
split so that they have two “faces”, each one representing a single or double line. This chain is
held at its median point (dividing the seed pods it into two lines of four each) and is cast in front
of the bokɔ so that the seeds are free to spin in the air.200 When they land on the ground, the
pattern of how each seed is arranged gives the identity of the du. In total there are a possible 256
combinations of these lines, thus 256 kpɔli.201
Each kpɔli is not considered just a symbol. They are considered entities in themselves
with an identity – including a name – formed from their specific body of information,
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I encourage the reader to visit https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/ifa-divination-system-00146 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZpqdICyqUM for video, photo, and texts that give a practical explanation of
the Efa divination process.
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The initial 16 are considered the oldest and more powerful of the complete 256. They are represented by identical
designs in each column, a mirror image.
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constructed as verses known as ese. The ese can vary in length and generate a collection of
proverbs, parables, songs, ritual instructions that reference animals, plants, and behavioural
taboos. Each kpɔli is said to have at least 16 verses and a beginning bokɔ should know at least
four verses for every kpɔli. If we do the math on this, there are a possible 4096 verses, each with
its own information (song, proverbs, parables).202
When a person goes for Efa divination (efakaka), they do not tell the bokɔ why they have
come. It is spoken quietly only to a coin or other object which the client then gives to the bokɔ.
After a number of invocatory prayers, the gumaga is cast and a kpɔli is revealed. It is up to the
bokɔ to use his own powers of recall to identify the kpɔli and then recite the verses and songs that
identify it and explain to the client what texts can reference. The client receives this information,
processes it according to his/her predicament or needs, and continues with further consultation
and discussion with the bokɔ. Combined with other methods that yield answers to simple
“yes/no” questions, allow the bokɔ and client to discern the nature of kpɔli as it relates to the
client’s situation (whether the sign portends a positive or negative outcome).

3.7

Shrines: The Gateway to the Spirit
A shrine is the nexus between the human and the divine, between material and spiritual

understanding and action. They act as literal containers for spiritual bodies that are regularly
placated and petitioned, but also as symbolic vessels of knowledge and points of communion for
the social-spiritual universe that various communities exist within.203 Unlike Mawu,

202

It will be shown later that a number songs used in the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine are adopted from or reference the
Efa literary corpus.
203
Dawson (2009:vii-viii)
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voduwo/trɔwo are associated with particular locations as foci for organized rituals to propitiate
spiritual entities and to harness and utilize spiritual energy.204 Shrines function as ritual spaces
that reinforce the spiritual and performative nature of dekɔŋusubɔ. It is in and around the shrine,
more than in private dwellings, that public (or at least communal) displays of the spiritual are
exercised, using music, dance, drumming, and ritual performance, all done in the presence of the
voduwo/trɔwo for them to see, hear, and enjoy. As the access point to deity’s power, shrines are
polyvalent. They are sites of ritual, congregation, healing, conflict resolution all combined in one
entity; they are the church, hospital, and court for their ordained members.
Any space, domestically constructed or naturally found, can be consecrated as a shrine,
but the location, construction of, and purpose of each shrine varies according to the spirit it is
used to propitiate, thus the outward manifestation of the deity’s physical presence is
multifaceted. For many trɔwo these sacred places can be rivers, forests, mountains, or caves,
which may or may not necessitate a man-made enclosure. In the case of a sacred grove or river,
there would simply be a designated place at the bank of the river or inside the forest where rituals
would occur. There is no designated object or “idol” to represent the trɔ. While many trɔ have an
associated naturally occurring object or location as its shrine (such as a tree of a river), some trɔ
may have a small structure which can be visually quite unassuming, even hidden, known only to
a few. Within such a structure there would be no actual object, just space,205 or an object

204

It should be mentioned that Tɔgbɛawo (venerated ancestors) also have their own shrines, of a sort. Most every
community will have Tɔgbuizikpui, which is the ancestral stool that is affiliated with chieftaincy and by association,
with aƒedo (lineage). This stool is usually housed in its own room or small building (zikpuixɔme) that contains the
accoutrements of chieftaincy and deceased chiefs. It is its own socio-spiritual-political institution that deserves a
separate description and explanation, which is beyond the scope of this study.
205
This is the case with the Mama Numligo shrine in Dzogadze. The shrine is a circular building of concrete with a
conical thatch roof that can fit perhaps 6 people uncomfortably (and kneeling). Within this structure is a smaller (and
older) shrine which is simply a flat thatch roof that covers nothing except three small depressions in the ground.
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associated with the trɔ might be installed to represent it. Some voduwo would not even have any
structure that covers them, but rather would be installed outside a home or town and left open to
the elements and give the appearance of non-descript small mounds of earth.
While shrines general display great architectural variance, structurally there are certain
components that are common to many vodu shrines, the most basic being a roof (but not
necessarily walls or a room). Dulegba, which protect the whole community, and some personal
vodu may be “housed” in something as simple as four wooden sticks and a thatch or corrugated
iron sheet roof, but the most common example is a dedicated room where the deity has been
installed and is used as the ritual space by priests and supplicants (see Photos 3.3 and 3.4).206
This is the shrine proper and it may or may not be in public view and will have certain
restrictions about who can enter, their mode of dress, dietary restrictions, and other
considerations that are related to the deity in question. While this structure is used for dedicated
ritual activity and not communal use, many shrines have an associated larger adjoining space that
serves to house the general laity and is especially useful during larger celebrations when dozens,
hundreds or thousands of adherents would congregate. Gaba makes an important distinction
between these two, noting that the shrine is where the deity lives, while the temple is where the
community gathers.207 For more established and organized voduwo, a dedicated small room,
series of adjacent rooms, or a larger building(s) contains several voduwo. Some shrines can
completely dominate a landscape or part of a town/village and effect everything around them by

206

It is common for these organic and biodegradable materials to be replaced with more durable concrete blocks and
a zinc roof. Other times, a larger and newer structure might be built around the original, leaving it undisturbed and
intact.
207
Gaba (1965: 212-213)
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virtue of its energy, reputation, physical presence, associated ritual and social activity, and the
vast number of followers the deity has.208

Photo 3.5 Side view of a Kɔku shrine, depicting the killing an owls which representing adze (witchcraft)

208

The Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine of Dagbamete, Tɔgbui Nyigbla shrine of Afife, the Tɔgbui Zakadza (Yeʋe) shrine of
Nogokpo, and the Tɔgbui Adzima/Mama Adzena shrines in Klikor are such examples.
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Photo 3.6 Dulegba of Dagbamete

While the term shrine is most often used in English, the word in Eʋe context has four
related meanings. Primarily it refers to the complete structure and its surroundings, within which
there can be more than one deity in more than one enclosure, which could be termed as a “shrine
complex” or temple.209 In this usage, it includes all areas where ritual action occurs including
large-scale assemblies of devotees for musical activity and dance. Secondarily, it refers the
specific altar where an idol is installed and where most ritual activity occurs, that is, the direct
communication between the deity and priest/supplicant through the various sacrifices and rituals
that are undertaken. Third, the word shrine can be used to refer to the deity itself, as in the phrase

209

Ibid. (212-213) makes the distinction that some shrines can be classified as temples, within which there are
number of shrines for various gods.
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“He offended the shrine and the shrine killed him”.210 Fourth, the term can be used to refer to all
of the above at the same time as an abstracted idea or association of elements, rather than a
specific object, place, or spiritual entity.
Though the word shrine is given a wide semantic field, Eʋe has various terms that could
include gbodzi/agbodzi, kpɔme, kpɔnu, trɔfe, and voduƒe.211 Agbodzi/gbodzi has a layered
description, one quite physical and the other metaphysical. Literally it means “place of the gate”
or simply “gate” (agbo=gate; dzi=place) and refers to the actual entrance into a shrine or altar. A
deeper reading of the term points to connotations of a spiritual barrier against negative forces or
a gate as an entry point into a spiritual space. Kpɔme and kpɔnu refer to a fence, as in a fencedoff area within which a vodu may be located and only members of that shrine may enter. Trɔfe
and vodufe are simply the “house of the trɔ or vodu” and can refer to the actual room where the
idol is installed or the complete shrine complex or temple. Each of these terms may be used
interchangeably according to the individual; their use is further dependent on the specific
vodu/trɔ being discussed. However, in all of my research, I have never been told of any Eʋe term
that is used to generally represent the idea of shrine as I have described above. Nor have I heard
of any general term for the actual altar, where the idol is installed and where the sacrifices
occur.212 Thus, in the remainder of this study, I will continue to use shrine generally, unless

210

This dual characterization of the shrine as being the same as the spirit is often used in describing certain aspects
of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku’s power and circumstances surrounding various rituals and songs, as in Gbozi be (Gbodzi/shrine
says…).
211
Later, when discussing the Aƒetɔku shrine I will focus mostly on the use of gbodzi as this is the most common
term used by that community. It can be translated to mean “place of the gate/opening/access point”. The term was
also explained to me as a “spiritual resting place”. In this sense, it can mean the place where the spiritual power
itself rests but also could be taken to mean a place of resting one’s own spiritual weight or problems. Interview with
Julius Vodzi Torgboh, November 5, 2014.
212
One exception might be the Gorovodu/Brekete shrines where the term kpome (oven) is used to describe the
specific structure where an idol rests and receives sacrificial offerings. In Aƒetɔku shrines there is the agbadzi, which
is where the physical idol of Aƒetɔku, placed inside a bowl (agba) usually “rests”. To engage in ritual activity, the
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referring to a specific deity and the terminology its followers use to refer to affiliated structures
and locations.

3.8

Significant Voduwo/Trɔwo in Southern Ghana
Eʋeland is populated with a considerable number of shrines that are under the purview of

an individual, a community, or a clan. Counting the number of deities is a near impossible task
for several reasons. It would entail going to every community in Eʋeland, discovering what
specific voduwo/trɔwo exist for the protection of the town, the aƒedo, and for the zikpui
(ancestral stool, which may have one or more deities attached to it). Then one would have to
investigate which private voduwo are present, some of which may or not be known to the
community at large. Given that there are hundreds of communities across Eʋeland, it is not
incorrect to assume hundreds of voduwo and trɔwo also exist, some more popular, accessible,
and visible than others. Some are singular in their existence and can only be found in one
location, as in the case of specific trɔwo associated with a family, community, or clan. But the
majority of voduwo and trɔwo that exist, and those that have the most visibility and social
impact, are those that are part of broad networks of shrines and which are replicated across the
land. Shrines are not mutually exclusive and often there is shared membership as well as
cooperation on the ritual and social level. In fact, it is possible for one hunua to be the
owner/caretaker of as many vodu as he can financially and logistically manage.

physical representation of Aƒetɔku must physically (and spiritually) descend to the ground in front of the agbadzi.
The agbadzi, which is a table essentially, also contains many other ritual items and may appear as an altar, but does
not function like one as such.
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Though my research area is on the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku as it exists in the community of
Dagbamete, I will continually refer to other popular and powerful shrines (which have their own
networks) in the surrounding area. Three of the most popular in my research area include:
•

Yeʋe is a religious order that has been the most pervasive and influential shrine among
the Eʋe for the past hundred years or more. A Yeʋe shrine is composed of numerous
voduwo (Da, Agbui, Avlekete and more) but the most prominent deity is known variably
as Xevioso/So/Tɔhonɔ (also referred as Yeʋe itself), which can use lightning bolts to strike
down transgressors. Aside from its known and feared spiritual attributes and strict moral
order, Yeʋe contains fascinating and varied music and dance repertoires.

•

Vodu Kɔku is especially known for protection against all manner of adze and dzoka, as
well as various physical fortifications. It is one of the most easily identifiable shrines
given the behaviour of some its members who hack and slice at themselves with
sharpened machetes while in a possessed state (among other physical feats).

•

Gorovodu/Brekete213 refers to any shrines that have associations with the northern reaches
of Ghana. This includes the numerous Kunde, Nana Tongo, Ƒoƒui and Tigare and other
such shrines (and their specific voduwo) that can be found across Eʋeland. While they all
worship different vodu, each of these shrines can be identified by the use of the doubleskinned and barrel-shaped brekete drum, which is a visual and sonic signifier of the
northern origin of these shrines. Hence, they are often referred to as Brekete shrines as
well.

213

These shrines are also referred to as atikevodu (medicine vodu) by many, in lieu of the medicine against
witchcraft that they are known for.
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Understanding the cosmological realities and processes of Eʋe life and death hinges upon
knowing a dizzying array of terminology metaphysical theorizing. Using the words, concepts,
and rationality of a foreign epistemology, we are trying to comprehend the mysterious, ethereal,
spiritual, and esoteric. If it is understood that a person contains the metaphysical aspects of
Mawu, trɔ, vodu, dzɔgbese/kpɔli, dzɔtɔ, how do they interact? The question of what makes up a
person physically and spiritually is multifaceted and can generate some confusion, especially
when encountering it for the first time, as many readers no doubt will be. But I quote Rosenthal
at length and her metaphor of a textbook of medical illustrations to explain these conjoined, yet
separate components:
Like overlays on medical illustrations of the body, we have a kpoli page, a dzoto page, a
vodu page, and on and on, each overlay representing an entire system and yet coexisting
with other frameworks to constitute a given individual….Each component may be
conceived of as a world of personhood – physical, emotional, and spiritual (but these are
not usually separate in Eʋe culture)….Although there can be metaphor, replacement, or
substitution at the level of that individual, each part of her person is also linked
metonymically to other beings and texts. There may have to be a sort of reciprocity going
on between the parts of the individual’s person. That is one of the jobs of the Afa
clearinghouse – to discover what it is that each of the components desires, so that the rest
of the person (other components) might offer it its pleasure or remove whatever is
aggravating it.214
The relationship between all the supernatural forces and entities described in this chapter
can be seen as existing in an all-encompassing field of spiritual potential. Particular plants,
animals, and other inanimate objects are imbued with and are conduits of this force. Through
dreams, divination, natural revelation, and experience, humans acquire the knowledge to

214

Rosenthal (1998:185)
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identify, control, and combine these naturally occurring elements into spiritually efficacious
action. Seen this way, voduwo/trɔwo, Tɔgbɛawo, and manifestations of dzo, ama, and adze
operate in the same metaphysical universe, with varying degrees of access to the power of
Mawu.
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Chapter 4: Aƒetɔku Gbodzi of Dagbamete – Actions, Origins, and Impact

Photo 4.1 The main entrance of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi in Dagbamete

4.1

Outside the Shrine
Standing at the crossroads of Dagbamete one can catch a glimpse of the roof the Tɔgbui

Aƒetɔku shrine just beyond the massive canopy of trees that the community uses for important
gatherings. It is by far the largest building in the community, and in my experience, it is one of
the largest shrines in terms of physical size one may find anywhere in Eʋeland (see Photo 4.1).215
Newcomers to the village often mistake it for a modern church and are surprised to learn that a

215

Based on the reaction of Eʋes from other parts of Ghana and Togo, as well as researchers who have done
extensive travel around the area, the sight of the Aƒetɔku shrine, whether in person or in photos, always generates a
reaction of wonder in terms of its size.
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vodu shrine can manifest such a physical presence. In a word, it is impressive. Walking towards
its main entrance one will encounter a round concrete structure known as the adekpoe (hunter’s
fence), a feature of every Aƒetɔku shrine. Inside the adekpoe are the sun-bleached skulls and leg
bones of hundreds of certain sacrificed animals that are used to make dzedze, initial ritual food
for the vodu. The adekpoe is a signifier and testament to the hunter-like identity and efficacy of
the vodu as a spiritual hunter of adzetɔwo (witches).216 As Hunua Kofi Amenorhu explains,
“Because ade is a hunter… that shows this man [Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku] is a very big hunter. So if you
are truly an adela you have to see your adekpoe, see the number of animals. Everywhere Aƒetɔku
is, there is adekpoe.”217 Attached to the adekpoe is a small rebar ring upon which rests a small
calabash filled with water and the aflatoga herb. This consecrated water is used for
amukpalakpala, which is the spiritual cleansing of one’s eyes after seeing a death or corpse, such
as at a funeral (see Photo 4.2).218

216

Adekpoe feature in some but not all Eʋe communities. It is a shrine affiliated with an ancestral hunter who had
exceptional experiences when alive. The stool house (zikpuixɔme) of important chiefs also contains adekpoe as
chiefs in the past were often war heroes as well.
217
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 23, 2018.
218
Any member who has seen a dead body, whether in a casket or exposed, must do this before entering the shrine.
It is a prerequisite to a larger ritual known as aviɖeɖe that takes place within the shrine itself which functions to
completely cleanse anyone who has seen an actual corpse.
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Photo 4.2 The adekpoe of the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi in Dagbamete, with two members undergoing amukpalakpala
(spiritual cleansing of the eyes) before entering the shrine

At the entrance of the shrine you would notice on your left a deity named Trɔ Kpɔtɔ, who
functions as a gate keeper and spiritual security guard (see Photo 4.2). Looking outward, this
tutelary deity’s name could be translated as “the watchman”, as it receives and repels any
negative spiritual energy that may be within proximity of the shrine. Another protective deity
named Dzotrakpe is located in the ground to the right of the entrance, its presence only indicated
by a small square of earth surrounded by concrete with a trail of dried blood connecting it to the
main shrine.
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Photo 4.3 Trɔ Kpɔtɔ being fed at the entrance to the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi in Dagbamete

4.2

Inside the Shrine
After the required removal of one’s footwear and entering the building, you immediately

encounter azagunɔwogbɔ (area of the drummers) with its drums: two long atsimeʋu resting on a
cradle side-by-side with several support drums (kidi and sogo), rattles (axatse), and a bell
(gakogui) on the floor. They are oriented so that when being played, all attention is focused in
the direction of Vodu Aƒetɔku, as well as to facilitate easy communication between the henɔ
(lead singer) and hunuawo with the azagunɔwo (drummers). Between the drums and the vodu is
99

an expansive space. As only the side “wings” of the second floor of the shrine are accessible, this
leaves substantial depth from the ground floor to its vaulted ceiling. Light easily enters the shrine
as there are no walls, rather a series of pillars and half-walls about waist height. This is a feature
of all the Aƒetɔku shrines and contributes to the open and accessible aspect of worship and
interaction with this vodu (see Photos 4.4 and 4.5).219
While one’s eyes may be drawn to the portraits of past and present hunuawo lining the
second-floor railings, the real focal point of the shrine is directly ahead. Beneath a roof supported
by four cement pillars is the agbadzi, which is Aƒetɔku’s spiritual and physical resting place.220
The agbadzi a table covered in a white cloth, upon which Vodu Aƒetɔku is laid when not being
engaged in ritual activity.221 Also on the agbadzi are other smaller vodu-related objects, ritual
remnants, and tools employed therein. On either side of the agbadzi are two amaze, clay pots
resting on forked tree limbs and filled with herb-infused water (amatsi) used in ritual bathing,
purification, and fortification rituals. On the ground in front of the agbadzi one can see the
outline of a rectangular area of bare earth, a contrast to the polished cement floor of the rest of
the shrine. This is where the most intense and regular ritual activity occurs in the shrine. When
any rituals for Aƒetɔku are about to be undertaken, he must first descend from the agbadzi and is

219

This starkly contrasts with other vodu in Eʋeland where access to the vodu would feature a barrier, such as a cloth
or raffia, and the fact that only those directly involved with the ritual may be present. In the Aƒetɔku shrine, anyone
can be present during a ritual and can easily listen to what the supplicant has come to do, including any and all
confessions they may have. In fact, this public nature (and the gossip that it can generate) is an interesting feature of
attending rituals at these shrines.
220
While I cannot say what Aƒetɔku is physically (that is, what it is made of) I can only describe the idol as an orblike structure which sits in a large clay bowl that collects offerings of palm oil, animal blood, and dekele (distilledpalm wine). Whether or not a vodu is “installed” (fixed to a position on the ground or physical location) or
“portable” (in a bowl) is major distinction between various vodu across the Eʋe-Adja-Fon geo-cultural zone.
221
This cloth and some of the ritual implements which are wrapped in cloth undergo a transformation over the
course of the year. When the shrine is renewed at the annual fetatrɔtrɔ festival, all such cloths are beaming white.
Near the end of the year they are almost black with the remnants of blood offerings.
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laid in this area. A little ahead of Aƒetɔku and to his left is where Vodu Hɔgbanu resides, fixed to
the ground. The three main hunuawo of the shrine – Humegbeda, Ŋgɔgbea, and Sotua – will also
have their seats in front of the agbadzi and to their left will be seating for other hunuawo and
special guests. This whole area is also known as hunuawogbɔ (Photo 4.6).
This area is also a preferred location for the performance of nudededo, an important Eʋe
socio-cultural-spiritual gesture that signifies and combines respect, humility, pleading for
benevolence and deference to a higher authority or power.222 Upon entering the shrine for the
first time in day, every member must prostrate in the form of nudededo. It is a common action in
many shrines but in the Aƒetɔku it follows a specific process: the individual goes on their knees,
touches their forehead to the ground, followed by the tip of the tongue, and finally the left and
right elbow before rising. According to C. K. Davor the movements are laden with symbolism of
the gesture, “If you put your forehead down, you are giving due respect to the person. If you use
your tongue to touch the ground, you know everyone is working on this earth, so if you touch the
ground with your tongue it means you are pledging to the ground, that you are serving him,223
subduing yourself to the ground. Then the elbows to show respect”.224 Other members further
connect the actions of nudededo to the one’s actions (and their moral ramifications). Whatever
you have thought, done, or will do (or think) it is connected to your tongue, which can speak
good or bad; your arms (elbows and hands) and legs (via the knees) are what you will use to do

222

See Gbolonyo (2009:221-228) for an elaboration on the importance of greetings and their spiritual underpinnings
in the various Eʋe contexts.
223
This is a reference to anyigbatɔ (“the master of the earth”), also known as Sakpate/Sakpata. The Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku
shrine recognizes this deity and performs certain rituals to appease him at different points throughout the year.
224
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015. Charles Kwasi Davor (1935-2017), born and raised in Dagbamete,
was a highly respected azagunɔga (chief drummer), Tsiami (linguist for the shrine), and school teacher to hundreds
of students. He left an indelible mark on the cultural life of the community.
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anything action in the world, and above all, your head directs them all. By connecting all of these
body parts to the ground you are submitting them to the vodu and indicating your intentions,
which the vodu can spiritually detect. Further, if any bad has been done by you, this act is a form
of pleading to the vodu for leniency and forgiveness.225

Photo 4.4 View of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi looking at the main entrance from location of the agbadzi and hunuawogbɔ.
Drums in the background.

225

Interview with Sunday Nyakpo and Avu Adukpo, April 16, 2015.
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Photo 4.5 View of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi from the main entrance where drums are located. Agbadzi and other
rooms in the background. Portraits of hunuawo hung above. Fowls are laid out after being received (killed)
by the vodu.
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Photo 4.6 Detail of the agbadzi (at the rear) and hunuawogbɔ. Left to right: Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo,
Sotua Yao Dunyo, Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, and (late) Agbadada Davor. Foreground: at left is Vodu Aƒetɔku and
at right is Vodu Hɔgbanu.

The physical footprint and impression the shrine makes today has developed over the past
60 years, through gradual expansion and through the vision and leadership of the hunuawo. The
initial structure resembled that of other Aƒetɔku shrines, rectangular in shape with low mud walls
rendering the sides of the building “open” with a thatch roof and approximately 10’ x 20’
according to some descriptions.226 But as the shrine started to grow in popularity and
membership, expansions to the structure were needed. The first of these occurred under the

226

No pictures of the original gbodzi exist so I could only rely on descriptions by members of the community.
Interview with Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor, July 9, 2019.
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leadership of Dunyo Agudzemegah sometime in the 60s,227 with two other expansions occurring
sometime in the 1980s and 1990s. The current structure was started in 2011 and commissioned in
2014. Photo 4.7 shows the shrine in Teacher Mante-Agbodzi which, according to Normegbor
Dunyo, resembles the initial structure that was in Dagbamete in terms of size. Photo 4.8 shows
the Dagbamete shrine as it existed in the 1980s/1990s.

Photo 4.7 The Aƒetɔku Gbodzi of Teacher Mante-Agbodzi

227

Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, January 30, 2019.
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Photo 4.8 Aƒetɔku Gbodzi of Dagbamete as it existed until the 2011 extension. Courtesy of Michael Frishkopf
(circa late 1980s/1990s).

4.3

Hunuawo: The Caretakers of the Spirit228
Every functioning Aƒetɔku shrine needs a quorum of seven priests (hunuawo/hunɔwo),

each with a dedicated title and role in the functioning of the shrine. These are:
•

Sotua: the person who makes direct prayers to the vodu using the aʋaga.229 Current: Yao
Dunyo, Previous: Dunyo Agudzeamegah

228

Portraits of all past and (most) present hunuawo are shown in Appendix B.
Aʋaga has been described briefly in Chapter 4. It literally means “iron penis”, as it is a bell with a small clapper
inside (the penis aspect). While making prayers it is shaken with an isochronous beat. The title Sotua derives from a
sobriquet for the aʋaga, as a representation of So, another powerful Eʋe deity.
229
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•

Ŋgɔgbea: the senior most position in the shrine; the one who knows the rituals and rules
governing the vodu.230 Current: Kofi Davor, Previous: Adzogble Davor

•

Humegbeda: the overseer of the shrine in terms of monetary activity as well as general
conduct, ensuring that certain rituals and songs are performed.231 Current: Kwasi Dzotefe
Dunyo, Previous: Davor Agudzeamegah (1st), Kwaku Davor (2nd)

•

Gutsoa: the handler of animals after they have been received/killed by the vodu.232
Current: Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, Previous: Halolo Agudzeamegah

•

Amadala: the herbalist in control of the preparation and administration of medicines for
patients of the shrine.233 Current: Normegbor Dunyo, Previous: Dunyo Agudzeamegah

•

Agbatua: the one in charge of the maintenance and handling of the agbadzi during ritual
performances.234 Current: Sammy Agbodeka, Previous: Ehor Agbodeka (1st), Mensah
Dzeamesi (2nd)

•

Tsiami: the linguist who receives all verbal requests and interactions from supplicants and
relays this information to the other hunuawo, especially the Sotua.235 Current: Sapato

230

Ŋgɔgbea means the one in front of the shrine and refers to the leading and representative role the title implies.
The title means the one at the back of the vodu.
232
The title refers to the gu, an epithet for a ceremonial knife that the Gutsoa uses for his work of cutting the throats
of animals.
233
The title refers to ama (herb) which is the purview of the amadala. Sakudo Dzeamesi and Adzoyi Dunyo are also
noted amadalawo for the shrine.
234
The agba in this title refers to the agbadzi.
235
The word tsiami is an adoption from Akan okyeame, the ceremonial speech mediator (or “linguist”) of a chief.
Linguists feature in many traditional contexts in Eʋe life, especially public discourses such as gatherings of elders in
community settings or meetings with a chief. In these contexts, important individuals will only be addressed through
the medium of the tsiami, who does not repeat or translate what is said by the participants in a conversation, but
rather acts to acknowledge the transmission thereof. All conversation is public and heard by all, but the speech is
directed at the tsiami who, after each round of conversation, asks if what has been said has been heard. See Yankah
(2004:603-606) for more details on the Akan context.
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Dzeamesi, Previous: Dzeamesi Agudzeamegah (1st), Agbodzihu Davor (2nd) Kwasi Davor
(3rd)
Though not technically a hunua, the Agbadada is also essential member of the ritual fold, the
“mother” of the shrine who carries the vodu to and from the agbadzi and also assists in feeding
the vodu at certain points.236 Currently the post is held by the daughter of Adzogble Davor and
she is known as Agbadada Akuvi Davor. The previous Agbadada was the junior sister to
Adzogble Davor, previously known as Mary Davor.
In addition to the above titles there are several other “hunua-at-large” positions with no
specific title, but who may be elevated to one of the above at a later date if necessary. These
hunuawo are: Mawuenyegah Dzeamesi, Kofi Amenorhu, Adodo Amenorhu, Adzoyi Dunyo,
Kojo Davor, Sammy Davor, Mensah Avorgbedor, and Kwadzo Dunyo. In light of the ideal
quorum of hunua needed at every Aƒetɔku shrine for it to function, for ritual purposes there must
be at least three main hunuawo present: the Sotua, Ŋgɔgbea, and Humegbeda. If one of these
individuals is absent, his duties can only be undertaken by one of the two.237 This contrasts with
the other titles in the shrine, whose roles can be undertaken by any of the “at-large” hunuawo if
need be.238
Despite the prevalence of similar family names among the past and present hunuawo,
becoming a hunua is not hereditary. Rather, the elders of the community and shrine make a

236

The agba in this title refers to the actual agba (bowl) that the vodu sits in at all times.
This is the current situation at the Dagbamete shrine as the existing Sotua has been indisposed with health issues
for the past few years and the Ŋgɔgbea is performing most of his duties, assisted by the Humegbeda.
238
The presence of the required number of hunuawo has been a major issue in the resurrection of other Aƒetɔku
shrines. As stated elsewhere in this dissertation, the caretaker of the defunct Aƒetɔku shrine in Adutor asked Afaxoe
to assist in reviving it, but he had to refuse as it was the desire of just one individual with no support from anyone
else in the community.
237
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collective decision about which individual may be best suited for the lifetime of responsibility of
being a hunua and the work it entails. After making a choice, they will engage in Efa divination
to confirm whether the choice is correct or not.239 For the past 15 years or so, no new hunuawo
have been added to the membership but at the annual fetatrɔtrɔ festival of 2019 five new
individuals were included. Of these, two of them were promoted to the role of tsiami and
agbatua.240

4.4

A Day in the Ritual Life
For many vodu in Eʋeland, there are particular days set aside for feeding the vodu and

other ritual activities, which are particular to the shrine in question.241 Sunday is the dedicated
ritual day at the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi of Dagbamete when the most important ritual activities occur.
One is free to come to the shrine at any other time during the week for consultations with the
main hunuawo or to make simple prayers or promises. But this will only be done while the vodu
is resting on the agbadzi and will not involve many other hunuawo or shrine members to
participate, nor would it involve animal sacrifices. It is on Sunday that the vodu descends from
the agbadzi and all major rituals are undertaken.242 Members travel from surrounding villages
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Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 1, 2014.
These new hunuawo were Sammy Agbodeka (agbatua), Mensah Avorgbedor, Sammy Davor, Kwadzo Dunyo,
and Sapato Dzeamesi (tsiami).
241
For example, the Nana Tongo shrine in the village of Dzogadze brings the vodu (in physical form) to the zo
(sacred bush) on Thursdays and then on Fridays the vodu is ritually fed while Vodu Kɔku shrines do the same on
Saturday/Sunday. Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 13, 2019.
242
The reader may raise the obvious question of “Why Sunday? Is it related to Christianity?“ I do not see any direct
influence of the Christian sabbath in choosing Sunday as a day of worship. However, there definitely is an indirect
influence owing to Ghana’s national adherence to Christian holidays and the overall influence Christianity has on
the country as a whole. Thus, Sunday is the day of the week in which most members of the shrine would be free
from work commitments to travel to the shrine. For a similar reason, the yearly festival of renewal always
commences at the weekend before Easter Monday, as many members will have holidays from work and school
240
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and towns to participate in these rituals, to socialize, and to reaffirm their connection and
commitment to their spiritual traditions and each other. Most importantly for this study, this day
and the ritual space it enlivens allows for the performance of specific music and dance associated
with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. I have strived to be as thorough as possible in the description that follows
to give the reader a clear picture of what activity occurs in the shrine, though there are details I
have carefully omitted as well.

4.4.1

Ʋuyuɖuyuɖu
The day begins with the playing of the atsimeʋu (one of the main Eʋe drums) by an

azagunɔ to alert people that there will be activity at the shrine on this particular day, a process
called ʋuyuɖuyuɖu.243 It is played just after dawn and several hours later prior to the process of
bringing the vodu down (agbaɖiɖi). Ʋuyuɖuyuɖu is a signal composed of various rhythms
specific to the shrine, presented in free and strict rhythm. The free rhythm phrases are combined
at the discretion of the azagunɔ in terms of order of performance and also number of
repetitions.244

during this time and are able to reside in Dagbamete for the following week. Also see
http://www.dagbamete.org/festivals/.
243
Ʋuyuɖuyuɖu is common in Eʋe musical practice in both secular and sacred contexts. Every habɔbɔ (drumming
society) will have their own ʋuyuɖuyuɖu, composed of rhythms unique to their association and its members. These
phrases will include the names of important individuals involved with the habɔbɔ - founding members, composers,
notable drummers and singers - as well as words that encourage them to prepare for drumming on that day and to
draw closer to the performance ground such as enueke (the day has broken) or mi dzra ɖo (you should prepare). It
will be played on several occasions leading up to the drumming event such as midnight, at dawn, or during the time
for bathing (where it is known as etsileʋu). Other shrines too will have similar practices and use rhythmic signals to
communicate to members that specific activities are about to occur. Ʋuyuɖuyuɖu has rarely been discussed in the
literature in any depth and is yet another manifestation of communicative aspect of drumming. Jones (1959:160161) who mentions the same process as vuyoyro. Burns (2011) mentions ʋuyɔyrɔ as “invoking the drum” and
classifies it as a type of improvisation within the performance of a drum (not as a signal as such), while Amegago
(2011) make brief mentions of υuyoyro as “drum roll or signal”.
244
These are detailed in Chapter 7 (in relation to voduyɔyɔ).
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These phrases are signifiers for the vodu and a member of the shrine immediately
understands that important activity is about to occur when they hear them emanating from the
shrine itself.245 In fact, Hunua Kofi Amenorhu indicates that ignoring the ʋuyuɖuyuɖu amounts to
a breaking a taboo (ekɔ) of the shrine. He says that “anytime you hear the agbodzi ʋuyuɖuyuɖu
…if you yourself are going somewhere and you hear the Aƒetɔkuʋu, you have to trace where it is
happening and go there and kneel down [to greet the vodu and hunuawo] and tell them you were
passing and heard the thing. So if you are in the house and you hear the activities [but ignore it],
it’s an offence.”246
Near dawn the Sotua will arrive at the shrine to make preliminary prayers to the vodu
while on the agbadzi, before members start to assemble. After the final ʋuyuɖuyuɖu, people start
slowly making their way to the shrine. While there is traditionally no fixed time for ceremonies
to begin, due to the increased demand at the Dagbamete shrine, 9:00am has been the ascribed
time for people to assemble. As part of the general modernization and standardization of certain
practices at the shrine, recently a timetable of hours of operation and a suggestion box have been
posted in and around the shrine (see Photo 4.9).247

245

Ideally, the ʋuyuɖuyuɖu would be played several times on a Sunday. Once at 12:00am-1:00am, again at 5:00am,
and then again just before the agbaɖiɖi (descending of the vodu). Interview with Sunday Nyakpo, March 28, 2019.
246
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 22, 2018.
247
According to shrine secretary Sammy Davor, a major reason for posting these hours has been to reduce the stress
level of the Ŋgɔgbea who regularly receives a stream of visitors inquiring about prayers and consultations, who
often disturb him at his personal residence. Discussion with Sammy Davor, April 22, 2018 via WhatsApp.
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Photo 4.9 Public notice of shrine hours of operation

4.4.2

Agbaɖiɖi
In the vicinity of 9:00am – but usually 30 minutes to an hour later – hunuawo,

azagunɔwo, and members have arrived at the shrine and it is time for the agbaɖiɖi to commence.
Just before agbaɖiɖi, a preparation known as dzedze is distributed to Vodu Aƒetɔku, Vodu
Hɔgbanu, and all other vodu located in and outside the shrine. In this context, the dzedze is
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composed of palm oil mixed with corn flour and it is seen as spiritual food that all vodu need
before they can “work”. Once all are fed, agbaɖiɖi can begin. The word translates as “descent of
the agba” and is an essential ritual that physically and spiritually brings the vodu as agba (bowl)
down into a place of access. Physically, Vodu Aƒetɔku descends from the agbadzi to the area
directly in front of where the hunuawo sit; spiritually he descends to the realm of humans, ready
to hear and receive what they have to offer. Though the distance from the agbadzi to the ground
is less than 10 feet in the human realm, in the realm of the vodu to move even an inch is to
symbolically and metaphysically awaken, one could even say disturb, the vodu into action,
letting him know that he is needed and is expected to be compensated for his services. Only after
agbaɖiɖi occurs can any major prayers and sacrifices be made, thus it is of utmost importance.
The first song to be sung is:
Sege agbamea do nawo
Eku le kpato

Heavy load is prepared for you
Aƒetɔku is on the kpato248

This song’s meaning is directly related to its context and the action that it accompanies. It is sung
while the Agbadada (shrine mother) ceremoniously lifts the vodu from the agbadzi, cradles it in
her arms, and stylishly walks (not quite a dance) in time to the music to the area where the vodu
will be laid for the remainder of the day. The text describes the load (i.e., Vodu Aƒetɔku’s

248

When asked what kpato signified, Hunua Kofi Amenorhu remarked “that one is not good for you, excuse me”,
meaning that it was privileged information. Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 19, 2018. This sort of
limited access to certain words and explanations about rituals popped up several times in discussion with various
hunuawo. It was not as if they did not want to give me information, rather there is a conception that unless one is a
member of the hunuawo, there are certain sights, sounds, and knowledge connected to the vodu that could be
spiritually damaging to me. A similar notion exists with relation to the gbesa (incantations) associated with ebo
(spiritual charms) in that if one hears the gbesa but has not been spiritually fortified to understand and receive it, it
could have negative consequences. One may also wonder if they used this esoteric knowledge explanation as an
excuse for covering up their own ignorance about a subject. I think not. In my experience, if a hunua felt he was
unable to explain something due to his own ignorance, he would directly say that he does not know the answer and
did not want to deceive me with lies and that I should talk to another more experienced individual.
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physical embodiment, the object itself as agbamea) which has been “prepared for you”
(addressing the Agbadada). The word sege refers to any load, object, or task that is difficult,
formidable or requires great effort to lift, balance, and perform.249 In this context it alludes to the
great responsibility that the Agbadada has in being the designated person to bring the vodu into a
space of accessibility (spiritually and physically), as described in the previous paragraph. No one
else dances while she carries the vodu members only sing and observe. In performing this action
the Agbadada is serious and deliberate. This is one of the main ritual actions she performs, and
has performed hundreds of times, in the same sequence, tracing the same footsteps from the
agbadzi to the ground. True to the meaning of her title, the care for which she carries and rests
the vodu is akin to a mother
Once the vodu is ceremoniously situated on the ground, songs are directed at three
individuals: Agbadada (shrine mother), Agbatua (overseer of the agbadzi), and Gutsua
(controller of sacrificed animals). These songs follow a particular order and are similar in
melody and text, with slight changes with respect to the pronoun being used to address each
individual and the role they play. They are as follows:
Agbadada
Agbodzi Agbadadalawo be
Agba ye wui ɖo agba

Agbadadas of the shrine say that
Vodu killed and prepared the load

Gutsua
Agbodzi Gutsualawo be
Gu ye wui tso dɔe

Gutsuas of the shrine say that
Gu kills and slices the stomach

Agbatua
Agbodzi Agbatualawo be
Agba ye wui ɖo agba

Agbatuas of the shrine say that
Vodu killed and prepared the load

249

As an extension of that understanding, it can also be used to describe something that is remarkably heavy.
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According to Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, all of these songs are direct warnings to the
Agbadada, Gutsua, and Agbatua that even though they hold positions of intimacy with the vodu,
they too can be killed if they transgress. The song for the Agbatua and Agbadada refers to a load
being prepared (ɖo agba) after the vodu has killed somebody. The load in this context is
understood to refer to the manner in which a corpse is prepared for burial (itself a type of load
which has to be carried). The song for the Gutsua paints the image of the sacrificial knife (egu)
slicing the stomach of something the vodu has killed.250
The performative nature of agbaɖiɖi is quite striking to the observer and interesting to
this researcher. The above songs are sung continuously during which the individual addressed in
each will dance a fixed number of times – three times in the direction of the vodu and four times
facing the membership.251 This dance sequence and its relation to the drumming itself is not
specialized as it is the characteristic Eʋe “back-breaking” movement. Each round of dance is
cued by the azagunɔ with a rolling phrase that functions to alert the dancer to begin, exactly as it
does in many other drumming contexts. However, this dancing is only under the purview of the
individuals addressed in the ritual and only when their specific song is being sung, thus it is very
much a solo performance.252 So while the general membership contributes with singing and some
drumming, attentional energy is directed at the dance that each ritualist performs. With the
conclusion of these songs and their associated dances the agbaɖiɖi is complete.

250

Interview with Kofi Amenorhu, March 19, 2018.
Each song is repeated until the number of required dance movements are completed by each participant. That the
total number of movements equals seven, to me, is not surprising as he numbers three and seven feature prominently
in Eʋe culture, especially in spiritual matters.
252
Other specialized forms of dancing occur during public vodu celebrations when the hunuawo of a shrine rise to
dance. When this happens all members crouch or kneel down and give attention, waving scarves, exclaiming.
However, this scenario is impromptu and usually features more than one individual.
251
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4.4.3

Kukuɖeɖe
Once the vodu has descended a ritualistic form of begging occurs, known as Kukuɖeɖe

(pleading for leniency). This is done via one song whose meaning is evident:
Aƒetɔku mia bliba kaka
Mia bliba koro
Vodua na si do
Azdɛyɛ, adzɛyɛ
Vodua nu le do
Awilo, awilo, adzɛyɛ, adzɛyɛ
Vodua nu le do

Aƒetɔku we beg with intensity
We really beg
The vodu will hear
Pleading, pleading
We humbly bow before the vodu
Pleading, pleading, pleading, pleading
We humbly bow before the vodu

After the song finishes all kuviwo place their foreheads on the ground and perform nudededo
(ritual prostration) to show humility before the vodu (shown below in Photo 4.10).
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Photo 4.10 The final action of kukuɖeɖe

4.4.4

Voduyɔyɔ253
While the agbaɖiɖi awakens and brings the vodu into a place of interaction, the voduyɔyɔ

is the formal invocation of the spirit. Voduyɔyɔ means “calling or invoking the vodu” and is the
invocation to the various deities of the shrine, most importantly Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and Tɔgbui
Hɔgbanu. No ritual activity is possible without the performance of voduyɔyɔ as it is the ritual that
invites the various vodu to partake in the further rituals and offerings that will follow. While a

253

I have written extensively on the musical and affective qualities of voduyɔyɔ in Chapter 7 thus I will not repeat
many of those details here.
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deity is physically represented by an idol, it must be spiritually charged and “woken up” before
any sacrificial engagement with the spirit is possible. Voduyɔyɔ fulfills that need, hence its
extreme importance. Voduyɔyɔ is quite striking aurally, visually and in its effect.254 It is one of
the rituals that demands complete silence, attention, and participation from everyone gathered in
the shrine. The devotees in attendance will all congregate in front of the deity, standing behind
the henɔ who is also facing the deity. The mood is somber, serious, and focused. The
combination of the sparse but penetrating drumming, the constant yet fluctuating gakogui
phrases in free rhythm, and the elongated phrases of the unmetered singing contribute to a
mesmerizing sonic experience that elevates and enhances the spiritual nature of the incantation.
The songs used in voduyɔyɔ are highly restricted, only to be sung during this ritual and in some
cases several of these songs can be sung by a member who is facing imminent danger as a type
of incantation to invoke the spiritual assistance of the vodu. As such, they are considered
spiritually potent and are not to be sung unless absolutely necessary.
After the singing the voduyɔyɔ songs, there will be silence as the Sotua completes some
short prayers to the vodu to the accompaniment of the aʋaga, which reverberates throughout the
shrine. Following these prayers dekele (distilled palm wine) will be shared to various vodu in the
shrine, during which the hunua has the option to request another type of invocatory song
affiliated with the vodu, which is drawn from the existing corpus of Aƒetɔkuʋu or from other
vodu-related contexts, such as Efa and Yeʋe.255

254

During annual festivals, it occurs every day of the festival and sometimes during ŋudɔdɔ (wake-keeping). During
the rest of the year, it occurs only during weekly Sunday gatherings or if a special circumstance dictates it.
255
One of these, Gbemiedo loo gbele tome, is always sung as the first song during Lakawu (the killing of animals by
the vodu). As such, it is considered an invocation and not to be sung outside of its normal context. The end of
voduyɔyɔ is the only other context it can be sung. Other songs from the Yeʋe corpus (Somlatɔe eya mla ŋu So Soku
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4.4.5

Aviɖeɖe
With the completion of voduyɔyɔ, the first ritual to be performed is aviɖeɖe (“removing

tears”), which is the spiritual cleansing of one’s body in the presence of the vodu after seeing a
corpse. As explained by the late C. K. Davor, “When someone dies you normally weep. You
mourn with the dead corpse. So after mourning when you come here [to the shrine] you are dirty
spiritually. So if you come you have to cleanse yourself spiritually”.256 The logic behind this
practice is that one’s eyes carry some element of the deceased’s spirit, which would be both
offensive to the vodu and spiritually detrimental to the witness, as it would act as a barrier
between the worshipper and the vodu. To perform aviɖeɖe only one animal (a fowl) is offered
but it can be used for any number of people who need to undergo the cleansing, thus it is an
example of a communal ritual at the shrine. All participants kneel in a semi-circle while the fowl
is taken by the hunua and offered to the vodu with the accompaniment of one song from the
corpus of Lakawuhawo (songs for animal sacrifice to be described below).
4.4.6

General Ritual Activity
After the mandatory performance of agbaɖiɖi, voduyɔyɔ, and aviɖeɖe, which take less

than an hour in total, the vodu is ready for its main work. For the remainder of the day, from
about 10am until 7pm,257 a stream of individuals will be arriving at the shrine for numerous

edze hua do gbe ee and Miwoe nyuie ne woadzro ahewo, ne ahewo na va ahu aƒe) are also used at this point in the
ritual.
256
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 21, 2015.
257
The length of the ritual day is dictated by the number of people who have come to perform some rituals and the
details included within each ritual. At times, activities may end around 9pm.
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rituals which include agbowuwu, dagbewɔwɔ, akpedada/atamtutu, and agɔdede. All of these
require animal sacrifice and are a separate class of ritual because of this feature.
•

Agbowuwu (“ram killing”) is the yearly thanksgiving sacrifice that every member of the
shrine must make, ideally at the annual ƒetatrɔtrɔ or at any date following that festival.258
It serves to acknowledge all of the benefits one may have received throughout the year
and give thanks to the vodu for enabling them. Further, it is public means of checking
one’s moral (and spiritual) purity before the vodu and the rest of the membership. If it is
not possible to perform agbowuwu during the annual festivals, it can be done on a
Sunday.

•

Dagbewɔwɔ is a type of gift to the shrine that one can offer at any time based on any
beneficial results one feels the vodu has provided. Further, it is a ritual one may be
instructed to do after consulting another vodu or through the Efa divination. Such
sacrifices are recommended to clear the spiritual path of the supplicant of any negative
afflictions and enable more positive results in his/her life.259

•

Akpedada and atamtutu are related in that they are the result of a positive outcome
related to what one specifically requested from the vodu. Thus, a perquisite of
akpedada/atamtutu is atamkaka: a pledge or promise made to vodu made at a previous
date. In doing so, the supplicant will tell the vodu that he needs X: a child, success in
business, obtaining a visa or better job, or good results in school examinations among
many other examples. If the vodu delivers on that promise, he will receive Y: any

258

Though the name contains agbo (ram), the vast majority of members use a fowl for this process.
On a general level, dagbewɔwɔ can made to any spiritual entity – ancestor, vodu, or even another person’s
spiritual body/entity (aklama). Also, one need not be a member of a shrine to make this kind of sacrifice to a vodu.
259
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combination of money and commodities that the supplicant feels appropriate to the
desired outcome, including but not limited to animals (ram, goat, or fowl), food (yams,
corn, cassava, flours, palm nuts), liquids (alcohol, soft drinks, oils). In the realm of vodu,
the aspect of exchange between two parties (the human and the vodu) is very direct. If the
vodu gives what the human requests, the vodu will be rewarded. If not, the vodu will
receive nothing as there is no obligation on the supplicant to fulfill the promise if his/her
expectations were not met.260
In addition to these, other rituals related to transgressions against the vodu may occur
during the day. Agɔɖeɖe is the general term for purification rituals related to the breaking one of
the ekɔwo (taboos) that every member must follow. Kɔdudu (taboo breaking) may be discovered
through the process of making a prayer to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku (detailed below) or the perpetrator
may feel personally compelled to confess to the act. Hunua Kofi Amenorhu says, “At times the
vodu will let you come and talk, nobody is forcing you to say anything. Some people, they can’t
sleep. They will not sleep till the daybreak. It takes them a lot and then before they come.”261
Another means of discovering kɔdudu would be through consulting with another vodu shrine or
Efa after a sudden change in health or fortune.
The ramifications of kɔdudu vary with the offence, the person who committed it, and the
reaction of Aƒetɔku when presented with the case. Minor transgressions (such as whistling or
sweeping at night) can be addressed by simply telling another member that you have mistakenly
that you have done so. Others, such as lying to or about a member may result in a fine, such as a

260

As such, it is not uncommon for an ineffective vodu to be discarded, neglected and fall into disuse by an
individual or community of worshippers and for an individual or community to seek out new vodu.
261
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 19, 2018.
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bottle of alcohol and a small monetary sum. More serious offences (causing an abortion,
adultery,) may call for an animal to be offered in addition to monetary and material payment. In
some specific cases, such as a woman who has been adulterous, a special ritual known as
ameatsratsra may occur.262 If someone has been discovered as a thief, ameɖoɖoklodzi
(punishment for a transgression) may be enacted.263
I have witnessed ameatsratsra only once and it was a striking experience. When it has
been discovered that a woman has been adulterous a time will be given for the performance of
ameatsratsra to occur within the shrine, in full view of all in attendance.264 Her head and genitals
will be shaved by the hunua in the zo (sacred grove), she will be stripped naked in front of the
vodu and then given a special raffia skirt (ala) to wear as she dances three times in facing the
vodu and then four times facing the assembled membership.265 This will be done to
accompaniment of the following song:
Wogblɔe negbe
Agbamevodu gblɔe negbe
Edze nuwoa
Taku le ta ne yina
Togɛ le to ne yina
Sika kɔga le kɔ ne yina
Dzonu le ali nawo ne yina
Wogblɔe negbe

They have told you and you refuse
Agbamevodu has told you and you refuse
Do you realize it?
Scarf on head and you went
Earrings on ears and you went
JEʋellery on neck and you went
Beads on your waist and you went
They have told you and you refuse

262

It is also known as afɔƒofo.
The word refers to the position the person will be in, on their knees. I witnessed this in 2018. It was discovered
that member in question had stolen and the punishment dictated Aƒetɔku was to remain on his hands and knees
before the vodu while all members present took turns dancing toward him and lightly hitting and/or pushing his
back, all to the accompaniment of the Ʋulegbe song Vodu wonye ame (“Vodu acts like a human”).
264
Hunua Kofi Amenorhu explained that it is often the perpetrator herself that will confess to the act. He says “At
times the vodu will let you come and talk…nobody is forcing you say anything. Some people…they can’t sleep.
They will not sleep till the daybreak. It takes them a lot and then before they come.” Interview with Hunua Kofi
Amenorhu, March 19, 2018.
265
The name of the ritual is derived from the naked aspect. To make someone naked (etsra ame) and further the ame
being referenced here is both ame as a human being but also a euphemism for the private area of a woman,
specifically the vagina, from which human beings (ame) are delivered.
263
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The complete meaning of the song is easily understood from the surface reading of the
text. It paints a picture of a woman who has adorned herself with various accoutrements to make
herself attractive and she “went”, alluding to the adultery that she committed. The repetition of
“wogblɔe negbe” reinforces the fact that hunuawo and Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku continually remind
members of the various ekɔwo (taboos) and that there are always consequences for breaking
them, which she should now realize (edze nuwo). One interesting aspect of this ritual is that it is
applicable to men as well (sort of).266 According to C. K. Davor, if your wife had committed
adultery and she did not perform the necessary ritual and you continued to have sexual relations
with her, then it would be you the man who would undergo the ordeal on her behalf, as her
husband assumes the responsibility for ensuring the ritual is undertaken as much as the wife.267
4.4.7

Eladada
One may wonder how the hunuawo communicate with the various spiritual entities in the

shrine in conjunction with a member as has been alluded to earlier. The method used in the
Aƒetɔku shrine is known as eladada, which the use of an animal (ela) to weigh (dada) one’s
spiritual purity, functioning as a test of whether or not one is spiritually and morally clean before
the vodu will accept anything from you (and do the work you request).268 This process is one of
the most fascinating aspects of ritual at the shrine as it is the discernable nexus between man and

266

Being a polygynous culture, extra-marital activity by men, though not accepted by their wives, is acknowledged
as being part of the culture. However, sleeping with a fellow Aƒetɔku member’s wife is widely despised and has
definite consequences.
267
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 21, 2015.
268
Another common form of testing the acceptance of a sacrifice (or the truth of an ordeal) in ritual contexts is
koklodada, wherein a fowl has its throat cut and is tossed some distance. The final resting position is interpreted to
determine the answer to a question in the negative or positive. See Fiawoo (1959:266)
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spirit in public view. The process can be swift, less than a minute if one has nothing to hide and
is spiritually clean before the vodu, or can take upwards of 20 minutes (or more) if one has been
hiding something from the vodu and hunuawo.269 Given that the majority of individual ritual
actions require eladada, this activity occupies a major part of the time spent by hunuawo and
members at the shrine during the day. Photos 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate parts of the eladada
process.
Let’s use a fictional member named Yao to demonstrate an example of how eladada
processes. To begin eladada Yao will kneel down at the right side of Vodu Aƒetɔku with the
particular animal in hand (goat, ram, or fowl) and explain why he has come to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
This is directed at the tsiami but is done loud enough so that all hunuawo and assembled
members can hear. At this point the hunua will take the animal and touch it on the top of Yao’s
head and then bring it in the direction of the vodu while asking the vodu directly and firmly “Do
you accept what Yao is saying? What he says he has done, is it good for you?”. The hunua will
then lay the animal on the ground. If the animal stays there without making any effort to stand up
and walk away, it is taken as a sign that Yao has been judged as being spiritually clean and what
he has offered is accepted by Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.270 This is the ideal scenario that everyone wishes.

269

When a problem has been detected and the details surrounding it are particularly juicy, eladada also provides
much fodder for gossip and intrigue at the shrine over the course of a hot and somewhat perfunctory day. It is not
uncommon to see people struggling to draw closer to the member as he explains the details of the transgressions he
has committed, watching the hunuawo react in shock or admonishment. The news will travel from member to
member in hushed tones as the case can be a source of amusement or shock to others.
270
Gaba (1965:192) describes a similar yet quite different use of a fowl at the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in Kodzi for proving
innocence or guilt. His description: “The suspect holds the fowl in his hands and he is given a glass of gin
containing the cult palm oil to drink. Now in union with the holy he states his reason for coming and throws the fowl
away. If he is innocent the fowl runs away. If guilty the fowl can never run away. The person himself may also
submit to the trial”.
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Photo 4.11 Eladada with a fowl (known as koklodada), Vodu Aƒetɔku in the foreground. Courtesy of Rose
Andrews.
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Photo 4.12 Eladada with a ram (known as agbodada). Vodu Hɔgbanu in the foreground.

If the animal stands up then the hunua will repeat the process three times. If on the
second time the animal rises, the process will be repeated a third. If the animal stays still on the
third it is taken as a sign of acceptance but the hunua asks the vodu once more “Are you sure you
want to accept what Yao says?” If the animal stays once again then Yao is in the clear. If the
animal rises after this last attempt or if the animal refuses all three attempts, an investigation will
commence. The hunuawo will take turns asking Yao if he has broken any of the ekɔwo,
especially the major ones. If he answers yes, Yao will explain the details to the transgression to
hunuawo and the hunua will offer the animal once again on Yao’s behalf, where it may be
accepted. If so, Yao may be fined, publicly punished, and/or verbally admonished by the
hunuawo. However, if the answer is no, they will inquire further, asking about any possible
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transgressions that Yao has forgotten about or had done unknowingly.271 If through the process
of questioning Yao remembers an instance of transgression or realizes he had broken a taboo
unknowingly (as they are many), his animal will be offered once again and possibly accepted.
However, if the animal is still not accepted it means that there is something more to the
situation that may be spiritual in nature and requires a different line of questioning from the
hunua to the vodu. In this case, using simple “yes/no” questions the hunua will ask Aƒetɔku if
there is another vodu that requests something from Yao or if there is any particular ritual that
Yao needs to do. Question by question they will determine what vodu or ritual this is and instruct
Yao in its details. After this, they will attempt to offer Yao’s animal one final time and it will
normally be accepted.272 But if there is still refusal and Yao continually says that he has nothing
to hide it is determined that there is nothing that the hunuawo can do for Yao and that the vodu
has done and said all that he can in this situation and will not accept anything from Yao. In such
situations, the hunua may call for a particular song to be sung that reflects the stalemate between
the two parties involved – Yao and Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.273

271

Julius Vodzi Torgboh remarks that some members fail to recognize that while they are talking to the hunua
directly, it is the vodu who knows the heart and mind of the person and that no matter what is told to the hunua, the
truth will eventually rise to the surface through the actions of the vodu, the results of which may not be seen until
much later. Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 26, 2019.
272
This scenario happened to me personally once before. My offering was continually rejected, much to my dismay.
As I had broken no rules, the hunuawo and myself were confused as to what could be happening so the question was
asked if I needed to make any dagbewɔwɔ to another vodu and then to which vodu in particular. Through this it was
learned that Vodu Hɔgbanu wanted to bless me and requested I make an offering to him. Immediately after
discovering this my fowl was accepted and later that day I made the offering to Hɔgbanu.
273
See Chapter 6 for a detailed description of this scenario and the song that it may elicit.
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4.4.8

Lakawuwu
Connected to eladada is lakawuwu (animal immolation) and the associated songs

(lakawuhawo) that accompany this integral ritual. Because of the number of people who
patronize the Dagbamete shrine, lakawuwu and the activities that follow are done as a group. The
first stage is to gather all supplicants in a semi-circle facing the vodu while shrine assistants hold
the animals being offered (which were used during eladada), while making three successive laps
around the semi-circle, brushing the animals against heads of the supplicants while pointing the
animals in the direction of the vodu. This further cements the bond of the supplicant to the vodu
(Photo 4.13).

Photo 4.13 Shrine attendants brushing sacrificial animals against the heads of supplicants

Each animal is then delivered to its respective owner who must now stand and hold it in a
particular manner. For heavier goats and rams, stronger assistants usually hold the animals with
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two hands by the neck (Photo 4.14) For fowls, the supplicant will pinch the neck between one’s
thumb and edge of the forefinger’s knuckle, the weight of the animal pulling back its skin and
effectively strangling the animal (Photo 4.15).274 That is the scientific explanation anyhow. In the
eyes of a believer, the death of the animal is attributed to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku taking its life. C. K.
Davor uses the metaphor of never killing a rat for a cat to eat. Rather the cat will prefer to kill it
and eat it. Thus, Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku kills but the people slaughter it.275

Photo 4.14 Shrine attendants holding sacrificial rams and goats on behalf of supplicants

274

Though I have not been to every shrine in Eʋeland, this method of immolating an animal is rare. The most
common method is to simply cut the throat of the animal and let it bleed over whatever objects require the blood.
Another interesting method I have experienced is to dig a small hole in the ground in front of the vodu and drown
the animal.
275
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 24, 2017.
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Photo 4.15 Supplicants holding their sacrificial fowls

Once all participants are ready and animals are held firmly in the air, the henɔ intones the
first song. What follows is a mixture of squawks and cries, a flurry of wings and legs flailing,
and final excretions of feces and urine. When the animal’s spirit is truly gone, it is laid on the
floor (Photo 4.16) and the supplicant does nudededo as final sign of respect, thanks, and humility
to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.276 The silence that follows is quickly broken by the sounds of various women
using sand and small ceremonial brooms (bayaxa) to absorb and dispose the excrement on the
shrine’s floor (Photo 4.17).

276

Knowing when an animal is actually dead is a source of anxiety for those not experienced with this aspect of the
ritual, visible on their faces. Often, hunuawo in attendance will give a sign to the supplicant that the animal has died.
However, if the animal rises up after being laid down (even with the “OK” of a hunua) it is a different story
altogether and a situation with everyone dreads as it is a sign of final rejection of your offering by the vodu and
further inquisitions must be made. It is clear and very public signal that you are hiding something deep inside. Such
instances are viewed with a mixture of pity and scorn.
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Photo 4.16 The remains of received animals after Lakawuwu
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Photo 4.17 Women use bayaxa (ceremonial brooms) to clean the shrine after the sacrificed animals have been
removed

Lakawuha is an indispensable part of propitiating Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. The name literally
translates as “animal + kill + song”, or “music for the killing of animals”. For any animal
sacrifice undertaken, drumming and songs from this drum are used. Though drumming and
dance are usually inseparable, some drums, such as Lakawuha, do not invite dance. They are
purely functional, and their ritual efficacy is directly aimed at moving the deity, rather than the
person. Thus, the drumming and songs exist as vehicles to deliver animal offerings to the various
deities at the shrine and are not for enjoyment (though they are enjoyable).
Lakawuwu always uses the same series of songs and rhythms, though the use of certain
songs is dependent on which animals are being offered. For all animals there are six songs sung
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to the same medium-fast ʋutsɔtsɔe rhythm,277 the first three of which are compulsory and must
follow the same order. The majority of these songs are direct in meaning and do not need much
clarification beyond their surface text.

1)
Gbe mie do loo
Gbe le tome na vodua
Nya ya mie gblɔ nya le tome na vodua

The words we have said
The words are in the ear of the vodu
What we said is in the ear of the vodu

This song references the eladada ritual and all the things that the supplicant has told to
the hunua who in turns relays it to the vodu, thus all that has been said is in the ear of the vodu.
This is one of many example of anthropomorphizing the vodu, characterizing it as having human
senses and temperaments.278

2)
Ekue be wui loo
Mawuga na wui agbagbɔ
Na wui tsyatsya279 Aƒetɔku na wui nam

Aƒetɔku says kill it
Mawuga (Aƒetɔku) should kill it at the agbadzi
Aƒetɔku should kill it very fast for me

The song’s meaning is clear from the translation.

3)
Dina wu dzo

More powerful than dzo

277

A transcription of these rhythms and a short analysis is found in Appendix C.
Also see the Ʋulegbe song Vodu wonye ame nam (in Chapter 2) which expresses this sentiment directly.
279
An word used to express swiftness of an action. See Chapter 6 for more explanations of these “picture words”
known as ideophones.
278
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Legba la dina awu dzo
Agbamevodua dina awu dzo heee

Legba280 is more powerful than dzo
Agbamevodua is more powerful than dzo

Though not referencing the act of killing the animals, the text does speak to and praise
the power of Aƒetɔku.
After the singing of the above mandatory songs, the henɔ can choose to sing the
following, though they may not even be necessary if the animals die quickly.

4)
Adela datu la
Ne fɔ adetu la
Wɔ adɛ kaba midzo

A hunter that shoots gun
Should aim (raise) the hunting gun
Should shoot it quickly so we can go

The hunter referenced in this song is Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, sung from the perspective of
someone urging the hunter to complete his task quickly.

5)
Ga na wui vɔ
Xɔxlɔm ale hli ho hli
Tu ya wui vɔ
Xɔxlɔm ale hli ho hli ho

Aƒetɔku finished killing
And is shouting like hliho hliho
The gun finished killing
And is shouting like hliho hliho

280

This is one of many references to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku as being synonymous with Vodu Legba. Legba is the trickster,
the messenger, the remover of obstacles, and protector of family, home, neighbourhood, and community is one the
most widespread and ancient deities in West Africa. Considered one of the important children of the supreme being
Mawu, Legba features prominently in creation stories related to the origin of vodu among Aja-Fon cultures. He is
known as the Eshu/Elegua in the Yoruba pantheon of orishas.
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Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is characterized as “ga” (metal) and “tu” (gun) in this song, further
references to the vodu as a hunter. The shouting aspect (hliho) is a reference to an exclamation or
pronouncement after completing a certain skilled task.

6)
Agba wui xoxo
Ma xɔ ta le si
Halu halu be halu lo

Aƒetɔku has killed it long ago
Let me take the head
Halu halu be halu lo (words of power)

The collecting of heads during battle or hunting is sign of the prowess of the
warrior/hunter and clear sign that the enemy/prey has been overcome. The practice is referenced
in many other song texts, especially the Adaʋu songs associated with the adaɖaɖa ritual.
If there is a ram being offered, the henɔ will signal for the drumming to stop while he
introduces a series of songs sung to a slower ʋublewu rhythm.281 These songs include:

7)
Agbo ya lolo
Ka mea di mea dɔ
Agbo ya tsi evɔ
Ka mea di awɛ ke
Keɖeketɔ ka ma di mea dɔ

281

This ram is big
I will use rope to tie it and pull it
This ram has grown
I will use rope
Keɖeketɔ I will use rope to tie and pull it

These rhythms are transcribed and analyzed in Appendix C.
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The song is clearly directed at and references the main animal used for this part of
lakawuwu, the agbo (ram) and the key action of pulling it toward the agbodzi or ritual space in
question.

8)
Miatɔ dzotɔgawo
Halu halu na mi
Halu halu hɛ

Our friends the wicked sorcerers
Halu to you all
Halu halu hɛ (words of power)

Characterizing witches, sorcerers, or spiritual evil doers as “friends” is done
euphemistically. Using halu on them is something of a curse in this context.

9)
La maɖu maɖu wo le agbadzi loo
Helu helu hɛ
Kladzamevodu eku ne to akpa

Forbidden meat is on the agbadzi
Helu helu hɛ (words of power)
Kladzamevodu should make death pass to the side

This text contains a degree of esoteric information and I was told I could not fully
understand, specifically the forbidden meat and exactly why it is forbidden, as I am not a
hunua.282 However, the image presented is one of ritual activity whereby the remains of
sacrificed animals (the portions not suitable for human consumption or derived from a particular

282

In fact, such examples arose several times when asking deeper questions about song texts. The explanation given
was that certain pieces of information were only under the purview of those spiritually prepared to receive it, similar
to the way gbesa can be dangerous for the uninitiated to hear. Specially when asked about the uneaten meat on the
agbadzi, C. K. Davor told me that “if I tell you now, I’m killing you”. I decided that ignorance is bliss enough for
the time being. Interview with C. K. Davor, April 24, 2017.
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sacrifice) are presented on the agbadzi for Aƒetɔku and other voduwo. Asking them to make
death “pass to the side” is plainly asking the voduwo to deflect death (protect) from the children
of the voduwo.
All of the above Lakawuhawo are considered spiritually potent and are sung only during
this ritual process. In several of the previous songs, a certain word has featured prominently,
pronounced as halu or helu. It is a word of power that can be used to curse (on an enemy),
provoke the vodu into action, or to charge an object or action with more spiritual power (in the
case of drinking kpɔtame). In the words of C. K. Davor:
Saying is halu/helu is stressing the power of the thing. It’s also chanting more spirit or
sending more spirit into something. Power should go inside. That’s why all these songs,
we don’t just sing by heart [for no reason]. And when they are singing, we don’t dance on
it.283
Though they are repeated throughout the day and border on being perfunctory,284 these
songs are viewed with seriousness as they are essentially invoking the vodu to kill. Generally, the
physical space of the shrine is consecrated and requires the removal of footwear, cleansing after
seeing a body, and mandatory greeting of the vodu by doing nudededo. Related to this, the ritual
of lakawuwu affects the metaphysical boundaries of the shrine as well. When the songs are being
sung, the area between the supplicants holding their animals and the agbadzi is considered a
dangerous space where humans should not enter. As C. K. Davor says, “Guns are going there!”

283

Ibid.
These songs are not sung with the same amount of enthusiasm as others it seems, and hunua often have to
chastise and encourage people to sing them, since they are sung several times throughout the day without variation.
284
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in reference to the actions of the vodu.285 Thus we have boundaries within boundaries or
concentric circles of spiritual power that must be respected.

4.4.9

Lakatsotso
With all animals killed and laid upon the floor they will be collected and brought near

Vodu Aƒetɔku for the next called lakatsotso: the cutting of the animals’ throats and sharing of
their blood to the voduwo. This is perhaps the most important part of any of these rituals as it is
the food of the voduwo that keeps them happy, thriving, and satisfied to do the work they have
been entrusted to do. This is also the main work for the gutsua who must take each and every
animal and cut its throat or remove its head and offer the blood to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku first. After
this, the shrine attendants will take the animals and hold the dripping carcasses over all other
vodu-related entities inside and outside the shrine. As there are normally dozens of animals
involved over the course of the day, a curious path of dried blood begins to form on the ground
that connects all the different voduwo. When lakatsotso is complete, the carcasses will be shared
among young boys who jostle for the task of preparing the remains for ritual separation and
cooking of the meat, overseen by an older male (Photo 4.18). A dedicated “kitchen” is used to
quarter the carcasses, to cook some of the meat, and to make dzenkple (Photo 4.19).286 Cooked
meat and dzenkple will be shared to all in attendance and raw meat will be distributed to
households of the community.

285

Ibid. From time to time a new member of the shrine may unknowingly pass through this area (as a shortcut to the
other side of the shrine) and is immediately and forcefully shouted upon to leave the area and chastised for the
transgression.
286
Dzenkple is one of the most ubiquitous ritual foods among the Eʋe. The water in which meat is cooked is used to
make akple (corn flour “porridge”), the staple carbohydrate dish of the Eʋe to which salt and at times amidze (palm
oil) and onions or pepper can be added.
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Lakatsotso is performed to the accompaniment of a single song, without any dancing, and
continues until all animals have been ritually processed. It features rhythms that have associated
text that reflects the message of the song which directly references the ritual activity taking
place. The text of this song is clearly referencing the action taking place: Eku be ʋu mano
(“Aƒetɔku says I will drink blood”). All drums played during lakatsotso have nyagbe (text)
connected to the message of the song, a rarity in any Eʋe drumming.287

287

While asiʋui and other support drums (such as the kloklodzi of Atsiagbekɔ) may have nyagbe associated with
them, it is uncommon to have the nyagbe of a specific song be reflected in the ʋugbe, or ensemble of all drums. This
drumming is detailed in Appendix C.
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Photo 4.18 Children happily posing with the fowls they will de-feather and prepare for communal cooking
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Photo 4.19 The main kitchen used to prepare communal and ritual food at the shrine

4.4.10 Offerings to Vodu Hɔgbanu
One outlier in the ritual activity of the shrine concerns Vodu Hɔgbanu. C. K. Davor says
that Vodu Hɔgbanu “acts as a soldier” and that “anything mysterious, hard, difficult – he will
pave the way through.”288 If one is facing particularly persistent spiritual barriers an offering to
this vodu will be suggested. In this respect, Vodu Hɔgbanu manifests similar characteristics to
the widespread vodu known as Legba.289 The music and dance for offering animals to Vodu

288
289

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015.
See footnote 280 regarding Legba.
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Hɔgbanu (he only accepts male goats) is unique in that it uses the rhythms of Gakpa/Gadodo and
one particular song: Hɔgbanua megba legba woto o, Legba woto ganye todaho (“Hɔgbanu says
that he is fortified like Legba, you cannot destroy him”). If there is one goat or one hundred goats
being offered to him, this song will be repeated until the sacrifice has ended, after which other
songs from the larger Gakpa/Gadodo corpus can be sung.290 One other aspect of the rituals of
The sacrifice and accompanying song are done immediately in front of the Vodu Hɔgbanu is that
people dance to the music used during the sacrifice. The dance, which is the ubiquitous Eʋe
“back-breaking” movement, is signified by a prominent clap by the dancers at the beginning of
each rhythmic cycle.

4.4.11 Voduɖuɖu291
After all general rituals have concluded, it is time to admit new members to the fold of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.292 Unlike other initiations which may be extended over an extended period of
time and possibly quite expensive (such joining Efa or Yeʋe), becoming a member of the Aƒetɔku
shrine is fairly straightforward. The main requirements are a fowl, a bottle of dekele, and a small
edza (monetary offering). There are numerous questions that will then be asked of every
prospective member, relating to their intentions and purposes for joining the shrine followed by
questions related to the major ekɔwo of the shrine. If one has broken any of these rules, they will

290

Gakpa/Gadodo/Ega is a secular style of music whose rhythms have been adopted for the purposes of the ritual
surrounding this vodu. Outside the shrine context the drumming contains no such associations.
291
The name means “eating the vodu”, a phrase used to describe anyone who has joined a vodu, which entails the
consumption of various sanctified items connected to the vodu. Aspects of this ritual are the privy of those who have
undergone it, thus I will just give a general description of the process.
292
In previous years, this would be done on an individual basis. But given that there are regularly 20+ new members
every Sunday, group initiation is the norm. In smaller and less busy shrines, I am told that the process of initiating
new members is still done on an individual basis.
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be required to pay a fine and make a sacrifice to rectify the situation before the vodu will agree to
accepting them (using the process of eladada described earlier). Following this is the killing of
the fowls after which a special ritual food (dzedze) will be prepared for the vodu and for the
novices. This food, which is placed on top of Vodu Aƒetɔku before ingestion, is composed of
various parts of the animal (various limbs, bones, and organs) and has a symbolism related to the
spiritual connection of the novice to the vodu that is being created. The novice will drink liquids
related to the worship of the vodu (blood, palm oil, alcohol) and then ritually bath with and
imbibe the sacred waters of the amaze. Following this, the new members are taken to a secluded
area where they are instructed in the complete list of 36 ekɔwo that members must abide by.
There is no dedicated music used to initiate new members or to accompany the ritual, especially
during the actual eating of the dzedze. Thus, Hunua Kofi Amenorhu states that any songs can be
sung during the parts of the voduɖuɖu process to fill the silence left by aspects of ritual and to
discourage members from gossiping.293

4.4.12 Kpɔtame
The penultimate ritual on every Sunday is the one that draws the most participation from
members as it functions to fortify, cleanse, and connect all the children of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
Kpɔtame is the name of the complete ritual, but is also used to refer to something that one
imbibes, it being the combined liquids that collect in the bowl in which Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku sits, a
mixture of animal blood, palm oil, and dekele (distilled palm wine).294 Thus, one can “take

293

In his words, “Because we are not doing anything, people may be talking, and the more you talk the more you
gossip.” Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 22, 2019.
294
Gaba (1965:177) mentions the exact same substance and purpose as described in an Aƒetɔku shrine in Kodzi.
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kpɔtame”.295 A small kɔnkɔ (2 ounce shot glass) of this mixture is administered by the hunuawo
to all who participate, from infants to the elderly. Gathered on their knees around the vodu in a
series of concentric semi-circles, people jostle for their share of the liquid and perform nudededo
after receiving it. After drinking it one then goes to the two amaze on either side of the agbadzi
for quick ritual bath using the waters from these pots, imbibing a handful of the waters as well.
The length of the ritual is solely determined by the number of people who are in attendance to
receive kpɔtame, and while this is open to all members, it is first given those who have joined the
shrine on that day. The fortification that one receives by joining the shrine is reflected in the song
that accompanies the ritual. The text is as follows:
Ada le kpɔ wo mo
Ekpɔtame yae ne blu ɖo a?

Anger is on the face of the leopard
Did you shout over the leopard?

The song’s first line depicts an angry leopard, a wild animal characterized by the Eʋe as
ferocious, dangerous, and to be feared for the speed with which it can attack. In this context it is
a metaphor for Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and the action the vodu when provoked into a state of ada
(dangerous anger).296 The second line asks an unnamed aggressor whether they can “shout” over
an angry leopard. Shouting, as depicted in the song, is a euphemism for having spiritual power
over another. Thus, the question is now posed to potential spiritual aggressors (dzotɔwo and/or
adzetɔwo) as to whether they can challenge the power of the vodu that now protects their would-

295
296

I will use a capital “K” to refer to the ritual and lower-case “k” to refer to the drink.
In some performances of the song, ekpɔ can be substituted with vodu.
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be victims. This song is only sung during the Kpɔtame ritual, the name of which is derived from
the subject of the song.297
Like other rituals held throughout the day there is specific rhythms that signify this
ritual.298 As in most other ritual music in this shrine, there is no dancing during Kpɔtame but
there is an associated movement. While one is kneeling and waiting for a sip of kpɔtame, a
crossing of the wrists motion (right hand over left, left hand over right) occurs in time with the
music, each accented by the snapping of fingers. The combined effect of a shrine full of people
repeatedly singing one song, performing one movement, and focused on the act of imbibing and
bathing in sanctified liquids powerfully reinforces the meaning and affective power of the
complete ritual. The combined sensorial impact of this ritual engenders a tangible sense of
embodying the benedictions of the vodu.299 If one has visited the shrine on this day and has not
received kpɔtame, then your visit is incomplete and your spiritual self would be lacking. Thus, it
makes sense that more than any other ritual held on a Sunday, this one generates the most
participation and has the potential to create a sense of communitas for all involved.300

297

Julius Vodzi Torgboh informs me that the same song is sung for Vodu Ganadzi in some Tɔgbui Adzima shrines.
Personal communication with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, June 1, 2019. In their rendition, the text continues and
specifically addresses dzotɔwo and botɔwo. Its context of use is also similar to that of Kpɔtame described here. One
cannot definitively state which “came first” or if both borrowed this song from other sacred contexts (such as Yeʋe),
but given that Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku came to Ghana relatively recently and already uses musical resources from other
sacred drums, it would appear that it has borrowed the song from elsewhere.
298
See Appendix C for an analysis of the drumming used in Kpɔtame.
299
This is directly tied to the Eʋe concept of seselelame, a concept that Kathyrn Geurts (2002) nearly devoted a
whole book towards understanding and describing. In brief, seselelame can be explained as “embodied feeling” or
directly translated as “feelings in the body”. Geurts’ work goes to great lengths to describe and understand vodu and
the cosmology of the Eʋe in through this lens. She surmises that “The external world is manipulated (through ritual
and spiritual practices in vodu and dzosasa) to affect the internal world (the milieu intérior); and the inner world
(psycho-emotional-sensory states, or what Anlo people refer to as seselelame) is manipulated to change
circumstances in their external environment.” Geurts (2002:200-201).
300
I invoke Victor Turner’s concept of communitas here but without the state of liminality that he insists must
preclude it. Rather I take the “transient humility” that he associates with it, which gives “recognition to an essential
and generic human bond” which participants carry into their regular lives. See Turner (1969:97).
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4.4.13 Agbakɔkɔ
When the activities of the shrine are done for the day the vodu must go back to its resting
place on the agbadzi, carried by Agbadada; this is the ritual of agbakɔkɔ.301 There are series of
five songs sung during this process which are giving thanks to the various kuviwo that have come
during the day with their offerings, for without their supplication there would be no action in the
shrine.302

4.5

Origins and Development of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku in Ghana
In Eʋeland, historical facts surrounding issues, objects, or practices that are integral to a

community are generally the domain of oral history.303 In the case of the history of the Aƒetɔku
shrine in Ghana, the memory of its introduction into Ghana is still relatively fresh, though the
details are not widely disseminated and largely exist within the purview of just a few individuals.
As this dissertation is the first major study of the shrine, I bear a certain amount of responsibility
in ensuring that the information I put forth is true to what has been relayed to me through various
sources. While the shrine of Aƒetɔku exists in various places within Ghana, it is important to
recognize and document the strands of orality that explain how this shrine has come to exist as it
does today. This is especially true in relation to the community of Dagbamete, which is perhaps

301

The kukuɖeɖe (pleading for leniency) song is also performed at this time, immediately preceding the agbakɔkɔ.
At the time of writing I was unable to gather the text of these songs and was only given a summary of their
meaning. Interview with with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, July 23, 2019.
303
Exceptions to this definitely occur, such as the long tradition of record-keeping of the Aŋlɔ State Council, dating
back several decades which have been used as references for numerous historians and scholars. But generally
speaking, specific dates are derived from colonial accounts, court records, or other 3rd-party sources. These dates, in
conjunction with a particularly memorable and recorded event (such as a natural disaster, wars, or major global
political event) allow certain instances, like birth or death dates, to be dated with a certain amount of accuracy.
302
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the youngest Aƒetɔku shrine, but by far the most impressive in terms of its sheer physical size
(and in terms of membership) as well as its spiritual, social, and economic impact. Despite such
growth and popularity at the hands of the priesthood of that community since it was established
in the 1950s, the full history of its arrival in Dagbamete, and in Ghana, are not always promoted
and known to the shrine’s community. There are certain facts that are consistently left out of
currently available resources and references related to the Dagbamete shrine, especially as it
relates to the founding individual, Hunɔga Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi.304
The question of historical origins is of critical importance, for even in a traditionally oral
culture the written word carries a certain amount of weight. By inscribing this history, as told to
me by various members of the original families and individuals connected to the shrine in Ghana,
I hope current and future generations will gain more insight into the spiritual tradition that
influences their daily lives. This information is critically relevant that generation who will have
had no direct memory of these event and would rely on a combination of oral and (scarce)
written records for their understanding of history. Further, the narrative of how this particular
shrine came to exist in Ghana speaks to other trans-border/cultural processes that have been
noted in the histories of other vodu shrines in Eʋeland by other scholars.305

304

Specifically, I refer to the booklets that accompany the annual Ƒetatrɔtrɔ festival in Dagbamete. In it, Aƒetɔku is
referred to as “an ancestral god handed down from generations” but no specific mention is made of the role that
Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi had in the shrine’s arrival in Dagbamete. In some booklets, photos of past priests are
included, and it is only here that we see a photograph of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi with the title of hunɔga
(great/highest/authoritative hunɔ). These same photos are hung in the shrine itself. See Appendix B for an example
of one of these booklets.
305
See Fiawoo (1959), Gaba (1965), Greene (1996), Rosenthal (1998), Lovell (2002), Friedson (2009), Dietrich
(2012), Nyamuame (2013), Venkatachalam (2015), and Hill (2018) for studies on various shrines found among the
Eʋe in Ghana and Togo.
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4.5.1

Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and the Coming of Aƒetɔku

Photo 4.20 Hunɔga Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi

Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi is recognized as the originator and hunɔga (chief priest)
of the Aƒetɔku shrine in Dagbamete, and by all accounts, in Ghana itself.306 He was born into the
Anyigbe clan in the town of Galotse (Tɔŋu traditional area) in the middle part of the 19th century
and died on December 4th, 1959, making him about 100 years old at the time of his death.307

306

All biographical information regarding Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi is drawn from interviews with his family,
most notably, his remaining sons Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, Francis Adodo Amenorhu, nephew Kofi Amenorhu, as
well his grand-nephew Emmanuel Mate, a resident of the village of Agbodzi where the original Aƒetɔku shrine
established by Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and his brothers Govinah and Mate still functions.
307
Exact birthdates in Eʋeland are notoriously difficult to determine as record-keeping in rural areas was scant and
the notion and importance of a birthdate is somewhat irrelevant in Eʋe culture. Birthdates of individuals born in the
first half of the 20th century and earlier are usually approximations, triangulated with the occurrence of recorded
historical, social, or environmental events. Thus, it is common to see public funeral notices for elderly individuals
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Before receiving Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, he had a reputation for being a spiritually powerful individual.
He was a Tɔbokɔ (highest rank of an Efa diviner), was known as a traditional healer, and was a
hunua for other voduwo, such as Vodu Akofi. Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi’s family was facing
various spiritual problems related to adze (witchcraft) in Galotse and the deaths of two brothers
on the same day forced him into action to find a barrier against any evil intent. With his senior
brother Mate Kwakuvi and junior brother Govinah Kwakuvi, Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi
eventually traveled to what is today Benin to find protection and bring it back to Ghana. That
protection was Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. Though based in Galotse, he and his brothers also established a
settlement several kilometres east of Teacher Mante in the Eastern Region, where cocoa farming
was beginning to become a lucrative venture in the early 20th century. His settlement is locally
known as Agbodzi – named after the Eʋe word for a shrine – and the nearby town of Domeabra
Amanfo is commonly called Govinah Krom, named after his junior brother Govinah Kwakuvi,
who settled in that area.308 After collecting Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, he installed it in several towns that
were related to his work and family and all previous calamities ceased for the family. Eventually
residents of Dagbamete heard of the efficacy of the vodu and came to seek its protective
blessings in Galotse, where Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi had finally returned to settle. This
history was narrated to me by one of the oldest living descendants of Govinah Kwakuvi, the 90year-old blind agbadada of the shrine in Agbodzi. Known as Tasi (father’s sister), she says she
was a young girl when Aƒetɔku came to Ghana. In her words:

exceeding 100 years. Another contributing factor to such extended age estimations is the positive connotations
contained therein, as an old-age is synonymous with a life lived correctly and admirably.
308
The exact location of this Aƒetɔku shrine is 5.924481, -0.362765. Teacher Mante/Agbodzi, and Govinah
Krom/Domeabra Amanfo are located the Suhum/Kraboa/Coaltar district of the Eastern Region.
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At a stage, all of them in the family, their children were dying. Some of their brothers
also died, he [an uncle] and two of his children died in one day. So they decided to travel
and see what is happening. Finally when they went and found Aƒetɔku they were told that
“Aƒetɔku says that you don’t lose your anything, you die if only you are untruthful, and
always you must worship Aƒetɔku with a clean heart”, so that is why they decided to
engage themselves with Aƒetɔku. When they went they were told that if you become a
member and your intention is to kill anyone, any family, then you will die. And they
decided it was a very beautiful fetish [vodu] and that is why they went for it. When they
went to actually collect Aƒetɔku and they were told the rules that cover it and the taboos
and brought it here, all those deaths which were in our house ceased and nobody died
again. In this vein, it happened that a similar thing was happening at Dagbamete, people
were dying and killing each other so some elders set off their feet and then they came to
Akpanaka and his brothers.309

Dating the arrival of Aƒetɔku in Ghana by Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi is not
impossible, owing to oral and written records held by descendants of Kwakuvi family, as well as
cross-referencing purported installation dates with the birthdates of certain individuals.
According to Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, the first place that Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi
installed the vodu was Teacher Mante-Agbodzi. Immediately after this he brought it to his
maternal hometown of Dzogborve in the South Tɔŋu district (also known as Korsikope). This
was immediately followed by Galotse (which is just several kilometres west). Fiawodo Afaxoe
Amenorhu says that this all happened before he was born (on March 15, 1943) so the very latest
Aƒetɔku could have arrived with Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi in Ghana would have been in
1943. However, an interview with Francis Dodo Amenorhu (Afaxoe’s junior brother) yielded an
exact date of October 12, 1938, referencing a record of some sort that confirms this date. This

309

Interview in Eʋe with Agbadada Govinah with Emmanuel Mate as translator, March 25, 2018. Fiawodo Afaxoe
Amenorhu relates the story similarly, noting that witchcraft was attacking family members both at Galotse and Teacher
Mante: “By then, some sicknesses… there is juju. There is plenty juju in my area there, cause troubles for people.
Before they brought the Vodu Aƒetɔku, my two uncles died the same day in Galotse. That force my brother and fathers
to bring the vodu to Galotse to stop those things, for protection. As soon as they brought it, those things stopped it.
The people of Dagbamete heard of how the vodu is working there.” Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May
1, 2014.
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piece of information intrigued me for exact dates about historical affairs in oral histories are rare
in rural Ghana, but I could only view the document personally four years later, when Emmanuel
Mate (grandson of Mate Kwakuvi) showed it to me when I visited the Teacher Mante-Agbodzi
shrine in March of 2018. The document in question was an apparent photocopy of an original
and was a list of all the hunuawo and ritual affiliates of the Aƒetɔku shrine at Teacher ManteAgbodzi. It bears the date of October 12, 1938 written at the top (Photo 4.21).310

Photo 4.21 List of hunuawo and other shrine officials, dated from October 12, 1938

310

The names and titles on the this list are as follows: 1) Amenorhu Akpanaka Kwakuvi (President),
2) Agormeda Agbodovo (Amegakpuie), 3) Govinah Kwakuvi (Priest + Vodu linguist)
4) Hloademey Kwakuvi (Hunor -Drummer), 5) Zewu Ahotoh (Hunor), 6) Agbahodjoe Nyadewo (Kadoa), 7)
Akorliga Barasu (Gutsoa), 8) Amegugbey Barasu (Amada), 9) Agogbogbohu (Agbatua), 10) Gbeku Kalegbor
(Interpreter), 11) A. T. T. Tornyo (Recorder), 13. Yegaworkpor Ayittey (Agbada)
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A second document shown to me by Emmanuel Mate reveals the social sentiments and
(seemingly contradictory) bureaucratic policy of the period.311 It is a photocopy of an amalgam
of tattered handwritten notes that contain four different pieces of information related to the
Aƒetɔku shrine at Teacher Mante-Agbodzi (Photo 4.22). The first half of the page lists the most
important sewo (laws) associated with the shrine (written in Eʋe) and is undated:
Aƒetɔku Fe Sewo (Kɔwo) Laws (Taboos) of Aƒetɔku
KƆWO SIA NYE KƆWO GBATƆ SIKA WO
DO NA HUNƆWO

These are the primary taboos for the priests and
members

ü nɔ enutam basabasa o
1. Mega wu ame o.
2. Mega xɔ hawovi srɔ o.
3. ü ɖu dzo ame o.
4. ü yɔ trɔ kɔɖe ame dzi o.
5. ü ɖi babla alo alakpa ɖasi o.
6. ü tukɔ ta alo tɔkɔ ta ne ɖeviaɖeke le
gbɔ me o.
7. ü tu abo ɖa o.
8. ü Mega tso enya daɖe amedzi o.
9. ü ü nɔ srɔ wo gbɔ aga nɔ aʋa bubu
mɔm o.

Don’t carelessly swear on a spirit
1. Don’t kill any human being
2. Don’t take another member’s spouse
3. Don’t practice magic that kills
4. Don’t invoke a spirit to hurt a person
5. Don’t lie or collaborate in false conduct
6. Don’t strike any child with your fist around
town
7. Don’t grind cooked dried corn
8. Don’t bring false accusations on anyone
9. Don’t live with your husband while having
sexual relations with other men

311

This is not completely surprising however, as there was a sustained campaign against so-called “anti-witchcraft”
shrines in various parts of southern Ghana (then Gold Coast) that involved destruction of shrines and shrines objects,
heavy fines for priests, and even arrests and jailtime. See Fiawoo (1959:149-153), Gray (2005), Venkatachalam
(2012:139-143)
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Photo 4.22 The sewo (laws) of the Aƒetɔku shrine and records related to its registration, arrest of priests, and
their release

Immediately below this is what appears to be a receipt which states:
Akyem Abuakwa Native Administration
Treasury No 12292. Receipt of £2.80
Received from Amenorhu Kwakuvie the sum
of two pounds eight shilling and paid (?)
on account of introduction of cult
Aƒetɔku situated at Domeabra Papamso
in the Akim Abuakwa
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This is immediately followed by another paragraph, that also contains the date “19/10/41” at its
left. The text states:
The following priests Akpanaka Amenorhu,
Govinah Kwakuvie including eleven 11
others were arrested by police to
Nsawam for practised of cult Aƒetɔku
at Domeabra Papamso.312
Below that paragraph is another, with the date “21/10/41” at its left, stating:
The first accused was fined five
pounds by the District Commissioner and released
Govinah Kwakuvie and eleven (11) others
owing to him statements given.
Though impossible to ascertain the veracity of this as being a photocopy of original
documents, at the very least the latter parts of it would appear to be all written by the same
person, which leads me to believe it was at least an amalgamation of handwritten copies of the
text of the original receipts in question. The obvious layers of photocopying and placement of
text beyond the “original” layer also point to evidence of handwritten copies affixed to a separate
document.
One may wonder why the same Native Administration that seemingly granted approval
for Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi to operate his shrine later saw it fit to arrest and penalize him
and his coterie of priests for the same. Though no one could answer this question for me, some
speculation, based upon the socio-economic and political circumstances of the time period may
provide some illumination. Between 1920-1940, the Akyem Abuakwa area was the focal point

312

Commonly spelled as Domiabra Pampanso/Amanfro by current maps and administrators.
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for the enormous expansion of the cocoa farming industry, a boom that saw the arrival of
unprecedented numbers of migrant farmers and businessmen from other ethnic groups, who
would compete with locals for access to land. Many chiefs responded to this opportunity and
sold off large tracts of traditional lands to these migrant farmers, which upended traditional
relationships between communal land ownership (managed by chiefs) and land users (subjects).
Individual ownership of land by foreigners resulted in the flouting of traditional reciprocities and
the respect of traditional authority, a situation that caused a certain amount of concern. It also led
to the destoolment of a number of chiefs by their people due to unauthorized sale of communal
lands.313
Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and his two brothers Govinah and Mate were participants
in this cocoa boom and moved to the Akyem Abuakwa area (Domeabra to be precise) to
purchase land from Akwapim landowners who initially purchased it from Akyem chiefs.314
Given the tensions surrounding the influx of foreign farmers, their newfound ownership of
former traditional lands, and prosperity thereupon, I speculate that traditional rulers, in
conjunction with associated Native Administrators may have viewed a foreigner such as
Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi, his success in cocoa farming, larger anti “anti-witchcraft”
shrines policies, and his burgeoning spiritual enterprise with a certain amount of jealously and

313

Ninsin (1985:146-148). The ramifications of the sale of communal land are still being felt. A portion of the land
which the descendants of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and Govinah own was recently unlawfully sold by an Akan
chief (whose grandfathers had sold land to Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi). This chief unexpectedly died and the
recipient of this illegal sale used the land for “sand winning”, the practice of removing large swaths of sand for the
use in building construction, leaving the land severely ravaged and unusable for farming. The matter is currently in
the courts for resolution between Govinah’s descendants and the “illegal” owner of the land in question. Interview
with Emmanuel Mate, March 24, 2018
314
Ibid.
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concern.315 Fining him heavily for the “practice of cult Aƒetɔku” and arresting his partners
(including Govinah and Mate) would appear to be an easy and legal means to exert a certain
amount of authority over a powerful figure such as Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi was
becoming.316

4.5.2

Aƒetɔku and Dagbamete
There was no pre-existing connection between the community of Dagbamete and any of

the Aƒetɔku shrines that Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi had established.317 It was only through
word of mouth regarding the efficacy of the vodu that members of the Agudzeamegah family
decided to seek out the shrine for themselves and travelled to Galotse, where Akpanaka
Amenorhu Kwakuvi had resettled with his elder brother Mate,318 while Govinah remained in the
Eastern Region.319 Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu noted:
The people of Dagbamete heard of how the vodu is working there. So my fathers [uncles,
grandfathers] also travel from here [Dagbamete] to Galotse. So many miles they footed
[walked] to Galotse for protection. So when they went there, they see the work of the
shrine.320

315

The presence of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi, his brothers Mate and Govinah, and their descendants have
actually had a remarkable impact on the area known as Domeabra. Govinah, by virtue of the land he acquired, he was
given an Akan chieftaincy title of “Osɔ Berima Govinah I” and had Akan “subjects” under him.
316
A fine of five West African pounds (which were on par with British Sterling at the time) in 1941 is the equivalent
of £240 in 2018. That is the equivalent of more than 1600GHS (at the time of writing), a considerable sum by today’s
standards.
317
According to Emmanuel Mate, at one point Dzeamesi Agudzeamegah resided in a nearby town but I cannot say if
this was before or after the connection between Dagbamete to Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi. Ibid.
318
It was impossible for me ascertain this date, even approximately.
319
The absence of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and Mate in Agbodzi and the death of some of the original hunuawo
at that shrine eventually led to what Emmanuel Mate calls a “one-man show”, leading to the eventual demise of the
shrine’s efficacy and operation, as a minimum quorum of hunuawo are needed for the shrine to function. Ibid.
320
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 1, 2014
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Like Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi, members of the Agudzemegah family were
experiencing spiritual calamities and hardship. Through divination, deaths in the family were
being attributed to adze (witchcraft), people were being threatened with adze, and newborn
babies were dying with increased and abnormal frequency. Initially, it was Davor, the 2nd eldest
male of the family, who travelled to Galotse to join the shrine.321 Later, Halolo, Dzeamesi,
Dunyo, and Davor’s eldest son Adzogble also went to become initiated at the shrine in Galotse
under Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi. The eldest brother Agbodeka decided not to become part
of the mission as he had his own personal vodu that he worshipped, but his son Ehor eventually
became the first agbatua. For a period of time the family would travel regularly to Galotse for
spiritual activity and eventually a collective decision was made to establish the vodu in
Dagbamete. This idea of collectively receiving a vodu and having the required number of people
to serve as a support is echoed by Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor when he says:
As for Aƒetɔku, you don’t go alone and have it, you should be a family. If you are not in a
family they will not allow you take it. It is not like the remaining shrines in Ghana where
anybody can go and take it and find your way.322
The point is emphasized further by Emmanuel Mate, grandson of Mate Kwakuvi,
Before they can give you whatever you want, [not] unless you are people of free heart,
people who are clean. And it requires seven and above before they can give it to you. So
if you have family members who you trust, you can involve them. But if they number is
not up to and you have friends who you can trust them you can involve them. So in the
line, from our parents’ sides they are all brothers, one father/one mother, who collected
Aƒetɔku.323

321

Interview with Normegbor Dunyo, March 23, 2018. Tɔgbui Dunyo is the eldest living male in Dagbamete (he
claims 101 years of age) who was also initiated at the shrine in Galotse. He is the eldest son of Dunyo Agudzeamegah
and was the first amadala (herbalist) associated with the shrine.
322
Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 25, 2017.
323
Interview with Emmanuel Mate, March 24, 2018.
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This process, which occurred over a period of time, necessitated that Akpanaka
Amenorhu Kwakuvi would also periodically visit the community of Dagbamete to oversee and
instruct them on certain aspects of preparing the town for the final installation the vodu.324
According to Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, it was during one of these visits that Akpanaka
Amenorhu Kwakuvi took notice of Davor Agudzeamegah’s daughter and being pleased with her
character, expressed interest in marrying her.325 This union solidified the relationship between
Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and the Dagbamete, as Davor’s daughter would relocate to
Galotse with Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi and eventually give birth to Fiawodo Afaxoe
Amenorhu in 1943.
The exact period in which Aƒetɔku arrived in Dagbamete is difficult to ascertain for
various reasons, the main being that the process of establishing a vodu takes place over a variable
and extended period of time. Based on interviews with community members, the shrine was fully
established in Dagbamete somewhere between 1952-1958.326 Based on Fiawodo Afaxoe
Amenorhu’s birthdate of 1943, the initial connection of Dagbamete to Akpanaka Amenorhu
Kwakuvi would have had to occur at least nine months before then.327 An exact date of the
arrival of the vodu is also complicated by the fact that before the vodu arrives in physical form,
several other requirements and rituals must be completed. First, it is possible to receive a smaller

324

In the words of Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu: “It’s not a one-day thing ooo!” Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe
Amenorhu, May 1, 2014.
325
Ibid.
326
Afaxoe Amenorhu says it was around 1952. Ibid. Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo says it may have been between 1955-58.
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, January 30, 2019.
These are all their own approximations however.
327
I am inclined to think the relation extended beyond this as the family would have had been engaged in numerous
trips back and forth to Galotse, and Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi to Dagbamete, before the idea of marriage and
eventually establishing a shrine in Dagbamete would have arisen.
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and personal ritual entity that is kept in one’s room, to which one could pray on behalf one’s self
and others. Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo has clear memories of his father’s use of this, before the actual
vodu came to the community.328 For the construction of the actual shrine of Vodu Aƒetɔku, the
first thing to be installed is the amaze. This is a clay pot resting on a forked branch (itself planted
in the ground) that contains sanctified amatsi (herb-infused water).329 This is followed by Vodu
Hɔgbanu and Trɔkpɔtɔ, two tutelary voduwo that accompany Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. When these have
been installed and the main physical shrine building has can be completed, only then would Vodu
Aƒetɔku be created and installed permanently along with several minor voduwo. This final
process is known as agbatutu.
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu claims this may have occurred in 1952 while Dzotefe Kwasi
Dunyo (b.1947) places it in the mid-1950s, as he was a young boy and remembers the time
before the shrine was built. He also has a vivid memory of the agbatutu. He reflected:
The day of agbatutu itself [was] something like a miracle, signs from the cloud. You see
so many images in the cloud, everybody comes out, but especially we the children and
some of the elders can see everything. So we run around looking at those things but some
people cannot see it. A lot of images, we saw those things in the air, on the cloud. So it
was a strong thing. People, lions. A lot of images different images. It was like a movie in
the air [laughs]. It was a historical thing that means that they guy [Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku] has
come to stay.330
Whatever the exact date, it is clear that the relationship between Dagbamete and Akpanaka
Amenorhu Kwakuvi’s shrine in Galotse developed over a period of more than 10 years – at least
1942 to the mid-1950s – involving repeated visits between members from of two communities
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Ibid.
Every Aƒetɔku shrine will have amaze. The shrine in Dagbamete actually has two, which are used for ritual baths,
purification, and sacral drinking.
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and the strengthening of bonds via marriage, ritual activity, and finally the installation of Vodu
Aƒetɔku in its latest and currently most vibrant incarnation.
In the period after the agbatutu there was continued connection between Galotse and
Dagbamete, especially as it relates to the transmission of ritual knowledge and musical
repertoire. C. K. Davor, Normegbor Dunyo, and Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo can all recall the names
of specific musicians that would visit for a week or more at a time to teach the people of
Dagbamete. They all mention two henɔwo (named Agbokpa and Kadza) that would teach songs
while the azagunɔ was a one-legged man named Totsi. It was he who taught the azagunɔga of
Dagbamete, Zowonu Davor (senior brother to C. K. Davor) the intricacies of Aƒetɔkuʋu. From
Zowonu it spread to the others including C. K. Davor, Yao Davor (the eventual Sotua), and
Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo.

4.5.3

From Benin, But Where?
In all of my research about the origins of Aƒetɔku, I was always told that the exact

location from where Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi collected the vodu was lost to history.
According to Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, all those who knew the location are long deceased and
all that the current generation knows is that the location was in Dahomey (now Benin). During
an inquiry about Govinah Kwakuvi’s role in composing of some songs used in the shrine, he
alludes to this:
Curtis Andrews (CA): Who composed these songs do you think?
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu (FAA): Someone has to compose it, but most of these songs
are Efa songs which has been composed before, so we can’t know who composed them.
CA: But there are some songs I’m sure that Govinah composed.
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FAA: He learnt it from the people who brought the vodu from Benin. He learnt if from
them. They also came to teach our people in Teacher Mante-Agbodzi. He [Govinah]
brought it to Dzogborve [the songs].
CA: So when the vodu came here to Ghana, did you say people did or did not come?
FAA: Few have come, about three of them. Amuzu, Ameyi…they are three who came
from Benin to Ghana.
CA: Has anyone gone back to that place, where they got Aƒetɔku from?
FAA: The time they brought, they yearly go there. Our fathers yearly go there to learn
because it can’t be taught at a time. Our people [Dagbamete] have been going to
Galotse, when you got there you learn more. So songs also, they learn it from there
[Benin]
CA: Has anyone in recent memory, in the last 50 years or so, ever gone to that place in
Benin? Does anybody know the place that they went?
FAA: No. Those who have been going there, they’ve all gone. So we can’t tell the others
where to go now.331
With the absence of any other third-party references to the Aƒetɔku shrine,332 I am
inclined to think that the exact place of origin can at least be discerned using language,
specifically the language of important prayers and songs.333 Some vodu with apparent “foreign”
origins often contain some ritual utterances or songs that are unintelligible to modern Eʋe
speakers, which allude to their place of origin and/or route of travel.334 However, the songs and
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Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 4, 2014.
References to Aƒetɔku in the written record are scant and anemic. They contain no detailed information on the
shrine, except for some few references to a location in which a shrine might be located, an exception being de Witte
(2008:333-334) who devotes two pages to a topical description of ritual activity at the Dagbamete shrine (as part of
a larger study on media and religion in Ghana). In earlier works, Aƒetɔku is mentioned only in the work of Gaba
(1965) but mostly in reference to a shrine in Kodzi, and just once to that of Dagbamete.
333
The most obvious example is the Yeve religious order with its secret language known as Yeʋegbe, which in reality
is closer to Fɔgbe and widely spoken in southern Benin. Other examples would be various Kunde and Tsamba
shrines in southern Ghana, Togo, Benin which feature numerous songs in Akan, Hausa, and other non-Eʋe
languages. For Yeʋe see Akuetey (1988), for Kunde see Friedson (2009), for Tsamba see Rosenthal (1998).
334
I distinguish my use of the word foreign here to connote something indigenous to the region (or even continent) as
opposed to use of the same word to describe ideologies that are completely foreign (i.e.: Christianity, Islam).,
332
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ritual texts of the Aƒetɔku shrine contain little to no examples of this. If there is unintelligible
text, it exists as archaic or deep Eʋe words and phrases, or those recognized as being from a
different dialect of southern Eʋe.
From my own knowledge of the geo-cultural landscape in question, the Western part of
Benin is peopled with speakers of the Aja-Gbe family of languages, many of which are easily
intelligible to an Eʋe speaker in modern-day Ghana. I surmise that since the songs that are
known to have been brought with the vodu from Benin are understood by Eʋe speakers
(specifically the invocatory Voduyɔyɔ repertoire), the region from which these songs and the
vodu originate would also have to be peopled by speakers of Eʋe or related dialects. Since oral
traditions point to Dahomey (Benin) as the point of origin, it must be the western part of what is
today Benin, which straddles the border with Togo. This was my own deductive reasoning with
no external confirmation until I came across one of the few (if not the only!) academic reference
to Aƒetɔku, in C. R. Gaba’s thesis on Aŋlɔ-Eʋe religion.335 He mentions a deity named Aƒetɔku
situated in a village called Kodzi that “has its home located at Akplaxoe in Dahomey.”336
Is this the same home of the Aƒetɔku that Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi obtained? When
I encountered this information in late 2018 I found it interesting to cross-check it with
information provided by my associates in Ghana. Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu says that the only
Aƒetɔku made “by his father’s hand” are those in Teacher Mante-Agbodzi, Dzogborve, Galotse,
and Dagbamete.337 He does acknowledge the existence of other shrines in Lakpo, Adutor,
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Gaba (1965)
Ibid. (74). On Google maps this is spelled as Aplahoue, located less than 10km from the Togo border (delineated
by the Mono river), on the same latitude as the ancestral Eʋe city of Notsie.
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Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 21, 2018.
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Avutokpordi, and Kodzi, but none of these, except for Avutokpordi, have any relation with the
shrines of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi.338 When asked how there can be multiple yet
independent shrines of the same vodu (which is not uncommon), he points to the fact that ritual
specialists from Benin would periodically travel to Galotse to impart their ritual knowledge.
Upon questioning about the shrine at Avutokpordi (near Akatsi), he says:
The whole thing is, when my father discovered the thing at Benin area, they came to
install the one for my father and they went away. As for Benin people, they like money.
Since they went away, afterwards two of them came back and traveled to some places to
do it for some people. They do it at Lakpo, Adutor. Lakpo people made it for them [the
Adutor shrine], that’s what my father said.339
The above statement, regarding ritual specialists from Benin connecting to other
communities in the area makes sense given the geographic space in question. Galotse, Lakpo and
Adutor are all within a small 30km radius and I am sure that news of the Aƒetɔku shrine in
Galotse would have been well-known in the area. Travel to Galotse would bring the Beninois
specialists within close contact to these other communities, so if one was interested in obtaining
the vodu it would not be impossible. How does this relate to Akplaxoe (in Benin) as mentioned
by Gaba as the home of the Aƒetɔku shrine in Kodzi? Galotse and Kodzi are only approximately
30km apart. Travel between them is not difficult, nor would knowledge of other vodu networks
in the area. Without traveling to Kodzi and asking directly about its connection to other Aƒetɔku
shrines, it is hard to know the connection between it and that of Lakpo and the individuals who
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The shrine at Avutokpordi actually went dormant for one generation and much of the ritual knowledge was lost.
To revive it, the family connected to that shrine actually contacted Dunyo Agudzeamega and Akpanaka Amenorhu
Kwakuvi for assistance. Initially Dunyo Agudzeamega directed them to contact the shrine at Lakpo (as that was their
origin) but they were unsuccessful. The connection between Avutokpordi and Dagbamete remains to today and they
often visit each other for important ritual occasions. Interview with Tsiami and Sotua of Avutokpordi Aƒetɔku Gbodzi,
March 21, 2018.
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Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 21, 2018.
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made that shrine, and thus the possible connection between Akplaxoe and Akpanaka Amenorhu
Kwakuvi. See Photo 4.23 below that shows the relative distances between all the locations
affiliated with Vodu Aƒetɔku.
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50km

Avutokpordi

15km

Photo 4.23 Geographic locations of all relevant Aƒetɔku shrines, from Benin to Ghana. Maps created with
www.google.com/mymaps
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That said, even traveling to these other shrines might not yield much information. The
other shrines in question at Lakpo, Adutor, Dzogborve, Galotse are all dormant for various
reasons, but mainly conversion of the membership to Christianity or disagreements and lack of
unity among the hunuawo. Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu was once asked by someone at Adutor to
help revive the shrine but they lacked the required number of people to serve as hunuawo, which
is an essential component.340 The hunuawo in Dagbamete are aware of the shrine of Kodzi but
have never visited. It is unknown at the time of writing if that shrine is active or dormant or if
anyone living there would have any knowledge related to its origin and any possible shrines it
may have been associated with in Ghana.

4.6

Community Development Impacts of the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi in Dagbamete
That the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine has been the catalyst and foundation of community

development in Dagbamete is undeniable to anyone even remotely familiar with the community.
Over the past several decades all major infrastructure projects in the community have been
achieved via revenue generated by the shrine. The list of accomplishments, for a community of
about 600 people with little to no assistance from local governments, is commendable. The most
visible sign of development is the expansion of the shrine building itself, which was completed
in 2007 and is self-described as “the biggest most decent place of traditional worship”,341 and an
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Ibid.
2014 festival programme, page 8.
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“ultra-modern auditorium” by one media outlet.342 But this is just one of 20 projects that the
shrine has been responsible for bringing into fruition.343
These development efforts fall under different categories and include:
Education
•

4-unit residential accommodation for teachers (accommodates 8 teachers)

•

Bungalow for school’s headmaster

•

Building a computer laboratory for the school and purchasing equipment

•

Establishment of a nursery and KG school and payment of salaries for teachers

Health and Sanitation
•

Construction of a multi-building medical clinic complex with accommodation for nurses
and doctors

•

10-room accommodation for patients of the shrine

•

Installation of dustbins around the community and employment of a sanitary inspector to
supervise the community’s sanitation

•

12-seat public flush toilet

Other Community Infrastructure

342
343

•

Car parking lot

•

20-room residential facility to accommodate shrine members and visitors

http://citifmonline.com/2018/04/we-also-deserve-a-national-holiday-traditionalists/
Photos of some of these projects are included in Appendix D.
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•

A community centre

•

8-room guest house managed by the shrine

•

Street lights for the community of Dagbamete and surrounding smaller villages

•

Creation of newer roads to ensure easy access to all residences of the town

•

A 2nd water pumping and reservoir system

•

Electrification of the community (purchase and installation of electrical infrastructure)

•

Further expansion of electricity from Dagbamete to surrounding villages
90% of these projects have been initiated and completed within the past 10 years, due to a

concentrated effort by community/shrine leaders to elevate the status and living conditions of the
community. The dufia of Dagbamete, Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II, has been one of the main
proponents of projects listed above. When he was enstooled as a chief in 1988, he immediately
embraced the responsibility he had to help move the community forward. In his role as the
embodiment of traditional authority, he had the wisdom to understand, exploit, and strengthen
the connection between the health of a community and the value it places upon traditional forms
of spirituality. I quote him at length speaking about this issue:
Before I came on the scene things were moving quite well, the shrine was moving well,
but there was room for improvement, especially the way we manage resources you see.
And I started advising on certain issues and I know that for any community to move
forward, certain measures have to be in place. And the first one is to strengthen our place
of worship. So the only way to keep our culture, our tradition and worship going is to
strengthen it. Let’s make everyone understand what we are doing. Let believers believe
what they believe in. Get them more focused. So for us to move forward, we need to take
care of our environment, our surrounding, our township. Membership increasing brings
more revenue to the community for us to use for development projects. So my vision is
let’s keep our traditional worship, let’s keep our culture going. And you know we don’t
just believe in our traditional religion, we believe in traditional culture as well. That is
why the drumming and all those things are very, very important in our culture. They also
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attract people because religion and music goes together. So that has been our main
focus.344
But the dufia is not alone in his vision or his actions. The ruling council of the
community is essentially the same group of people who oversee the shrine as all are members
and many are initiated as hunua; and all are closely related as descendants of Klu Agudzeamega.
Thus, it is nearly impossible for the development of the community to be separated from that of
the shrine for if one moves forward it carries the other, as alluded to by the dufia. It must also be
mentioned that since the dufia resides in the U.K. for most of the year, his representative in
Dagbamete over the past 25 years has been Sotua Yao Dunyo. Acting on behalf of the dufia,
Dunyo was responsible for leading the community development efforts and progress of the
shrine, and has been a staunch promoter of traditional religion in the country Though he was
incapacitated during my research period, I quote him from an interview taken in 2011:
Protecting tradition is very important. This worship, people put it down, because they are
ignorant. They do not understand. Tradition, it is something we have to take care of and
protect, because our forefathers, through this traditional worship, survived to give forth
our grandfathers, fathers, and us. Because of that, we cannot put tradition down.345
Dunyo’s position as the National Chairman for the Ghana Psychic and Traditional
Healers Association (GPTHA) further cemented his own national authority amongst adherents
and leaders of traditional religions across Ghana, and the stature of the community of Dagbamete
and Aƒetɔku shrine in the eyes of the same.346 Since 2013 he has become relatively ill and his
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Interview with Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II, April 23, 2017.
DagbameteNet. “Apetorku Shrine: Interview of Chief Priest Hunua Yao Dunyo.” YouTube video, 11:51. August
14, 2011. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=529&v=1Dw7Iy_sEaM
346
Ghana has a diversified amalgam (and confusing) of traditional and alternative medicine (TAM) associations.
The first was the GPTHA, instituted under the first government of Kwame Nkrumah in the early 1960s. Decades
later the Ghana Federation of Traditional Medicine Practitioners Associations (GHAFTRAM) was formed, with one
345
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role in the shrine and community has been taken over by Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, whom the dufia
acknowledges to have been instrumental in the successful realization of all the recent projects.347
Further, several of the hunuawo and community executives are well-traveled and educated
individuals who have a broad perspective on the role they play in guiding the development of
the community, the importance of cultural vitality, and the unique role that their community
plays in supporting and adapting traditional religion to thrive in modern Ghana.348
The balance between perceived modernity and tradition is displayed prominently during
the annual festival of the shrine, known as the ƒetatrɔtrɔ (to be examined in detail in Chapter 7).
Given the general awareness regarding the interrelation of the destinies of the shrine and
community, it should come as no surprise that the official theme of the shrine, as published in its
yearly festival programme, is “African Traditional Religion and Development”. That this is the
primary message one sees leaves no doubt as to the aims of the shrine leaders and their mandate
to fuse the realms of indigenous religion and development, which are typically assumed by
Ghanaians to be antithetical. To cement this connection, the ƒetatrɔtrɔ is used as an opportunity
to publicly announce new development initiatives, as well as to inaugurate completed projects,
and highlight past accomplishments of the shrine.

of its main mandates being to separate the idea of religion, magic, and belief from the use of traditional medicine.
Further, within the current government there is the Traditional Medicine Practice Council (TMPC), which is tasked
with official certification of practitioners who advertise their services as traditional healers.
347
Interview with Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II, April 23, 2017.
348
Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo has been a resident of Canada since 1996 and has traveled across North
America as a teacher of Ghanaian music and dance. Hunua Kwadzo Davor is the Deputy Commissioner of
Insurance for the country and has travelled internationally on numerous occasions. Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor is the
Regional Chairman for the G.P.R.T.U. (Ghana Private Roads and Transport Union) and has travelled internationally
to China and Brazil on trade missions. Mama Adzorhlor III, the Queen Mother of Dagbamete, has been residing in
Canada for the past 20+ years. Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II himself was educated in Ghana and Libya (and speaks
Arabic) and for the past 30 years has been a resident of the U.K. Though domiciled outside of Ghana, Dunyo, Mama
Adzohlor III, and Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II return to Ghana multiple times each year to attend to their
obligations as leaders of the shrine and community.
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The vision, unity and resultant development efforts by the shrine/community have not
gone unnoticed by others, due in no small part to the focused attention and public platform
engendered by the ƒetatrɔtrɔ. Important invitees include politicians of repute from three levels of
government who represent social, economic, and political power;349 these normally include a
Member of Parliament (national), the Regional Minister (regional), and the District Chief
Executive (district).350 Each of these guests is expected to make a speech during this time that
highlights the progress and positive nature of the community and the shrine. There are also
ample opportunities for these politicians to make promises regarding employment, development,
and other initiatives that governments are expected to enact on behalf of the population. To their
electorate as well, showing partiality to traditional religious communities by these politicians
(and the party they represent) is something they definitely hope is remembered during
electioneering.
The presence of these types of guests also provides a public opportunity for the
community of Dagbamete and the shrine to petition these political power holders, to pressure
them to uphold previous promises, and to make new pledges toward the development of the area.
The fact that this event and its speeches are covered by the media – TV, internet, radio, print –
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One of the greatest examples of this is the invitation of the former president of Ghana, Jerry John (J. J.)
Rawlings, widely acclaimed by the population of Ghana as being one of the best leaders the country has ever had,
despite his complicated legacy.
350
The regional government is equivalent to that of the state/province in the US/Canada, while the district level has
no exact counterpart. As many communities are too small to have a mayor, the district level is essentially a
conglomeration of smaller villages and towns, headed by the District Chief Executive (and appointed position) and
the numerous staff (assembly members, both elected and appointed). Ghana has 212 such districts. For more
information on the governance system of Ghana see
http://www.clgf.org.uk/default/assets/File/Country_profiles/Ghana.pdf, however as of December 2018 the number
of Regions has expanded from 10 to 16.
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ensures that the intercourse between all of these actors generates wide and enduring optics.351
Every year, the speeches made by government officials and invited guests of honor reference the
impressive list of developments the town has completed and highlight the unity that inspired
them, in addition to the role that culture and religion has played in the same. These speeches are
in turn covered by the media and published on radio, TV, print, and internet platforms.
News coverage of the 2013 festival focused on the presence of the Awomefia Tɔgbui Sri
III who commended the community for sustaining and deepening cultural values and using
traditional religion to uplift the community.352 In a news article that covered the 2014 festival
when the community hospital was actually commissioned, the same MP noted that “the
traditional worshipers of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi had used their traditional religion to maintain peace
and unity in the community, which made it possible for the people to live happily and use
traditional religion as a major source to drive development activities in improving the living
conditions of the people.”353 In 2018, the former president of Ghana Jerry John Rawlings said he
only accepted the invitation because of the “social sense of responsibility, discipline and selfhelp initiatives that the people of Dagbamete are known for”.354 Most recently, coverage of the
2019 festival highlighted the words of the Akatsi South District Chief Executive Leo Adzidogah
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For media coverage of the festival see: https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/regional/Gbodzi-buildhospital-at-Dagbamate-307058, http://dailyguideafrica.com/rawlings-campaigns-for-water-bodies/,
http://citifmonline.com/2018/04/03/we-also-deserve-a-national-holiday-traditionalists/,
https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/rawlings-urges-respect-value-for-water-bodies.html,
http://thechronicle.com.gh/index.php/2019/04/25/dce-lauds-dagbamete-community-for-high-communal-spirit/
352
"Ghana; "Ghanaians Must Uphold Our Rich Cultural Values"." Africa News. (April 15, 2013 Monday ): 478
words. LexisNexis Academic. Web. Date Accessed: 2019/06/24. The same media piece quoted similar praise and
admiration by the MP for Akatsi South Bernard Ahiafor, as well as the words from Deputy Commissioner of Police
who disclosed that Dagbamete “was on record as a community in the region that had never recorded any criminal
activities over the years”.
353
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/regional/Gbodzi-build-hospital-at-Dagbamate-307058
354
https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/rawlings-urges-respect-value-for-water-bodies.html. At this
festival, the newly constructed community centre was commissioned by the ex-president.
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who commended the chiefs and people of the community for “upholding traditional value and
practices relevant to the development of the community of the years” and “that the high
communal spirit among them should serve as a wheel that will carry development projects”.355
Contributing to the mediasphere surrounding the festival is a printed programme handed
out to all invited guests (Photo 4.24).356 It contains information designed to elevate the reputation
and history of the shrine, helps to document its work, stature, and progress, solidifies the requests
to governing bodies, and reifies the promises and pledges of politicians and government
representatives made in previous years. I have collected five programmes (2014, 2015, 2017,
2018, 2019), all of which have similar design and content. A dedicated slogan: “Traditional
Religion and Development”, is prominently printed on the cover. Under these words or on the
inside cover will be the anniversary message from the hunuawo to the membership, which
functions as the yearly theme. These messages include: Miga lɛ fu o (Don’t hate one another),
Kɔnyinyi kple amehavi lɔlɔ (Obey the rules of the vodu and love one another), Kɔnyinyi kple
Nuteƒewɔwɔ (Obey the rules of the vodu and have a positive lifestyle), and Nuteƒewɔwɔ kple
nyateƒetoto (Have a positive lifestyle and live with the truth). Activities for the week will be
listed, with scheduled timings for each, and a page or two that describes what “Aƒetɔku
Traditional Religion” includes among its values and principles and the types of benefits the vodu
can provide.

355

http://thechronicle.com.gh/index.php/2019/04/25/dce-lauds-dagbamete-community-for-high-communal-spirit/.
The DCE also commissioned the community’s new water reservoir and supply system at this year’s festival.
356
The full programme from the 2014 festival is included in Appendix B.
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Photo 4.24 Cover of the 2019 annual festival programme
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A key feature of the booklet is the annual welcome address by the hunuawo, which varies
from year to year depending on the needs of the community and future development plans.
Direct appeals and reminders to government bodies are clearly addressed, including lists of the
previous development works that the shrine has completed on their volition, and other special
achievements. The address sometimes contains statistics about membership growth, including a
weekly average of new members for the past five years (the number is about 25). Membership
growth is always highlighted and qualified by the fact that there is never any advertisement. In
the words of the 2014 programme’s address: “We do not propagate the good works of Aƒetɔku. It
is a voluntary membership. It is members and benefactors of the good work experienced that let
others know of His good works and protection.”357
This address is also used as a public platform through which the shrine can make appeals
to governing bodies – in person and via the media coverage – about their specific needs as it
pertains to development. A survey of the programs since 2014 reveals the tone and candor of the
prodding and pledging done by the hunuawo and Dagbamete’s dufia (town chief) Tɔgbui Klu
Agudzeamegah II. Topics include: 1) petitioning for the payback of nearly GHS¢15,000 which
the shrine used to implement electrical infrastructure for the community (promised the previous
year by an MP); 2) absorbing the Dagbamete Primary and Kindergarten school into the Ghana
education service and payment of teacher’s salaries, which is currently undertaken by the shrine;
3) supplying a qualified doctor and nurses for the hospital constructed by the shrine; and 4)
paving the road from Akatsi to Avenorpeme and Abor to Xavi.358
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2014 festival programme, page 9.
The road improvement request was listed as an “annual request” in the 2014 booklet and is still being mentioned
in the 2019 edition, where it was referenced as being considered since 2002.
358
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Recently the leaders of the community broadened their reach by touching upon issues
that effect not just Dagbamete, but the whole of Ghana and which are at the core of sustaining
indigenous spiritual and cultural practices in the future at a national level. In 2018 the dufia
directly addressed the need for greater governmental attention and respect for followers of
African Traditional Religions (ATR):
We at this juncture want to put the following proposals to government for consideration:
government should identify a traditional holiday for the traditionalists as being done for
Muslims and Christians. Since independence, pouring of libation was part of all
government functions, but what we see now is Christian and Muslim Prayers only
performed at government functions. We therefore want to propose that pouring of
libation at national festivals/functions be re-instated.359
Compounding this, in the 2019 booklet there was an appeal from the hunuawo to “incorporate
the use of herbal medicine into the modern health delivery system to promote the efficacy of
herbal African medicine”.360 The remainder of the booklet is filled with photos of important
guests (such as the ex-President or the Awomefia), development projects (school buildings,
community hospital, water reservoir, etc), and previous years festivals (the zogbɔgbɔ for
example). In some years photographs of the complete corpus of hunuawo past and present are
included.
The community has a presence on the internet as well via a website –
http://www.dagbamete.org/ – and a YouTube channel
(https://www.youtube.com/user/DagbameteNet/feed). The website has pages dedicated to the
community’s history, traditions, education, and of course, the shrine itself. It also includes a

359
360

http://citifmonline.com/2018/04/we-also-deserve-a-national-holiday-traditionalists/
2019 festival programme, page 7.
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useful map of the community video interviews, and coverage of important rites. The YouTube
channel contains all the videos from the website and more, including a number of videos related
to various community rituals, coverage of the annual festival, and informative interviews with
the dufia and leading hunuawo. I implore the reader to visit both of these internet portals to gain
deeper perspective on what I have written about thus far.
As the shrine is essentially a large organization with many volunteer “staff” (i.e., the
hunuawo) and activities that reach beyond the sphere of the shrine, it has a dedicated secretary
and office to manage financial and other logistical affairs, including the use of stationery with its
own letterhead and banking details. The secretary’s office is equipped with computer, printer,
scanner, spare light bulbs, batteries, microphones, surplus food and drink offerings, etc, and also
registration records for all members (see Photo 4.25). The secretary is expected to record the
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name, date of birth, occupation, and place of origin/residence for every new member.361

Photo 4.25 Aƒetɔku Gbodzi secretary Hunua Sammy Davor in his office

It is noteworthy that aside from the physical idol that rests in the shrine, there is no visual
representation or even a conception of what Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is or how it looks (in a spiritual
sense). This differs from other vodu who may have visual representations based on their
characteristics (such as riding a horse, or having an animal avatar) or even in the construction of
the vodu itself. Such shrines will often use such images in their iconography that may be painted
on the side of their buildings. In the case of the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi there is one visual signifier that
is found on all media relating to the shrine and around the community. This is the image of an
eagle trying to land upon a tortoise which is described in the proverb Ehɔ ƒo klo gake tsi nuedɔ

361

Records of members have been kept for decades, but at present it is difficult to gauge exactly how many people
have joined the shrine overall. Most records were damaged by water several years ago so those in existence date
from 2010. Sotua Hunua Yao Dunyo in a 2011 interview estimated membership at 8000. See
https://youtu.be/1Dw7Iy_sEaM. Based on the shrine’s records and estimates from 2010-2019, growth is an average
of 25 new members each week, meaning there will be approximately 9000 members. Combining these numbers with
the estimate of Hunua Dunyo and we get 16,000 members. However, the number must be much higher than this
given that the shrine has been in the community for 6 decades and expanding each year.
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(“The eagle tries to catch the tortoise but he will go hungry overnight”). It is a sentiment that
signifies protection and strength. Given that protection from spiritual illness and attack is one of
the prime functions of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku it makes sense that it has adopted this as its official
emblem. It can be found in all visual representations of the shrine, ranging from signs, banners,
umbrellas, embedded in tile designs of buildings, on stationery, and even stickers (see Photos
4.26 – 4.30).

Photo 4.26 The sign that greets visitors at the entrance to Dagbamete
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Photo 4.27 The Ehɔ ƒo klo emblem carved in wood that tops a dzoya (ceremonial umbrella)

Photo 4.28 A sticker produced for the 2016 annual festival

The above image also features the greeting that shrine members use to acknowledge each
other. One shouts Ku wo viwo! (“Children of Aƒetɔku!) and the others answer Agba wo viwo!
(“Children of the agba”). Given that the slogan is actually misspelled on this sticker (agbe
instead of agba), I am inclined to think that these are independently produced. This type of
sticker is also curious as it contains the phrase “I am proud to be a member of Apetorku”. This is
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a sentence one finds on t-shirts, bumper stickers, and other personalized items all over Ghana,
usually in connection to membership of a school, college, university, or (interestingly) a church.

Photo 4.29 A banner for Aƒetɔku Gbodzi

The banner in Photo 4.29 is used when funeral performances (also called aviɖeɖe) are
held for a deceased a member who is not from Dagbamete. Eʋe funeral customs ensure that the
deceased will have a continuous (and sometimes simultaneous) performance of music and dance
from secular and sacred musical associations they were a member of during their lifetime. This
banner is hung where the musicians and dancers assemble in the community of the deceased.
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Photo 4.30 The Aƒetɔku Gbodzi stationary with letterhead. Notice the Ehɔ ƒo klo emblem watermarked as
well.
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Chapter 5: Aƒetɔkuʋu – The Music and Dance Repertoire

5.1

Introduction
‘We have no word for music.” So I was told in my first rehearsal with an Eʋe musician –

in fact my first meeting with any African musician – in the summer of 1998.362 In addition to the
drumming, singing, and dancing that was to follow, the notion that his language had no word for
music was both mystifying and intriguing and it pushed me closer to another reality, an
ontological wormhole I’m still traversing. In fact, many researchers have shown that a large
number of indigenous African languages also lack a term “whose semantic fields could be
considered congruent with that of the Latin musica and its derivatives in European languages.”363
Charles Keil has espoused that the term music might be a “useless abstraction” that is not
appropriate in conceptualizing and discussing African performing arts, which are usually
triumvirate of song/dance/instrumental accompaniment, where the mention of one normally
invokes the other.364 Others insist that the lack of a specific term for music or even musical
elements (such as rhythm) in some languages does not show a deficiency in African thought and
language, but rather that European languages have no word that can contain surfeit of meaning

362

I consider that meeting, with Kwasi Dunyo, to be a pivotal point in my life as it most definitely brought me to
exactly where I am today, 20 years later. Besides being an azagunɔga (“great master drummer”), Dunyo is also a
hunor/priest in the Aƒetɔku Shrine, a respected elder in the village of Dagbamete, and has been a pivotal link to
many of my deep-seated connections with individuals in Ghana, as most of my best friends and teachers in Ghana
are his nephews. Without meeting him, I would not be writing this.
363
Kubik (1994:330) See Agawu (2016:27-35) for a recent and comprehensive discussion that covers the writings of
Keil, Kubik, and Waterman in unpacking this notion of terminology.
364
(Keil 1979:27)
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that these concepts can hold.365 As Agawu notes, there is “a joining rather than a separating, an
across-the-dimensions instead of a within-the-dimensions phenomenon.”366
The majority of academic work on African music continues to be written in the language
of the colonizer – English, French, and German – and utilizes the theoretical systems developed
to describe their musical traditions. Yet indigenous terminologies, concepts, and theories do have
a place in the work. Nigerian ethnomusicologist, composer, and drummer Meki Nzewi implores
that modern studies of African music need terminology that does not occlude perception. He
says:
A term or definition is very connotative, sensitive. It programs the mental attitude of a
perceiver towards the object of attention. A term should not, therefore, misguide,
misinform or prejudice perceptual perspectives.367
Obviously I am writing in English, to be read by those who understand English. But through the
process of learning and living Eʋe music and culture, it becomes apparent that ways of talking
about music and performance encompass a wider semantic field that is in opposition to the
isolationist and reductive tendencies of Western theory and terminology. The discovery (on my
part) of Eʋe terms and phrases that roughly (perhaps forcibly) approximate their English
counterpart have opened windows into overlapping and deep thought structures. I too believe the
reader would benefit from learning these terms.
Combining dominant/colonial and indigenous ontologies is not neat, easy, or efficient
and forces the reader to learn new words, pronunciations, and ideas (basically learning a new
language). But this is a good thing in my opinion. It forces one to get inside the mind of another,

365

Friedson (1995:175)
Agawu (1995:7)
367
Nzewi (1997:71)
366
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however small and brief that step might be. While the field of ethnomusicology can by no means
be charged with cultural intolerance, the voice of the “Other” constantly needs to be promoted
and tempered within the firmly established language, tendencies, and philosophies of academia.
In doing so “the West will ultimately benefit as much as Africa from the true knowledge about
African mental-cultural systems.”368
In Eʋe, words for drumming (ʋuƒoƒo), dancing (ɣeɖuɖu), and singing (hadzidzi), do
exist. But from an indigenous perspective, the idea of music as a noun or to make music as a
verb is most closely expressed as ʋu, which literally translates as “drum”.369 The use of the word
ʋu in this context indexes not just a physical object, but a concept that encompasses physical
objects (instruments), actions (singing, dancing, drumming), associated contextual/cultural
affiliations (sacred, social, martial, royal, occupational contexts), history, and cosmology. If one
were to visit a new community and were curious about what music was performed, one would
ask Ʋu kae mie fo na le du sia me? (What drum do you beat in this town?”). No terms exist as
such to name, discuss, and communicate ideas about “pure” music, that is, patterned and
deliberate human sound making abstracted from its broad web of associations. So while I am
“falling back on the comfortable trope”370 of there being no word for music and tip-toeing into
the realm of ethnotheory,371 we cannot discount “music” just yet. Agawu, through his own

368

Ibid. (75-76)
Kuwor (2017:50) is the only evidence of a publication, by an indigenous Eʋe scholar at that, which also points vu
as the closest and best choice for an Eʋe term for music. Fiagbedzi (2005:6-7) also address this lack of a defined
indigenous term for music, and points to the borrowed term miziki as one that is in use (among some communities).
However, he still goes to great lengths to show that music, in the Eʋe conception, results from various action of
sound making, rather than a collection of organized and abstracted sounds. Amu (1997:43)) defines ʋu as both drum
and dance music.
370
Burns (2009:2)
371
See Agawu (2017:38-55) for his critical assessment of ethnotheory and his argument for the rejection of it.
369
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engagement with the sentiments of Keil and others, states that “what the absence of a word for
‘music’ suggests is not that there is a significant discontinuity between semantic fields, or even
that abstractions are missing from African talk about music; rather, it suggests that the semantic
range of the convenient, all-encompassing, indeed all-purpose term music is distributed
differently in some (African) languages. Keil, in fact, notes that the word enshrines an ambiguity
that may well ensure its continued usefulness.”372
Given the preceding discourse on the convenience of “music” and the usefulness of local
terminology, I feel a need to give further currency to the concept of “drum” in the Eʋe context.373
When an Eʋe says in English “It is a nice drum,” she is saying that she enjoys a particular
collection of songs, dancing, and rhythms, performed in a particular context by a specific group
of people. She is not describing a membranophone. It may be tempting to use the terms genre,
style, or piece to explain and classify different “drums”, but these terms are not commonly used
by Eʋes when speaking English and discussing music. When referring to a specific “drum” I will
use the name of the “drum” or associated instrumental, social, or spiritual markers. Examples of
this include Daʋu (music for the deified python, vodu Da), Efavʋ (music for the Efa divination),
axatseʋu (for drums that are characterized by a large number of axatse/rattles), ahiaviʋu (literally
music considered for “fiancés”, a synonym for secular habɔbɔ drumming), and finally Aƒetɔkuʋu
(the music associated with Vodu Aƒetɔku).374 To add some confusion and ambiguity, a “drum”
can contain within its domain more than one “drum”! Thus, when trying to discuss a specific
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Agawu (2016:29)
See Anyidoho (1983:299) and Awoonor (1974:16) for further support for the use of ʋu and ʋufofo as the closest
term in the Eʋe language for music.
374
It is referred to as Agbodziʋu locally.
373
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musical item across languages, zeroing on the specific object can be something of a linguistic cat
and mouse game. Given the above, in the following pages the use of drum will refer to a
designated collection of rhythms played on the common percussion ensemble of the southern
Eʋe, the songs associated with these rhythms, and any associated meaning and context that
contributes to the identity of a particular drum.375 Given the foregoing discourse on the
appropriateness of music, if the reader pleases, when you see the word drum, feel free to
translate it to your own understanding of music as it relates to this context. And have no fear for
as you will see I am not abandoning the use of music altogether as it will be used throughout the
body of this work where I deem it appropriate. While musical repertoires and sub-genres do fall
under the umbrella of ʋu/drum, songs affiliated with specific drums as well as occupational and
situational songs are identified by the term hawo (ha=song; wo=pluralization). Thus, to discuss,
refer to, or name songs only, one would use agblehawo (farming songs), vidzihawo (cradle
songs), Kinkahwo (songs of Kinka), or Atsiagbekɔhawo (songs of Atsiagbekɔ). When
appropriate, I will refer to the songs affiliated with the Aƒetɔku shrine as Aƒetɔkuhawo or
alternate Agbodzihawo.

375

The term “dance drumming” has gained some currency since the late 1960s by Western academics, first by
Pantaleoni and Serwaada (1968) through present by numerous others (including indigenous scholars). However, I
find the term inefficient as there is hardly any instance of Eʋe drumming without dance. If an attempt at
comprehensiveness was the goal, why not “song-dance-drumming” (which is what ʋu/drum represents)? Personally,
I find the use of drum is closer to an indigenous conception and usage. See Ladzekpo and Ladzekpo (1983),
Frishkopf (1989), Burns (2009), Locke (2010) and Kuwor (2017) for similar use of the term.
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5.2

The Character and Attraction of Aƒetɔkuʋu
When asked about their impressions of the music of the shrine, Aƒetɔkuviwo376 attribute

their attraction to Aƒetɔkuʋu to several factors: namely its calm-nature which is related to its
tempo, as the majority of the drums are considered ʋublewu (“slow drum”).377 The music of other
popular shrines among the Eʋe, such as Yeʋe and various Gorovodu/Brekete sects, utilize
considerably faster drumming styles,378 which some Aƒetɔkuviwo said were difficult to dance to
for extended periods of time. But with Aƒetɔkuʋu, “E/u le bokɔ. Ne ɣeɖum ha me veve sege o”
(“The drum is calm. When you are dancing you don’t feel pains”).379 Others claim Aƒetɔkuʋu to
be “not that harsh”380 and that at Aƒetɔku everything is cool.”381 Even more telling was the
attraction to Aƒetɔkuʋu because the behavior of individuals was not perceived as dangerous as
compared to other shrines, as compared to other shrines, specifically those that engage in spirit
possession, such as Kɔku, Gorovodu/Brekete and Yeʋe.382 One member stated, “Wututu le me. Wo
dze trɔ. Mele gidigidi o” (A difference is there. The others bring possession. There is no
dangerous or violent behavior with [with Aƒetɔku]).383 The inclusivity and accessibility of the
shrine’s dance is also appealing. If you belong to Aƒetɔku, “you can enter and dance as you like.

376

Shrine members are known by this pseudonym, literally translated as “children of Aƒetɔku” (vi=child;
wo=pluralization). Other common terms of identifying membership, especially as a greeting between members, are
Kuviwo (an abbreviation of Aƒetɔkuviwo) and the response Agbaviwo (“children of the bowl”, bowl being a
sobriquet for Aƒetɔku). Parent/child relational terms for non-familial contexts are common in the Eʋe language,
especially in musical/religious contexts. Others include huviwo, (“children of the god”), Agbadzaviawo (“children of
Agbadza”, a drum), Kinkaviawo (“children of Kinka”, a drum).
377
Most recordings I have, from 2002 to 2018 average around ♩.=78BPM.
378
Signature Gorovodu/Brekete drums can average ♩.=233BPM, Yeʋe drums at ♩.=196BPM.
379
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Kpordzinu Goka, April 9, 2015.
380
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Timothy Agbeshie Kofi, April 7, 2015.
381
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi George Sorsu, April 12, 2015.
382
Gaba (1965:206) mentions possession as a trait of the Aƒetɔku shrine in Kodzi, but I have never seen any
evidence of such behavior in Dagbamete over the past 20 years of visiting there.
383
Interview with Hunua Akorli, April 6, 2015.
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But [other shrines] if you didn’t belong to them, sometimes they will not ask you to dance, to
join, to do anything”384, or “ if you don’t know the steps you can’t participate.”385
These two terms referenced above – blewu and gidigidi – deserve some unpacking as
they are concepts that operate in opposition and balance to one another, referring to behavioural
and emotional states of being that are found in various Eʋe expressive contexts and bear some
socio-musical relevance. Ideophones (not idiophones), such as blewu and gidigidi, can “stimulate
an event, an emotion, a perception through language” in a way that other word classes cannot.386
While relatively absent from Indo-European languages, in many of the world’s well-researched
languages ideophones form a major word class and are as relevant as nouns and verbs.387 Blewu
can mean calm or slow and is widely used to describe certain tempo-related aspects of a drum. In
recent decades, the term has found novel use as a tempo marking on scores of Ghanaian art and
choral music (Figure 5.1), “an intercultural idiom that blends aspects of Western and African
compositional resources.388
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Ibid.
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi George Sorsu, April 12, 2015.
386
Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz (2001:3). Ideophones are a linguistic phenomenon, common in oral cultures that use
sound (the spoken word) to give aural representation to the full range of sensory experience, as well as action and
emotion. Also see Noss (2004:359-361) and Agawu (2016:149-151).
387
http://ideophone.org/topics/ideophones/
388
Dor (2004:27)
385
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Figure 5.1 Blewu as tempo indicator on a contemporary Ghanaian art choral score389

But blewu also alludes to notions of calm, safety, caution, and being measured and gentle
in action and speech, concepts which are distantly related to “slow” but expand the semantic
value of it. As with many Eʋe words, the translation into English is dependent on the context of
usage. Simply saying “blewu” speaks of more than just literally going slow. It can amplify and
qualify the idea of patience in a way the term for patience (dzigbɔdi) does not, as in the phrase
Gbɔ dzi blewu blewu (“Be patient in a calm and soft way”). Nyamuame mentions the use of
blewu as the foundation for a rhythm in Avleʋu (a genre of Yeʋeʋu), with the drum stating
“blewu, blewu, blewu” and instructing the dancers to “calm down” during the chaotic climax of
the Avleʋu dance.390 Another phrase, “Blewu nye xoxo na ada” (“Blewu is older than ada”)
places the term in a relationship to one of its opposites, ada (anger).391 The expression reminds us
that being calm, rational, and measured, as opposed to angry and irrational, is a preferred manner
of behaviour and results in efficacious and desired relationships and interactions. Conversely, we

389

Ibid. You will notice that blewuu has an extra “u” on the score example. Some choose to write the term this way
as the pronunciation has an elongated “u/oo” ending.
390
Nyamuame 2013:252
391
This phrase, which borders on being a proverb, was brought to my attention by Julius Vodzi Torgboh. Personal
Communication, April 25, 2018.
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can equate ada (anger) with speed, for when we are angry, indeed, we speak faster, our heart
beats faster, our movements are faster.
A final aspect of blewu, and one that further connects the term to Aƒetɔku is the blewulike character of the deity itself. When discussing the concept with an Eʋe friend, he gave the
example of working in a job with a boss. One type of boss might be quick to anger and admonish
you for not performing well, even after a single infraction. This type of boss you would perhaps
fear and not be attracted to. But another type, who is patient, gentle, and is more forgiving with
infractions, may allow such behavior to continue for some time until the final limit has been
reached and you have failed to improve your performance, whereby you would receive
reprimanding and/or termination. Such is the nature of Aƒetɔku, you can break the taboos of the
shrine and receive gentle warnings in your life (through minor life obstacles, related sicknesses,
etc) but when the transgressions have become too much and you have not heeded the warnings of
the deity, death awaits you.
The ideophone gidigidi is used to describe and express a sensation or behavior that can
be violent, aggressive, harsh, loud, rough, and unpredictable; Fiagbedzi defines it as “an
onomatopoeia signifying irregular, noisy and agitated movements.”392 While no shrine or its
music can be characterized as inherently championing such behaviors and feelings, the
reputation of some shrines as being dangerous does exist, as such perceptions are inextricably
tied to the existence of trɔdzedze (spirit possession). Within Kɔku and Gorovodu/Brekete shrines,
trɔdzedze is a common and expected occurrence that generates a palpable air of “gidigidi-ness”.
Trɔdzedze can come upon various initiated members at almost any time during the course a
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Fiagbedzi (2009:334)
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musical performance, catching everyone off-guard. No one can predict when and to whom it
might occur. It is swift, disruptive, and forces ritual attendants to act fast in transitioning the
newly possessed individual into a state in harmony with the context that allows the spirit to fully
and freely express itself through the individual over the duration of the episode of possession.
Witnessing the onset and interplay of spirit possession invokes a sense of fear, wonder, and the
unknown if one is not familiar with it. Even then, one never fully knows what a possessed
individual will or can do.
When the first instance of trɔdzedze occurs during a performance, everyone present is on
edge, in anticipation of when the next one will come. In one moment you are standing calmly
next to an individual and in the next that person is spasming, shrieking, and spinning out of
control, causing temporary chaos. The example of trɔdzedze, from the initial onset of the trance
episode to the ensuing behaviors of the entranced person, are prime examples of gidigidi, as it is
the embodiment of violence, aggressiveness, harshness, loudness, roughness, and
unpredictability.393
I recall my first experience with possession in Ghana during my first visit in 1999. Up to
that point in my stay, my only experience of traditional religious practice was provided by the
weekly rituals at the Aƒetɔku shrine. When I left my room that day and encountered the
performance space of the invited Kɔku worshippers, my understanding of reality was expanded,
to put it bluntly. What was I to make of a man standing next to me one second and in another
hacking intensely at his leg with a machete, almost wishing for blood that wouldn’t come? I

393

On numerous occasions I have been a guest, participant, and documentarian of performances of Vodu Kɔku, a
much-feared and respected shrine among the Eʋe for several reasons, not the least of which is that slashing and
slicing various parts of the body with large machetes, without drawing blood, is the signifying act of its members.
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wasn’t alone in this experience as some Dagbamete residents had never witnessed this type of
behavior either, and their sense of shock, awe and even fear was even more pronounced than
mine.394 To witness ecstatic possession of this type for the first time, intimately and boldly,
forces one to evaluate how the natural world operates vis a vis the scientific understanding of the
world most of us are enculturated to. How does a man vehemently slice at his tongue with a 14”
machete and not draw blood? Our rational minds will draw up answers to assuage the cognitive
dissonance, but I’ve learned to just accept these behaviours for what they are and remain happily
ignorant about the “how”.
Can one say that the drums championed by these shrines reflect these ideophonic labels?
In the case of Aƒetɔku, I would argue that the majority of the music, especially the various
drums, are definitely stately, measured, and as expressed by one member, comfortable. Thus,
Aƒetɔku expresses blewu on three levels: 1) in the explicit tempo of its drums, 2) by the general
character that the drums exude, and 3) in the perception of the personality of the Vodu. I would
not ascribe such correlations between music, deity, and behavior in the case of “gidigidi shrines”.
These shrines do have deities that are swift and merciless in their enactment of spiritual
retribution, and whose members do engage in behavior, in the form of trɔdzedze, that is gidigidi
personified (literally). However, I would not ascribe such a character to their drums. The music
of these shrines varies in tempo, some being remarkably fast, with Brekete drums’ tempos
reaching ♩.=238. But the performance of these musics does not generate any feeling of
unpredictability, roughness, violence, or any other behavioural traits associated with gidgidi. The
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When a possessed Kɔkusi approached any group of people they would immediately disperse, women clutching
children and the children in tears.
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musicians are heavily engaged in synchronizing their every stroke with each other, cognizant of
the azagunɔ’s rapidly changing dialogues with the asiʋui and the improvisatory rhythms of other
drums that interweave the asiʋui. There is no room for being loose or distracted. And while the
tempo is tiringly rapid (even to listen to!), the musician must maintain a measured composure in
order to sustain the energy required to play this music and keep it from degenerating or falling
apart. Apart from the dancing of possessed individuals, standard Gorovodu/Brekete dancing is
contrastingly relaxed. It emphasizes a loose half-time shuffling of the feet on the sandy earth
rather than vigorous upper body movements. Further still, the main drumming of Kɔkuʋu is not
nearly as fast as most Gorovodu/Brekete, yet trɔdzedze is always featured in the performance of
it. Thus I do not agree with any correlations between tempo and trance.395

5.3

A Note on Notation and Terminology
Various scholars have notated African music in ways that are reflective of their training,

influenced by their end goals, or as a result of searching for new ways to represent music that
does not always fit inside the realm of Western staff notation. The debate on the appropriateness
of using one culture’s notation system (which is an extension of their theoretical system) to
represent another far removed it will not die down anytime soon.396 Nor do I wish to dip my toes
in that water too deeply or for too long. But we must be cognizant of the ever-evolving discourse
on the applicability and representation of indigenous ontologies in the academic pursuit, as it is
part of a larger process of decolonization. That said I must agree with Agawu’s view that in the
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I point the reader to Rouget (1985) for a thorough examination of the various connections (or lack thereof)
between music and the trance/possessed state.
396
See Agawu (2003:49-68) and Shelemay (2010:24-43) for a discussion detailed discussion and critique of various
notational methods applied to the study of African music.
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end, the use of staff notation (especially with modifications) remains the best option to express
the sound of African music in a visual form, regardless if the end goal is to support analysis,
pedagogy, or preservation. As he states:
For power is what it is all about, warts, distortions, contradictions, imperfections, and all.
A postcolonial transcription, then, is not one that imprisons itself in an ostensibly
‘African’ field of discourse but one that insists on playing in the premier league, on the
master’s ground, and in the North. From this point of view, an ideology of difference
must be replaced by an ideology of sameness so that - and this is somewhat paradoxical –
we can gain a better view of difference. In other words, only if we proceed from a
premise of sameness and grant difference in the unique expression of that sameness are
we likely to get at the true similarities and differences between musics.397
Staff notation is limited in communicating aspects of expressive timing and pitches that
are not equally tempered, both of which are a major part of African musical expression.
However, this study will employ staff notation for analytical and descriptive purposes since my
study is not heavily concerned with notions of expressive timing and pitch temperament (though
both are very much present in the Eʋe context). In notating percussion instruments utilized in
southern Eʋe musical practice, my goal is to present an efficient visual representation, adding or
subtracting staff lines when appropriate to denote relative pitch levels, timbre, and strokes of
certain drums. The notation of vocal music will use staff notation, utilizing a relative key
signature as opposed to the exact pitch the songs were recorded in. This will make for easier
transcription, avoid the use of exceedingly high or low ledger lines and allow for easier
comparison among different pieces. The notational practice for the instruments will be explained
as the instruments themselves are being discussed in the following pages.
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Agwau (2003:67-68)
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Different writers have used the same terms to mean different things when discussing
rhythm, time, and meter, leading to some confusing discourses around what is meant by the word
“beat”, as one example. In this study I will use beat to refer to the regular and equidistant beats
that constitute a time cycle, specifically the points in time that are emphasized by dance steps.
The subdivisions of these beats are what I will call pulses, two per beat is a duple structure and
three per beat is a ternary structure. Thus for a transcription with a time signature of 4/4 or 12/8,
there will be four beats. My use of time signatures serves to signify the duration of the cycle.
And by meter, I refer to the neutral arrangement of the beats and pulses with no implication of
hierarchy or accentuation within the cycle.

5.4

Drums of the Drums
The instrumentation of all the drums played at the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi is the same collection

used in the majority of southern Eʋe drums: atsimeʋu, sogo, kidi, kagaŋ, gakogui, and axatse
(most are shown in Photo 5.1).398 While all of the aforementioned instruments can be considered
essential, some deserve special recognition. During my first experience learning this music, it
was heavily impressed upon me – with seriousness by my stern-faced teacher – that the iron
bell/gakogui is the most important instrument and “master” of all others. The rhythm and
function of this idiophone is sacrosanct as its main function is that of a phrasing referent399 that

398

While these are the core instrumentarium, several other drums and idiophones are in common use. These include
the kroboto, totodzi, boba, atoke, akɔge, each of which features differently, depending on the drum. As these
instruments do not feature at all in Aƒetɔkuʋu, I will not discuss them further. There is also class of drums and
aerophones that are part of the panoply of chieftaincy and statecraft, which while culturally relevant and important,
bear little musical weight to the study at hand. These include the agblɔʋu, lakleʋu, ʋukpo, and ladzo. For in-depth
description of the functions, designs, and associations with the above and other Eʋe (both northern and southern)
instruments not mentioned here, see Gbolonyo (2009:105-125).
399
See Nzewi (1997:35)
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guides all musicians, dancers, and singers to weave in and around each other, to synchronize
their movements and voices, and enables the thick polyrhythmic texture characteristic of
southern Eʋe drumming to thrive. Pantaleoni explains that “The pattern of the bell molds time
like a relief map so that every moment stands in unique relation to the rest of the span.”400 These
timelines, as they have become widely-known by academics, have been given dozens of names
by researchers and their function, quantitative, and qualitative aspects have been the focus of
dozens of research efforts.401

Photo 5.1 The instruments of Aƒetɔkuʋu. Left to right (foreground): kagaŋ, sogo, kidi, sogo, axatse.
Background: two atsimeʋu in their ʋugla (drum stand).

400

Pantaleoni (1972: 72)
See Nzewi (1997), Kubik (2010), Toussaint (2013) and Agawu (2003, 2006, 2016) for a comprehensive
understanding and assessment of timelines in all their manifestations, within Africa and in the diaspora.
401
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5.4.1

Gakogui

Photo 5.2 Gakogui

Gakogui are uniform in design, made up of a larger clapper-less bell with an extended
handle, to which a smaller clapper-less bell (a “child”) is bolted and welded.402 They vary mainly
in size, bell wall thickness, and relative pitch, the latter being a function of the first two. They are
typically held with one hand and beaten with a wooden stick with the other.403 The playing
technique also gives rise to the name, as gakogui translates as “small metal bell played on its
side”. Beyond its musical role, gakogui are also employed in the context of prayer and
invocation to a deity, where they don’t play a measured rhythm but a series of alternating low

402

Hence the alternate name gakpavi (“ga with child”).
The player often muting the lower bell after striking, which stops the vibration and gives the bell a glissando or
vocal-like effect. I have also seen some Yeʋe members employing an additional playing technique whereby the hold
the instrument against their forearm and beat the back of the larger bell against a metal bracelet in conjunction with
the stick to create more complex patterns.
403
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and high bell strokes intoned in free rhythm as an accompaniment and stimulant to verbal
prayers.404 Pitch is not a consideration in notating the instrument so only one line will be used,
with notes appearing below and above it for the low and high bells respectively (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Gakogui notation

5.4.2

Axatse
The essential accompaniment to the gakogui is the axatse, a hollow gourd covered in a

net of beads, shells, or other durable objects. Held by a naturally occurring handle in one hand,
this idiophone is played by striking the bulbous/covered part against the thigh (downstroke) and
the palm of the opposite hand (upstroke). Its function shadows that of the gakogui and its rhythm
often follows the rhythmic structure of the gakogui but fills-in rhythmic gaps in the timeline so
as to fill otherwise empty subdivisions. Unlike the gakogui, there are usually numerous axatse
played together, at times overpowering the sound of the gakogui, giving rise to the classification
of certain drums as axatseʋu, that is, drumming dominated and identified by the large number of
axatse.405 The notational choice for the axatse reflects the physical motion (upstroke/downstroke)
as well as timbral difference between the two strokes (see Figure 5.3).

404

Voduyɔyɔ, the invocation for Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku which employs the gakogui in this manner, will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 7.
405
See Ladzekpo (1971:7), Fiagbedzi (1977:60-61), Ladzekpo and Ladzekpo (1983:221-223) for indigenous
classifications of music according to instrumental identity and performance style.
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Figure 5.3 Axatse notation

5.4.3

Kagaŋ
The kagaŋ can considered the motor of the southern Eʋe drum ensemble. It is relentless,

unchanging and has been described as “stubborn”406. Its short and thin stature results in a highpitched tone that is easily heard above the rest of the ensemble and, aside from the atsimeʋu,
travels farther (up to a kilometer in my experience) than other drums. Played while seated, the
player uses two thin sticks with a slapping motion, which contributes to its piercing sound
quality, akin to a rimshot.407 Unlike the kidi/sogo, the kagaŋ does not engage in call-and-response
dialogue with the lead drum and is more aligned with the role of the gakogui and axatse in
creating a static temporal frame within which all music and dance activity occurs. The rhythm of
the kagaŋ usually occupies and emphasizes the pulses in-between the main “dancing beats” of a
drum’s metric framework, often described as being “offbeat”. The notation for the kagaŋ will
reflect the main open-stroke/rimshot technique as well as specific sticking (see Figure 5.4).408

406

In characterizing the southern Eʋe drums as a family, the kagaŋ is seen as a stubborn child who refuses to listen
to the voice of its father, the deep-voiced sogo or atsimeʋu. Most of my Eʋe teachers and friends espouse this view.
407
Two drums within Aƒetɔkuʋu utilize a one-stick performance technique.
408
In certain drums, other strokes may be used on the kagaŋ, such as mutes, the bare hand, and even the TO stroke
that usually the domain of a leading drum but these are definitely exceptions.
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Figure 5.4 Kagaŋ notation

5.4.4

Asiʋui
Supporting and/or responding drums are known as asiʋui and usually refer to the kidi and

sogo, both played with two sticks.409 The kidi and sogo are identical in their tear drop shape – fat
at the bottom and gradually tapering at the top, the only difference being their size as the kidi is
smaller. The kidi has a smaller playing circumference and is tuned lower than the kagaŋ. The
sogo has a considerably larger playing circumference and lower tuning than the kidi. The
combination of both drums, usually playing in unison, allows their rhythms to forcefully sound
as a responding chorus to the lead drum’s calls, covering a large tonal range. Using two sticks,
the playing technique is deceptively simple. Only two strokes are used, an open stroke in the
centre of the skin and a closed (and ideally unheard) stroke in the same location. I say
deceptively simple as the manner of closing and opening the stroke, especially in rapid
succession and with rapid tempos, makes for some of the most technically and physically
demanding drumming. Notation for the asiʋui will show the open and muted strokes as well as
sticking patterns (see Figure 5.5).

409

Asiʋui literally means “small hand drum” (despite being played with sticks), but kidi and sogo have varied
etymologies. Kidi is purely onomatopoeic, while sogo has several explanations for its name, which I won’t detail
here, as none are widely accepted and may be creative etymologies, which I choose not to champion.
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Figure 5.5 Asiʋui notation

Beyond its supporting role (and I would surmise previous to it),410 the sogo functions as a
lead drum in many religious drums (Kɔkuʋu, Efaʋu, Yeʋeʋu, Adzimaʋu) as well as in all of the
most identifiably Eʋe drums such as Agbadza, Atrikpui, and Akpoka. It leads with the same
methods and strokes as the atsimeʋu, two stick and/or stick/hand or by using two hands. As a
lead drum its voice is the lowest in the ensemble and that voice sings beautifully in the
performance space and beyond, despite its somewhat “thuddy” timbre. One of its curious
acoustic characteristics, a function of its design and tuning, is that musicians seated within 3-4
feet of the sogo may find it difficult to hear, as other instruments mask its timbre. Yet when
heard from 30-40 feet away, its voice shines, reverberating off walls, trees, and people.

5.4.5

Atsimeʋu
The atsimeʋu is the most visible and impressive of all Eʋe drums due to its sheer size,

volume, and expressive potential. Its length varies between 4.5-6 feet, tapered at each end. It is
single-skinned (like all Eʋe drums) and is always mounted in a stand (ʋudetsi or ʋugla) which

410

I base this assumption on the fact that the doubling of kidi/sogo as responding drums is not a rule in Eʋe musical
practice from Ghana to Benin. The addition of sogo as an asiʋui basically gives more depth (in tone) and volume
(amplification) of the rhythm. Exceptions are drums which have intermittently different rhythms for the kidi and
sogo in their supporting roles, such as the Atsokla/Kadodo section of Adzogbo and some drums from Yeʋeʋu.
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allows the drum to be placed at an angle while the player stands beside it.411 Its voice is usually
the lowest and loudest in an ensemble.
Depending on its design, tuning, and technique, the voice of the atsimeʋu can be quite
deafening, akin to a gunshot heard at close quarters. The atsimeʋu is by far the most ubiquitous
lead drum in all southern Eʋe contexts. It is common to find two atsimeʋu played side-by-side,
sharing the azagunɔ’s role and work, a practice within Aƒetɔkuʋu as well. It is played with two
heavy and relatively long sticks or with the more tonally expressive one stick/one-hand
combination. The atsimeʋu and sogo (when used as a lead drum) produce the most elaborate and
expressive techniques of drumming in southern Eʋe musical practice. These methods and their
notation require elaboration and explanation.

5.4.6

Two-Stick and Stick/Hand Lead Drumming Techniques and Vocabulary
While two-stick playing is generally employed for improvisational passages as well as

sending signals to community members via ʋuyuɖuyuɖu, the one stick/one hand method is where
the atsimeʋu and sogo really speak. The following tables show the strokes used on the atsimeʋu
and sogo, indicating the nomenclature I have devised, the technique utilized for each stroke, the
Eʋe solmization, and their timbral and relative tonal quality. Table 5.1 details all possible
strokes, 15 in total, employed on the atsimeʋu/sogo using both the two-stick (2S) and stick/hand
(SH) methods.

411

Pantaleoni (1972:65fn8) mentions an atsimeʋu so large that the player needed to stand on a bench to play the
drum, even when it was angled!
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Stroke

Technique

1

right stick open

2

left stick open

3

right stick open/left
hand press

4

6

Left hand bass while
holding stick
Left hand bass/right
stick on shell
right stick press

7

left hand press

8

left hand open

9

muted

10

bass

11

bass pressed

12

left hand open with
stick on the side of the
drum
left hand muted with
stick on side of the
drum
bass with stick on the
side of the drum

stick strikes centre of skin
and bounces
stick strikes centre of skin
and bounces
stick strikes centre of skin
while the fingers of left
hand press the edge of
skin to raise pitch
heel/side of the left hand
in the centre of the skin
stroke #4 in combination
with #15
tip of stick presses into
centre of skin
tip of stick presses into
centre of skin
fingers of hand bounces
off edge of skin
fingers of left hand strike
edge of skin and press
firmly
full left hand bounces off
centre of skin
Heel of left hand and/or
wrist presses into centre
of skin
stroke #8 in combination
with #15

5

13

14

15

stick on drum body

Eʋe
solmization
de, te, ze

Timbre

Tone

Method

resonant

M

2S/SH

ge

resonant

M

2S

to

H

2S/SH

ga

nonresonant
but
piercing
resonant

L

2S

dza

resonant

L

2S

tsi

nonresonant
nonresonant
resonant

H

2S/SH

H

2S

M

SH

gi, dzi

nonresonant

H

SH

ga

resonant

L

SH

ga

nonresonant

L

SH

dzi

resonant

M

SH

stroke #9 in combination
with #15

dzi

nonresonant

H

SH

stroke #10 in combination
with the right stick
playing the side of the
drum
right hand stick strikes
body of the drum

dza

resonant

L

SH

kpa

Nonresonant

H

2S/SH

ki
ge

Table 5.1 Two-stick (2S) and stick/hand (SH) stroke inventory for sogo and atsimeʋu
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Figure 5.6 shows the staff representation of all 2S and SH strokes, with an approximation
of their pitch in relation to each other. Altered note heads denote timbral changes produced by
certain strokes.

Figure 5.6 Two-stick (2S) and stick-hand (SH) notation for sogo and atsimeʋu

5.4.7

Two-Handed Method
Using two hands (2H) allows the azagunɔ to exploit the tonal characteristics of the drum

skin and its modulation, facilitating language imitation and communication. Notwithstanding the
popularity of the northern Eʋe bɔbɔbɔ drums that employ hands, using two hands on a lead drum
that is not sogo is only found in a few other southern Eʋe drums, such as Gadzo and Daʋu.412
Atsimeʋu is the lead drum in the majority of Aƒetɔkuʋu, but only in two of them (Gadze and the
1st movement of Lakawuha) is it played using the two-hand method. These are among the few
instances I know of the atsimeʋu being played with hands as opposed to the usual stick/hand
combination and it is extremely rare. Table 5.2 lists the possible two-handed strokes and Figure
5.7 shows their notation.413

412

See Nyamuame (2013:220)
There are several advanced and idiosyncratic techniques of playing sogo that I have not included. One involves
modulation of pitch using the elbow or fingers of the left while striking with the right, used in improvisation. Also
missing from these tables and figures, for 2S, SH, and 2H play, are combination strokes that are viewed as a single
entity, despite being composed of two distinct hand movements. These include the dense flam-like combinations of
strokes that are given their own mnemonics (such as vlo and glo), and dense ornamented stroke combinations (such
as gre, hre, kre) which are often employed in both atsimeʋu and sogo play. An additional aspect of lead drumming
not depicted in my notation is the controlling of the membranes vibration after an open stroke (with either the stick
413
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Stroke

Technique

1

right hand open

2

left hand open

3

bass (either hand)

4

mute (either hand)

5

slap (either hand)

6

touch (either
hand)414

fingers of hand bounces off
edge of skin
fingers of hand bounces off
edge of skin
full hand bounces off centre
of skin
fingers of hand strike edge of
skin and press firmly
fingertips and side of hand
strike the edge of skin
fingers gently touch edge of
skin

Eʋe
solmization
de, te, ze

Timbre

Tone

resonant

M

ge

resonant

M

ga

resonant

L

gi, dzi

non-resonant

H

tsa

non-resonant

H

gbi, gi

non-resonant

n/a

Table 5.2 Two hand (2H) stroke inventory for sogo and atsimeʋu

Figure 5.7 Two-hand (2H) notation for sogo and atsimeʋu

or the hand). If strokes do not fall in rapid succession, an open stroke in the right hand with a stick or hand will
immediately followed by the subtle pressing of the left hand fingers, effectively stopping the vibration. A similar
aesthetic is found in all left and right hand strokes of 2H play, wherein the the striking hand remains on the
membrane immediately after striking. These subtleties may be lost from a distance but to the player and those close
by, this aesthetic of vibration control is a one identifier of a skilled hand.
414
This stroke is not actually heard in ensemble play and is used by the azagunɔ to align with the flow of time in
phrases that contain significant gaps between onsets. It could be classified as a time-keeping stroke and is analogous
to the use of the “kpa” stroke in 2S playing techniques.
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5.4.8

Other Notable Instruments
While the foregoing section is dedicated primarily to the music and instruments of

Aƒetɔkuʋu, I do find it relevant to briefly discuss some instruments that are exclusive to other
indigenous religious contexts. This will give the reader some insight into the differences between
the musical identity of Aƒetɔkuʋu and other spiritual drums, as sound and instrumentation are
major signifiers. Four other instruments serve as religious identity markers: brekete, agbomlɔnyi,
aʋaga, and adodo. The brekete drum (Photo 5.3) which is unique to Gorovodu/Brekete shrines,
is the result of the Eʋe adaptation of what would be considered a “northern” style of drum
construction: a barrel-shaped, double-skinned, and low-pitched drum that is slung over the
shoulder and played with a curved stick, a signifier of the “northern-ness” of these shrines.415

Photo 5.3 Brekete

415

To be clear, in this context, “northern-ness”/”northern” is directed at the northern part of Ghana, not the geocultural zone of the northern Eʋe. See Rosenthal (1998) and Friedson (2009), Montgomery and Vannier (2017) for
descriptions of this perceived “northern-ness” and its various signifiers as found in Gorovodu/Brekete, such as
modes of dress, ritual accoutrements, song text, and the inclusion of the double-skinned, hourglass-shaped armpit
tension drum, the dondo.
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The agbomlɔnyi (Photo 5.4) is an important lead drum of Yeʋe shrines that bears certain
historical and cultural significance and has status as a religious instrument with a design that is
found in no other southern Eʋe drum.416 However, my research with drum makers points to the
design of the agbomlɔnyi as a vestige of the predecessor to the “modern” atsimeʋu, the former
being carved from one piece of wood, the latter utilizing a cask method of construction using
multiple staves of wood.417

Photo 5.4 Agbomlɔnyi

416

The name literally means “sleeping ram”, derived from the former practice of covering the neck of the drum with
a grass skirt/ala while the drum was played on an angle, thus resembling a sleeping ram with a furry mane.
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 1, 2018.
417
Bob Tengey, a drum maker in Akatsi who specializes in carved drums, drew pictures of how sogo and kidi were
shaped in the past (resembling the agbomlɔnyi). I am of the opinion that the current design of the stave-style drums
was influenced by the designs of certain barrels as well as the design restrictions that the barrel-style placed upon the
shape of the drum. See Galeota (1985) for a concise history of the stave-method of drum making among the
southern Ewe in Ghana and Togo.
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The aʋaga and adodo (shown in Photo 5.5) are two metal idiophones that feature in
different ritual capacities. Though not musical instruments, neither being “played” as it were,
they are both objects that figure prominently in southern Eʋe musico-religious practices. The
aʋaga, a small iron clapper bell, is the “quintessential medium for inviting and acknowledging
the presence of tutelary spirits.”418 Its monotonous sound is also used in some contexts to ward
off evil spirits, to aid in necromancy, and to contribute to the physical and spiritual well-being of
a community. The name, which translates as “metal penis”, derives from the shape of the iron
(ga) clapper which said to resemble the male genital (aʋa).
The adodo is intimately connected to members of the Yeʋe shrine and is an immediate
signifier of membership and as well as being used in invocation purposes and to create a “general
mystic atmosphere.”419 It is constructed of a metal rod, with a cluster of smaller iron clapper bells
on each end and is “played” by shaking it, thus it could actually be considered an iron rattle.420 In
the Yeʋe context, it is shaken by devotees to accompaniment of particular free-rhythm songs, the
sound believed to attract Yeʋe deities to respond quickly invoked.421 It Though mostly known as
an instrument of Yeʋe, it is also used by some Kɔkusiwo in ritual performances and in the
invocation of Vodu Awudi.422

418

Avogbedor (2000:17)
Avorgbedor (1987:10)
420
For detailed information on the use of the adodo, the symbolism of its construction and its role in creating a
ritually potent atmosphere see Ibid. (1987:7-10) and Nyamuame (2013:185-186).
421
Ibid. (2013:185)
422
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 9, 2018.
419
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Photo 5.5 Left to right: aʋaga and adodo

5.4.8.1

Not An Instrument, But Instrumental

One aspect of Eʋe musical performance that has not had much attention in the canon to date is
atsikɔgo (“wood side beating”). This is the performance of the timeline of a drum on the side of
the leading drum (usually on atsimeʋu) using two sticks, by another performer (often by a junior
musician) standing behind the azagunɔ (see Photo 5.6).423 More than the gakogui or axatse, the
azagunɔ relies on the sound of the atsikɔgo for his reference and audibility of the timeline and
pulsation.424 The azagunɔ himself can play atsikɔgo during a performance to adjust tempo and
intensity, and may also use it to demonstrate the correct placement of the timeline with the
commencement of a song, before the other instruments begin. In the course of playing he often
hits the side of the drum with his stick hand (when playing with one hand/one stick) to maintain
his own alignment with the timeline. While the rhythm of the atsikɔgo is based upon that of the

423

Atsikɔgo is the death of many an atsimeɔu actually. The regular, sustained, and at times intense beating of the
wood results in splintering wood, holes, and drums in need of repair and replacement.
424
Within axatseʋu especially, the gakogui’s voice is often obscured and difficult to hear during performance.
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gakogui, its realization can take several forms and ends up sounding similar to axatse patterns.

Photo 5.6 Two players of atsikɔgo

For children and younger musicians, the opportunity to play atsikɔgo is something of a
privilege and serves as one of the major paths to learning intricacies of lead drumming. It is not
uncommon to see an unskilled and faulty atsikɔgo player have the sticks removed from his
hands, admonished and threatened with a beating, and quickly replaced by an eagerly awaiting
performer. In a culture where dedicated one-on-one instruction is a rarity, the proximity of the
learner to the master and the immediate sound and appearance of the senior musician’s playing,
makes atsikɔgo a valuable opportunity for on-the-spot learning. Atsikɔgo has rarely been
discussed in writings on Eʋe music, perhaps because it is not itself an instrument or because it
doubles the gakogui and axatse, yet its importance cannot be overlooked. The only moderately
detailed description of the practice is from Jones, who includes a transcription of one such
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pattern, which he calls ʋukɔgo.425 Frishkopf makes a passing mention of it.426 Ladzekpo and
others also include ʋukɔgo in descriptions of atsimeʋu performance techniques but do not discuss
it as a separate entity, only as a special kind of single atsimeʋu stroke (kpa) classified as kɔga or
“side of the drum” playing.427 Figure 5.8 shows some common atsikɔgo rhythms.

Figure 5.8 Atsikɔgo for several different tempos and timelines. Right hand on top line, left hand on bottom.

425

Jones (1959:161)
Frishkopf (1989:40)
427
See http://www.richardhodges.com/ladzekpo/Atsimevu2.html, Pantaleoni (1972), Agbeli and Locke (1980), and
Kwami (1998).
426
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Patterns A and B are the most common atsikɔgo patterns and are used in a variety of
drums and in a broad range of tempos. For slower drums/ʋublewu (♩.78-90 BPM), patterns B and
C are the most common and pattern A will rarely be used. Pattern D is associated with small
number of drums, such as Adzro, Afoʋu (from the Yeʋeʋu repertoire), and Brekete, whose tempos
are relatively quick (♩.=180-230 BPM). This pattern is also utilized by a performer when the
tempo is too fast to consistently and clearly play the [2-2-1-2-2-2-1] timeline. Pattern E and F
are commonly played with Kinka, Gahu and other drums that use a [3-3-4-4-2] and [3-3-2]
timeline. The majority of Aƒetɔkuʋu utilizes patterns B and C, while pattern F is used with one
drum, Kpɔtame.

5.5

Aƒetɔkuʋu
Regarding the history of the music of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi in general, the narrative that has

been relayed to me by two of the most knowledgeable shrine elders is that there were a number
of songs learnt from the original “owners” of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. A large number of songs are from
the Efa repertoire, and the remainder were composed in Ghana by Mate Kwakuvi, senior brother
to Amenorhu Akpanaka Kwakuvi, the originator of the shrine in Ghana. The issue of origins of
the non-Efa songs played at the shrine is further complicated by the other known fact that
Amenorhu Akpanaka Kwakuvi and his brothers would travel to Benin periodically to learn the
liturgy and rituals associated with worship of the vodu on a yearly basis, because the songs and
ritual knowledge “can’t be taught at a time.”428 What exact songs and drumming repertoires were

428

Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 2, 2014.
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learnt there is not fully known. The same ritual specialists from Benin would also visit Ghana
periodically to impart knowledge, leading to further opacity about the origins of particular songs.
There are 16 repertoire items in the shrine that are performed with varying degrees of
regularity over the course of the shrine’s yearly ritual cycle. As a whole, this repertoire is known
as Agbodziʋu/Aƒetɔkuʋu (“the music and dance of Agbodzi/Aƒetɔku”); it is classified in Table
5.3. 10 of the 16 are exclusive to the shrine and are not found in any other Eʋe musical context.
They form the core of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku’s musical identity.429 They include: Adaʋu, Adzokpa,
Adzotsui, Dɔdaha, Gadze, Kpɔtame, Lakawuha, Voduyɔyɔ, Ʋulegbe, and Ʋutsɔtsɔe. The other
six, while performed in relation to shrine activity, are derived from other sacred contexts such as
the Efa divination society (Ayodede, Efaʋu, Efa Anagoʋu, Hatsiatsia) and the Yeʋe religious
order (Sogbadzi). Gakpa/Gadodo/Ega is specifically associated with the shrine’s tutelary deity
Hɔgbanu, yet this drum has origins in secular contexts from surrounding communities, making it
a rare example of a secular drum being sanctified and adopted into a religious context.430 For the
remainder of this dissertation, Aƒetɔkuʋu will only refer to the 10 drums exclusive to the shrine
but mention of selected other drums will occur as some, especially Gakpa, have an important
relationship to the shrine and its rituals.
Musical Item
Adaʋu
Adzokpa
Adzotsui
Ayoɖeɖe
Dɔdaha
Efa Anagoʋu

Exclusive to
Aƒetɔku
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N

Regularity

Ritual Importance

Semi-Weekly
Semi-Weekly
Rarely
Rarely
Circumstantial
Weekly

Essential
Optional
Optional
Optional
Essential
Optional

429

In many cases, a ritual can be identified by the music that accompanies it.
The inclusion of Agbadza and Atrikpui in some Gorovodu/Brekete shrines is another example. See Friedson
(2009)
430
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Musical Item
Efaʋu
Gadze
Gakpa/Gadodo
Hatsiatsia
Kpɔtame
Lakawuha
Sogbadzi
Voduyɔyɔ
Ʋulegbe
Ʋutsɔtsɔe

Exclusive to
Aƒetɔku
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Regularity

Ritual Importance

Weekly
Semi-Weekly
Weekly
Rarely
Weekly
Weekly
Rarely
Weekly
Semi-Weekly
Weekly

Optional
Optional
Essential
Optional
Essential
Essential
Optional
Essential
Optional
Optional

Table 5.3 Categorization of all musical types associate with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku

All of the drums feature prominently in the ritual life cycle of the shrine, but with varying
regularity. It would be folly to claim one drum’s importance over another due to the frequency
with which it occurs. Rather, each is an entity whose significance is connected to their ritual
affiliation or other circumstances that necessitate performance. For example, Ʋulegbe, Gadze,
Adaʋu and Adzokpa are perhaps the most identifiable drums within Aƒetɔkuʋu, yet on average
(during the weekly ritual cycle) they are performed relatively infrequently. They occur during
annual festivals, at funerals (and death-related ceremonies) and at random occurrences during
Sunday gatherings at a hunua’s request (and sometimes not at all).431 Contrast these with
Lakawuha, which is played numerous times every Sunday as it is essential to animal sacrifice,

431

On a visit to a smaller (and less busy) shrine in Teacher Mante-Agbodzi, I noticed that they played the
aforementioned drums as well as other specialized drums with more frequency that at Dagbamete. Often, this would
be in reaction to a specific incident that occurred at the shrine when a member was trying to make an offering to the
vodu but it was rejected, leading to an investigation of the person’s behaviour and possible transgressions against the
vodu. A song would eventually be raised which would reference the situation, as a means to educate the supplicant
or remind other members about certain types of behaviour and its ramifications. When I relayed this to Fiawodo
Afaxoe Amenorhu he bluntly stated “Here, the customers we see them many, we don’t have time to do that.”
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 28, 2018.
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making it the most frequently played drum. While the latter is indeed essential to ritual efficacy,
the former drums are an essential contributor to the identity of Aƒetɔkuʋu and accompanies ritual
and social activity which though relatively infrequent, is profound and memorable. While it may
seem odd that drums that are relatively rarely played are deemed as signifiers for Aƒetɔkuʋu, part
of their status comes from the intense nature with which they are played during funerals, wakekeepings, and at yearly festivals, wherein these drums are the soundtrack to the lives of
members. They are performed for hours at a time432, include intensely participatory song and
dance, and their songs carry messages that serve to reify the identification of a member with their
deity and community. In short, it is the quality of the performance of these drums that eclipses
their quantity (i.e., frequency) and elevates their status.
Although the repertoire of Aƒetɔkuʋu are considered drums, the definition of a drum in
this context falls along a spectrum. Adaʋu, Adzokpa, Adzotsui, Gadze, Gakpa, Ʋulegbe, and
Ʋutsɔtsɔe fit the definition given earlier. They are collections of song, drumming, and dance that
are identifiable by their particular musical elements. However, Dɔdaha, Kpɔtame, Lakawuha,
and Voduyɔyɔ comprise special ritual music whose function and ritual use place them in a
different category. While they employ idiosyncratic songs and drumming, dance is relatively
absent during their performance as their aim is to directly invoke spiritual efficacy and
communion.
There is a degree of overlap among the drums of Aƒetɔkuʋu in terms of their shared
musical resources, which complicates their classification. Voduyɔyɔ comprises a specific number

432

Funeral performances can have two sessions (morning and afternoon) that last 3 hours each. Rituals associated
with a death can last a whole night (10pm-6am), during which these drums are performed, and during festivals there
are nightly wake-keepings (ŋudɔdɔ) which last from 10pm-6am and 3am-6am.
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of unmetered songs sung as invocation. However, at the end of the invocation, the rhythm of
Gadze is played very briefly to accompany one song. Does this mean Gadze is used for
invocation? No, but its rhythm is “borrowed” for a particular purpose. Another example would
be Lakawuha. Its 1st movement is the exact same drumming as Ʋutsɔtsɔe, just with different
songs. The 2nd movement uses Ʋulegbe’s atsimeʋu repertoire, but the asiʋui play a phrase that is
exclusive to Lakawuha. Finally, Dɔdaha (“sickness healing song”) uses specific songs for
healing combined with the aforementioned asiʋui and atsimeʋu patterns of Lakawuha, resulting
in another hybrid drum.

5.5.1

Musical Elements of Aƒetɔkuʋu

Figure 5.9 Standard Aƒetɔkuʋu Rhythmic Referential Texture (S.A.R.R.T)

The gakogui, axatse, and kagaŋ parts for Aƒetɔkuʋu are the same in the majority of the
drums. Their combination, shown in Figure 5.9, will henceforth be referred to as Standard
Aƒetɔkuʋu Rhythmic Referential Texture (S.A.R.R.T). While this referential rhythmic
configuration is shared among various drums, each drum can be immediately identified through
the ʋugbewo played by the asiʋui and ʋuga.
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Aƒetɔkuʋu’s musical character is exemplified by ʋublewu (“slow drum”), a categorization
and adjective for drums that fall within a tempo range that is emically considered slow. Besides
the qualitative aspects of ʋublewu (discussed earlier in this chapter), drums categorized as
ʋublewu use levels of rhythmic subdivision less common in drums with quicker tempos (known
as ʋutsɔtsɔe, or “fast drum”). In the context of Aƒetɔkuʋu, seven drums are ʋublewu: Adaʋu,
Adzokpa, Adzotsui, Dɔdaha, Lakawuha, Gadze, and Ʋulegbe. The tempo of these drums creates
more space for rhythmic variance at the 16th-note level of subdivision, which is expressed in the
rhythms of the asiʋui and ʋuga.433 Examples of these rhythms will be shown in the following
description of each drum. Songs associated with each of these drums will be detailed in Chapter
6.

5.5.2

Ʋulegbe
Ʋulegbe is the signifying drum in the Aƒetɔku shrine. According to C.K. Davor, Ʋulegbe

songs contain “the real message of Aƒetɔku” and are used to “bring Aƒetɔku closer to you.”434
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu claims that the rhythms of the drum is used to “confirm” the songs
to the listener, signifying the impact and message, a statement that directly imbues rhythm with
meaning.435 That Afaxoe, who has perhaps more ritual knowledge and experience related to
Aƒetɔku than anyone else alive, would make this connection between “pure” rhythm (i.e., with
no nyagbe [associated text]) and implied meaning is a testament to the perceived power and

433

Drums which are faster than ʋublewu and slower than ʋutsɔtsɔe also make use of the 16th-note subdivision level
in the asiʋui and ʋuga. However, at this “middle tempo”, a perceptual shift occurs when such rhythms are heard and
the overall ternary feel starts to take on a binary/quarternary appearance. In ʋublewu such ambiguity is not evident.
434
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
435
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 5, 2014.
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efficacy that drumming has for members. These statements are obvious when one witnesses the
emotional charge that comes over members when Ʋulegbe is introduced; there is a palatable
boost in participation and buzz in the atmosphere. More than any other drum, Ʋulegbe forms a
sort of soundtrack to the experience of Afetɔku and functions as a musical signifier of the shrine.
The word means “long drum” (ʋu=drum, legbe=long), in reference to the atsimeʋu that is the
lead drum. There are no specific restrictions on when and where Ʋulegbe can be performed, but
there are several contexts in which is normally played. A corpus of approximately 70-80 songs is
sung with Ʋulegbe, with several of these songs shared with Adzokpa, another major drum in the
shrine.
Ʋulegbe is performed at ceremonies held outside the shrine such as adaɖaɖa (ritual
appeasement of the deceased’s spiritual body if killed due to offending Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku) and
aviɖeɖe (funerals for deceased shrine members). Its most intense and extended performances are
during ŋudɔdɔ/wake-keeping held during the annual Ƒetatrɔtrɔ (yearly thanksgiving to the deity)
and the mid-year Talulu festival. During these festivals, Ʋulegbe is also performed prior to the
zogbɔgbɔ, a magnificent procession of the deity from the zo (sacred grove) to the shrine. Despite
Ʋulegbe’s significance, however, it does not always feature during regular weekly meetings.
When I asked elders about the infrequency of Ʋulegbe during these ceremonies, I was told that
there was often little time to perform it on a Sunday in lieu of ritual obligations and activities that
do not always necessitate the playing of certain drums. And that when they would play Ʋulegbe,
it would be for the enjoyment of the members and to help fill gaps of inactivity.436 It is

436

My visit to Dagbamete’s antecedent Aƒetɔku shrine (located near Teacher Mante, Eastern Region) brought this
explanation to life. As that shrine is in a remote location, is less popular, and is surrounded by different ethnic
groups, there are not lines of members coming each Sunday to make sacrifices, mediate disputes, and give constant
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interesting that Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu referred to Ʋulegbe (and several other drums) as
“just for music”.437 Thus Ʋulegbe, which C. K. Davor affirms contains the “real message of
Aƒetɔku”, is considered in some contexts to be for entertainment (i.e., “music”) but in other cases
to accompany extended rituals (such as adaɖaɖa). It is an example of contrasting and
overlapping indigenous views of musical styles and their ritual function.

5.5.2.1

Ʋulegbe’s Rhythmic Identity
Ʋulegbe, like many other drums in Aƒetɔkuʋu is considered ʋublewu, and employs the

S.A.R.R.T (see Figure 5.9). The asiʋui play a half-cycle ʋugbe that immediately marks the drum
as Ʋulegbe (see Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10 Ʋulegbe’s asiʋui ʋugbe with S.A.R.R.T.

streams of activity at the shrine. Thus, they would often play Ʋulegbe and Adzokpa for extended periods (20-30
minutes) until individuals arrived for a ritual. Such lulls in activity are unheard of at Dagbamete, which has a steady
stream of supplicants.
437
Ibid.
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The asiʋui ʋugbe highlights the 16th-note subdivision of ʋublewu. From the perspective
of the performer, this subdivision layer is reified in ways not available to the listener. By
isolating the sticking pattern, we see that the left hand is playing a dotted eighth-note pulse,
alternating between closed and open strokes (see Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11 Left hand reduction of asiʋui ʋugbe

The combination of asiʋui and the kagaŋ produces the melorhythm438 shown in Fig. XX:

Figure 5.12 Resultant rhythm of asiʋui and kagaŋ 439

438

Melorhythm is a concept that underlies many African percussion traditions, wherein combinations of percussive
textures consider melodic character as much as the rhythmic. The term was coined by Nigerian musicologist Meki
Nzewi (1974).
439
When strokes occupy the same temporal space, the asiʋui’s strokes are what remain in the resultant rhythm as
they are generally louder (usually 2 or 3 drums as opposed to one kagaŋ).
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The atsimeʋu interacts with the S.A.R.R.T and asiʋui in an evolving rhythmic
relationship. What some azagunɔwo call the ʋugbaŋtɔ, is considered the main ʋugbe of
Ʋulegbe.440 Figure 5.13 shows this phrase along with its related asiʋui part.

Figure 5.13 Ʋugbaŋtɔ for Ʋulegbe and its relation to the asiʋui ʋugbe

The asiʋui and atsimeʋu are closely related in this excerpt, which is a common in southern Eʋe
lead drum/asiʋui ʋugbe compositions, with the atsimeʋu essentially playing the asiʋui rhythm.441
But the atsimeʋu has a much larger vocabulary of phrases that it can play within Ʋulegbe. In a
systematized form of improvisation, the azagunɔ can permute and combine the phrases of this
vocabulary to express individuality, sustain interest, and propel the musical and dance event
forward and higher. One example of an elaborated form of the ʋugbaŋtɔ used by azagunɔwo
when playing Ʋulegbe is shown in Figure 5.14, including one example of the various
introductory and ending phrases that are employed. The improvisatory methods of lead
drumming, generally and within the context of the shrine, are detailed in Chapter 8. A longer
transcription of the atsimeʋu repertoire is found in Appendix C.

440

Derived from “ʋugbe” and “gbaŋtɔ”. In this context gbaŋtɔ can be translated to mean “main”, “first”, “original”,
or “primary”. Every drum in Aƒetɔku will have an associated ʋugbaŋtɔ. Interview with C. K. Davor, April 15, 2015;
Interview with Azagunɔga Kudzo Davor, April 05, 2017; Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh on July 15, 2018.
441
There are two main call-and-response relationships between the ʋuga and the asiʋui. The ʋuga’s main call can be
the exact phrase that the asiʋui will respond with, in which case the asiʋui mimics the ʋuga (as shown here). Or, a
true “question-answer” relationship where the ʋuga plays a phrase which weaves around the associated asiʋui
ʋugbe. These relationships will be discussed at length in Chapter 8.
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Figure 5.14 Elaboration of Ʋulegbe’s ʋugbaŋtɔ

5.5.3

Adzokpa
Adzokpa is another popular drum that is similar to Ʋulegbe in terms of its frequency of

performance, context of performance, and that it can be played “just for music.” Like Ʋulegbe,
Adzokpa is most often played during festivals, at ŋudɔdɔwo (wake-keepings), and certain rituals.
However, during weekly Sunday meetings at the shrine, ritual circumstances may arise that
inspire the hunua to demand an Adzokpa song.442 The main reason for these requests is to

442

Actually, songs from other drums, whose performance does not usually feature prominently during Sunday
meetings, may also be requested at this time, such as Ʋulegbe, Gadze, Adzotsui, Adaʋu. It all depends on the
situation and message that the hunua wants to emphasize. Usually these performances are extremely short, lasting
for one repetition of the song.
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emphasize the message of the song, deemed relevant to the situation, while at the same time
publicly admonishing the individuals involved.

5.5.3.1

Adzokpa’s Rhythmic Identity

ʋugbe
Figure 5.15 Adzokpa’s asiʋui ʋugbe with S.A.R.R.T.

Adzokpa is identified by a half-cycle asiʋui ʋugbe as found in Figure 5.15. Unlike
Ʋulegbe, this ʋugbe does not articulate sixteenth-note subdivision. Its strokes are evenly spaced,
with four open followed by two closed strokes; also note that the pattern does not begin at the
commencement of the gakogui cycle (see bracket in Figure 5.15).
As in Ʋulegbe, the atsimeʋu uses a set number of phrases identifiable as belonging to
Adzokpa. The ʋugbaŋtɔ for Adzokpa and its relation to the asiʋui ʋugbe is shown in Figure 5.16
with the GI stroke of the atsimeʋu coinciding with the 1st and 3rd open strokes of the asiʋui
ʋugbe. When the GI stroke is a prominent part of the ʋugbaŋtɔ, it always doubles the
corresponding asiʋui open stroke. This is an example of the atsimeʋu’s call interweaving with
and supporting the asiʋui’s response, as opposed to the call being the response (as in Ʋulegbe).
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Figure 5.16 Ʋugbaŋtɔ and asiʋui ʋugbe relationship for Adzokpa

As with Ʋulegbe, the ʋugbaŋtɔ is one of many phrases that the azagunɔ can use in
dialogue with the asiʋui ʋugbe. Figure 5.17 illustrates some established motifs that an azagunɔ
will use to introduce and depart from the ʋugbaŋtɔ in Adzokpa. A longer transcription of the
atsimeʋu repertoire is found in Appendix C.

Figure 5.17 Common phrases used to introduce and depart from Adzokpa’s ʋugbaŋtɔ

5.5.4

Gadze
Gadze is played in the same contexts as Ʋulegbe and Adzokpa and has no specific ritual

purpose, aside from some of its songs which may have a ritual connection. For example, it is the
drum played whenever a member makes a voluntary donation of goods after fulfilling a pledge.
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These goods can include sacks of corn flour, locally-distilled alcohol, palm oil, or other items
considered useful to the shrine, such as a wireless microphone, chairs, or construction materials.
In these cases Gadze is used to honour and acknowledge that which has been offered. The Gadze
ʋugbewo are played to conclude Voduyɔyɔ, as well as in very specific cases where a hunua may
want to prove a point or send a message to the assembled members by calling for a specific
Gadze song. Gadze is one of the few drums that do not employ the atsimeʋu as the lead drum but
instead uses the sogo and/or the atsimeʋu played with bare hands.443

5.5.4.1

Gadze’s Rhythmic Identity
The drumming of Gadze is identified by its half-cycle ʋugbe and use of the atsimeʋu and

sogo (with 2 hands) as the ʋuga (lead drum). The full instrumental texture, including its
ʋugbaŋtɔ shown in Figure 5.18. A longer transcription of the ʋuga repertoire is found in
Appendix C.

443

There may be some relation of Gadze to the Efa-related drum known as Efa Anagoʋu (the ʋublewu aspect of Efa
music). Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu has stated that Gadze contains many songs from Efa Anagoʋu. Using the sogo
as the lead drum and the slow tempo of Gadze also points toward a relation to Efa Anagoʋu. Also, during Gadze the
azagunɔ can introduce Efa Anagoʋu ʋugbewo if an Efa Anagoʋu song is brought forth by the henɔ. Clearly, Gadze
bears some compatibility and influence from Efa Anagoʋu.
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Figure 5.18 Gadze's asiʋui ʋugbe and ʋugbaŋtɔ with the S.A.R.R.T.

5.5.5

Adaʋu
Adaʋu is considered one of the more serious drums in Aƒetɔkuʋu and there are

restrictions on when and where it can be performed. According to Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu,
Adaʋu is a “provocation to the shrine and should not be sung all the time.”444 C. K. Davor
explains Adaʋu as a drum that can “invoke the spirit of Aƒetɔku in various ways. It is a type of
song or dance [drum] played or sung in a special way, portraying the meaning and significance
of each information that is to be delivered”.445 Adaʋu’s thematic content and ceremonial
associations separate it from other dance-related Aƒetɔkuʋuwo. Ʋulegbe, Adzokpa, Gadze, and
Ʋutsɔtsɔe which can be played “just for music”, whereas Adaʋu cannot.

444
445

Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 2, 2014.
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
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The etymology of the term, “ada” + “ʋu”, makes reference to drum’s overall character.
While “ʋu” is a suffix to denote a type of drum, ada connotes a serious state of anger or fury.
When an individual deeply (or repeatedly) offends Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, it is understood that the deity
is put into a state of “ada-ness” and moves to exact punishment. In his description of the Adaʋu
that is performed within Yeʋeʋu, Nyamuame defines ada as “an intense emotional mood with a
heightened concentration. At this state the individual does not smile, laugh, wink or get distracted
with anything.”446 Avorgbedor similarly explains Adaʋu (as found in Yeʋeʋu) as a dance during

which “performance initiates demonstrate their heightened spiritual status.”447 When I asked C.
K. Davor about the difference between the Adaʋu in Yeʋe and the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine he
stated
When they play it, there is spiritual feeling to it. When these people play Adaʋu people
become wild (possessed). So here also [for Aƒetɔku], it means some invocation of
spirits.448

Humegbeda Dzotefe Dunyo emphasizes the character of Adaʋu similarly:
Adaʋu is when Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku’s eye is red [in a state of ada]. We don’t sing them
normally, we sing them on occasions…almost all the songs in Adaʋu goes through that
way. Unless something is seriously concerning performance [a ritual] as part of the
religion, we don’t sing it by heart [without reason] unless that time comes. It’s a serious
invocation of the spirit.449

446

Nyamuame (2013:200)
Avorgbedor (1987:13). The Adaʋu associated with Yeʋeʋu is not the same drum played in the Aƒetɔku shrine.
The only similarity is in the name and in the character that is ascribed to each. This is not the only instance of
similar musical-ritual objects shared by Yeʋe and Aƒetɔku. The adaɖaɖa ritual is practiced in both institutions, yet
differs in several ways. And Sogbadzi, another drum of Yeʋe, is also played at the Aƒetɔku shrine. When asked about
this, Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu stated that Efa, Aƒetɔku, and Yeʋe were all in the “same category” (spirituallyspeaking) so their music can be used in all of these contexts. Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 5,
2014.
448
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 9, 2017.
449
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, May 16, 2019.
447
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Given all of the above characterizations of Adaʋu, it has been given its own sobriquet of
“110”. This is an allusion to an alcoholic drink of high proof/potency, to signify he high spiritual
potency of the drum and the context in which it is played.

5.5.5.1

The Rhythmic Identity of Adaʋu
Adaʋu uses the S.A.R.R.T in combination with its identifying asiʋui ʋugbe and ʋugbaŋtɔ,

as shown in Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19 Adaʋu asiʋui ʋugbe and ʋugbaŋtɔ with S.A.R.R.T.

Atsimeʋu and asiʋui perform an interweaving call-and-response, with the rhythm of the
ʋugbaŋtɔ echoed exactly by the asiʋui ʋugbe. Each phrase occupies the same amount of time and
their open strokes do not overlap, as happens with other atsimeʋu/asiʋui dialogues. This ʋugbe is
also different from all other Aƒetɔku asiʋui ʋugbewo in that it emphasizes a duple grouping
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within a ternary cycle, one of the fundamental and most-studied qualities of African rhythmic
expression.450
This ʋugbe is played in other drums: Nyayito and Efa Anagoʋu are all ʋublewu (slow
drumming) that use the same S.A.R.R.T as Adaʋu. They employ this ʋugbe as one of many
shifting dialogues between the ʋuga and asiʋui. The same ʋugbe is also played in a relatively
recent (circa 1950s) and popular social drum known as Kinka. The point of interest is that while
all of the aforementioned drums have a ternary metric structure, Kinka employs a duple metric
structure. Examples of ʋugbewo used in different drums sharing the same metric structure are not
uncommon. But a ʋugbe used in different metric structures is quite rare.451 Compare the Adaʋu
ʋugbe in Figure 5.19 above, with the same ʋugbe shown in Figure 5.20. A longer transcription of
the atsimeʋu repertoire is found in Appendix C.

450

This feature is generally known as “cross-rhythm” in academic studies. I choose to reinforce Nzewi’s (1997,
2009) more holistic and culturally attuned approach – what he calls “inter-rhythm” – describing it as a relationship
wherein two or more components work together rather than against each other. Theorizing about cross-rhythm has
also generated some incorrect ideas regarding African musical practice, such as polymeter. See Agawu (2003) for a
nuanced assessment of many of the approaches that have informed the study of African rhythm into the 20th century.
451
Given the polyrhythmic tendencies of Eʋe drumming, one might theorize that examples such as this could be
more prevalent and that any duple ʋugbe could be transposed into a ternary structure.
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Figure 5.20 Adaʋu ʋugbe as played in Kinka

5.5.6

Ʋutsɔtsɔe
Ʋutsɔtsɔe (“fast drum”) is the only drum played in the shrine that is emically considered

to be fast, thus its name.452 It is grouped with Ʋulegbe, Adzokpa, and Gadze as drums that have
no specific ritual purpose and can be played at any time or if a specific incident requires one of
its songs to be sung. Of all of these drums, it is the one that is played the least and has the
smallest number of associated songs. This drum is interesting however, as its drum rhythms are
often utilized in the 1st movement of Lakawuha (animal killing songs).

452

Tempo itself is a fuzzy field when describing a drum as ʋublewu or ʋutsɔtsɔe. Ʋutsɔtsɔe (the drum) is usually
around ♩.=114-124. As a general tempo indicator for drums outside the context of the shrine, ʋutsɔtsɔe is usually
ascribed to tempos of ♩.=140-230, which is quite a range.
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5.5.6.1

The Rhythmic Identity of Ʋutsɔtsɔe
Ʋutsɔtsɔe uses a slightly different referential texture than the other drums detailed thus

far. It is similar to the S.A.R.R.T. except for the rhythm of the kagaŋ which is reduced to two
onsets, a common pattern in tempos within a certain range. The full texture with the basic
ʋugbaŋtɔ is shown in Figure 5.21. A longer transcription of the atsimeʋu repertoire is found in
Appendix C.

Figure 5.21 Ʋutsɔtsɔe asiʋui ʋugbe and ʋugbaŋtɔ with referential rhythm texture
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Chapter 6: Aƒetɔkuhawo – The Songs of Aƒetɔku
Amedzro se gbe, mese adagana o
(A stranger understands the language, but does not understand its idioms)
Eʋe lododo (proverb)
6.1

Introduction
Any cursory glance at the ethnomusicological record of Eʋe studies will show the high

position that drumming and rhythm has been ascribed. This is understandable, as the traditional
instrumental musical practice of the Eʋe is dominated by membranophones and idiophones,453
the analysis of which has dominated scholarship over past six decades.454 And while important
meaning and messages are conveyed through the large repertoires of ʋugbewo associated with
various drums, I contend that it is through songs that the greatest transmission of cultural,
spiritual, historical, and emotional information occurs.455 I quote Agawu when he comments on
this situation: “There is, then, something of a dissonance between the overwhelming emphasis in
the popular imagination on ‘African drumming’ as the site of ‘complex rhythms’ and the
considered statements by specialists that the song holds the key to understanding these musical
cultures.”456 Through songs, the deeper elements of Eʋe culture and identity are encapsulated;
historical figures and episodes are kept alive; spiritual philosophy and cosmology are imparted;
the grief of a mourning mother is shared; empathy and emotion are conveyed. Songs have the

453

Aerophones are confined to contexts of statecraft, or rare life-cycle rituals (associated with the birth of twins for
example), while chordophones are nearly non-existent in current and known historical practice. There is no
developed repertoire or genre (to my knowledge) that extensively employs either of these instrument types in the
southern Eʋe context.
454
Some indigenous scholars have made strides to broaden the scope of Eʋe, and African musical scholarship in
general, focusing on verbal, melodic, formal, and harmonic aspects. See Nayo (1964, 1968, 1973); Fiagbedzi (1977,
1987, 1997); Agawu (1995, 2003, 2016); Dor (2001, 2004, 2005, 2015); and Gbolonyo (2005, 2009).
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Even within the realm of drumming, the messages that ʋugbewo deliver are still speech based. However, the
abstract musical aspect of drumming as pure sound can serve to signify identity and purpose on various levels.
456
Agawu (1995:2)
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capacity to be direct and honest in their meaning, or they can be couched in layers of meaning,
with obscure or foreign words and/or concepts, open to multiple interpretations. Unpacking and
translating the lyrics to a song are journey in itself, where it is possible to touch upon the
historical, spiritual, and philosophical all in just a couple of lines of text.457
Eʋe songs are rarely explicit in their meaning. They can have up to three layers of
intertextual connectedness: 1) the literal meaning (what the words actually say); 2) the basic
meaning (what the text is really trying to communicate); and 3) their deeper philosophical and
cultural connotations, which in turn determines their interpretation and applicability to a given
situation. Song texts are unapologetically periphrastic and rely on the use of metaphor, idiomatic
expressions, proverbs, and other euphemistic words and concepts that signify much deeper
cultural and linguistic meaning.458 Because such texts are subject to multiple interpretations,
accurate translation is difficult. The necessity of context and the generous use of figurative
speech in Eʋe song texts means that “the listener has to depend on his or her own experience and
imagination in order to “fill in” or construct the real meaning which resides in a deep structural
level of verbal discourse”.459
The brevity of some of the songs discussed below (and those in many other drums) does
not correspond to simplicity in meaning or poetic and artistic value. In fact, the opposite may be
true for a song that displays economy of words, as two or three short lines can often imbue the
text with greater indexical power than longer song types. Anyidoho emphasizes “that the short
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Agawu laments that the appreciation of African music by non-Africans is incomplete due to the inability for most
to enter the linguistic dimension of African music (Agawu 2016:200).
458
Dor (2015:170-178) emphasizes the profundity of the Eʋe language and the proliferation of gbeɖaŋu (“deep
speech”) that crosses numerous verbal domains including metaphors, parables, satires, maxims, words of wisdom,
and other philosophical dicta, including poetry, song texts, and the nyagbe of ʋugbewo.
459
Dor (2001:209)
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Eʋe lyrics discussed require a depth of critical perception and strategy that may not be easily
found even in people with more than average knowledge of Eʋe language and artistic tradition.460
With such short texts, the value of repetition should not go unnoticed. Repetition is a widespread
trait, utilized to great effect in African musical and poetic practice, as has been identified by
many scholars.461 It is integral to maintaining stability, emphasis, formal/structural balance, and
of course, retention. C. R. Gaba, in his pioneering study of Aŋlɔ-Eʋe sacred utterances states, “It
will be noted that the ritual recitals abound with repetitive ideas, language and imagery. The
repetition is intended by the people to serve a symbolic purpose and to testify to the urgency of
the particular needs that prompt the utterances.”462 The same idea could be applied to these
songs.
Without a culturally informed and accurate translation of a text, an appreciation for its
affective power is difficult to attain.463 As a non-native speaker of Eʋe, with only a functional
understanding of the language,464 I am indebted to a number of close friends who have helped me
understand levels of the language and expression that I would never have been able to decipher
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Anyidoho (1983:163)
Jones (1959:24) and his “Rule of Repeats; Chernoff (1979:112-113), Locke (2011, 2013).
462
Gaba (1973:6)
463
See Agawu (2016:188-200) for an argument on the importance of language in truly appreciating African song. As
it relates to broader musical capability, especially for drummers, see Agawu (2016:152-152).
464
Though I have been visiting Eʋe communities since 1999, I have never made a dedicated effort to learn Eʋe via
language classes. In fact, most of my understanding of the language comes from learning song texts texts, and
informal “lessons” about the language and its building blocks in other quotidian contexts (car rides, long walks,
evening discussions, at drinking bars). Though I would not consider myself fluent, if placed in community where no
English speakers were present, I would never go hungry.
461
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on my own.465 Even with greater fluency, there are deeper cultural and historical references
embedded in phrases and terms that go far beyond simple language acquisition.466
Eʋe song is fundamentally deictic in nature. But even to the culturally attuned native
speaker, simple readings of sacred song texts, will lack depth without reference to the song’s
context. I again quote Kofi Anyidoho’s study of Eʋe oral poetics: “There is a sense in which we
cannot fully appreciate the meaning, the significance, and the total impact of the singular poetic
statement through a strictly textual reading of song. A fuller appreciation is to be found at he
point of intersection between text and context”.467 The context of performance is the most
important for this study as it is often directly connected to a ritual activity or spiritual issue. But
beyond this, the words and phrases (regardless of their purpose) must often be understood in
their larger socio-cultural and spiritual context which the song may reference.

6.1.1

Song Repertoires
My goal in cataloguing these songs with their full text and my collaborative translations

and explanations is to enforce upon the reader the meaningful spiritual connections and
references they contain. I could have given the text without indicating each one’s form of
repetition, but given the importance of repetition in conveying a song’s message, especially for
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Of note are Julius Vodzi Torgboh, Ledzi Agudzemegah, C. K. Davor, Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo,
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, Sunday Nyakpo, and Avu Adukpo.
466
I should qualify all that I have written here by saying that certain names and the idiomatic expressions that they
contain are not easily or deeply understood by every native speaker. Such esoteric historical and cultural information
can be packed into seemingly simple phrases, that sometimes the meaning of these phrases can be lost on the general
population and/or open to several interpretations. See Dor (2001:204-210) for a discussion of this aspect of Eʋe song
text.
467
Anyidoho (1983:343-344)
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short songs, it is important to specify how a song is performed.468 Songs empower the believers
and reifying their conception and relationship with their deities. For the Eʋe reader (or those
fluent in the language), I implore you to generate your own nuanced interpretations of each text
(and their given contexts), which may or may not complement mine.
I am not focusing on many of the structural components of song as others have done, as
my intentions are not to establish any analyses, classifications, and comparisons of musical traits
of Eʋe music-making and oral poetics as a whole, nor how it is situated within the larger African
expressive realm. I include simple transcriptions of most of the songs in Appendix A for the
benefit of the reader who may wish to use these examples in their own research, from which they
can deduce their own notions about rhythm, melody, form, and harmony.469
The corpus of songs (hawo) associated with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is relatively large, owing to
the number of drums employed, various ritual contexts that have specific songs, and the
inclusion of other Eʋe spiritual drums and their own song corpus (namely Sogbadzi [Soʋu],
Efaʋu, and Efa Anagoʋu). Based on the collection of Aƒetɔkuhawo complied by Samuel
Davor,470 there are more 400 than songs currently in use. However, if we exclude the songs
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Ibid. (1983:373) states that “The spatial dimension is more immediately apparent in the graphic representation of
the oral poem [or song text] in the translated form. However, the temporal value of patterns of repetition would often
carry greater import for the aesthetics of the oral poem.”
469
Transcriptions of many of the songs included in this study, as well as audio files, can be found at
www.curtisandrews.ca/research.htm. I was unable to obtain recordings of certain songs due to the poor acoustic
environment of the current shrine and singing of those songs outside of its ritual context, even for learning purposes,
was prohibited and or/limited.
470
Shrine secretary Hunua Sammy Davor created a document that contains all the titles of the songs used in the worship of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, numbering nearly 400. His impetus was to create what he called a “hymnal” to assist with remembering all
the songs for members, eventually completing it with all lyrics for each song. This is a necessary step in his eyes, as many
members learn the songs by ear or from poor recordings (if they do not reside in the village), resulting in mispronunciations
and resultant altered meanings of these traditional songs.
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associated with the aforementioned Eʋe drums, as well as duplication and spelling errors on the
list, this number is closer to 250.471
Faced with such a large repertoire, most of which I had never heard before, how was I to
choose songs for my study? My initial goal was to identify songs that had a specific ritual
function within the shrine and/or contained any messages, references, or connections to vodu and
other spiritual matters.472 The main actor in helping me identify songs was the aforementioned
list that Sammy Davor shared with me in 2013. Referencing this list, I was able to discuss the
various drums with individuals and easily identify songs germane to my purpose. Also, the list
gave me immediate access to the scope of the song repertoire, something it would have taken me
years to discover on my own – if I could have done so at all, since many are rarely sung during
the annual ritual cycle.473 The list also acted as an index and a memory prompt for certain
individuals who when asked about songs, could not directly recall them, but when given the list
would remember details pertinent to my questions. Sharing this list also highlighted some errors
it contained, such as duplications, orthographical mistakes, and classification of songs under the
wrong drum. Other factors influencing my choice of songs included my own experience of ritual
activity at the shrine and identifying specific songs and rhythms used at various points which
would be of interest to the study. Last, I was drawn to certain songs simply because of their
musical content and emotional affect on me personally; in such cases thematic content was a
secondary criterion .
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Of this 250, I have collected 65.
As I was to find out later, nearly every song fits these criteria in some form or another!
473
Sammy Davor himself explained to me that the list was still not complete and had many omissions.
472
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The songs I include in this study are what I would define as sacred, though with two
further classificatory branches, determined by their ritual context. Thus, I classify ritual songs as
those disallowed from use outside their ritual context.474 These include songs for:
•

Agbaɖiɖi: descent of the vodu from the agbadzi to the ground

•

Agbakɔkɔ: ascent the vodu from the ground back to the agbadzi

•

Dɔdada: ritual healing sessions for patients of the shrine

•

Voduyɔyɔ: the invocation of the vodu

•

Lakawuwu: sacrificing of animals to the vodu

The most striking examples are invocatory songs of Voduyɔyɔ, whose texts are
considered gbesa (spiritual incantations), are highly charged with spiritual potency, and only
ever sung during this ritual.475 Similarly, Lakawuhawo (songs for killing animals) are never sung
outside this context as they too are invocations to the vodu and their text speaks to the ritual
activity directly.
The other branch of the classification comprises songs not bound to a single activity.
Their content may praise a deity’s character and/or describe its behavior, serve as warnings about
offending the deity, or reference existential issues of man’s relationship with the supernatural
and fellow human beings. Given their content and flexible use in the shrine, these are what I call
spiritual songs.476 They are connected to the following drums: Adaʋu, Adzokpa, Adzotsui,
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These songs are detailed Chapter 4 and 7.
The exception being when a devotee is faced with an immediate and dangerous situation, in which she can intone
the words of some of these songs to invoke the help of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
476
I borrow from Fiagbedzi (1977:197-198) who divides sacred music making into two branches: the liturgical
(ritually bound) and spiritual (flexible applications to worship activity).
475
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Gakpa, Gadze, and Ʋulegbe. The music of Adaʋu occupies a middle ground between the spiritual
and sacred as it is intimately connected to the serious ritual of adaɖaɖa, yet the drum can be
played outside that context at certain times and some of the songs of Adaʋu are sometimes
played with other drums or contexts.
In the psycho-somatic-metaphysical complex that is traditional religion, the
reinforcement of the spiritual strength, efficacy, power, and invulnerability of one’s chosen deity
is essential to a healthy and sustained spiritual practice and relationship with that deity.477 The
power the deity has in protecting, healing, and empowering the supplicant is revealed and
reinforced most powerfully through song. The content of Agbodzihawo is varied, but is primarily
focused on the power and protection that the vodu affords a devotee against any potential
spiritual aggressors, namely any adzetɔwo, anatɔwo, akpasetɔwo, dzotɔwo/botɔwo, or minanawo.
This should come as no surprise, as the main reason the vodu was sought out in the first place by
Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi (and subsequently the people of Dagbamete) was for protection
against the spiritual maladies that adzetɔwo and the like specialize in. The message of protection
is delivered by praising the vodu and his work for the benefit of his children, by taunting and
warning potential aggressors. Another major subject of some songs, especially Adaʋuhawo, is
what happens if devotees of Aƒetɔku disobey his ekɔwo (rules/taboos). Thus they serve as
warnings about such transgressions. These messages are couched in a variety of metaphors and
idiomatic expressions, or sometimes very plainly stated.
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I emphasize the relationship aspect here as the existence and power a vodu is dependent on the actions of humans
in constantly reinvigorating, feeding, and empowering the vodu, itself is a factor of the perceived effectiveness of
the vodu in the lives of the worshippers. It is very much a feedback loop and it is not uncommon for some vodu to be
neglected and discarded if they cease to be relevant in the lives of the individuals who “maintain” it.
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Working in tandem with the specific messages that these songs deliver, the repertoire and
sound of the music has very immediate affects and attractions to the membership. One kuvi
claimed that they feel proud and dance with more exuberance upon these hearing songs because
they remind her of the protection that the vodu has given her in the past.478 Another claims that
when she hears these songs, she immediately wants to jump up, dance and sing, even when alone
due to the feeling they invoke and their meaning to her.479 Others claim happiness from the songs
(Edzɔnedzi nam [It brings me happiness])480, of feeling “enriched”,481 of receiving solace when
alone and depressed due to financial woes,482 or even of using the songs to calm themselves
down when their “temperature wants to raise high.”483

6.1.2

Provocation versus Invocation
Whenever I was told a song is used to “provoke” the vodu, I thought that the speaker

intended to mean “invoke”, and I explained the misuse of English as being just another example
of Ghanaian English. Why would one want to intentionally provoke a powerful God? But after
consideration and discussion with other ritualists about the nature of interacting with the
spiritual, I understood that to provoke the vodu to work on one’s behalf is one of many ways one
can interact with it, especially when urgently seeking protection against aggressors. In such
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Vicentia Gadri, April 6, 2015.
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Mama Abuya, April 6, 2015.
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Mary Alikor, April 7, 2015.
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Timothy Agbeshie Kofi, April 7, 2015.
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Esther Kusorgbe, April 15, 2015.
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Christopher Mensagbadza, April 9, 2015.
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contexts, it is the wrath and power of the vodu one wants to awaken. A conversation with Hunua
Kofi Amenorhu (KA) brought this to my attention:
CA: Some Adaʋu songs are about provocation, but is that the best word? Is invocation
the better word?
KA: We ourselves think it’s something like to force him because all the spirits in this
world they work through singing, so maybe it cannot be provocation. But to my
understanding, nobody can invoke Aƒetɔku.
CA: But to provoke has a negative consequence.
KA: This is what I’m trying to understand. Because some words you sing, that song will
give him more ada. As if you ask “Do this thing for me. I want it now, now, now, now!!!”
CA : Its not provocation, it’s more like you are annoyed. That’s not what you do with
Aƒetɔku, is it?
KA : Well, its an English word we are using.
CA: If you poke a beehive with stick, you are provoking them.
KA: So we are invoking Aƒetɔku? It’s your word. We are just trying to learn from you.
[laughs]
CA: Because in adaɖaɖa it’s a special feeling you are trying to create, a mood and the
song is a big part of it. So like you said, you are increasing the ada aspect of the thing.
KA: Let’s say Aƒetɔku is like a tiger or something like that. You cannot play with a lion.
So can you invoke lion or you provoke lion?
CA: Well, if lion is a vodu you’ll invoke him but if he’s just an animal, you’ll provoke
him. [laughs]
KA: So, I’m thinking it’s still provoking because if you do not do anything against him
[the vodu] it will not work.
CA: It’s a provocation that won’t work on you.
KA: Because you have not seen Aƒetɔku. There are so many ways to bring him,
peacefully and can bring him with ada, so find a word for that and tell me too. Not
invocation, find something better so I can also learn.
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I’ve yet to find the perfect English term to untangle this semantic knot, but it is clear that
this idea of provoking the anger of the vodu for one’s own benefit is common. It speaks to a
different conception of the spirit and how humans can interact with and use them. A similar idea
was expressed by Julius Vodzi Torgboh concerning the nature of the word “helu/halu”, which is
used in certain ritual songs (discussed in Chapter 4). Using these “words of power” (which he
called “cursing”) is a way for the supplicant and/or priest to provoke the dangerous and angry
aspect of the vodu, while controlling and/or sublimating it for one’s benefit with prayer and
petitioning.484

6.2

The Songs of Adzokpa, Adaʋu, Ʋulegbe, Gadze, and Ʋutsɔtsɔe485
All songs will be presented under the drum with which they are affiliated. Ordering of the

drum and its songs alphabetical, rather than thematic or by any other intrinsic feature. Elision of
vowels between adjacent words and the occurrence of certain elongated vocables (“lo ho”,
“eeee”), both common, are ignored here to prioritize comprehension. While I cannot include
every song from my own collection, I have decided to include between 5-10 examples for each
drum to give a sense of some of the themes they contain.

6.2.1

Adzokpahawo (Songs of Adzokpa)
According to Sammy Davor’s compendium there are 45 songs associated with

Adzokpa.486 Their thematic content is not explicitly spiritual, as Ʋulegbe songs are; they do not
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Personal Communication with Julius Vodzi Torgboh on May 23, 2019.
The songs of Adzotsui and Gakpa are discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 4 respectively.
486
This is an approximate but realistic estimate as there are several songs that are shared between Adzokpa and
Ʋulegbe.
485
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reference Aƒetɔku or the work of a vodu directly. Rather they deal with social situations,
highlighting moral codes and behavior that affirms or contravenes these codes. These texts are
addressed to members of Aƒetɔku. Like Ʋulegbe, their meanings are delivered in the form of
proverbs and metaphors using both direct and indirect language.

1)
Call

//:Adonu hawoe kpe aya
Etoni be Adonu hawoe kpe aya.

Response //:Nyɔnu ye nye ame ne ameawo
Yɔmesi enye ku wu Adonu://
Call
//:Nyɔnue kplɔm de baɖawome
Response Nyɔnue kplɔm de klikome://
All
//:Nyɔnu ye nye ame ne ameawo
Yɔmesi enye ku wu Adonu://
Yɔmesi enye ku wu Adonu
Kuyi wu Adonu nyɔnue wui
Adonu hawoe kpe aya
Etoni be Adonu hawoe kpe aya.
Nyɔnu ye nye ame ne ameawo
Yɔmesi enye ku wu Adonu

The family of Adonu met misfortune
Etoni says Adanu’s family met with
misfortune.
Woman is someone to the people
Yɔmesi is the death that killed Adonu
Woman led me into bad actions
Woman led me into bad actions
Woman is someone to the people
Yɔmesi is the death that killed Adonu
Yɔmesi is the death that killed Adonu
Death that killed Adonu is a woman
The family of Adonu meet misfortune
Etoni says Adanu’s family met with
misfortune.
Woman is someone to the people
Yɔmesi is the death that killed Adonu

The surface meaning narrates an incident in which an individual (Adonu) was led or
influenced by a woman (Yɔmesi) into a situation that led to his death. What that situation was is
not indicated, but the outcome is important. The deeper message is a warning against being
influenced by someone else to transgress the taboos of the shrine seriously enough to warrant
death from the vodu. Etoni here could either be the composer or a previous hunua who
memorialized this situation in song, and is addressing other members of the shrine, as instruction
about following (or disregarding) the taboos.
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2)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All:

//:Afiawo, afiawo, afiawo
Viwo dzedzome na afiawo://
//:Woyi ne toɖoge atsusiawo xɔ
Woyi ne toɖoge://
Nyɔnu ʋanu woyi ne toɖoge
Atsusiawo xɔ
Agbemenuvɔ, maɖemewɔnɛ o
Afiawo, afiawo, afiawo
Viwo dzedzome na afiawo

It burns you, It burns you, It burns you
Your child falls into fire, it burns you
You went to listen to your rival’s room
You went to listen
Jealous woman went to listen to your rival’s
room
Extraordinary evil, nobody does it
It burns you, It burns you, It burns you
Your child falls into fire, it burns you

This song describes a jealous woman and her rival. The situation, as explained to me by
C. K. Davor, was that the jealous woman awoke from her bed at night to go eavesdrop on her
rival (such as a co-wife in a polygamous household); eavesdropping is classified here as an
extraordinarily evil/immoral act.487 In doing so, she left her young child unattended. The child
then wandered into the smoldering remains of a cooking fire and was burned or died due to the
mother’s inattention. The composer of the song is directly addressing the jealous woman, and
even though it is her child who fell in the fire, it is the woman who got burned by this action and
suffered loss of reputation.
On one level the song addresses relations between neighbours, family members, and cowives, and the danger of jealously. But it has a much broader application. According to C. K.
Davor:
Formerly in those days, we put fire inside the room to keep the room warm and drive
away mosquitoes. So she went out stealthily to be watching with her ears to hear what the
man and her rival is doing, she forgot that the child is lying there. The child wakes up
trying to come to the mother and enters the fire and burns. Why? Because you have gone
to listen to what your husband and the woman have been doing in the room. So it’s a
warning to women. But not necessarily watching like that. If you want to be envious of
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Competition among women for potential husbands or among co-wives is commonplace enough that some massproduced wax-fabrics are printed with idiomatic expressions alluding to it. See Sylvanus (2007:210)
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another person, you will be a victim. If you want to envy somebody, either his work, or
the property he has, anything [and] you follow that one too long, you are going against
the rules of Aƒetɔku. Not necessarily only women. All members who do not observe the
rules and who because of jealously go away from the track of Aƒetɔku into another line.488
The song’s sacred context immediately brings it into the realm of the vodu, where it is serves as a
warning not to engage in immoral and potentially transgressive behavior.

3)
Call

//:Agɔglo Hɔsu baba
Agɔglo egbe ɖaɣi ku ɖayibɔ

Response

Agɔglo Hɔsu baba
Agɔglo egbe ɖaɣi ku ɖayibɔ://

Call
Response
All

//:Mea li ɖe wo gloe la ɖe wo gloe
Ameta ɖe wo gloe la ɖe wo gloe://
Mea li me le ata ne
Mea li be wo le bete
Mea li me le bɔ ne
Mea li be wo le bete
Agɔglo Hɔsu baba
Agɔglo egbe ɖaɣi ku ɖayibɔ

Condolences to Agɔglo Hɔsu
Agɔglo refused grey hair and died
with black hair
Condolences to Agɔglo Hɔsu
Agɔglo refused grey hair and died
with black hair
I tried to hold but he was overcome
A human head was overcome
I tried to hold, I touched his leg
I tried to hold, it is cold and lifeless
I tried to hold, I touched his arm
I tried to hold, it is cold and lifeless
Condolences to Agɔglo Hɔsu
He refused grey hair and die with
black hair

Dying with black hair is an an allusion to a premature death. The middle part of the text
describes deceased’s body as the narrator tried to revive him to no avail. The real impact is
contained in the question of what caused this early death. According to C. K. Davor, it was
spiritual transgressions, and the song functions as “a sort warning to members that if you want to
live long, observe the rules of Aƒetɔku so that you will not die early, but will die a bit older”.489
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Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014.
Ibid.
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Though originally from the Efa repertoire,490 in the context of Aƒetɔku, such a death is the result
of not following the rules of Aƒetɔku. The key element is egbe (refusal), in that it was the
subject’s choice to refuse grey hair (i.e., break the rules).

4)
Amewoe dze ga yome
Tso woɖokui hewu
Keɖeke!
Amewoe dze ga yome
Tso woɖokui hewu
Miwo Ku nu
Mia tsiagbe

People follow the path of money
And kill themselves
Keɖeke! (Another name for Aƒetɔku)
People follow the path of money
And kill themselves
If you all do things according to Aƒetɔku
You (pl.) will have a long life.

According to C. K. Davor, “following the path of money” refers to the desire for other
material gain and wealth beyond money, such as a good name or wealth in property acquired via
stealing, killing, or using witchcraft, often at the expense of another person.491 All of these
activities are against the taboos of the vodu. If it is discovered that one has engaged in such
activities (via the eladada process, described in Chapter 4) but refuses to confess, it can lead to
death at the hands of the vodu. In such cases, the family of the offender must perform an
adaɖaɖa ritual else there will be further deaths in their family. Performing this ritual is
referenced in the song as Miwo Ku nu (literally, “you [the family] do Aƒetɔku things”. With their
completion, the remaining members of the offender’s family will have tsiagbe (long life).492
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As this is from the Efa repertoire, these transgressions can be related to not following the rules of one’s kpɔli. It is
sung with Efa Anagoʋu and is associated with Du Gudaflowo. Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March
19, 2018.
491
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014.
492
I see a parallel meaning in this part of the text, wherein Ku nu can be understood to simply mean taboos/rules,
and the tsiagbe directed at members who follow such rules.
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Thus, in essence this song is “also a warning to members not to follow riches of Earth, what you
have… be content”.493

5)
Call

Response
Call
Response
All

Ame ye le tɔ gbɔ
Mea nye tɔnu wɔna o
Fu wo li
Ɖagbe wo li
(same as above)
//:Fu/Ku wo li
Ɖagbe wo li://
Ame ye le tɔ gbɔ
Mea nye tɔnu wɔna o
Fu wo li
Ɖagbe wo li

One is at the riverside
But does not know river matters
Suffering is there
Good life is there
Suffering/Death is there
Good life is there
One is at the riverside
But does not know river matters
Suffering is there
Good life is there

The metaphor of the first two lines relates to any context in which one has intimate
knowledge of, or association with a situation or an individual, but is not aware or careful of the
potential positives and negatives of being in said position or privy to certain information.
Applied to the context of being a member of Aƒetɔku, C. K. Davor brings the meaning into
focus:
It means you are near Aƒetɔku, the son of a priest, the daughter of a priest, you are close
to Aƒetɔku, because the priest must tell you what this is as a son, as a daughter, you must
know more than ordinary persons. If you are close to Aƒetɔku try to know its do’s and
don’ts so that you just don’t go contrarily and be punished by Aƒetɔku. More directly to
very close people, maybe the sons of the priests. That’s what it is saying.
6)
Call
Asi me de ka ŋu egbe
Response Eka he goŋ!

493

Hand touched the rope today
The pulled rope went goŋ!

Ibid.
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Call

Kladzamavodu, asi me de ka ŋu egbe

Response Eka he goŋ!
All
Atsiglinyi medo tɔ, be yayi o
Adegbo me ɖo go o, be yeva o
Ɖɔɖɔ klele!

Kladzamavodu, hand touched the rope
today
The pulled rope went goŋ!
Elephant says he will not go to the river
Hippopatomus says he will not come to the
riverside
Stalemate!

A a tug-of-war between the elephant and the hippopotamus is this song’s metaphor, these
two animals being two of the largest and most powerful land and water-based creatures the Eʋe
recognize. Each animal is pulling the rope and making it taught and vibrate, depicted with the
ideophone goŋ. The elephant says he will not go to the riverside, the hippo says he will not come
out of the water, and the match ends in a stalemate between two formidable opponents who
refuse to give in to each other’s demands. The proverbial story is depicted in other musical
contexts though with a different melody and text;494 as such, it is an example of what Anyidoho
calls hamelo (song proverbs). He explains: “This special use of traditional proverbs is a common
aspect of Eʋe song practice, and as in the case of proverb use in general, the sense of beauty and
its impact lies, not in total newness, but in its novelty of application to drive home a particular
point of discourse”.495 C. K. Davor contextualizes the text further:
For example, there are taboos for the shrine: somebody feels he is very strong, so he can
challenge the power of Aƒetɔku. So he goes against the rules of Aƒetɔku and Aƒetɔku
sends his hand to him, or catches him; he is sick. He has offended the shrine through this
rule, through this rule. He doesn’t want to say it. Just bow, say it, confess so that Aƒetɔku
can forgive you. You say “No, I have nothing to say”. Aƒetɔku says “If you have
something to say, say it! If you don’t say it, I will leave you.” So it has become a tug of
war become him and Aƒetɔku. So it is a warning to members, that if you are in a problem
and you know you have committed a crime against Aƒetɔku, be free, confess your sin. In
494

I know the song as it is sung in Akpoka and Atrikpui, two drums that narrate episodes historical conflicts and war.
Dor (2000:46, 124) mentions the same as a Gadzo song (also a martial drum) and uses the same melody and syntax
as the Akpoka/Atrikpui version, though the text differs slightly in that he translates adagbo as leopard and they
refuse to remove their hands
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Anyidoho (1983:349-350)
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the song we are not told who conquers, but spiritually Aƒetɔku conquers. If you don’t
give in you will die. It’s a warning to members how to observe the taboos. 496
Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo’s discussion goes a little deeper and alludes to the connection of the story
to an Efadu.497 In Dunyo’s words:
That is a fight between two strong opponents, very strong ones. And then they give them
like a story. It’s Efadu. The way they put it it’s like a small animal, like a squirrel, went
to adegbo and said “I want to have a duel with you. I want to pull a rope, me and you and
I can tell you I will pull you from your water.” Adegbo looked at him, “You standing
there you want to pull me!?” Squirrel says “Yes I can do it! If you are not afraid you
should accept the challenge.” Adegbo says ok. Then they set a time when it will happen.
Squirrel says “I will bring you one end of the rope and I will go to the other end and
when you see the rope shake, then you know the battle has started, so you have to pull.”
So the same tiny animal went back to atsiglinyi in the bush and told him the same thing.
Atsiglinyi looked at him and said “Can this tiny animal pull me?” Squirrel said “I am
telling you I can pull you, if you accept the challenge.” Then atsiglinyi accepted. He gave
the other end of the rope to atsiglinyi. He said he is going and when atsiglinyi sees the
rope shake, you know the battle has started. Now he [Squirrel] went to the centre [of the
rope] where nobody [could see]….atsiglinyi thinks he is pulling with that thing, and
adegbo too thinks he is pulling with that small, tiny animal. So he went to the centre and
jumped on the rope and shake it! Oh! Come on! (laughs) The duel started. They pull,
pull, pull. Atsiglinyi can’t pull this small animal. Adegbo can’t pull this small animal. He
can’t understand it, why that thing happened. So they pull, pull, pull. When they can’t do
anything, they relaxed and they know the animal [squirrel] can’t pull it. So that is how the
thing goes. Atsiglinyi doesn’t want to go into the river, Adegbo doesn’t want to come out
of the water. So the thing becomes like dɔdɔklele. That is the song. We have a lot of
proverbs in the songs.498
This song is interesting to me as it is one of the few I have witnessed being put to use to
prove a point within the shrine. In late March 2018, I was sitting near the hunuawo at the head of
shrine when the animals being offered by two individuals were rejected by Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku
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Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014 and April 9, 2017.
The intersection and influence between general folklore (proverbs, song texts, folktales, myths) and the verses
that accompany of Efa/Ifa divination (also known as Edu or Ese) is has not gone unnoticed by scholars of the latter.
See Bascom (1969:120-137) for a thorough examination this phenomenon.
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Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, February 2, 2019.
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during eladada. In such cases, the hunuawo and other members gather closer to see what the
problem could be. Rejection indicates that one’s “heart is not clean” and that the supplicant has
done something that offended Aƒetɔku, usually a moral transgression that they have not
confessed to any other person. Further questioning by the hunua may lead to confession on the
part of the supplicant and the offering will be re-offered, the divination process started afresh. If
rejected again, the supplicant will be questioned further and other hunuawo, all assembled and
listening intently, may offer their own admonishment, questions and input. If no new information
comes to light a stalemate is declared. If supplicants are unwilling to disclose what they may be
hiding, the deity too may be unwilling to allow further blessings. On this occasion, one of the
individuals confessed to plotting with his friend to steal from another. His offering was accepted.
The other fellow however, refused to acknowledge complicity and his offering was continually
rejected. The hunua then called for this song to bring attention to the situation, making an
example of the individuals involved for all members to understand.

7)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

//:Lowoe tɔme lowoe
Lovi me ku na tɔ me ku o
Lowoe tɔme lowoe
Lovi me ku na tɔ me ku o://
//:Anatɔwoe/Akpasetɔwoe
Mi lewo ɖe adzralame://
//:Lowoe tɔme lowoe
Lovi me ku na tɔ me ku o
Lowoe tɔme lowoe
Lovi me ku na tɔ me ku o://

Crocodiles in the river, crocodiles
Children of crocodile will not die in a river
Crocodiles in the river, crocodiles
Children of crocodile will not die in a river
Witches
We catch them where the trap is set
Crocodiles in the river, crocodiles
Children of crocodile will not die in a river
Crocodiles in the river, crocodiles
Children of crocodile will not die in a river
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The song uses the proverb Lovi me ku na tɔ me ku o (Children of crocodile will not die in
a river), as that is their most comfortable environment.499 How can one die in one’s safest, most
intimately known environment? Applied to the context of the shrine, Aƒetɔku is characterized as
the crocodile and his devotees as children of the crocodile. Essentially, one should never fear
death under the protection Aƒetɔku, who has laid a spiritual trap for anyone attempting witchcraft
upon his children. The phrase Mi lewo ɖe adzralame refers to the action of catching said witches
“in the act”. From C. K. Davor:
You can do nothing to do harm to those children of the crocodile. Meaning that all
members of Aƒetɔku don’t fear dying when you are with Aƒetɔku. Don’t fear the witch,
don’t fear the jujuman, don’t fear the wicked because you are in the house of Aƒetɔku,
following the rules of Aƒetɔku successfully. Don’t fear because those witch people we
have put them under trap.500

An alternate but similar interpretation was given by Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, with emphasis on
following the ekɔwo (rules/taboos) of Aƒetɔku. He says:
Simply, if you are a member of Aƒetɔku you should know the rules so that Aƒetɔku will
not kill you, he should not get offended. You should know about the rules. Because if
Aƒetɔku kills, it’s like crocodile dies in the water. How can a crocodile die in the water?
Aƒetɔku will never come to kill. He wants to protect you. But if you don’t take the rules
and die yourself, it’s not the fault of Aƒetɔku. It’s reminding us to go about the rules.501
8)
Call
Response

//:Mea si ame mo
Mea mi gbe ɖe ahame?
Mea si ame mo
Mea mi gbe ɖe ahame?://

Should I fear a person’s face
That I would swallow leaves in a drink?
Should I fear a person’s face
That I would swallow leaves in a drink?
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N. K. Dzobo (1997:131) lists the proverb as Lo vi mekua tɔ ku o (The crocodile does not die by drowning. His
explanation of the proverb centers around self-confidence and affirming belief in one’s ability, which is not that far
removed from its use in the context of this song.
500
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014.
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Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 23, 2018.
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All

Etsɔ ha mea mi gbe
Nyitso ha mea mi gbe ɖe
ahame
Mea si ame mo
Mea mi gbe ɖe ahame?

Even, tomorrow I should also swallow leaves?
Or even day after tomorrow I should swallow
leaves in a drink?
Should I fear a person’s face
That I would swallow leaves in a drink?

Rhetoric is used in this short song, as the composer is asking a simple but loaded
question. Gbe ɖe ahame references any type of concoction that uses herbs, a common way of
administering medicine, poison, or any kind of power. The phrase signifies choices that could
result in negative consequences for the drinker. In the context of Aƒetɔku, C. K. Davor says:
Don’t fear a person to the extent that what you should not have done, you do it, and cause
you to go against Aƒetɔku. Not literally taking something to drink, but somebody
advising you, because you respect or fear the person too much, you go against the rules of
Aƒetɔku by accepting what he has told you. So don’t fear. Be bold. So it’s also a warning
to members, even non-members alike.502,503
6.2.2

Adaʋuhawo (Songs of Adaʋu)
The majority of Adaʋuhawo describe situations in which Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku has been

provoked and meted out retribution to those who offend him. Like other Aƒetɔkuhawo, idiomatic
and metaphoric language is used. Sammy Davor’s compendium lists 20 songs under Adaʋu, with
several strictly associated with ritual practices.504 Some make explicit reference to blood, the
killing of human beings, the behavior of adzetɔwo, and certain ritual actions (such as adaɖaɖa).
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Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014.
Another offers the same interpretation, but turns the question into a form of empowerment for a member of the
shrine, as if to say, “Why should I ever fear someone enough to do something like this? I have Aƒetɔku with me!”.
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 23, 2019.
504
His list actually has 28 Adaʋu songs, but in consultation with C. K. Davor and Afaxoe Amenorhu, it appears that
some of these songs have been repeated under other titles and/or are not strictly associated with Adaʋu, hence the
reduction to 20.
503
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1)
Adela wu Logosu
Mixɔ ta nam
Tatɔwo ɖi ye

The hunter killed Logosu (a person)
Bring the head to me
Where are the head owners?

Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is characterized as a hunter. The “head” referenced is the symbolic and
spiritual representation of the deceased’s soul (luʋɔ) via his/her hair and nails. In the realm of
adze (witchcraft), the hair or nails of the intended victim are key to attacking and controlling
another’s luʋɔ. When someone is known for having a “strong head”, it means that their luʋɔ is
relatively impervious to the attacks of adzetɔwo. That is the head being referred to in the song.
The disposal of such is done with attention and care so as to not become accessible to
adzetɔwo.505 Indeed, when the physical body is not available for a traditional burial (due to a
death far from home), the hair and nails are sent instead, or used in secondary internments during
grander funerals.506
This song is used only in the context of the adaɖaɖa ritual. Adaɖaɖa is performed when a
kuvi (“child of the God”/shrine member) is killed by the vodu for serious transgressions of the
ekɔwo (rules). The family of the deceased must agree to perform adaɖaɖa to disassociate the
deceased’s luʋɔ from the vodu. If not, the spirit of the deceased would continue to cause spiritual
difficulties for the remaining family. One of the main aspects of adaɖaɖa is collecting the “head”
of the deceased, as represented by the hair and nails. Hunuawo from the shrine must physically
collect them from the family and return. This song is sung from the perspective of the hunua who
went to collect the ta (head). According to C. K. Davor, in Dagbamete it is sung at the moment
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Gaba (1965:151)
Ibid. (159, 242, 256, 327) and Gbolonyo (2009:258)
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that the delegation returns to the community and reaches a crossroads at the village entrance.507
Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo explains:
You know if someone plans something bad against a member of Aƒetɔku and Aƒetɔku
kills the person direct, you have to bring the head down to agbodzi, that’s how it is.
Those songs were sung at the particular, specific place. When they are coming they do
not come direct to agbodzi, they have to wait someplace and then members we come and
meet them with song, gakogui, axatse, everything to agbodzi. So those are the songs they
song to bring the head down.508
2)
Call
Response
All

Call
Response

//:Adzewoe la ɖunu egbe
Anatɔwoe://
Adzewoe la ɖunu egbe
hunyahunyahunya
Gbemagbe
Anatɔwoe la gbɔna ʋunoge
//:Adzetɔ, Anatɔwoe la ɖunu egbe
hunyahunyahunya
Gbemagbe
Anatɔwoe la gbɔna ʋunoge://

The day that witches will be eating
Witches!
The day that witches will be eating
Chaotic and bloody
That very day
Sorcerers will be coming to drink blood
The day that witches will be eating
Chaotic and bloody
That very day
Sorcerers will be coming to drink blood

When witches are said to “eat someone”, they do not literal cannibalize. Rather, the act is
a spiritual one whereby the body or blood of a person (via their luʋɔ) is devoured, this is what the
song is referencing. C. K. Davor says such witches will not have any way to get the blood they
seek and will be met with the wrath of Aƒetɔku, signified by the ideophone hunyahunyahunya.509
In this reading of the text, the song taunts those who practice witchcraft and is a reminder of the
power and protection that Aƒetɔku affords against it. When sung in the shrine, it is accompanied
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Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2017.
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by the action of two-handed eating. To see several hundred people acting as witches with voices
raised leaves quite an impression.

3)
Call
Response
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

Ameta blibo
Egbe mi la tsɔ ameta blibo
Ameta blibo
Egbe mi la tsɔ ameta blibo
Ameʋu anye wɔ
Egbe mi la tsɔ ameʋu anye wɔ
Amegla ato kpɔ
Egbe mi la tsɔ amegla ato kpɔ
// :Ameta blibo
Egbe mi la tsɔ ameta blibo://

Complete human head
Today we will take a complete human head
Complete human head
Today we will take a complete human head
Mix human blood with corn flour
Today we will mix human blood with corn flour
Human jaw and pass through the fence
Today we will take human jaw and pass through
the fence
Complete human head
Today we will take a complete human head

This is another adaɖaɖa-specific song. Without going into great detail about secretive
ritual structures and practices of the shrine, I can only say that the meaning of the song relates to
the collection of the heads of dead members who were adzetɔ themselves. Having their heads
(wrapped in white cloth) at the back of the shrine, in public view, is a warning to others about the
fate that would befall them if they too engaged in witchcraft. Thus, the phrase ato kpɔ (passing
through the fence) is a euphemism for avoiding taking any human remains directly to the shrine,
but rather using an alternate route that would not be in offence to the vodu. The reference to
human blood (ameʋu) and corn flour (ewɔ) relates making dzedze, an important ritual food often
prepared for vodu and vodusiwo. Normally it is prepared from ewɔ and amidze (palm oil) but in
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this song, the dzedze is mixed (anye) using ewɔ and human blood. CK Davor says that it is used
“to make assurance that today is a special day”, as it relates to the adaɖaɖa ritual.510
Hunua Kofi Amenorhu explains the imagery of heads as war trophies used to scare and
intimidate enemies (i.e., adzetɔwo):
It is also a provoking song. If the gods kill somebody, we are making adaɖaɖa. So it
means if you are singing that song its means you are doing something special. Those
days, if they kill somebody they have to take the head to make sure they killed the
person. If they are in war, you have to take the head, that means you captured or
overthrew the person. He’s going to take so many heads around him because he is a
powerful man. So Aƒetɔku is a powerful god so you cannot go to him [attack him]. If you
are coming and you see heads like that you have to go back. No matter how you do to
Aƒetɔku, he will overpower you.511
4)
Call
Resonse
Call
Response
All

//:Dzadzaglidza
Adela detu la ewu eto lolo
Same as call ://
Mawuga de se aɖe
Ame nɔ sɔ dzi
Makpɔ Daxome o
Vodua be
//:Dzadzaglidza
Adela detu la ewu eto lolo://

Dzadzaglidza512
A hunter shoots his gun and kills a large buffalo
Same as call
Almighty God has made a law
Someone on a horse
Should not look at Dahomey
The vodu says….
Dzadzaglidza
A hunter shoots his gun and kills a large buffalo

This song attests to the limited powers of anyone who thinks they can test the power of
Aƒetɔku (and by extension, the children of Aƒetɔku). This is done using the metaphor of a hunter
having the ability to kill a formidable animal, while limited in his power, as this power originates
from one mighty source of Mawuga. When seated on a horse (a position of advantage and
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Interview with C. K. Davor, April 10, 2017.
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power), one still cannot see Dahomey (a place considered a source of great spiritual power to be
respected). Kofi Amenorhu explains it thusly: “The power is coming from somebody. He can
take the power from you. You see those in the Bible…Samson, if you take his power he is
nothing.”513 C.K. Davor echoes this interpretation: “In life, you are a hunter, you had powers
[ebo], you can conjure anything to happen, anything this, this, you can kill this animal, eto. Yet it
cannot be possible that you might be here and see that place [Dahomey].”514 Thus, no matter your
own spiritual powers, you cannot attempt to use them on Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku or any agbaviwo.

5)
Call
Response

//:Papayisu me ƒoa nu
To gli eve me ooo
Amea dzɔ ɖe ku wo de
Be agbe meɛ yea le://

A hawk swoops and catches something
But cannot pass between two walls
Someone was born in the land of death
Thinks that you are in land of life

This text includes two separate proverbial statements. The first line, Papayisu me ƒoa nu
to gli eve me o, describes a hawk (papayisu) who has captured prey in its talons, but cannot find
a suitable place to eat it. This is depicted in the sentence to gli eve me o (cannot pass between
two walls) alluding to how the hawk’s large wingspan would prevent it from fitting in the only
space available, such as a corridor between the walls of two houses. C. K. Davor explains the
connection to Aƒetɔku, comparing the papayisu to any potential spiritual assailant:
Its just talking about evil people. Evil people are being linked to the hawk. Aƒetɔku is a
wall surrounding his children. Whoever wants to pick one of his children and pass
through the wall [attempt an impossible escape], by all means he will fall. That’s giving
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Interview with Kofi Amenorhu and Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 28, 2018.
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015.
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assurance to the followers of Aƒetɔku that they should not fear. Nobody will come and try
to threaten them to take their soul away from them and life from them.515
The second proverb which acts as repeated refrain to the first is more profound and better
classified as an adagana, an idiomatic expression that requires deep critical thinking and
experience within the culture to understand fully. It references hardship in life and that one who
exists in a place of difficulty cannot know how it is to be in place of ease, and is used here to
taunt the difficulty that the papayisu faces.

6)
Hu mewua ame dzro o
Legbavi mewua ame dzro o
Woa woe da le agba dzi

Spirit/God will not kill a person without reason
Legbavi will not kill a person without reason
You yourself go against that which is on the agbadzi

The composer could be addressing someone who has been killed by the vodu and/or a
kuvi. In this case, the person being addressed has disobeyed (“[went] against”) that which is on
the agbadzi (that is, the vodu). As C. K. Davor says, “The shrine does not kill unnecessarily
unless somebody offends him, goes against the rule of nature. Also, a type of warning that you
should be careful”.516 The text also contains another name for Aƒetɔku—Legbavi. Kofi
Amenorhu explains, “You can call Aƒetɔku many names: lion, my father, Tɔgbui (my
grandfather), and give him any noun to fit him. You can call it Mawuga, you call it Legbavi.
Legbavi is the smallest god, he makes himself small but he get the power!”.517 As in other songs,
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substitution of nouns is common and as long as the henɔ can fit the alternate noun choice with
the song’s syntax, it is allowed.518

7)
Kpasetɔwoe nɔ kakam alea
Miaƒe ta koe atsi agbanugɔ
Akpanaka wulawo
Miaƒe ta koe atsi agbanugɔ

Kpasetɔwo are boasting like this
Your head only will remain in front of the vodu
Those who want to kill Akpanaka
Your head only will remain in front of the vodu

This is one of the few songs that can be definitely attributed to Govinah Kwakuvi, the
junior brother of Akpanaka Amenorhu Kwakuvi, according to Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu.519 It
is significant for enshrining historical facts, mentioning the owner of the shrine by name. It
references the circumstances surrounding the establishment of the shrine in the Kwakuvi
brothers’ hometown of Galotse (in the Agave traditional area). As stated in Chapter 3, the main
impetus for introducing Vodu Aƒetɔku into Ghana was to combat the deaths and misfortunes
befalling the Kwakuvi family at the hands of various spiritual attackers. This song directly
addresses and threatens witches and sorcerers who boasted that they would kill Akpanaka
Kwakuvi if he were to introduce such a vodu to the community. Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu
explains the history of the song:
The time before the vodu comes to Galotse, the juju men in the town, they were saying
that anytime Akpanaka will bring the vodu to Galotse, he will die. Immediately [if] he
brings the vodu to Galtose they will kill him, he will die. So when they [his father and
uncles] are coming, Govinah composed this song. This song in particular was composed
by Govinah, I know for sure.520
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Also see Dor (2000:190-204) for more a detailed discussion of text substitution in Eʋe song.
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As the song states, it is rather the kpasetɔwo (malicious spiritual practitioners) who will
die and whose heads will be resting at the base of the shrine in front of the vodu. Kofi Amenorhu
adds that these individuals died or went mad after the vodu arrived.521 As mentioned in Chapter
4, relics and evidence of a hunter may be placed near the shrine of that hunter to show his
prowess (one function of the adekpoe). In the case of vodu shrine, such items will be displayed
both as warning to others about the efficacy of the vodu as well as a sign of its effectiveness.522

8)
Call

//:Aƒetɔku da tu Gɔmeseva
Hunɔgawo yi wo megbɔ o
Response Vodua wuna ame le Gɔmeseva
Hunɔgawo yi wo megbɔ o://
Call
Vodua! Woŋu baɖa
Response Agbamevodu ye wuna ame le
Gɔmeseva
Call
Vodua woŋu kliko
Response Agbamevodu ye wuna ame le
Gɔmeseva
All
Vodua da tu Gɔmeseva
Hunɔgawo yi wo megbɔ o
Vodua wuna ame le Gɔmeseva
Hunɔgawo yi wo megbɔ o

Aƒetɔku fired a gun in Gɔmeseva
Great priests who went have not yet returned
The vodu killed someone at Gɔmeseva
Great priests who went have not yet returned
Vodu! They did a bad thing
Agbamevodu has killed a person in Gɔmeseva
Vodu! They did a wicked thing
Agbamevodu has killed a person in Gɔmeseva
Vodu fired a gun in Gɔmeseva
Great priests who went have not yet returned
The vodu killed someone at Gɔmeseva
Great priests who went have not yet returned

The song is is literal in its description of the actions of the vodu, but references a specific
context. It is sung leading up to the adaɖaɖa ritual, performed for a kuvi who was killed by the
vodu for transgressive behavior. According to C.K. Davor, it describes a situation wherein

521
522

Interview with Kofi Amenorhu, May 10, 2019.
Gaba (1965:182, 213) describes a similar practice in the Aƒetɔku shrine in Kodzi.
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someone comes to the shrine in Dagbamete to perform some ritual, only to be told that the priests
are attending to other affairs, as the rituals at the place of the deceased can be elaborate. He says:
(In) a certain place far away, somebody challenged Aƒetɔku, within a few days he died.
They have to call Aƒetɔku priests to go there and cool the place down before they bury
the person. When they went there, they had to put certain instructions to the family of the
dead person, to fulfill and then they will perform some rites, so the place will be cool for
them. “The priests have gone to Gɔmeseva, they not come back here”, meaning that
someone comes to perform a ceremony here [Dagbamete] they cannot find the priests.
They ask “Where have they gone to?” They say “To Gɔmeseva because someone has
offended the shrine and destroyed the person.” So when they went there [Gɔmeseva],
they tell them (the family) to bring this, bring this and consult. And when they come
back, after these people have found the things, they will inform the priests here
[Dagbamete], they will come here for adaɖaɖa. So that is what they have put into song.
Telling that if somebody does something bad, even at a far place, the person has to be
brought here. Not the physical person, spiritually.523

6.2.3

Ʋulegbehawo (Songs of Ʋulegbe)
According to the compendium of songs sung at the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi (compiled by shrine

secretary Sammy Davor) Ʋulegbe has the largest corpus, with 78 in total. The thematic content
of Ʋulegbehawo includes aspects of Aƒetɔku’s character and behavior, the efficacy of Aƒetɔku’s
protection against potential spiritual aggressors (i.e., dzoka), and warnings to members of the
shrine against behavior that would be potentially offensive to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. These meanings
are delivered in both direct and indirect language, the latter employing idiomatic phrases and
metaphors germane to Eʋe cosmology.

1)
Call
Response

523

//:Agba me lɔ ge na mi o
Amekavie be yea ti akpɔ
Voduagba me lɔ ge na mi o

Agba (Aƒetɔku) Will not agree with your intent
Whose child wants to challenge?
Voduagba (Aƒetɔku) Will not agree with your intent

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 9, 2017.
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Call
Response
All

Amekavie be yea ti akpɔ://
//:Agba me lɔ o
Nukaŋtsi Agba me lɔ o://
//:Agba me lɔ ge na mi o
Amekavie be yea ti akpɔ
Voduagba me lɔ ge na mi o

Whose child wants to challenge?
Agba (Aƒetɔku) Will not agree
Why will Agba not agree?
Agba (Aƒetɔku) Will not agree with your intent
Whose child wants to challenge?
Voduagba (Aƒetɔku) Will not agree with your intent

There is little ambiguity in the surface text of this song, which is a warning to anyone
who dares to challenge Aƒetɔku, since the vodu “will not agree with you” (i.e., you would not
succeed). While the warning could be directed at any aggressor, C. K. Davor localizes it
differently. He says the song describes a shrine member who “wants to do it to see whether the
shrine will catch [him]”.524 He applies it to members of the shrine and characterizes the vodu as
an authority figure who is overseeing the behavior of his children. The question Amekavie?
(Whose child?) references the relationship that members of the shrine have as children of the
vodu, either as agbaviwo (children of the agba) or kuviwo (children of Aƒetɔku). The other
question of “why” the vodu will not agree is rhetorical, used as a taunt. Essentially, the message
is do not tempt your fate against the vodu.

2)
Call
Response
All

524

//:Akpa yi ke nye zɔzɔ ye
De na lo wode
Ɖagbe ma wɔ na ketɔ://
Akpa yi ke nye zɔzɔ ye
De na lo wode
Ɖagbe ma wɔ na ketɔ

The tilapia that knows how to walk
Travels to land of the crocodiles
I will not offer good will to the enemy
The tilapia that knows how to walk
Travels to land of the crocodiles
I will not offer good will to the enemy

“Do it” here meaning test the rules of the shrine. Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015.
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This is another example of hamelo (proverb within a song). A fish that knows how to
walk embodies wisdom and is able to travel to a dangerous place (land of the crocodiles, who
would normally eat the fish). The proverb advises one to comport oneself appropriately so as not
to be met with harm. The response line “Ɖagbe mea wɔ na ketɔ” is spoken in the voice of the
composer and emphasizes that offering good will never pleases a potent and eternal enemy (the
crocodile to the fish), which itself teaches correct comportment for dealing with a situation. C. K.
Davor explains it as advice to the membership:
If you keep the rules of Aƒetɔku successfully, you will be protected in almost everything.
Go accordingly to the rules, no vices, so when you see something and know you are
going against the rules, know that you will face the consequences. Not referring to fish in
the water, that’s why I say it is a metaphor. It’s talking to human being. If you are careful
you can do anything and Aƒetɔku will not disturb you.525
3)
Call
Response
All

//:Dɔyi ke ɖunula kple dɔtɔ yɛ
zɔ na
Hunua be yegbe://
Adzetɔ tso ƒometɔ
kɔ yina Hunɔgawo
Hunua be yegbe
//:Dɔyi ke ɖunula kple dɔtɔ yɛ
zɔ na
Hunua be yegbe://

The stomach that eats, walks with its owner
Hunua refused
Witch takes a family member
Picks to Hunɔgawo
Hunua refused
The stomach that eats walks with its owner
Hunua refused

The proverb (Dɔyi ke ɖunula kple dɔtɔ yɛ zɔ na) in this song is used to explain behavior
prohibited in the shrine. In this context it is understood to mean that every action has a

525

Ibid.
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consequence, a result “you reap what you sow”. As C. K. Davor put it: “If you have eaten a lot of
akple,526 be ready to be purged!”. He continues:
Two people are doing something and one person is cheating the other, not telling the truth
for instance, to Aƒetɔku or to the priests. Then one of them will go secretly and give
something to the priest [to bribe], behind the other person. It is never done in Aƒetɔku
shrine. That stomach that ate something, be prepared to face the consequences. There is
no bribery or corruption with Aƒetɔku. If you know you committed a crime, be bold and
face the consequences. They [the songs] depict how to control the morality of the
person.527
4)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame

Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town

The composer has represented the voice of Aƒetɔku in this song by one of his many
names (Tsrɛlɛlɛ). The presence of the vodu has cooled the town down, a common Eʋe
euphemism for peace. The larger narrative referenced concerns the founding of shrines in
Galotse and Dagbamete, to combat the destructive actions dzoɖuametɔwo (i.e., people who use
dzo to harm/kill others). Two other songs in the corpus (Ʋulegbeha #6 and Adzokpaha #8) do this
as well. The vodu peaceful and protective nature is a point of pride for members who sing it. C.

526

Akple is the staple food of the southern Eʋe; a thick porridge made from one of/or a mixture of corn flour,
cassava flour, and fermented cassava dough.
527
Ibid.
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K. Davor explains, “Somebody composed the song, but is inspired by the spirit of Aƒetɔku to
voice out what Aƒetɔku has for people in the community, so it’s a sort of encouragement to the
people to not worry, there will be peace in the community as I have come to settle.”528

5)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame
Vodua le duame
Duame na fa
Tsrɛlɛlɛ be yeva duame

Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town
Vodu is in the town
The town should be cool (peaceful)
Tsrɛlɛlɛ (Aƒetɔku) says he came to the town

The composer has represented the voice of Aƒetɔku in this song by one of his many
names (Tsrɛlɛlɛ). The presence of the vodu has cooled the town down, a common Eʋe
euphemism for peace. The larger narrative referenced concerns the founding of shrines in
Galotse and Dagbamete, to combat the destructive actions dzoɖuametɔwo (i.e., people who use
dzo to harm/kill others). Two other songs in the corpus (Ʋulegbeha #6 and Adzokpaha #8) do this
as well. The vodu peaceful and protective nature is a point of pride for members who sing it. C.
K. Davor explains, “Somebody composed the song, but is inspired by the spirit of Aƒetɔku to
voice out what Aƒetɔku has for people in the community, so it’s a sort of encouragement to the
people to not worry, there will be peace in the community as I have come to settle.”529

528
529

Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014.
Ibid.
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6)
Call
Response

//:Vodua ame wonye nam
Mawuga/Keɖeke be ago://

Vodu is a human to me
Mawuga says “ago”

The characterization of a vodu as being like a human being is the essential and clear
message of this song. This speaks to the understanding that Eʋe have with both vodu and trɔ, in
that one interacts with them in the as you would another person. Voduwo must be fed, bathed,
given water; vodu must be appeased and pleased in order to work for its human counterpart; and
vodu are often physically constructed to have the face and/or body of a person. The key
“humanizing” part of the text is the metaphoric description of the vodu as saying “Ago!”, which
was explained earlier as a greeting that distinguishes a human being from a spiritual being. C. K.
Davor deepens the “vodu-as-human” metaphor:
All that he does he has a meaning for it, he has a purpose for it. Spiritually he is saying
that “Don’t worry, as I am around here, I am like a human being for you”. Sometimes
you may bring a problem to him, bow for him to do something for you but surprisingly he
won’t do it. So you may pledge to Aƒetɔku that you need something done urgently, you
waited, waited and became disappointed. But he knows why he shouldn’t do that for you
at that time. So he acts like a human being. Sometimes you are in danger, you may call
his name “Aƒetɔku defend me!”, he acts as if he is a person there who can save your
life.530
7)
Call

Response
Call
Response

530

//:Vodua mie xɔ tsɔ va ɖo://
Agbamevodua mie xɔ tsɔ va ɖo
Dzotɔ ka atam be nye ko yea wu
Vodua mea lɔ ge o
Mia Yeʋe mea lɔ ge na mi o
(same as above)
//:Vodu Aƒetɔku mea lɔ ge na mi o
Mia Yeʋe mea lɔ ge na mi o://

Vodu we collected and arrived with
Agbamevodu we collected and arrived with
Dzotɔ pledges that he will kill me only
The vodu will not agree
Yeʋe will not agree with you
Vodu Aƒetɔku will not agree with you
Yeʋe will not agree with you

Ibid.
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All

Vodua mie xɔ tsɔ va ɖo
Agbamevodua mie xɔ tsɔ va ɖo
Dzotɔ ka atam be nye ko yea wu
Vodua mea lɔ ge o

Vodu we collected and arrived with
Agbamevodu we collected and arrived with
Dzotɔ pledges that he will kill me only
The vodu will not agree

This is another song that Govinah Kwakuvi composed on the occasion of bringing Vodu
Aƒetɔku to Galotse.531 It is one of the key signifying songs of the shrine that references the
protective aspect of the vodu.532 As the text emphasizes group belonging and protection, it is
sung with discernable pride by members.

8)
Ʋu yea me do na gbe dzro
Aƒetɔkuo ʋu yea me do na agbe dzro
Eʋuɛ eʋuɛ
Ʋu yea me do na agbe dzro
Ʋu yea do gbea
Ahanolawo wogbɔna
etsinolawo wogbɔna

The drum doesn’t sound for no reason
Aƒetɔku’s drum doesn’t sound for no
reason
It is a drum, it is a drum
The drum doesn’t sound for no reason
When this drum sounds
Alcohol drinkers will come
Water drinkers will come

The drums of Aƒetɔku as have a spiritual purpose and are never beaten for “fun”,
recreation, or without reason. One will never hear Aƒetɔkuʋu outside of the agbodzi and if you
do it will always be in connection to spiritual activities. The last two lines of the song describe
people who will be coming to drink,533 but “coming for drink” is also a metaphor assistance that

531

Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 4, 2014.
See Adzokpa #8 in particular, which also references threats being pronounced upon Akpanaka Amenorhu
Kwakuvi by dzotɔwo if he were to bring such a vodu to the community, also mentioned in line three of the song
above.
533
Complimentary drinks (distilled versions of sugar cane juice [fofuŋha] and palm wine [dekele] are common
occurrence at this shrine as there is an overabundance of them from the storehouses. C. K. Davor says that the song
may even be requested by members who are thirsty after dancing and drumming for extended periods. He says: “If
you If you hear the drum people will come, and they will come and drink. Suppose when you are playing for a long
532
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the vodu can offer. These lines bring the song’s meaning into the spiritual realm. Kofi Amenorhu
explains:
If the Aƒetɔku comes down, not Aƒetɔku alone is coming, the other shrines [vodu] come.
You the hunuawo should not deny [them] because sometimes vodu can change to
anything, to human being. So you should not refuse. Some shrines are also coming there,
for drink and oil, so you shouldn’t deny them. Some people their hand is very, very
strong, they don’t open [stingy]. So you should be free, open [generous].534
C. K. Davor echoes the sentiment about satisfying visitors to the shrine, both human and
spirit: “they are demanding drink from the people. Meaning, even spiritually, when you are
playing like that, some other gods are coming to the shrine. And when they come, they will drink
either akpeteshie (dekele) or the ami (oil). It’s an invocation for asking something for the people
and the Gods that are coming to the Shrine. When it sounds, drinkers are coming, vodus are
coming, so you must satisfy them”.535 These explanations intimate spiritual beings walking
among humans (as humans!) and exhort the hunuawo to be generous and unbiased against
whoever comes to the shrine. For one never knows who that person is or what they represent. It
is a rare for hunuawo to be directly addressed in song.

9)
Call

Mi bɔ nu kpoo
Na dzotɔwo na wu
Aƒetɔkuviwo mi bɔ nu kpoo
Ne dzotɔwo anatɔwo
Na wu mi

You/We should keep quiet
For dzotɔwo to kill
Children of Aƒetɔku you/we should keep quiet
So dzotɔwo and witches
Try to kill you/us

time, and the people are not giving them, the priests are not bringing drinks, they will sing this song [laughter].
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015.
534
535

Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 23, 2018.
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015.
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Response
Call
Response

All

Mia zɔ yi ku
(same as above)
Mi bɔ nu kpoo
Ne dzotɔwo anatɔwo
Na wu mi
Mia zɔ yi ku
Mi bɔ nu kpoo
Na dzotɔwo na wu
Aƒetɔkuviwo mi bɔ nu kpoo
Ne dzotɔwo anatɔwo
Na wu mi
Mia zɔ yi ku

(and) you/us will walk to the land of death
You/We should keep quiet
So dzotɔwo and witches
Try to kill you/us
(and) you/us will walk to the land of death
You/We should keep quiet
For dzotɔwo to kill
Children of Aƒetɔku you/we should keep quiet
So dzotɔwo and witches
Try to kill you/us
(and) you/us will walk to the land of death

Advice is offered to the members of the shrine, and at the same time the song mocks the
actions of witches and dzotɔwo. Keeping quiet here means to be humble, not to challenge anyone
you suspect may be trying to harm you spiritually. If others threaten to kill you, they should be
allowed to speak that way and make attempts on your life and hope for you to “walk to the land
of death”. However, such attacks will be repelled and it will be they who will die.

6.2.4

Gadzehawo (Songs of Gadze) 536

1)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

//:Dzi me tso nam o be
Dzi me tso nam o
Agbodzi mele be
Dzi me tso nam o://
//:Agbodzi mele
Dzi me tso nam o://
Dzi me tso nam o
Dzi me tso nam o
Agbodzi mele be
Dzi me tso nam o

My heart doesn’t beat
My heart doesn’t beat
I am within Agbodzi
My heart doesn’t beat
I am within Agbodzi
My heart doesn’t beat
My heart doesn’t beat,
My heart doesn’t beat
I am within Agbodzi
My heart doesn’t beat

536

All the translations and explanations for Gadzehawo were done with the assistance of Julius Vodzi Torgboh on
June 02, 2019.
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When the composer says his heart doesn’t beat, it doesn’t mean he is dead. Rather, it
alludes to a state of calm, the opposite of a rapidly beating heart (as if one is full of fear). Being
within Agbodzi (under the protection of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku), the composer speaks with assurance
that there is no need to fear.

2)
Call
Response

//:Amewɔ nuvɔ medea Agbaƒeme o
Afikae mie ɖe mɔ la tui?
Amewɔ nuvɔ medea Agbaƒeme o://

Evil doer does not go to Agba’s house
Where did you(pl) create a path through?
Evil doer do not go to Agba’s house

Agbaƒeme (Agba’s house) in this song is not just the shrine of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. Rather,
“house” signifies anything or anyone connected to the vodu. The rhetorical question posed about
finding a “path through” is a challenge to any evil doer, as in “How can you ever expect to try to
enter our house?” The song taunts evil doers by saying they can never hope do anything that can
affect Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and his children.
3)
Megblɔe negbe la
Agbamevodua, megblɔe negbe
Adzenuwo

I told you but you refused a lot
Agbamevodu, I told you but you refused
You will realize

This concerns the behavior and morality of shrine members. The voice can be that of a
hunua, or even a friend or parent who would be cognizant of the ekɔwo of the shrine. It addresses
a shrine member who has been transgressing ekɔwo.
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4)
Call

Kpoe na le be ne
Aƒetɔku be srɔwoa kpoe na le be ne

Response

Srɔwovi ma kpoe na le be ne

All

Aƒetɔ yea gbɔ mie dze
Tugbedzevi eve le aƒeme
Mekpoe kaka, ɖeɖe dzrom
Nye me anyae be ame srɔ xɔxɔ la
Ekue le me
Srɔwovi ma kpoe na le be ne

Look and take care of her
Aƒetɔku says “Look and take care
of your wife”
Look and take care of your
younger wife
The landlord with whom we stay
Two young ladies in that house
I look at her often, I feel to marry
I never knew that snatching
someone’s wife
There is death in it
Look and take care of your
younger wife

This song portrays a member who committed adultery. The text begins with advice that
one should “look take care your wife”. The rest narrates a living situation in which the narrator
was tempted by the sight of a woman staying in the same housing compound and wanted to
marry her. He seduces the woman, who was someone else’s wife, thus breaking an ekɔ (taboo) of
the shrine. The consequence for him is death. A song such as this reminds kuviwo to abstain from
adultery and abide by the rules of the vodu.537

5)
Call
Response
Call
Response

//:Afɔ mea ɖo go dzi
Ƒoa logoto
(same as above)://
//:Mie do go
Alɔ ɖe mea wu alɔ ɖe://
Bɔlusiawoe

I step my foot upon a gourd (go)
It made the sound of logoto
We meet
An arm is stronger than another arm
People (dzotɔwo/anatɔwo)

537

This is another example of a song from other performance context being adopted by the members of the shrine
for their own use. I was informed by Ledzi Agudzemegah that the same song is used in the context of Adzogbo,
where similar text is used as ʋugbe for one of the atsia. Personal communication with Ledzi Agudzemegah, July 2,
2019.
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Alɔ ɖe mea wu alɔ ɖe
Ƒoa logoto
Afɔ mea ɖo go dzi
Ƒoa logoto

All

An arm is stronger than another arm
It made the sound of logoto
I step my foot upon a gourd (go)
It made the sound of logoto

The imagery in this song references a task that is difficult or impossible. If one tried to
step upon a gourd it would roll away due to its round shape. On a deeper level, it denotes strong
spiritual backing (being a kuvi: child of Aƒetɔku) so that no aggressors can bring harm. The third
and fourth lines depict a confrontation; one arm (the kuvi) overcomes the other (dzotɔ/anatɔ).

6)
Call

Response

Call
Response
Call
Response
All

//:Ne do fia ɖe
Me le Agbodzi tegbe
Ne do amea ɖe
Me le Agbodzi koɖo
Ne do fia ɖe
Ne do ga ɖe
Me le Agbodzi tegbe// :
Botɔga ne he bo
Me le Agbodzi tegbe
Adzetɔga ne he adze
Me le Agbodzi tegbe
Ne do fia ɖe
Ne do ga ɖe
Me le Agbodzi tegbe

If you send something kingly
I’m in Agbodzi forever
If you send something ordinary
I’m in Agbodzi forever
If you send something kingly
If you send something big
I’m in Agbodzi forever
Botɔga should perform his bo
I’m in Agbodzi forever
Adzetɔga should perform his witchcraft
I’m in Agbodzi forever
If you send something kingly
If you send something big
I’m in Agbodzi forever

The singer here is telling botɔga and adzetɔga that they can practice any kind of bo or
adze, they can have any kind of desire to harm them, but it will always fail. The singer has
complete faith in the vodu and being “in Agbodzi forever” signifies his deep connection to the
vodu and that he will not be moved or affected by anything that a botɔga or adzetɔga could do.
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7)
Call
Response
Call
Response
All

//:Adzetɔgawo me wu mi
Agbavikutua me ble ame o://
//:Ekua be me wu mi
Agbavikutua me ble ame o://
Akpasetɔwo me wu mi
Agbavikutua me ble ame o

Adzetɔgawo I am superior to you
Agbavikutua does not deceive man
Aƒetɔku says I am superior to you
Agbavikutua does not deceive man
Akpasetɔwo I am superior to you
Agbavikutua does not deceive man

The voice of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is presented, taunting anyone who practices adze
(witchcraft). The phrase Agbavikutua me ble ame o is most relevant to the shrine members, as it
is Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku (as Agbavikutua, yet another name for the vodu) assuring his children that he
cannot deceive them. The song empowers shrine members and belittles witchcraft.538

8)
Call

Responuse

Call
Response

Agbaʋunyanya
Kua ŋtɔ le agbagɔme
Agbaʋunyanya
Aƒetɔku la nye nuvɔvɔ
Agbaʋunyanya
Kua ŋtɔ le agbagɔme
Agbaʋunyanya
//:Legbavi/Keɖeke la nye nuvɔvɔ
Agbaʋunyanya
Kua ŋtɔ le agbagɔme
Agbaʋunyanya://

Agba is overfilled
Aƒetɔku himself is under agba
Agba is overfilled
Aƒetɔku is a fearful thing
Agba is overfilled
Aƒetɔku himself is under agba
Agba is overfilled
Legbavi/Keɖeke is a fearful thing
Agba is overfilled
Aƒetɔku himself is under agba
Agba is overfilled

538

The song is one example among many where spoken Eʋe, the dialects thereof, and the written form can give rise
to different interpretations of the text, though both arrive at a similar meaning in the end. Among Avenɔ Eʋe
speakers, the spoken form of “I am” is mea which sounds like “ma”, which becomes a future statement (I will/I
shall). Then, the word “wu”, depending on the tone can either be “surpass, superior, more than” or it can be mean to
kill. Thus, an alternate, not incorrect, reading of the song (when heard) can be Adzetɔgawo mea/ma wu mi
(Adzetɔgawo I will kill you). Intricacies of the spoken and written Eʋe language are usually shown to me by two
friends, Ledzi Agudzemegah and Julius Vodzi Torgboh.
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The efficacy of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku is highlighted in this song. Triple-entendre is employed
as the word agba can represent one’s business or the agbadzi (where the vodu normally rests),
and it is also a common synonym for any vodu that rests in a bowl.539 Portraying an agba as
overfilled signifies success. An overabundance of offerings represents the power of vodu, as both
the agbamevodu and the agbadzi can be overflowing. Interestingly (and mildly confusing), the
song depicts Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku himself as the one that is under the agba, which is in effect,
himself. Thus, it is because of the vodu’s efficacy that offerings are coming to the agba. To say
Aƒetɔku la nye nuvɔvɔ (“Aƒetɔku is a fearful thing”) underscores this power.

6.2.5

Ʋutsɔtsɔehawo (Songs of Ʋutsɔtsɔe)

1)
Call
Response
Response

All

// :Aƒetɔku ne wɔm nyuie
Nye ha mea wɔ wo nyuie
Ne wɔm nyuie
Nye ha mea wɔ wo nyuie://
Ne wɔm vɔ
Nye ha me awɔ wo vɔ
Ne wɔm nyuie
Nye ha me awɔ wo nyuie
Aƒetɔku ne wɔm nyuie
Nye ha mea wɔ wo nyuie
Ne wɔm nyuie
Nye ha mea wɔ wo nyuie://

Aƒetɔku, if you do good for me
I will also do good for you
If you do good for me
I will also do good for you
If you do bad for me
I will also do bad for you
If you do good for me
I will also do good for you
Aƒetɔku, if you do good for me
I will also do good for you
If you do good for me
I will also do good for you

This text is noteworthy as it reflects the tenuous relationship that exists between
voduwo/trɔwo and humans. The reciprocal nature of this relationship is evidenced in the text,
spoken from the perspective of the supplicant. However, the fifth line of text introduces another

539

There are many so-called agbamevodu among the Eʋe, Vodu Kɔku being one of the other common varieties.
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perspective, which could be that of the vodu itself, warning the kuvi about maintain the morality
associated with the vodu and the consequences of transgression. Overall this text resonates with
the “vodu as human” trope, as evidenced in the Ʋulegbeha #5: Vodua ame wonye nam (Vodu is a
human to me).

2)
Call

Response
Call
Response
All

Agba/Vodua ya nu dɔ
Se ye na ame wo wɔ na
Dɔmedzuitɔ me wɔ ne o
Dɔ me kɔ lae wɔ ne
(same as above)
Dɔmedzuitɔ me wɔ ne o
Dɔ me kɔ lae wɔ ne
Agba/Vodua ya nu dɔ
Se ye na ame wo wɔ na
Dɔmedzuitɔ me wɔ ne o
Dɔ me kɔ lae wɔ ne

The practice of vodu
It is Se that gives it to a person to practice
Dɔmedzuitɔ do not practice it
A person whose stomach is clean practices it
Dɔmedzuitɔ do not practice it
A person whose stomach is clean practices it
The practice of vodu
It is Se that gives it to a person to practice
Dɔmedzuitɔ do not practice it
A person whose stomach is clean practices it

To the Eʋe, the stomach is site of concealment where one’s secrets and emotions are
hidden. A dɔmedzuitɔ is a person who is wickedly resentful, literally one who keeps hate,
jealously, resentment in their “stomach”. Such a person, given their propensity for such feelings
towards others, are not suited to the practice of vodu; being a hunua which requires honesty, a
clam heart, and fairness. Thus, it is only a person with a “clean" heart that is best suited to
engage with the voduwo. That such qualities are innate in a person’s character is referenced by
the line Se ye na ame (The God of destiny gives this to humans).

3)
Call

//:Lawoe zɔ gonu gonu
Be dzakpawoe le tɔme://

Fish move at the side of the river
Because formidable crocodiles are in the river
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Response
Call
Response
All

(same as above)
Lawoe zɔ gonu gonu
Be dzakpawoe le tɔme
//:Lawoe zɔ gonu gonu
Be dzakpawoe le tɔme://

Fish move at the side of the river
Because formidable crocodiles are in the river
Fish move at the side of the river
Because formidable crocodiles are in the river

Kuviwo are characterized as fish and their spiritual enemies as especially crocodiles in
this song. That the fish move to the side of the river indicates their ability to navigate such
danger (i.e., as members of the shrine). A similar metaphor – wish fish knowing how to navigate
around crocdiles – is used in Ʋulegbeha #2 as well.

4)
Call
Response
All

//:Legba to dzo eve
Be agbonulegba to dzo
Eve ɖe ta
Mi na ma gli ɖeka://
//:Legba to dzo eve
Be agbonulegba to dzo
Eve ɖe ta
Mi na ma gli ɖeka
//:Legba to dzo eve
Be agbonulegba to dzo
Eve ɖe ta
Mi na ma gli ɖeka://

Legba grows two horns
One says Legba at a shrine’s gate grows
two horns on the head
Let me destroy one
Legba grows two horns
One says Legba at a shrine’s gate grows
two horns on the head
Let me destroy one
Legba grows two horns
One says Legba at a shrine’s gate grows
two horns on the head
Let me destroy one

Legba is referenced in this song as a entity of negative action on behalf of a person with
wicked intent. This does not mean the vodu is inherently evil. Rather, Legba is known as being
an amoral entity who acts as a messenger and trickster (among other things). If propitiated, he
can be utilized for nefarious purposes.540 As he is generally characterized as having two horns, by

540

The amoral nature of some vodu has no doubt led people to use them for evil. As such, the tool for the activity
has been vilified more than the user.
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destroying one of these, the singer is indicating his offense against whatever attacks this Legba is
being used to deliver.

5)
Call
Response
All

://Keɖekeviawo dze go
Hu me nɔ alea
Wo dze na o://
Keɖekeviawo wo dze go o
Legbavisiawo dze go
Hu me nɔ alea
Wo dze na o

Children of Keɖeke were exposed
Hu cannot be like this
For someone to join
Children of Keɖeke, they were exposed
Devotees of Legbavi were exposed
Hu spirit cannot be like this
For someone to join

Like Ʋutsɔtsɔeha #2, this song describes the type of person who is suitable for engaging
with vodu, here identified as hu (spirit).541 The notion of being “exposed” in the text refers to the
confessional nature of interacting with certain vodu; one must often open up themselves (often
publicly) about whatever evil actions or thoughts they may have been harbouring (in their
stomach). If one is not prepared to do this, then vodu/hu/Aƒetɔku is not for you.

541

Hu is another word common for spirit in Eʋe, especially used in nouns and verbs associated with traditional
spiritual practices including hunua/hunɔ/hutɔ (caretaker/”mother”/owner of hu), husi (“wife”/devotee of hu), husunu
(a male Yeʋe devotee), and many others.
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Chapter 7: Special Socio-Musical Features of the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi

In the previous two chapters I have examined the main musical activities and repertoires
of the shrine. In this chapter I will cover some other aspects that deserve greater analysis and
explanation: 1) the yearly ƒetatrɔtrɔ and the various socio-musical engenders, notably the
performance of Adzotsui; 2) the songs and rhythms used in the healing ritual of Dɔdada; and 3)
the music of Voduyɔyɔ.

7.1

Ƒetatrɔtrɔ542
While the weekly day of rituals is the most accessible example of activity at the Tɔgbui

Aƒetɔku shrine, there is one major event during the annual cycle of the shrine that elevates and
amplifies its capacities on every level. The annual ƒetatrɔtrɔ is nine days and nights of ritual
celebrations held at the shrine coinciding with Easter, starting on the eve of Easter Sunday and
concluding on the Monday after Easter Monday.543 Its main functions are to 1) allow members an
opportunity to offer compulsory yearly sacrifices to Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and 2) provide an
opportunity to physically and spiritually cleanse and renew the vodu and related shrine objects.544
However, beyond these important ritual spiritual effects, this festival has social, economic,
artistic, political, and cultural ramifications unprecedented in the life of the shrine and its

542

The word translates as “yearly (ƒe) upon/head (ta) changing (trɔtrɔ)” and is not unique to Dagbamete as many
shrines across Eʋeland hold similar celebrations, if they are financially able. Nyuamuame (2013:26) studying
defines it as “an event or a gathering of where members celebrate a journey with their gods/deities for successful one
year and also make resolutions to gods/deities for the coming year or the new years.”
543
I remind reader to see Chapter 4 for an explanation of why this festival happens at Easter and to visit
http://www.dagbamete.org/festivals/ for the same.
544
Other physical upgrades to the shrine during this time will include refreshing the drums with a new coat of paint
and fitting them with new skins and a fresh coat of paint on the exterior of the shrine.
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community. It constructs and performs identity and ethnic pride, elevating and sustaining dignity
and self-esteem for dekɔŋusubɔlawo (traditional worshippers), from this shrine and beyond.
In the days leading up to the Saturday preceding Easter Sunday, throngs of members and
their families start to arrive in the community with provisions for the festival’s duration. As the
population nearly triples in number for the duration of the festival, immense stress is placed upon
the resources of the community in terms of clean water (for cooking, drinking, washing clothes),
electricity use, staple foods, and accommodation. As much as possible, all of the above are
provided by the shrine free of charge to members. Daily rations of staple foods such as corn
flour, cassava dough, and meat are provided to households and family units.545 In addition to
shrine members, enterprising individuals from surrounding communities arrive and find places to
sell their wares and services, creating an informal mini-market surrounding the shrine.546

7.1.1

Zogbɔgbɔ
Though the festival lasts for nine days of rituals and wake-keepings (ŋudɔdɔwo), the

climax is actually at the beginning, on Easter Sunday. A wake-keeping the night previous signals
the actual start and sets the tone. During the night, Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, other smaller voduwo, ritual
implements, and the hunuawo will go to the zo (sacred grove) on the outskirts of the village for
purification rituals. At around 9:00 AM drums are brought near the entrance of the zo and
members slowly assemble to sing Ʋulegbe songs in anticipation of the emergence of the vodu

545

The shrine normally purchases 2-3 cows to provide meat during the festival. In addition, portions of the meat of
sacrificial animals are shared amongst the population during the week.
546
The range of market items include traditional cloth, jewelry, traditional beads, nail polish, dried and smoked fish,
tomatoes, onions, peppers, and more. Drinking stalls (simply a table with various drinks on offer), pop up around
every corner and prepared food sellers stake a location and remain there for the week. In the past several years an
herbal medicine practitioner from Benin has been setting up his own tent at the entrance of the town as well.
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and hunuawo from the zo. Over the course of an hour or so, there is a palpable energy in the air
as more members start to arrive, adding their voices to the chorus, spontaneously dancing,
embracing each other, and creating a wave of pride and joy in what they have come to do.
Finally, the hunuawo make their appearance and the music stops while the henɔ intones a new
song. This marks the start of the zogbɔgbɔ: the physical and spiritual procession of the vodu and
hunuawo from the sacred grove to the shrine.
Each drum is carried upon a person’s head so the azagunɔwo can play and walk while
selected songs drawn from the corpus of Efa, Adzokpa and Ʋulegbe are sung to a single ʋugbe
against the backdrop of the S.A.R.R.T. This ʋugbe,

,

highlights the synchronization of various actions (waving of towels, walking in time,
choreographed steps to enter the shrine) that the hunuawo and other members enact over the next
30 minutes or so.547 All of these actions occur at the beginning and middle of the cycle, points in
time that the symmetric ʋugbe draws attention to.
A path is cleared for the procession of the vodu and hunuawo as people jostle to be as
close to the action as possible, sometimes moving to the middle of the path to dance before the
vodu. At the head of the procession three women periodically empty calabashes of water upon
the ground, cooling it literally (for the feet of the hunuawo) and figuratively (for the vodu).548
The Sotua, Ŋgɔgbea and Humegbeda normally take the foremost position, each carrying ritual
implements from the shrine, followed by other hunuawo. A large umbrella (dzoya) is spun
continuously and carried by devotees to provide shade to the hunuawo and the vodu, in addition

547
548

The atsimeʋu ʋugbewo for the are detailed in Appendix C.
Everyone is barefooted during the zogbɔgbɔ, and the ground can be intensely hot at this time of day.
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to enhancing visual splendor of the celebration. In the middle of the hunuawo is Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku
resting in a make-shift hammock: a wooden pole with a kete cloth tied on each end in which the
agba rests. Around him several women, including Agbadada, rhythmically wave small cloths to
cool down the vodu on this hot journey. Surrounding the core of this processional group are the
azagunɔwo and hundreds of devotees who raise their voices in songs praising, extolling, and
celebrating their God. Added to the visual and sonic feast are several men in charge of tudada
(blasting of gunpowder and muskets), which periodically shatters the air and elevates the festive
component of the procession (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2).549

Figure 7.1 Zogbɔgbɔ being led by hunuawo

549

Tudada features prominently in most major Eʋe customs. According to C. K. Davor, the reasons are varied and
range from the desire to drive away bush animals (in the past), dispel malicious spirits, to elevate the celebratory
aspect of a funeral or festival, or to display wealth and status. Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015.
Avorgbedor (2000:21) mentions the above functions of tudada in addition to using it in a ritual context to remove
curses from an individual, and as a decorative act to any gathering or celebration.
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Figure 7.2 Zogbɔgbɔ in full effect

The procession expands and contracts as it moves through the town’s main thoroughfare,
circling around the stool house so that the procession faces meet the main entrance of the
agbodzi. It is here that specific songs are sung addressing the location, direction, and action that
the vodu, hunuawo, and devotees are all engaged in, namely the act of traveling, arriving, and
knocking/seeking permission to enter. As the crowd moves several feet forward, edging closer to
the shrine’s main entrance, the henɔ calls the following Efa Anagoʋu song:

Ne yi na ame aɖe gbɔ
Agoo koe wo do na

If you go to someone’s place
“Agoo” is the only thing one can say
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Gudafuogbe550 be ago koe wo do na

Gudafuogbe says “Agoo” is the only thing one can say

The song is a way of asking for permission to enter the consecrated space. Formal
greetings like “Ago!” are of extreme importance to the Eʋe, uttered when visiting another’s
residence. The word (and its response “Ame”) is loaded with symbolism that cuts across
boundaries, identifying the speaker as a human.551 J. S. Kofi Gbolonyo expounds upon the
exchange in what he terms the the Ago/Ame concept:
Sociologically, the Agoo...!Ame...! concept is a way to connect and associate with,
recognize and acknowledge other people and their spaces. Ethico-morally, it is a way to
show respect and observe social protocol. Spiritually/philosophically, it is a way to
differentiate between physical and metaphysical entities, declare and/or interprete [sic]
intentions, and accept or reject good or evil.552

When the hunuawo are within a few metres of the steps of the shrine’s main entrance, the
procession pauses as the henɔ introduces the following song:
Adzaŋu gbetiawo
Mi do agoo
Ago mea do mea yi voduawo gbɔ
Le alidzi
Me gbe agoo maɖe o
Mawuga!
Le alidzi
Me gbe agoo maɖe o
Agoo mea do mea do mea yi voduawo gbɔ

Powerful beings
We will make “Agoo”
I will make “Agoo” when I go to the vodu’s abode
Upon the waist
Surely one cannot refuse to make Ago!
Great God!
Upon the waist
Surely one cannot refuse to make Ago!
I will make “Agoo” when I go to the vodu’s abode

550

One of the Efadu; a messenger or sign that Efa speaks through.
The short response to “Ago!” is “Ame”, the diminutive of amegbetɔ (human being).
552
Gbolonyo (2009:224-226)
551
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While the text may be clear from a surface reading, explanation is warranted. “Voduawo
gbɔ” in the text is simply the agbodzi about to be entered. The phrase “le alidzi” periphrastically
denotes any long journey or extended period of standing or walking. When joined with “me gbe
ago maɖe o” it expresses the sentiment that no matter how long the journey, one will never be
too tired to make “Agoo!”. As the whole procession has been walking, shuffling, dancing, and
singing in a tightly knit mass under a blistering sun for the past 30 minutes, the song is acutely
appropriate.553 The sentiments referenced are embodied by all, now numbering almost 1000
strong, voices raised in unison and focused solely on permission to enter. Bringing the morning’s
activity to a climax, devotees are charged with extra verve and vigour as the song goes through
numerous repetitions, which can last as long as 10 minutes.554 The importance of this song is
emphasized by this elongated repetition as the majority of Eʋe songs last for 2-4 minutes,
depending on the tempo.
The song accompanies a choreographed set of movements that the hunuawo perform
before entering. These movements are also symbolic of asking permission and serve as a focal
point for those assembled. At the steps of the shrine, the hunuawo are all stepping in time with
the music, stepping gently to each side in synchrony with the time cycle, also marking the same
period by swaying ritual objects held in their hands.555 Still marking time, the main hunuawo will
synchronously approach the first step, bow their heads, place their left foot on the first step, hold

553

I am not aware if this song is sung in any other shrine, but in the Aƒetɔku this is the only context in which it is
ever sung and thus may have been tailored made for it.
554
In every recording I have of this song, a gradual “tonal drift” occurs, a gradual increase in the frequency of the
tonal range of the melody. Whether this is due to the changing acoustical space, outside with no amplification to
inside with amplification and reverberation, I cannot say. The excitement and climactic character of the moment
may also contribute to this tendency to modulate upwards.
555
These objects are not known by name or function unless one is initiated as a hunua. When asked about them I
was generally told that they all work together with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
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it for half a cycle, and then retreat back seven steps (see Figure 7.3). This action is repeated three
times fully and on the fourth time they enter, followed by all devotees. Once inside, the same
song continues for several minutes as the hunuawo circle the area in front of the agbadzi where
the vodu is laid down to rest.
Besides the prayers that follow the arrival in the shrine, the next few hours are filled with
the arrival and seating of special guests, media, general visitors (including foreign tourists), and
of course devotees. Invited guests normally include hunuawo of other shrines, and local chiefs,
especially the Awomefia of the Aŋlɔ state Tɔgbui Sri III, and the Fiaga of the Atsyiame clan
Tɔgbui Samlafo IV.556 The presence and respect accorded to the Awomefia and Fiaga highlights
an important nexus between traditional authority, religious authority, Dagbamete, and the shrine.
This visible display of their relationships amplifies their interrelation, boosting the power of
these institutions. The stage is now set for the remainder of the festival’s opening ceremonies
(not rituals!) drawing attention to the important role traditional religion plays in modern society.
The shrine and the community of Dagbamete are a prime example of this.557

556

The Awomefia is the sacred king of all Aŋlɔ, while Fiaga is the paramount chief of all Atsyiame people and
communities. The majority of southern-Eʋe recognize the authority of the Awomefia.
557
See Chapter 4 for a deeper exposition of this part of the festival.
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Figure 7.3 Entry of the hunuawo into the shrine at the end of the zogbɔgbɔ

Beyond the impact the festival has on its own community, it has become an unofficial
celebration of vodu and African traditional religion in general. Numerous other vodu
communities, each with their hunuawo, devotees, drummers, singers, and dancers also attend,
including delegations from major southern-Eʋe shrines, including Kɔku, Yeʋe, several
Gorovodu/Brekete, and Zagbetɔ. All perform their own songs and drumming, display their
dances, and in some cases, intense acts of possession and miraculous feats that may accompany
possession.558 Their participation acknowledges the comradery and respect they hold for

558

Of special note would be the members of the Kɔku group who hack and slice at their limbs, ears, throats with
heavy and sharp cutlasses while drawing no blood, or bathe themselves in boiling palm oil. Even more mysterious
and interesting (even just as an audio-visual treat) are the masquerades of the Zagbetɔ. They are best described as a
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Aƒetɔku,559 boosts pride in traditional religion overall, and amplifies the celebratory atmosphere
of the festival. For spectators, the presence of all of these shrines is a musical-cultural-spiritual
buffet where one can experience the panoply of southern Eʋe sacred music and dance. Many
come solely to witness the displays and pay scant attention to the activities in the shrine.

7.1.2

The Remainder of the Week and its Ramifications
Though the opening day of the festival may garner the most attention and patronage the

remaining eight days that are more crucial. From Easter Monday until the following Monday the
shrine will be occupied around the clock. The main activity will be the agbowuwu (yearly
sacrifice) of about 2000 members’ animals, usually done in groups of around 100 people. On
certain days, arbitrations of cases between devotees will be undertaken, and every evening there
will be ŋudɔdɔ (wake-keeping), either a “mini” version (three hours) or full version lasting eight
hours or more. A sample schedule of two days of the week taken from the 2017 festival
programme is given in Table 7.1.

Day 3: Monday
3:00 am
6:00 am
6:30 am – 4:00 pm
5:00 pm – 6:30 pm
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
11:00 pm – 6:00 am

Drumming and Dancing
Agbowuwu by Hunuawo
Agbowuwu by Members
Drumming and Dancing
Arbitrations
Wake-keeping

multicoloured spinning cone made of grass under which no trace of a human being can be found. When upturned
only curious objects and animals may be seen such as a pot of cooked food, several baby owls, a python, botsio
(statues infused with bo), or a baby crocodile. Though it has roots in eastern Benin (Porto Novo/Hogbanu), the
shrine has spread across the coast and in Ghana is mostly located in and around the coastal border town of Aflao.
559
One hunɔ I know takes it as a point of personal pride that his shrine is regularly invited to participate in the
festival.
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Day 4: Tuesday
6:00 am
6:30 am – 4:00 pm
5:00 pm – 9:00 pm
3:00 am – 6:00 am

Agbowuwu by Hunuawo
Agbowuwu by Members
Drumming and Dancing
Mini Wake-keeping

Table 7.1 Sample of the weekly schedule of activities during the Ƒetatrɔtrɔ, taken from the 2017 festival
programme

As one can imagine, based on this schedule sleep deprivation is rife, and it is not
uncommon to see members (including hunuawo) sleeping randomly throughout the day, at any
place they can lay their head. Everyone develops a new rhythm of existence governed by
daytime rituals, nighttime music, and sleep or meals whenever one can find the opportunity. The
proceedings are especially taxing on the hunuawo as they have to be present for every round of
agbowuwu, listening to every member’s confession and their aftermath (as described in Chapter
4, explaining eladada.) With 100-200 people, each round of agbowuwu takes several hours.
This week of ceremonies includes extended periods of music making that far exceed the
opportunities afforded during the regular weekly Sunday gatherings. During the periods of
“Drumming and Dancing” listed above and during the wake keepings, the main drums of the
shrine (Adzokpa, Ʋulegbe, Gadze, Ʋutsɔtsɔe) are performed for upwards of an hour each,
sometimes twice in a day. At these times the full repertoire of songs can be called, testing the
memory and voices of the henɔwo, and the azagunɔ’s creative mettle. Rarely heard examples of
hatsiatsia and ayodede repertoire are heard in wake-keepings, during which hunuawo will
lecture about moral behaviour, give explanations of taboos, and clarify meanings and texts of
songs reflecting these values.
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7.1.3

Counting the Drums
On the final wake-keeping – held on the 2nd Saturday of the festival – a special event

occurs that gives glimpses into certain songs, drumming, and dance that are rarely heard at any
other time. Known as ʋuxexle (drum counting), this a concentrated performance of 24 different
drums.560 There is an air of excitement and anticipation during ʋuxexle as only the henɔ and
azagunɔ know the order in which the drums will be presented (they hold a paper copy of the
order of items). It is only when the henɔ intones the first lines of a song that the identity of the
drum is revealed and a wave of exclamation and recognition washes over the crowd. Also, it is
somewhat novel to have such a variety of rhythms, tempi, and songs strung together and played
for relatively short periods.561 The drums cover the gamut of Eʋe music-making and include
Ʋulegbe, Adzokpa, Gadze, Adzotsui, Adaʋu, Ʋutsɔtsɔe, Efa, Efa Anagoʋu, Axɔluʋu, Hɔgbanuʋu
(Gakpa/Gadodo) Tsangbeʋu, Adeʋu, Deteʋu, Atrikpui, Sakpateʋu, various Yeʋeʋu (Misago,
Daʋu, Agboʋu, Sogbadze) and social drums known as Ahiaviʋu (Unity, Adzro/Agbosu, Akpoka,
Singer, Kinka). Not all of these drums are immediately relevant to the shrine’s musical identity.
Only the first 12 are played with any regularity and some of those (Adzotsui, Tsangbeʋu,
Axɔluʋu) are rare. The remaining 12 are drawn from other sacred and historically significant
contexts (Yeʋeʋu, Adeʋu, Detɛʋu, Atrikpui, Sakpatɛʋu) while the performance of secular habɔbɔ
drums lightens the mood and invigorates the congregation (as most of these songs are wellknown and regularly played at funerals).

560

Jones (1959:97) and Ladzekpo and Ladzekpo (1980:219) make mention of a similar practice as found in the
Yeʋe.
561
On average, each drum lasts long enough for about three songs to be sung, so about five minutes, though
sometimes only one song may be sung. The ahiaviʋu drums may be extended further than this.
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Later in this chapter I consider the rare combinations of drum, dance, and song that
Adzotsui songs display. They can be performed at any time if a hunua wants to use the message
to emphasize a moral teaching. But it is only during the ʋuxexle that all are performed
sequentially. Three other rare items played during the ʋuxexle are related to other voduwo
associated with the shrine. At a certain point during the ʋuxexle a dancing area (tome) is created,
bisecting the crowd in front of the agbadzi and two songs accompanied by dance specific to them
are performed by just a few individuals while everyone else watches. These are dedicated to
Tsangbɛ, a vodu associated with fortune telling.562 The first for women only:

Kliya
Lawo le nu kliya
Dzata le nu kliya
Kpɔ woe le nu kliya

Kliya563
Animals have caught something, kliya
Lion has caught something, kliya
Leopard has caught something, kliya

The repetition of kliya reinforces the image of the most dangerous and formidable
predatory wild animals (lion and leopard) as they attack their prey. “Nu” refers to something that
is not easy to capture, such as another living creature. The dance actions mimic the animals
“catching”. The women move forward with open hands and outstretched fingers (mimicking
claws) and make grasping motions to the right. The feet mark beats 3 (right foot), 4 (left foot),
and 1 (right foot) with a pause on beat 2; the same actions are reversed to the left for the second

562

C. K. Davor describes the vodu as “Just a small calabash with animal horn on top and and at the mouth of the
animal [horn] is a cowrie. He can foretell the future [describes how to hold] and he will be telling [makes sound]. He
tells a lot. So that is his drum.” Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
563
C. K. Davor describes the word to mean “making a sound of very heavy movement”. Interview with C. K. Davor,
April 10, 2017. The word also figures prominently in Eʋe song texts to describe movements that can be brave,
dangerous, or formidable. Fiagbedzi (2009:336) defines it as “higgledy-piggledy, in a confused manner.”
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cycle and the sequence repeated until the dancers reach the end of the dancing space, when the
henɔ gives a signal to stop. This is performed three times. The dance signifies Vodu Aƒetɔku as
being powerful like the animals depicted in the song, both of which can kill with one swift bite to
the neck.
Following this is a men‘s song:

Ade hea ade, ade hea ade
Tsayatsaya, ade hea ade
Aŋgba fofui (or egbeƒuƒu), ade hea ade
Tsayatsaya, ade hea ade

Hunter is hunting
Tsayatsaya,564 hunter is hunting
Dry leaves, hunter is hunting
Tsayatsaya, hunter is hunting

This text describes a hunter stealthily tracking an animal. However, the sound of dry
leaves (tsayatsaya) alerts animals to the hunter’s intentions. According to C. K. Davor, “He will
make your presence or your wicked plan to come out. So the dry leaves represent Aƒetɔku. If you
are hiding to destroy somebody’s life or if you have bad intentions against somebody, the leaves
[Aƒetɔku] will make your presence [intentions] heard.”565
This dance is normally done by two young men in the tome (dancing area) where the
women had just been. Unlike the previous example, the dance doesn’t reflect the text and in fact
is similar to the signifying movements of the martial dance Atsiagbekɔ. Bent arms motion
forward on every beat while the feet mark beats 1 (right), 2 (right foot), 3 (right foot), and 4 (left

564

Ideophone for the sound of dry leaves moving or being stepped upon.
Ibid. Though this is the explanation and connection to this shrine, other interpretations also exist. Julius Vodzi
Torgboh explains that these sorts of songs, which are drawn from Adeʋu (hunter’s music-dance), are sung in various
shrines in Eʋeland: “If someone says they shot at egbeƒuƒu (dry leaves) in the forest it means the hunter can shoot at
anything and find something good from it, he is a special hunter. That hunter will never return home without
bringing anything; it hunts for a reason. They are praising the vodu as being hunter among hunters”. Interview with
Julius Vodzi Torgboh, June 20, 2019.
565
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foot) of the cycle. As one foot goes down the opposite foot kicks backward vigorously. As in the
previous song, the feet repeat the same rhythm but with opposite footing for the second cycle;
the sequence is done in a forward moving diagonal direction, to the right for one cycle and to the
left for the second. The dance is virile in nature and a test of strength and stamina, as the tempo
of the drumming steadily and intentionally increases (uncommon in Eʋe performance) until the
dancers nearly fall out of step with the rhythm, much to the delight of those watching. The mood
is somewhat light-hearted and most everyone smiles and laughs as each iteration reaches its
climax. After the third and final performance, people actually applaud the dancers (a rarity,
especially in shrines!).
One final significant song-movement that occurs during ʋuxexle is dedicated to Vodu
Sakpate.566 Though considered a minor vodu (though still powerful), there is a ritual performed at
the very end of the ƒetatrɔtrɔ required of all present members that signals the full completion of
the celebrations.567 Sakpate is considered a disabled vodu whose work and efficacy is the realm
of sickness and affliction. For a community of worshippers he acts as a guardian against such

566

In the broader Adja-Gbe pantheon of deities, he is known as Sakpata and in some Eʋe communities may be
known as Axɔlu or even Anyigbatɔ who rules the earth and all that arises from it, including disease, meaning he can
create or dispel such afflictions. In some contexts, he is associated with smallpox and the vaccination thereof. Major
shrines to Sakpate/Sakpata do not feature prominently (visibly anyhow) among the Eʋe of Ghana, though almost
every town may have a communal Sakpate used to ward off sickness in the community. Among the Adja and Fɔ of
Benin however, there are n shrines and convents dedicated to the veneration of this vodu, with associated (and
fantastic) music and dance styles,. Public displays are common (one can even buy video recordings in the markets of
southern Benin). For a fascinating exploration of one such shrine in Benin among the Adja-Eʋe, and how they create
and create vaccination through ritual, see Kennel (2011).
567
The ritual is called agbadodo. On the last Monday of the festival, all members should gather specific personal
items which are placed in a large grass-woven agba (resembling a giant bird’s nest). It is carried to and left at the
crossroads of the community by devotees who sing this song to the accompaniment of gakogui and axatse. The
rational behind the ritual is that during the festival people may have come with various sicknesses, so Sakpate
should take all of these afflictions away. Other shrines perform a similar ritual called afekplɔkplɔ (house sweeping)
that is used to cleanse the community after a festival.
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afflictions, absorbing or suffering them on behalf of his devotees and removing diseases from
houses and the community.

Eku neva dzem
Dɔlele neva dzem
Ne mazu zɔkponɔ
Tsi xɔme

Death should come visit me
Sickness should come visit me
So I should become a leper who cannot walk
Forever in the room

While the song appears to be an invitation, it is rather a challenge to death and
debilitating illnesses, that they can try to afflict the community/people but through the power of
Sakpate (and Aƒetɔku), all will be protected. During ʋuxexle this song is sung in the shrine to the
rhythms of Dɔdaha, a drum related to songs of healing. Nobody dances to the song, but
congregants mimic a disabled person limping from to-and-fro, side-to-side, holding their legs
and waist in alternation. The movement is both an embodiment of Sakpatɛ and of physical
affliction itself.568
The ƒetatrɔtrɔ is a major occasion for the performance of music, dance, and ritual that is
associated with Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, including song, drum, and dance types that rarely feature in
other times of the annual life cycle of the shrine. What started as a requirement – for shrine
members to make annual sacrifices and to renew the voduwo – has grown into an opportunity to
elevate the status of the shrine and community nationally and beyond, attracting media attention,
Ghanaian and foreign visitors, and politicians from all levels of governance. The regimentation
of the opening ceremony on Easter Sunday is a forum for public speeches with political, cultural,

568

Cudjoe (1974:195-196) describes Sakpate as having a sore under his heel, hence the characterization of being
disabled.
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and economic resonance. The invitation of numerous other shrines to participate elevates the
presence, vitality and relevance of traditional religion in general. Beyond the necessary ritual of
agbowuwu that every member must perform, the remainder of the week allows for the extended
performance of the music of Aƒetɔku, including the performance of rarely heard drums and
songs, as well as elucidation on the meanings of certain songs and philosophical teachings on
what it means to be a member of the shrine. The socio-economic, cultural and inter-personal
benefits of this festival have substantial and long-term impacts. Thus, the ƒetatrɔtrɔ, as crucible
for all of the above, is undoubtedly the most important event in the annual cycle of the shrine and
the community it serves.

7.2

Adzotsui
In the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi drumming repertoire, Adzotsui is one genre deserving special

attention due to the rare relationship that exists between sound, movement, and meaning. The
music of Adzotsui, like much of the music of Aƒetɔku Gbodzi, exists to affect the emotional state
of devotees of the vodu as well as relay important messages.569 Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu states
that these “songs make you have a sort of power. When you sing it and when understand it well,
it works well within you.”570
The specific ʋugbewo, their associated songs, and their messages speak to both devotees
as well as to those who would want to challenge the vodu and his devotees. They can be lessons,
imploring the devotees to save the fruits of their labour for the future and not to waste their hard

569

C.K. Davor emphasizes that Adzotsui songs are “special messages brought from Aƒetɔku to the worshippers.”
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
570
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 28, 2018.
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work impulsively, or they can be idiomatic expressions reflecting on the profound nature of the
vodu. They can also be warnings, basically telling potential aggressors that if you attempt any
spiritual attacks upon Aƒetɔku and his members, death is the result. While addressing such
sentiments to a real or imagined enemy/threat can be understood as a deterrent, the existence of
such songs also serves to embolden, fortify, and increase the spiritual self-confidence of the
devotee listening to/singing such a song.
Specifically, there exists a tripartite connection between the verbal message of the song,
a rhythmic representation of the prosody of its words on the ʋuga and asiʋui, and a
choreographed aspect through specific dance movements that reflect the song/rhythm.571 As
azagunɔga C. K. Davor says, “The drummer will be singing the song on the drum.”572 This is
found in no other drumming at the shrine and is equally rare in the general body of Eʋe music.
Relationships between drum-song-dance do exist to varying degrees in the Eʋe canon.573
Atsiagbekɔ, perhaps one of the most well-known (outside of Ghana especially) Eʋe genres, has a
direct and obvious relationship between drum composition and dance choreography as the lead
drum’s rhythms (ʋugbe) dictates exactly what atsia (specific movement) the dancers will

571

Unlike most of the other genres in Aƒetɔkuʋu, much of the drumming in Adzotsui expresses the musical-linguistic
phenomenon of “talking drums”. Also see descriptions and analysis of the drumming for Lakawuwu in Appendix C
for the other example of talking drums in Aƒetɔkuʋu. A varied and fascinating phenomenon, the concept of talking
drums does require some clarification. See Nketia (1963:17-31) for a clear explanation of the various ways in which
drums can effectively communicate.
572
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 22, 2015. It should be noted that while the prosody of the song and
approximate representations of high, medium, and low pitch locations are exemplified, the actual pitches of the song
are not played on the drum.
573
Older performing styles of agbadza are said to exemplify a similar song-drum relationship, but only vestiges of
this remain in today’s practice. The Agbadza Project by Alorwoyie and Locke (2012) was an attempt to re-create
this relationship for publication purposes but was guided by the individual choices of Alorworyie in combining
certain songs with appropriate ʋugbewo, drawn from his own community. The veracity of his claim would need
further investigation in other communities. Some of my teachers claim that certain agbadza songs would
synchronize with the ʋugbe but the practice is less common today.
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execute. As such, learning to play Atsiagbekɔ requires dedicated learning over an extended
period of time to perform correctly and effectively as there is no improvisation.
Equally composed and choreographed but with an additional layer of complexity is the
music/dance of Adzogbo, perhaps the most difficult of all Eʋe genres. Like Atsiagbekɔ, Adzogbo
has the same direct relationship between specific ʋugbe and the movements of dancers, but many
of the atsia also have a corresponding song, whose syntax is clearly represented by the rhythmic
play of the atsimeʋu and the asiʋui. Once the atsimeʋu brings a particular rhythm, a specific
dance must follow, and with it a specific song. As a result, you can hear the dance and see the
music.
While the length, quantity, and complexity of the song/drum/dance interaction in
Adzotsui is not as extensive as that of Adzogbo, it is no less captivating to experience. When you
see and hear an assemblage of several hundred devotees animated in unison, moved by their own
voices and a polyphony of synchronized rhythm, you realize the efficacy of music and dance in
charging and cementing the ritual event and its meaning. Further, the music of Adzotsui has a
deeper cultural relevance in regard to meaning than Adzogbo, with many of the messages dealing
with themes of spiritual retribution and aggression (on the part of the vodu), delivered in an
idiomatic manner. These songs are not often experienced, usually performed at the behest of a
hunua to prove a moral or philosophical point to the assembled congregation at the weekly
gathering.574 Beyond this circumstantial context for performance, Adzotsui can only be heard
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This use of Adzotsui items is tied to its name. In the course of a conversation, a deliberation, or any focused
verbal exchange, one can interject a joke, proverb, song, or other from of seemingly unrelated external expression to
either lighten the mood, encourage interest, or emphasize a point; such interjections are called adzotsui and the items
classified as Adzotsui in the context of the shrine’s repertoire are used in this way, as interludes. Other Eʋe
performance contexts feature sections known as adzo which can be explained as interludes and/or “warm-up”
sections. Both Burns (2009:116) and Locke (1978:77) refer to such episodes as adzo and/or adzokpa.
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during the fetatrɔtrɔ or during the funeral performances of Aƒetɔkuʋu for deceased shrine
members (as part of aviɖeɖe). For all of the reasons noted above, I would argue that Adzotsui is a
rare and special drumming genre used in the Aƒetɔku Gbodzi, and in Eʋe culture as a whole, and
deserves attention.
My investigations into the history and development of Adzotsui indicates that “It has been
there for long. From the beginning of the shrine it is there. It never changes.”575 Whether the
songs were composed at the original shrine in Benin from which Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku was brought
into Ghana cannot be certain. Another interesting notion is regarding Adzotsui songs and their
mode of composition. When I questioned C. K. Davor about Adzotsui’s origins, and whether they
could have been composed by Mate Kwakuvi or were from Benin, he confidently responded:
Noooo! These songs are composed by people possessed by the spirit. They just don’t
compose here, and he will sit down [to compose]. Even in dream, songs will come. And
the drumming style will also come. Not ordinary people, not ordinary mind. They are not
composed by the ordinary mind, but a mind possessed by the spirit. The acting of
Aƒetɔku, the way he performs. They have that mind and then during their sleep they think
like this [sings Adzostui songs].576
7.2.1

Performance Context
In the annual cycle of shrine activity, there are few occasions and contexts for the

performance of Adzotsui. The most common, accessible and regular are the weekly Sunday
meetings, but within this period the only time an Adzotsui song may be performed is if a hunua
requests it, if at all. Such a request is always in response to events that have been unfolding at the

575

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 22, 2015.
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014. The notion of composition by possessed individuals exists in other Eʋe
repertoires, including the diverse Gorovodu/Brekete orders, see Friedson (2012). However, I do not think he is
intimating possession (trɔdzedze) of this sort here, rather he may mean inspiration. The notion of dream-inspired
song composition is well-documented in Eʋe culture: Anyihodo (1983), Dor (2000).
576
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time between kuviwo, hunɔwo, and the vodu. Through divination and discussion during a ritual, it
may be discovered that the huvi has engaged in spiritually and/or morally reprehensible
behaviour (according to Aƒetɔku’s taboos). The officiating hunɔ will make a speech to all in
attendance, using the offending kuvi and his/her situation as an example of what is not acceptable
behaviour. To cement the point in the consciousness of the assembled congregation and
individual in question, the hunɔ will request a song apposite the offence/behavior in question that
will act as an admonishment, a lesson in morality, or both. The performance of this music in this
very public way intensifies the meaning of the song upon the individual in question and would
serve as a deterrent to him/herself and others from future acts of moral and spiritual
transgression. This is one instance of where an Adzotsui song may be heard. A context where one
is guaranteed to experience Adzotsui is during the ʋuxexle at the annual ƒetatrɔtrɔ (described
earlier).
Adzotsui’s infrequent appearance, it’s relatively arcane song-drum-dance configurations
and meanings, and short performance period make it one of the most difficult collections of
drumming to learn. Rarely are people directly taught with the luxury of repetition and
constructive feedback from a teacher. For a skilled azagunɔ, learning other drumming genres,
such as Kinka or Agbadza, takes minimal repetition and there is room for individuality on the
part of the azagunɔ in performing these genres. But since Adzotsui songs are performed for
shorter periods of time,577 grasping the complete song-drum-dance connection is challenging.
Compare this to other genres in the Aƒetɔkuʋu repertoire that may be heard numerous times in a

577

Some recordings I have of Adzostui last for no more than 2 minutes for each song, sometimes only for 64
seconds.
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given ritual event and for extended periods of time (up to one hour more each) and have
relatively short (half-gakogui cycle) ʋugbe, such as Lakawuha, Gakpa, Ʋulegbe and others.578
These are considerably easier to comprehend and absorb. And unlike many other Eʋe genres, the
lead and support drumming in Adzotsui is fixed and allows little to no room for variation or
transformation.

7.2.2

Musical Elements and Performance Practice
The rare song-drum-movement nexus is a defining feature of the genre and is evident,

though in differing degrees, in most Adzotsui songs. I classify the song corpus in ways that
reflect this relationship (See Table 7.2).
Song title
Vi de mɔ nu loo
Temekpɔ temekpɔ
Lawɔgbe kaka lawɔgbe
Ne wa matsɔ dexɔ
Adzetɔgade tsɔ nku dzi
Nugoŋgoe
Aziza nye katɔ

Category
SDMS SDS
SMS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Table 7.2 Categorization of some Adzotsui songs based on song-drum-movement nexus characteristics

The first category contains songs with a unison between the song’s message, the prosody
of the text, the ʋugbe (asiʋui and ʋuga reflecting the prosody), and bodily movement. I will call
this a “song-drum-movement symmetry” (SDMS). The second category contains songs with

578

On a Sunday gathering, Lakawuhawo will be heard anytime an animal will be sacrificed (anywhere). Gakpa will
be performed anytime an offering to Vodu Hɔgbanu received or when a huvi makes akpedada (thanksgiving for
prayers being answered).
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“song-drum-symmetry” (SDS), a direct relation between the song’s prosody and the ʋugbe, but
with no associated movement aside from regular dancing. The third category, “song-movement
symmetry” (SMS) comprises those with unison between the song’s meaning and movement but
the ʋugbe utilized is drawn from Gadze and/or Efa Anagoʋu and is not unique to these songs or
the Adzotsui genre. However, the style of movement for SMS songs is more reflective of the
song’s meaning as the stylized gestures signify the key themes and/or images in the text. This
contrasts with the movement found in SDMS songs, whose movement is used more for
emphasizing particular points in the song’s text and timing, rather than the content of the text
itself. For example, in the SDMS songs the dance gesture used is the “back-breaking” Eʋe dance,
an immediately identifiable contracting and expanding torso movement that Eʋes are known for
across Ghana. In the song Vi de mɔ nu loo (see Figure 7.4), the dancers lower themselves and
dance with more intensity on the “waya waya” section of the song and rises to normal height on
the “miekpɔ” until “waya waya” returns again. Contrast this with the SMS song Aziza nye katɔ
which says that “Aziza is the master of rope, so you can’t tie him” and a movement which
references the arms being tied with rope. These are two very different uses of movement as it
relates to song text and meaning.
The basic rhythmic identity of Adzotsui resembles most all other forms of Aƒetɔkuʋu and
uses the S.A.R.R.T. Adzotsui songs consistently fit into a tempo range ♩.=77-84 with very little
variation above or below this range.
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When introducing a song during Adzotsui, the henɔ first intones the text and melody of
the song in an unmetered “relaxed” rhythm579, a common method of commencing a song
throughout Eʋe performance genres. After singing the song once in this manner, the henɔ
delivers the metered version starting with the initial calling phrase, from which the chorus of
responding singers and drum ensemble take their cue and enter appropriately. The song will then
be repeated no more than three times. Considering the relative brevity of these songs, this results
in a performance of usually no more than two minutes for each song. The song is ended by the
henɔ who intones “aloo ya!”, a command that immediately ceases any singing, talking, or sound
in general and is often used to capture the undivided attention in a gathering, whether large or
small.

7.2.2.1

Examples of Various Adzotsui Songs

1) SDMS example: Vi de mɔ nu (Figure 7.4)

579

I borrow Gbolonyo’s use of this term when describing unaccompanied Eʋe songs sung in what others would call
“free” rhythm. Like him, I agree that even without a strict metrical underpinning, songs in “free” rhythm are still
follow the prosody of the text, even if the durations of certain words may be “loose”, but not “free”, so to speak.
Ibid. (520fn1024)
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form repeats
from here

Figure 7.4 SDMS example Vi de mɔ nu lo

Call
Response

//:Vi de mɔ nu loo la mɔ Yeʋe do
Wo le waya waya waya
Agbo kɔ fu le waya
Woava te miawo kpɔ://

Which child understands something about Yeʋe?
It moves waya waya (freely moving)
The ram’s furry mane moves waya waya
They will come to try us, they will see
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The singer is warning a potential spiritual aggressor/enemy: “You cannot know anything
about us and our spiritual power. You may think you have some power, but you are deceiving
yourself. You can come and try to tempt us, to attack us, and then you will see the negative result
it will have upon you.” Though this is the sentiment of the song, the language and metaphors
used in relaying this message must be put into a broader Eʋe cultural context for a deeper
appreciation of its construction. In this song, there are two concepts that speak to broader
elements of Eʋe culture, one dealing with the spiritual, the other with the behavioural. The text is
from the perspective of a kuvi (a devotee of Aƒetɔku) who is asking a rhetorical question, “What
child (vi de), who can see/understand something (mɔ nu la), can possibly see/understand the
depths of Yeʋe (mɔ Yeʋe do)?” In this case, the child is being equated to a potential spiritual
aggressor/enemy and in a broader Eʋe spiritual context, Aƒetɔku is being equated with Yeʋe.580
The indigenous understanding is that a child cannot know anything about a profound spiritual
subject.
The metaphor of the hairy ram (agbo kɔ fu) invokes the idea of “bluffing” or boasting and
is found in other Eʋe contexts as well.581 The ram, when it wears a thick mane of fur, is said to
deceive itself, as if it believes it has the power and stature of a male lion (also having a large
mane).582 The animal and its image and behaviour can be used to embody the notion of an
“empty, powerless, baseless proclamation”. In the context of this song, an enemy may feel like

580

Three Eʋe discussants (Kofi Gbolonyo, Julius Vodzi Torgboh and Ledzi Agudzemegah) recognize the first line
of text as being Yeʋegbe, the language of the Yeʋe devotees, which is closely related to Fɔgbe of Benin. See
Akuetey (1989) and Gbolonyo (2009:114fn301).
581
The dance-drama Atsiagbekɔ uses the metaphor of the bluffing ram in the saying kɔdza ble agbo (“the mane
deceives the ram”). Also, the phrase dada agbo (“pride of the ram”) is used to express the notion of pride giving rise
to self-deception or broadly speaking, to express known cause-effect situations.
582
Personal communication with Ledzi Agudzemegah, February 13, 2018.
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he has some spiritual power and ability, but he is deceiving himself. Using the ideophone
“wayawaya”, the description of the ram’s thick mane moving side to side reinforces and
signifies the imagery and identity of a self-deceiving and boastful disposition.
As with most things Eʋe, there are multiple interpretations of a single object or idea, even
from the same individual. On one occasion, when discussing this same song, the first two lines of
the song were given a different yet not totally incompatible translation by C. K. Davor. Upon
asking what this song was portraying, he replied (in English), “A small child, who is about to
speak [just learning to speak] cannot give details of what an elderly person has [cannot speak
about profound subjects]. It’s a metaphor. You can say something but the real depth of the matter
you cannot go to it. A small person cannot understand why the ram has a beard.”583 While the
reader may see two explanations of the same song as being contradictory, to me they do
underscore the same final sentiment, that an inexperienced person cannot equate themselves with
a learned one. In the context of spirituality, anyone who challenges Aƒetɔku and his devotees is a
child.

1) SDS example: Adzetɔga de tsɔ ŋku dzi (Figure 7.5)

583

Interview with C. K. Davor April 27, 2015.
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form repeats
from here

Figure 7.5 SDS example Adzetɔga ne tsɔ ŋkudzi
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Call
Response

//:Adzetɔga ne tsɔ ŋkudzi akpɔm
Mi la wui tsen tsen mi la wui://

Great witch with a red eye looking at me
We will kill him quick, we will kill him

Unlike the first example that relies on epigrammatic devices, the literal translation of this
song clearly expresses the intent and meaning of the composer. The singer is explicitly stating,
“If one attempts spiritual wickedness on me, we will promptly kill him/her via the actions of
Aƒetɔku, who protects us”. The ideophone “tsentsen” is used to signify the swiftness of
Aƒetɔku’s actions in this context.
Sung from the perspective of an Aƒetɔku devotee, the song refers to an adzetɔ whose
intent is considered inherently evil and are the most unwelcome member of any community.584
The term ŋkudzi (“red eye”) is an aspect of Eʋe culture synonymous with the idea of the “evil
eye”, a cultural meme that is global in scope. In the Eʋe colour code, red is symbolic of death,
danger, and anger, thus a “red eye” invokes those qualities. To look at someone with ŋkudzi, on a
basic level, is to view someone with anger, anguish and evil intentions, though without specific
action. But when used in the same sentence as an adzetɔ, the phrase takes on a serious tone, as an
adzetɔ is very capable of enacting spiritual wickedness towards an individual, perhaps even
through their glance. Further, labeling someone as having nkudzi is a euphemism for saying they
are an adzetɔ. This song could be interpreted as a warning and challenge to the adzetɔga, but it
also serves to bolster the spiritual self-confidence and security of the singer(s).

584

In this case, the suffix -ga is added to the noun, which literally means “big”, but has connotations far beyond size.
While -ga is used a descriptor of a physical attribute in many cases, such as ʋuga (“big drum”), it is often used to
denote something great in reputation, and age. It can represent one’s mastery, education, experience, stature in a
practice and/or in society, such as azagunɔga (“supreme/chief drummer”), tsiamiga (“chief linguist”) or hunuaga
(“head priest”). Thus, an adzetɔga would be a master witch, wizard, sorcerer of the highest degree, one to be feared
in most cases, but not by the singer of this song.
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2) SMS585 example: Aziza nye katɔ
Aziza nye katɔ
Eka me bla na azizawoviwo o
Eka me na bla na gbetiwoviwo o

Aziza is the owner/master of rope
Rope can never tie/restrain the children of Aziza
Rope can never tie/restrain the children of gbeti586

This song references the mystical dwarfs that are common among Adja-Gbe speaking
people known as aziza. These fabled beings are known to be responsible for imparting esoteric
spiritual knowledge to humans – knowledge of vodu, ama (herbs), dzo – especially through the
encounters that hunters (adelawo) have had with them. As such, they are accorded special
respect and status in Eʋe culture and seen as powerful entities to be respected.587 The song
ascribes aziza as the master/owner of rope, thus it is impossible for anyone to attempt to use rope
to capture, restrain, or overpower aziza or azizaviwo (the “children”/followers of aziza). On a
deeper level, the text speaks to the spiritual power that aziza have and that no human can attempt
to use their own dzoka (symbolized as rope in the text) against aziza/azizaviwo. By now, the
reader can predict that in the context in which this song is sung; Vodu Aƒetɔku is equated with
the aziza and the azizaviwo are obviously his children/devotees.

585

The following two SMS songs are normally performed during ʋuxexle and are examples of the whole
membership using movement to signify aspects of the song text.
586
Gbeti is an entity that possess formidable spiritual strength, a synonym for aziza.
587
Over the years various Eʋe friends have described aziza to me, based on second-hand accounts and mythology
circulating in their communities (as no one has ever seen aziza). They are short, with black hair that covers their face
and their feet face backwards and are known to reside in termite mounds among other places. One hunɔ friend, upon
learning that I was going to travel to Benin, requested I find the hair of an aziza as he needed it as integral ingredient
for bo that he was preparing. For other scholarly references to aziza see Spieth (1906/2011:844-846), Herskovits and
Herskovits (1933:15) and (1958:217-218), de Surgy (1980:94), Blier (1995:83), and Dietrich (2012).
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The movement that accompanies the song explicitly references the text. While the feet
alternate in a shuffle forward and back and the body moves from side to side, the signifying
movement is that of the two arms rolling over each other in front of the torso, as if one were
wrapping a rope around an object, alluding to the rope in the text. Thus, the song and movement
empower the devotees who sing it. Their vodu is impenetrable to spiritual attacks as he is the
master/owner of such powers and as the children of the vodu, so are they. Given the empowering
nature of the song, it is performed with considerably more volume, joy, and verve than others.

3) SMS example: Nugoŋgoe
Nugoŋgoe
Wo nu tɔe nye adzetɔ
Nugoŋgoe

Protruding forehead
You yourself are the witch
Protruding forehead

On the surface the song may not be immediately clear, but as was explained to me by C.
K. Davor, the song references one example of evidence that someone is a witch – a bump or
protrusion on their forehead.588 This identifier may not be physically visible to all, but can be
seen spiritually.589 Regardless, the song directly speaks to someone who has been discovered as
being a witch and the movement that accompanies references the same. Everyone in the shrine at
this moment will put their fists, fingers, or knuckles to their forehead to emphasize the nugoŋgo

588

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015.
Julius Vodzi Torgboh explains that some people may actually be given a physical mark on their forehead as an
indicator of practicing witchcraft, as a form of punishment. He says that at some shrines they will mark one’s
forehead to show you are a witch if it has been revealed, through behaviour and spiritual investigations. Interview
with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, June 20, 2019.
589
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(protruding forehead) and move idiosyncratically from side-to-side in time with the rhythm
whilst singing.

7.3

Dɔdaha
The music of Dɔdaha (dɔ = sickness, da = heal, ha = song) is used in healing rituals for

those who have come to the shrine due to an illness, whether mental, physical or spiritual.590 In
fact, aside from bestowing spiritual protection, Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku has a greater reputation as a
shrine that heals and has devoted much of its energy to these efforts. One of the earliest projects
the shrine initiated was accommodation for patients of the shrine (and their caregiver). This has
lately been extended to the completion of a modern health clinic that employs Western medical
services. The hunuawo recognize that not every affliction can be cured using indigenous methods
and that Western science is useful in those cases. Conversely, they readily admit that many of the
patients at the shrine are those who were unable to find any cure at their local hospital but found
successful treatment at the shrine.591
There are various rituals for healing a patient at the shrine, some of which are performed
in a dedicated private area (agbamegbe, the behind of the agba), especially if the sickness is
severe. But the most public and regular practice, and the one that employs music more than
others, is known as dɔdada (sickness healing), which each patient may undergo once or twice a

590

It must be stated here that in the cosmology of many West African cultures, including the Eʋe, all illness have a
spiritual root, despite its physical manifestation. See Opoku (1978:148-151)
591
2019 Annual Festival Programme, page 7. The same publication also implores the government to “incorporate
herbal medicine into the modern health delivery system to promote the efficacy of herbal African medicine”. This
was also plainly stated to me by in person: “We know that there are some sicknesses, we cannot cure because we do
not have the machines to detect. But some diseases, if you put the herbs together and pray spiritually, it will go.
That’s why this religion [Aƒetɔku], we put up clinics.” Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 7, 2017.
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month.592 It involves a patient seated in front of Vodu Hɔgbanu while being bathed in palm oil
(amidze) and sanctified herb-infused water (amatsi). As his body and limbs are moved and
massaged, he inhales the smoke and heat from a sacred fire that sits at the base of Hɔgbanu (see
Figure 7.1). Herbal concoctions and poultices may be administered. During this ritual, five songs
are sung to the ʋublewu rhythm from Lakawuha. Dɔdaha is unique in that all of its drumming
resources are borrowed from existing drums.

Photo 7.1 A patient undergoing dɔdada in front of Vodu Hɔgbanu

592

Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
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The texts of the following songs were given to me by C. K. Davor on April 12, 2017.
Audio versions of these songs were difficult to obtain given the rarity of their performance (or
rather, the rarity of me being present when performed) as well the poor acoustic environment of
the shrine, especially with fewer singers than normal when these songs are sung.593 As the reader
will see, the texts serve to invoke the healing qualities of the deity, portray begging for leniency
on behalf of the patient, and promote the healing power of the vodu. The intention of the drum,
the meaning of the text, and the ritual cleansing and massaging of the patient combine into an
effective psycho- cultural-somatic healing force.594
1)
Ala ɖia wu dzo
Alakɛgbɔlo
Aɖia wu dzo godo
agbamevodua ɖia wu dzo gawo
Adzewo la ɖi anyi egbe glim do
Kpasetɔ la ɖi anyi egbe glim do
Anawoe la ɖi anyi egbe
Ala ladɛ glim do

The animal is more powerful than dzo
The animal is strong
It is more powerful than dzo, surely
Agbamevodu is more powerful than any big/great dzo
Adzewo assemble today but they are unsuccessful
Kpasetɔ assemble today but they are unsuccessful
Anawoe assemble today
[translation unavailable]

The superiority of Aƒetɔku (characterized as strong ala [animal]) over any dzo is the
theme here, but as stated elsewhere, dzo is spiritual power that can be used for good or evil
purposes. The phrase glim do requires richer translation than simply “failure”. The word gli

593

The one time I did witness dɔdada it was during the week and in the evening. There were few singers available
but it did not appear that volume was a key element of the ritual performance of the songs. Rather, the fact that the
songs were being sung at all, directed at both the patient and the vodu was the key.
594
This healing ontology is not limited to the African continent either. In the Western Amazon Brabec de Nori
(2017:2) has noted that “illness, harm and healing are conceptualized as a balance of power managed by people and
entities capable of sending magical items and beings over distances. Well-being in one’s own community may best
be achieved through quenching such forces among potential enemies: preventive striking and evading retaliation.
‘Healing’ is intrinsically linked to magical singing. Therefore, one who commands the power of song at the same
time wields the forces of sorcery and disaster.”
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alludes to being “ground up” in battle (i.e., defeat); thus glim do denotes an unsuccessful attempt
to do the same. C. K. Davor’s adds:
If you have a juju to kill people, Aƒetɔku is more powerful than that your juju. They are
singing that song and healing you, pouring water on you, [it] is more powerful than any
juju on earth. “All the witches can gather around, they will only just fly over me, they
won’t touch me.”595
2)
Agbenye bu Mawuga agbe nye bu
Wo la yi keke wo la gbɔ
Na va ke ɖe agbenye ŋuti
Ne ma gbu gbɔ

Mawuga, my life is missing/lost
You (Mawuga) will travel far you will return
You (Mawuga) will come to meet my life
So I will be with a newfound life

A poignant plea sung from the perspective of one suffering, lamenting that their life is
missing, C. K. Davor connects the song to being in a coma (”taken by spirits, went in coma”).596
“Life” refers to the spiritual component of one’s existence. Thus, the singer address Mawuga, the
greatest of spiritual forces, to travel and find it again for him so that he can return to the world of
the living with newfound spirit.

3)
Danyetseawo lɛ midi agbe nam
Kpɔlia ɖo dɔ nam
Danyetseawo lɛ midi agbe nam
Tɔnye wom xoxo
Manyɛ tsa wo la di
Avɔ yibɔ
Manyɛ tsa wo la di woafu pam pam pam

595
596

My mother’s friends, bring life back for me
Kpɔli has given me work to do
My mother’s friends, bring life back for me
Mine already happened
I will wash it to make it clean
Black cloth
I will wash it to make it very clean (white)

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 12, 2017.
Ibid.
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The singer of the song expresses a double-lament. He has lost life and is humiliated to
seek help from his mother’s friends. Why would he ask his mother’s friends instead of his
mother directly? The answer is in the phrase Be tɔnye wom xoxo (mine already happened)
meaning, his own misfortune occurred long before: his mother’s death. Thus he has no one to
advocate and perform rituals for him, as his mother could do. The mention of one’s kpɔli
references destiny (dzɔgbese); there is still more for the singer to do in life. The song uses a
metaphor of cleaning a dirty cloth to represent healing. C. K. Davor explains:
Its part of our healing. The black cloth that is nearly going to death will go back to white.
White means back to life. So when we are healing the person we sing this song, the
leniency from Aƒetɔku will come into the action of healing the sickness. So for the
patient, he’s sitting there, he’s hearing all these songs, hearing all these words, it will help
him also in the healing in combination with the medicine. psychologically. Hearing these
songs, its working on him spiritually.597
4)
Xea ɖɛ ma le agbawovi
Ati ka dzi woa dzo ɖo aɖui
Ehɔ gagla ɖɛ ma fo agbawovi
Ati ka dzi woa dzo ɖo aɖui
Fikae la ɖe ma dzo ɖo aɖui

A bird of prey catches Aƒetɔku’s child
Which tree is it going to land upon and eat?
A spiritually powerful eagle swoops Aƒetɔku’s child
Which tree will it land on and eat?
Where will it land and eat?

This song uses a rhetorical question to belittle and denigrate the efforts of spiritual
assailants, which empowers those who sing and hear it. The attacker is characterized by the bird
of prey, especially the Ehɔ gagla, an eagle that has a fearless heart and perceived spiritual
authority. But posing the question of where such a bird can land to devour its prey is really

597

Ibid.
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asking how can such an attack be successful. The text conveys this message, but the real depth of
the story is in a well-known legend it references, that of Tɔgbui Tsali. 598 One of the most
spiritually powerful individuals the Eʋe have ever known, Tɔgbui Tsali has undergone apotheosis
and passed from the realm of an ancestor to that of a trɔ, cared for by the Tsiame clan in Tsiame.
This story has been vividly etched in my mind since the first time I heard it, from my
friend Ledzi Agudzemegah in 2002. It was among the first of his many tales about magical feats
of various amegawo (powerful people) of Ghana and its fantastic elements impressed me deeply.
To summarize, Tsali was in a competition with his father, also a spiritually powerful individual.
The father had removed his own intestines for cleansing and hung them on tree branch to dry
when Tsali transformed himself into a hawk and snatched them away, as a show of his power
over the father. In turn, the father used his own powers to remove any possible tree for Tsali to
perch upon and eat. The father then turned himself into a tall tree upon which Tsali perched to
feast. Upon doing so the father turned back into a human and captured his entrails back from the
son.599 When I told C. K. Davor that this song reminded me of the story of Tsali he remarked
“That is the story. You can pick my intestine but you cannot change yourself into a tree to perch
on to eat it, that’s what he told the son. So the song is just like that”.600

5)
Vinyewo yi asigbeme

My children have gone trading

598

The legend of Tsali has been mentioned by other Eʋe cosmology including Fiawoo (1959), Gaba (1965),
Mamattah (1978), Anyidoho (1983). A more conjectural connection about Tsali and his connections the Ashanti
kingdom can be found here: https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/features/Okomfo-Anokye-was-an-EʋeTogbi-and-the-twin-of-Togbi-Tsali-513409
599
In Fiawoo’s version remarks to the son “Enya dofofo gake menya vuzuzu o” (you know how to steal entrails but
you do not know how to turn into a silk cotton tree). Fiawoo (1959:66).
600
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 12, 2017.
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Gbeka gbe woa gbɔge nam
Aya ɖuvi ŋtɔ yi asigbeme
Gbeka gbe woa gbɔge nam

Which day will they return to me?
A suffering child with no support has gone trading
Which day will they return to me?

C. K. Davor explains this song as being sung from the perspective of the hunuawo or
even from the voice of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. The song uses the metaphor of asigbeme (trading as
a business) to express the sickness and suffering that one of the children of the shrine is
experiencing. C. K. Davor says “Asigbeme is the sickness, or a trip for trading and he [the
child/sufferer] is not coming. He’s sick and looking for healing but couldn’t find it. So they
[hunuawo] are healing him, [and asking] ”When will she be well again, healed?”.601

7.4

Voduyɔyɔ
Voduyɔyɔ means “calling or invoking the vodu” and is the invocation to the various

deities of the shrine, most importantly Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and Tɔgbui Hɔgbanu. No ritual activity is
possible without the performance of Voduyɔyɔ as it is the ritual that invites the various vodu to
partake in the further rituals and offerings that will follow. While a deity is physically
represented by an idol, it must be spiritually charged and “woken up” before any sacrificial
engagement with the spirit is possible. Voduyɔyɔ fulfills that need, hence its extreme importance.
Voduyɔyɔ always occurs at the beginning of the ritual day when all members have
assembled and is quite striking aurally, visually and in its effect.602 It is one of the rituals that
demands complete silence, attention, and participation from everyone gathered in the shrine. The
devotees in attendance will all congregate in front of the deity, standing behind the henɔ who is

601

Ibid.
During annual festivals, it occurs every day of the festival and sometimes during ŋudɔdɔ (wake-keepings).
During the rest of the year, it occurs only during weekly Sunday gatherings or if a special circumstance dictates it.
602
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also facing the deity. The mood is somber, serious, and focused. The combination of the sparse
but penetrating drumming, the constant yet fluctuating gakogui phrases, and the elongated
phrases of the unmetered singing contribute to a mesmerizing sonic experience that elevates and
enhances the spiritual nature of the incantation. The performance character of voduyoyor
resembles another style of song rendition called ayoɖeɖe. Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu claims
that ayoɖeɖe as practised in the Aƒetɔku shrine is derived from the Efa corpus, and is used to
“smoothen the voice” before singing hatsiatsia songs.603
The invocation is built around a corpus of 10 songs whose meanings vary, at times
praising the deity, at other times threatening those who want to challenge the deity and his
devotees, or describing the mysterious ways in which Aƒetɔku and his spiritual allies can act in
the metaphysical world. Collectively these songs are known as Voduyɔhawo (“vodu invoke
songs”). The perceived power of these songs also restricts their usage, as they are only ever sung
in the presence of the deity in the shrine, or if a devotee is facing imminent danger elsewhere.604
In the latter case, by intoning the first few words of one of these songs, the devotee will mitigate
the danger by invoking the spirit of Aƒetɔku to intervene in the situation. According to Fiawodo
Afaxoe Amenorhu, son of the shrine’s founder, “Some of them, (you can sing) when you are in
trouble. Some people can attack you, they are going to kill you. You can sing some of these

603

Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 4, 2014. Fiagbedzi (1977:129-130) also mentions ayoɖeɖe as a
precursor to hatsiatsia songs. Hatsiatsia songs are generally elaborate and feature extended narratives and require
less instrumental accompaniment to appreciate the textual richness. They are found in numerous habɔbɔ contexts as
well as secular realms. There are some sung in the Aƒetɔku shrine but Amenorhu says they are basically Efa songs,
thus I did not focus my attention on them for this study.
604
Due to the restriction on singing these songs outside of the shrine, my main informant C.K. Davor could not sing
the melodies for me, but did agree, after consultation with leading priest Ŋgɔgbea Moses Davor, that he could write
out the words and explain their meaning to me.
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songs to help.”605 Regarding the origins of Voduyɔhawo, Afaxoe states that they were received
along with the vodu and thus has origins in Benin, from where the vodu was first brought into
Ghana by his father.606 C.K. Davor further claims that such songs were not composed by
“normal” people but rather under divine inspiration or a state of possession.607
Voduyɔyɔ is distinct from every other musical activity at the shrine as it contains elements
of free rhythm, or “the rhythm of music without perceived periodic organization.”608
Voduyɔhawo are sung to the accompaniment of the gakogui, though the use of the gakogui in this
context differs from its normal timeline-bearing and metrically important role. The bell part
alone is pulsed and intones phrases of alternating low and high bells to create a foil to the slower,
elongated, and unmeasured tones of the songs’ melodies. A third element is the three ʋugbewo
that are sporadically played by the azagunɔ, which use speech-like rhythm. The varying
durations of the gakogui phrases, the drumming, and the singing are influenced by the syllable
scansion of the texts. Caesura between lines of text determine when the new set of gakogui
phrases will occur and for how long they will be repeated and/or varied by the henɔ. Overall
form and regularity in Voduyɔyɔ ‘s music emerge from the interaction of these three parts:
gakogui, voduyɔhawo, and ʋugbewo.

605

Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 5, 2014.
Ibid.
607
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014.
608
Clayton (1996:330). At the commencement of a performance, the majority of Eʋe singing is introduced in freerhythm by the henɔ, but the response (and remainder of the performance) will be metered and accompanied by the
percussion ensemble. For a complete list of possible song introduction forms, see Fiagbedzi (2009:130-131).
606
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7.4.1

Voduyɔhawo (The Songs of Voduyɔyɔ)
The corpus of songs associated with Voduyɔyɔ, like those associated with Lakawuha, are

a separate class of songs from the hundreds of others associated with Aƒetɔkuʋu. Few restrictions
exist for when other songs can be sung, while Voduyɔhawo and Lakawuhawo songs are strictly
limited to the rituals that they are associated with. They cannot be idly sung “by heart” or for the
purposes of teaching. Considered spiritually potent, they can have negative effects when
rendered in the wrong context, and can be seen as a type of gbesa (incantation) with profound
meaning and power in traditional Eʋe culture. As stated earlier, I had to get special permission
even to transcribe their words. In fact, the spoken word, when uttered by a spiritually potent
person, is seen as more powerful and penetrating than mere physical action.609 As such, a gbesa,
is a phrase which one only uses with the greatest of care to invoke a spiritual power. When
pronounced incorrectly, for the wrong purpose, or in the wrong context, the effects of the gbesa
will work negatively or result in the opposite of the desired effect. Or, if one is not spiritually
prepared and/or fortified, hearing a gbesa may work negatively, resulting in mental illness for
example. Thus, controlled and focused contextual use of Voduyɔhawo obviously and inextricably
places them in a class of their own in the minds of shrine members. These are the songs that
initially speak directly to the vodu, invite him to interact with his followers, implore him to
receive offerings, and most critically, to act upon the prayers by the hunuawo that will follow.
While 10 songs form the corpus of Voduyɔhawo, only seven are sung during the ritual.
The first three and last two are compulsory and the middle two are the choice of the henɔ and are

609

On numerous occasions I have been told that hunuawo and bokɔwo of high rank and experience are very careful
in their speech, when it relates to cursing other individuals, verbally expressing desires, or speaking about the future,
for it is believed that what they say has the power to manifest itself.
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thus variable. The majority of the songs are in free rhythm, but the final song combines free
rhythm and meter as the second half of it is sung to the rhythm of Gadze, with full drum
ensemble accompaniment. During my fieldwork I had the opportunity to learn the texts of seven
of Voduyɔhawo songs, but learning the melodies posed a greater challenge. Though I had several
audio recordings of the ritual, the clarity of the singing was less than desirable (for my purposes)
for two reasons. First, the emotive affect of Voduyɔhawo is much more subdued than other types
of Eʋe singing. As there is no drumming, it means the voice does not need extra volume to be
heard over a percussion ensemble. Thus the enthusiasm normally found in Eʋe singing is absent,
and replaced with a perceptible sense of collective focus. Secondly, the acoustic space of the
shrine is akin to a giant concrete box that obscures and muffles the voice of both henɔ and
chorus. While the henɔ uses a microphone and speakers to amplify his voice, the chorus does not
and the imbalance between acoustic and amplified voices, both of which reverberate around the
concrete enclosure, leaves one struggling to decipher exactly what words and melodies the
chorus is singing.610
Based on ethical considerations I have regarding my relationship with the shrine, its
hunuawo, and the person who taught me these songs texts, I have decided not to list the Eʋe text
for the several Voduyɔhawo that I will discuss below. I will resort to only using the English
translations of the Eʋe. While this may appear a little forced and/or disjunct, especially in the

610

The poor acoustics of the shrine are not lost on members. Since the shrine’s physical expansion in 2007, a point
of pride no doubt, numerous members have lamented that the shrine has “too much echo” and makes the words
unintelligible. The sheer size of the space also situates the drummers at an irregular distance (at the back of the
shrine) from the hunuawo and henɔ (at the front of the shrine), a distance of about 20 meters, necessitating the use of
a microphone to be heard. Thus, slight timing delays at the commencement of a song can occur and the clarity of the
drumming itself gets lost in a wash of axatse and reverberating drums. The only way I was able to obtain clear
recordings of any Aƒetɔkuʋu was when it was performed outside of the shrine on rare occasions such as funerals,
special rituals, yearly festivals, or dedicated recording sessions.
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transcription that follows, for me it is important to respect the consideration that the community
has for these texts. As I mentioned, they are equivalent to gbesa and should not be shared freely.
Even though they are sung aloud during rituals, that is their context and are sung for ears that
have been initiated or are under the protection of the spirits the words invoke. In discussion with
some of my Eʋe friends, they cautioned against including such information in a document that
would be freely available to others as doing so would be akin to sharing information that it is not
under my purview to share. As the text is the most important thing in a gbesa, by just using the
English equivalent I have avoided sharing any secret information but at the same time am able to
convey the sense of the songs.

7.4.1.1

Voduyɔhawo Examples
The following is a translation and explanation of the compulsory Voduyɔhawo, the first

three and the final two.

1)
Call
Response
All

//:The gathering place (shrine) of Eku will not overgrow with bushes
The gathering place (shrine) of Legbavi will not overgrow with bushes
What could go wrong?
The great gathering place (shrine) will not overgrow with bushes
What could go wrong?://
The gathering place (shrine) of Keɖeke will not overgrow with bushes
The gathering place (shrine) of Legbavi will not overgrow with bushes
What could go wrong?

This initial song delivers a message that alludes to the everlasting power of Aƒetɔku, a
testament to his efficacy and is both an acclamation and invocation. It achieves this through the
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imagery of the gathering place (Aƒetɔku’s shrine) that has become overgrown with bushes – a
symbol of disuse, collapse, and abandonment.611 In this case, unless something extraordinary
happens in the negative, this will never happen to Aƒetɔku’s shrine. According to C.K. Davor,
who taught me these texts, “the compound of Aƒetɔku will not get bushy or dirty. The compound
of Aƒetɔku will always be clean, which means people will always be coming there for
sacrifices”.612
The theophoric noun that begins each line of said text is interchanged three times. In the
first occurrence, Aƒetɔku is referred to as Eku, a diminution of Aƒetɔku with ku (”death”) being
the identifier. In the second and third occurrences we encounter the ahanoŋkɔ (praise name) of
the deities. Such names are usually imbued with allusive qualities. Legbavi (”small Legba”)
equates Aƒetɔku with Legba, one of the most powerful vodu. This elevates and illustrates the
strength and status of Aƒetɔku. Keɖeke is a pseudonym for Aƒetɔku that refers to a type of tree
called atikeɖeke (”tree with one root”).613 The imagery and idea of such a tree alludes to someone
who is indomitable, yet has no obvious support or strength, appearing just as a simple vodu in a
bowl.614

611

In this context, a housing compound represents the Aƒetɔku shrine. The metaphor of an overgrown or “bushy”
compound is also found in the Adzotsui song Lawɔgbe lawɔgbe that describes the overgrown and abandoned
compound of a man who challenged an Aƒetɔku member.
612
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015.
613
My thanks to a close Eʋe friend, who will remain anonymous, who explained the meaning of atikeɖeke which
was connected to the gbesa of bo (spiritual charm) in his possession. He said that the song associated with his bo
and gbesa could be sung as an invocation to activate the power of the bo on his behalf, much like the songs of
Voduyɔyɔ.
614
C. K. Davor shared another pseudonym for Aƒetɔku as Agbagbɔlo, meaning “empty bowl”. It has a similar
symbolism to Keɖeke in that the bowl may look empty and unassuming, but contains great power. Interview with C.
K. Davor, April 24, 2017.
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In discussion with some of my interlocutors in Ghana, it was discovered that the text of a
song from the Efa repertoire – Ekuwo ʋɔnu mewɔ gbe o – is 95% identical to the song in
question. The text of the Efa song (sung to the ʋutsɔtsɔe rhythm) is below is as follows:
Dɛʋɔnu mewɔ gbe o
Faʋɔnu mewɔ gbe o
Kpɔliʋɔnu mewɔ gbe o
Ke enuɖedzɔ o

The great gathering place will not overgrow with bushes
Efa’s gathering place will not overgrow with bushes
Kpɔli’s gathering place will not overgrow with bushes
What could go wrong?

Compared to the Voduyɔyɔ version, the only difference between the two songs is the
pronoun related to whose ʋɔnu (gathering place, shrine) would become abandoned and
overgrown.615 Examples such as this raises questions about the origins of Aƒetɔkuhawo (or their
texts anyhow), the relation between Efa and Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, and the sharing of sacred ritual
resources. This is not the first time the connection between the Efa corpus of songs, narratives,
and incantations and Aƒetɔku has come to my attention. On numerous occasions, Fiawodo
Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu has stated that many (if not most in his opinion) Aƒetɔkuhawo are
derived from or influenced by Efa. I have other songs in my collection that have parallels to Efa
songs and proverbs. But the influence of Efa on vodu practice is so embedded in Eʋe culture that
it is difficult to make clear distinctions in some cases. Ultimately, such questions are
unanswerable without more research into the actual location of Aƒetɔku’s origin before Ghana.
And even then, who could really answer such questions authoritatively?

2)

615

The Efa example personifies Efa itself and kpɔli in this case. See Chapter 4 for a detailed description of the Efa
divination society and its relevance to Eʋe cosmology and spiritual practice overall.
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Call
Response
All

//:Eku says it is ready to boast and do work
The spirit is ready://
We invoke all the hunuawo
We invoke all Agbodzihawo for the time of action is at hand

More than any other Voduyɔyɔ song, this one mentions direct action, imploring the vodu
to act immediately on behalf of the supplicant. The idea of boasting here is related to the
confidence one has in the power of the vodu, a confidence that Eku (Aƒetɔku) is ready to
proclaim and demonstrate. In the Eʋe text, the final two lines utilize the verb “yɔ” a word that is
part of every Eʋe prayer. Literally, “yɔ” means to call somebody. But in the context of prayer, to
call a spirit (whether a vodu or ancestor) is to invoke that entity, to remember that entity, to
implore that entity to work for those who call it. In the ubiquitous tsiƒoɖi (libation form of
prayer), one sees the invocation “of numerous gods, ancestors, and legendary figures through
reciting their appellations and praise texts”.616 Thus in the final lines of the song, we see the
invocation of Hunuawo (priests, in this case deceased) and Agbodzihawo, the numerous deities
and powers associated with the Aƒetɔku shrine. While Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku and Tɔgbui Hɔgbanu are
the prominent deities in the shrine, there exist many more “lesser” spirits that work in tandem
with the main deities. The term “Agbodzihawo” is a euphemism for all spiritual entities at the
shrine, major and minor. It is common in many shrines for a major vodu be the focus and reason
for the shrine’s existence (and its name), but several other voduwo can also inhabit the same
space, acting in tandem with the main deity or fulfilling some other spiritual need as dictated by

616

See Gbolonyo (2009:218-223) and Nyamuame (2013:155-170) for detailed explanations of the depth and
importance of tsifodi as the single most frequent, widespread, and accessible form of Eʋe prayer.
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divination. The installation of a vodu may also come with various ebo that add to the efficacy of
the main vodu.
As mentioned earlier, Voduyɔhawo are seen to have a potency that restricts their singing,
and some songs can be used as an invocation to avoid a dangerous situation. This song is one
such invocation that is believed to have such power. It is said that when faced with imminent
danger, such as an armed robbery or assault, you need only recite the first line of text and the
danger will be mitigated by the spirit of Aƒetɔku. C. K. Davor explains, “If you are going
somewhere and somebody is going to attack you, you sing this song and you will go free. The
time for somebody to pledge for power (i.e., one’s vodu) to save him has come.”617

3)
Call
Response

//:And they say how Keɖeke acts on the agbadzi? What can happen?
Death cannot be challenged ://

This short text contains a key element in the conception and worship of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku.
The first line refers to the reputation of the vodu, intimating the aspects of his power over any
problem on Earth. In asking the question ‘What can happen?” it is implying that something
insurmountable, this case the inevitable and natural death of a member, which beyond the power
of the vodu; thus the final line’s message. It praises the power of the vodu in having the power to
help his children in any circumstance, but eventually, death will come to all.

4)

617

Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015.
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Call
Response

//:Something walks through the earth and goes to the house of the enemies.
They will be wailing and mourning.
Tɔgbui Hɔgbanu walks through the earth and goes to the house of the
enemies. They will be wailing and mourning.//:

Interesting imagery is employed in this song, one of the few instances that describes how
a vodu (Tɔgbui Hɔgbanu in this case) is conceived to “work” on behalf a supplicant. C. K. Davor
explains it clearly, “When he saws [sic] an enemy of a member and wants to act, to save that
member who is being threatened, he will work under the earth without your knowing it and come
to your enemy’s house and do what he wanted to do. And they will be wailing there.”618

5)
Call

Response
Call
Response
Call
Response

Someone went against my vodu
The vodu killed them
Someone did evil things against my vodu
Aƒetɔku kills people who drink human blood
They go against the vodu, they do evil things
(same)
Sokɔnude went to catch something, he came back with blood all over himself
Went to catch something, dzotɔgawo went to catch something and came back
covered in blood
When they use their grinding stone
The grinding stone will break

This is the final song sung with voduyɔyɔ and invokes the protective power of Tɔgbui
Aƒetɔku by describing the failure of aggressors against his children. The first half of the song is
the direct message. It refers to the actions of the second half of the song, wherein a person named
Sokɔnude wanted to spiritually catch something (a member of Aƒetɔku’s shrine) but came back

618

Ibid.
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covered in blood (as if defeated in a fight), thus was not successful. The next line describes the
same but uses dzotɔgawo instead of Sokɔnude. The final two lines use the metaphor of a grinding
stone breaking.619 According to C. K. Davor, the grinding stone ins this context is the type being
used to prepare dzo against an Aƒetɔku member. When they attempt to make it the stone breaks;
their actions are fruitless. He says, “They are making juju. When someone is making like this,
trying to kill. That grinding stone, you make like this [makes as if using a grinding stone], it will
crack and break and all that you [they] are doing will not succeed.”620

7.4.2

Gakogui in Voduyɔyɔ
The gakogui dominates the experience of Voduyɔyɔ as it is the most prominent sound.

After analyzing seven recordings of Voduyɔyɔ spanning four years, it became apparent to me that
a set of six gakogui phrases are used to accompany the invocatory songs (shown in Figure 7.6).621
These phrases are repeated with regularity and a definite pulse, and for short periods. Each
phrase has its own shape, perceptual affect, function, and aligns systematically with the songs
not via shared pulse- but according to the text. That is, the end of a text phrase usually signals a
change in gakogui phrase. This relatively small corpus of material is used to great effect by the
henɔ.

619

A grinding stone here is the type commonly used in every Eʋe household, a flat piece of rock (these days it is
often many small stones cemented together into a rectangle shape). Items are placed on this flat portion while a
heavy and oblong stone is used to crush them in a back and forth grinding motion. It is this stone that the song says
will break.
620
Ibid.
621
All of my recordings since 2014 have the same henɔ, Sapato Dzeamesi. Whether his gakogui patterns are
endemic to the Dagbamete shrine, are his interpretations of these patterns, or his own creation, is not known at the
time of writing. As will be discussed in another part of this dissertation, a visit to the ancestral Aƒetɔku shrine (in
Ghana) illuminated numerous performance practices that differ from those in Dagbamete, including the play of
gakogui in Voduyɔyɔ
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Figure 7.6 Gakogui patterns used to accompany Voduyɔyɔ as played by Henɔ Sapato Dzeamesi (Dagbamete)

The phrases are iterated for no longer than the duration of the line of text or a break
within the line of text, which can vary from 4 to 34 seconds, but on average lasts 10 seconds. The
gakogui-song relationship is not based on pulse but on form. To give an idea of this form, the
frequency of each phrase, and the duration of the sung lines of text is shown in an eight-minute
excerpt from a Voduyɔyɔ recording, indicating the occurrence of each phrase and the time points
(measured in seconds) they occupy (see Table 7.3).622 Each sequence of letters fairly consistently
follows a break between the henɔ’s line and the chorus, or in some cases, a break between longer
lines of text that the chorus sings.
After close listening to various Voduyɔyɔ recordings, a pattern emerges which
hierarchically places these phrases in relation to the flow of the call-and-response between the

622

April 8, 2015 at Dagbamete. Total recording time was 10:01 but was initiated mid-way through the first song.
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henɔ and kuviwo; the table below illustrates the form and process that is followed. Phrase A
figures most frequently as it accompanies each line of text sung by the henɔ and the chorus. At
the onset of a caesura, the henɔ will usually play phrase B or B’ (sometimes successively) to
signify the end of his line of text and thus cue the beginning of the responsorial text. Note that
the timing of these caesuras (and associated B phrases) is not strict but can overlap with both the
end of the henɔ’s vocal line and the beginning of the subsequent response line. Phrase A is
played during the response line and again phrase B/B’ will occur when that line of text is
finished. Phrase A’ is sometimes used in place of or in a sequence with phrase A and phrase B’’
is used the least, in place of or in sequence with phrase B or B’. Phrase A” dramatically
elongates the pause after the 4th onset which complicates entrainment, a contrast to the
isochronous character of phrase A and A’.
At lines 4-5, 19-20,31-32, and 32-33, the response is longer than usual and the henɔ uses
phrase B to indicate breaks in each of the response lines. At lines 34-34 and 35-36 the call is
longer than usual and the same use of phrase B occurs. However, in lines 20-21, 22-23, and 3738 there are also continuous responses, composed of several lines of text, but instead of
indicating these different lines of text by playing phrase B, the henɔ alternates between phrase A
and A’ while not interrupting the flow of pulsation. Overall there is a clear relation between the
gakogui phrases, who is singing, for how long, and what they are singing. One outlier to the
above process is line 14, which has a quick succession of shorter call-and-response texts not
broken up by the gakogui but performed as a complete unit, using only phrase A.
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Line #

Timepoint

Gakogui Phrase Sequence

Call (C) or Response
(R) Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

.44-.50
.51-.56
.57-1.04
1.05-1.16
1.17-1.33
1.34-1.39
1.40-1.48
1.49-1.53
1.55-2.05
2.07-2.16
2.17-2.30
2.31-2.40
2.41-2.55
2.56-3.17
3.19-3.53
3.54-4.01
4.02-4.08
4.09-4.14
4.15-4.24
4.26-4.42
4.43-4.58
4.58-5.17
5.18-5.31
5.32-5.39
5.40-5.56
5.57-6.04
6.06-6.20
6.21-6.26
6.27-6.32
6.33-6.39
6.40-6.51
6.52-7.19
7.20-7.27
7.28-7.34
7.35-7.43
7.44-7.50
7.51-8.11
8.12-8.23
8.25-end

AAAAAB’
AAAAB’
AAAAAAB’
AAAAAAABB’
A”A”A”A”BB’AB’
AAAAA”
AAAAAAB’B’
AAAAB’
AAAAAAAAB’B’
AAAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAAAAAAB’B’
AAAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB’B’
AAAAAAB’
AAAAAB’
AAAAA”
AAAAAAB’B’
A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAB
A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’
AAAAAAAAAAAB’B’
AAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAAAAAAABB’
AAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAAAAAAAB’
AAAAAA
AAAAAB’
AAAAAA
AAAAAABB’
A’A’A’AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB”B
AAABB’
AAAAAB’
AAAAAAAB’
AAAAAAB’
A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’A’
AAAAAAABB’
Metered final song

C
R
C
R
R
C
R
C
R
C
R
C
R
C+R
R
C
R
C
R
R
R
R
R
C
R
C
R
C
R
C
R
R
R
C
C
C
R
R
C

Table 7.3 Time points, gakogui phrases, and their relation to each call and response

Do the pulsation and the perceived metric character of these phrases align with any
established practices in the known canon of southern Eʋe music? It does not, and I do not think
that any perceived pulsation and meter in the gakogui in this context is intended to be just that.
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The play of the gakogui has no metrical influence or relationship to the songs or drumming that
occurs at the same time. While we can assign a period of 5 and 6 pulses for phrase A and A’
respectively (i.e., 5/8 and 6/8), such designations are irrelevant to the function of the gakogui in
this context. The singing, drumming, and gakogui are three independent streams, coordinated
only by caesuras in the text. The fact that three different A phrases can be used, each with a
different length and alternated at the behest of the performer, further confirms this notion of
independence. I assert that the key aspect of the gakogui rhythm in Voduyɔyɔ is the 4-stroke
alternation of low and high bells (LHLH).623 Whether the pause after the last stroke is held for
one pulse, filled in with extra high bell strokes or held for a longer, irregular and indeterminate
duration, is of lesser consequence.

7.4.3

Free Rhythm/Strict Rhythm Dichotomy in Eʋe Musical Practice
Free rhythm, as noted earlier, is the apparent absence of any metric and regulative

structure that would influence the temporal expression of a musical idea.624 Strict rhythm on the
other hand, adheres to the presence of regulative rhythmic structures and hierarchies. While
many studies on Eʋe rhythm have focused on strict rhythm and espoused complex polyrhythm as
a defining feature of Eʋe musical practice, the free rhythm/strict rhythm relationship is actually

623

Aside from the context of Voduyɔyɔ, I have come across only one other instance of using the gakogui in a sacred
context as described above. In 2013 during the fetatrɔtrɔ of a Kɔku shrine in the village of Torkanu, while the hunua
was praying with the aʋaga, another individual was playing an alternating L H L H (pause) pattern on the gakogui.
Though much slower than in Voduyɔyɔ, it was exactly the same phrase and used in a similarly invocatory context.
Fiagbedzi (1977:129) mentions the same alternating 4-stroke pattern as an accompaniment to ayoɖeɖe.
624
I do admit my admiration for the term “relaxed rhythm” as proposed by Gbolonyo (2009:520n1024). As he
states, even so-called “free” rhythmic examples have definite durations, tempos, and frameworks that influence
performance practice.
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widespread,625 and has been mentioned in some of the earliest studies on African rhythm in
general.626 In most Eʋe performances, a song is introduced in a declamatory style, soon followed
by a strict metrical accompaniment of chorus and percussion ensemble. Talking drums often
express their rhythms as stylized speech, utilizing pauses between phrases to great effect, not
bounded by a metrical framework. And various singing genres employ free rhythm, both in solo
and group performance, to invite contemplation, greater emotional involvement, and to allow
emphasis on the text and message being brought forth. Avorgbedor mentions ayoɖeɖe and the
use of that style to create a serious and introspective atmosphere, through the use of “formulaic
but intermittent bell strokes…and relaxed tempo” which encourages “intense reflection on the
song in context.”627 This is exactly how these musical resources are used in voduyɔyɔ.
Such songs, whose texts employ proverbs, philosophy, and indirect discursive statements
(as in sacred contexts), “put performers (and listeners) in mind of those things that lie beyond,
powers that exceed their own; this is a way of underlining the seriousness or solemnity of the
occasion.”628 Voduyɔyɔ employs the latter to great effect in signifying its important role and
meaning in the Aƒetɔku shrine overall.
In comparison with Voduyɔhawo, another example of free rhythm in the sacred context is
found in Yeʋeʋu, specifically in the performance of tsitrenuhawo and Adaʋuhawo.629 Both of

625

See Agawu (2016:159-167) for a detailed and enlightening discourse on domains of rhythmic expression in
African music, especially as it relates to rhythms of speech and rhythms of the body. Agawu (1997) assiduously
deals with the subject across a broad domain of northern Eʋe performance contexts.
626
See Ward (1927), Hornbostel (1928), Jones (1959), and Nketia (1963).
627
Avorgbedor (2001:278)
628
Agawu (2016:160)
629
Jones (1959) was an early study of Yeʋe music. Avorgbedor (1987) highlights the free vs strict rhythm
dichotomy. Nyamuame (2013) is the most comprehensive study of Yeʋe musical, ritual, and social structure since
Fiagbedzi (1977).
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these types of songs are sung in free rhythm but unlike Voduyɔhawo, they have strict rhythmic
accompaniment on gakogui (in tsitrenuhawo) or full drum ensemble (in Adaʋuhawo). The
combination of these unrelated yet simultaneous streams of music, combined with the intensely
serious and sacred ritual context in which they are performed, create what Avorgbedor calls a
“sound-time maze.”630 He further states that the “opposition of free and strict time structures
heightens the dramatic moment and places the audience (and dancers too) in a situation where
the temporal orientation is blurred and disembodied temporarily. The role of this ambiguity in
the affective determination of an elevated or spiritual experience cannot, therefore, be
overstressed.”631 While Voduyɔyɔ does not employ the same strict time structures, the
combination of multiple streams of free and pulsed rhythmic structures indeed contributes to an
“elevated or spiritual experience.632 The unmetered nature of these songs, and the message they
carry, is made more significant when we are reminded that a “tightly organized rhythmic
framework is a hallmark of the general Aŋlɔ-Eʋe musical traditions.”633 Framing spiritually
potent songs in the opposite of what is common highlights their difference and adds to their
reputation as being sacred, serious, mysterious, and deserving attention and respect.634

7.4.4

Drumming in Voduyɔyɔ
There is no ensemble drumming for Voduyɔyɔ. The only drum heard is the atsimeʋu

which intermittently plays three ʋugbewo while the songs are sung. There is no ambiguous

630

Avogbedor (1987:10)
Ibid. (15)
632
Ibid.
633
Ibid. (5)
634
Jones (1959:164) found the occurrence and contrast of free rhythmic practice to be “odd when so much African
music is patently based on a rigid metrical concept.”
631
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meaning in these rhythms. For those who understand, there is direct communication and
comprehension of the drums’ phrases, that is, they talk. Nketia (1963) remains the reference for
understanding the phenomenon of talking drums as found in sub-Saharan African practice. The
three modes he identifies - speech, signal, dance – have different and sometimes overlapping
roles. Speech mode is the most complex and utilizes a wide lexicon and variety of syllables and
pitches to resemble actual speech. Signal mode reduces speech elements to highlight a signal
idea, simple phrase, or word which is repeated.635 Dance mode may or may not have associated
text, and functions unlike the other two modes. Its main function is to stimulate and encourage
dancing in musical contexts. However, dance mode has the potential to be the most potent and
complex of all modes as certain contexts allow the drummer to adapt speech and signal modes
into dance mode. Thus, the drum can speak to you (invoke your ancestor’s name), can command
you (to enter or leave the dance space) and stimulate you (via its abstract rhythmic design). In
Voduyɔyɔ, the atsimeʋu acts as a speech surrogate, expressing texts that publicly signify
Aƒetɔku.636
The meaning of the ʋugbewo alludes to aspects of the ritual sphere and to attributes of
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku. They are repeated throughout the invocation and serve to signify the deity,
heighten the experience and meaning of the songs and the ritual overall. It is also significant to
note that during the ʋugbewo are only played during the response portion the song, and never
during the call of the henɔ. This is effective as for periods of time, there will be only the lone
voice of the henɔ and the gakogui. When the chorus responds, with the support of the atsimeʋu

635

It is also possible that the signal mode may not utilize actual words at all, but rather agreed upon phrases that
represent a noun, verb, or adjective.
636
Other examples of talking drums in Aƒetɔkuʋu would be in Adzotsui and the final movement of Lakawuwu.
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signifying Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, the impact of the song is elevated. It is as if the ʋugbewo act as a
running commentary to the the message of the song.

Figure 7.7 Ʋugbewo used during Voduyɔyɔ

As stated earlier, the rhythm of the ʋugbewo is determined by the long(L)/short (S)
syllables of the underlying text upon which it is based. As shown in Figure 7.8, Ʋugbe A is
composed of three syllables, the first of which (“wu”) is held slightly longer than the other two
(“ge de”), thus it becomes LSS.637 This ʋugbe is always repeated 2-4 times, thus it is the longest
of the three. Ʋugbe B is composed of 3 short syllables and one long (SSSL). Ʋugbe C is the
shortest of the three, composed of two short and one long syllable (SSL).638 Ʋugbewo B and C
are never repeated in quick succession like ʋugbe A.

637

The exact duration of the L syllable, in the absence of exact measurement and complimentary pulsation from
another instrument, is open to interpretation.
638
Though the phrases of ʋugbewo B and C may sound as if the terminal syllable is equal to those previous, both
“kpem” and “ga” are enunciated as long syllables in spoken Eʋe.
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The short ʋugbewo texts are potent verbal signifiers of the deity, and function as a kind of
motto to encapsulate the behavior, characteristics and the proclivities of the deity. And while
they are prominent during Voduyɔyɔ, they will also be played at other rituals, punctuating the
environment with reminders as to who and what Aƒetɔku is.639 The words “wu ge de” of ʋugbe A
mean “enormous amounts of blood” such as that to be given to Aƒetɔku over the course of the
day’s rituals. Blood is the essential ingredient in any vodu ritual. It carries the life energy that is
necessary to sustain, invigorate and satiate the spiritual entities that humans appeal to. The drum
is saying that lots of blood will flow today and Aƒetɔku will be satiated.640
Ʋugbe B, agba kpekpem, means “heavy bowl” or “heavy load”. Agba means bowl or
load, as in what one uses to carry something upon one’s head, still a common means of
transporting goods. In the context of Aƒetɔku, agba is a pseudonym for the deity itself, as the idol
sits in a bowl. Often, Vodu Aƒetɔku will not be referred to by name directly, but rather as
Agbamevodu, meaning the “vodu that resides in a bowl”. Likewise, a common epithet for
followers of Aƒetɔku is Agbaviwo (“children of the bowl”). The idea of kpekpem has deep
signification in the Eʋe language, as it is used to express one’s strength and authority against an
adversary. For example, when unsuccessfully challenged by someone, a common retort would be
Mele kpekpem agbe dze ene (“I am heavier than a load of salt”).641 Thus, heaviness in this context
refers to the spiritual power of the deity.642 Aƒetɔku is literally heavy due to the idol and bowl

639

See Chapter 4 for a description of ʋuyuɖuyuɖu as it is used in Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, as it employs these phrases
extensively as well.
640
Compare this ʋugbe with that of Lakatsotso that states Aƒetɔku be egbe mano wu (“Aƒetɔku says today I will
drink blood”).
641
Thanks to Ledzi Agudzemegah for bringing this phrase to my attention.
642
The term can also be used to express the extent of a burden that one is under, the difficulty being equated with
weight (or power), of something immovable or difficult to escape from. Semantically, it is not far removed from
ascribing power to a noun, such as a deity.
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themselves, but also to the litres of liquid that accumulate in the bowl which are periodically
removed for ritual bathing, drinking, or other purposes. Such liquids – blood, palm oil, distilled
palmwine – accumulate with every offering to Aƒetɔku. Referring to the deity as “heavy” also
alludes to the frequency with which it is propitiated (via a constant stream of offerings), itself a
reflection of Aƒetɔku’s efficacy and power.
Phrase C, egble ga, means “you’ve wasted/spent money” or simply, “it is expensive”. In
Eʋe culture, money accrues respect, for wealth is a form of power. Those who have amassed
wealth, who express their wealth, and most importantly, those who share their wealth are
accorded respect. It is understood that to obtain and sustain a vodu can be a costly endeavor for
the hunua, requiring wealth. The phrase also alludes to the fact that one must spend their money
or more accurately, waste their money, in paying fines after offending the shrine.
The ʋugbewo were explained to me like this by C. K. Davor. But according to ritual
specialist and azagunɔ Julius Vodzi Torgboh, alternate readings are also possible.643 He reads
these texts as a poem or condensed short story about the nature of ritual propitiation. In his
explanation, if you have offended the vodu and are not forthcoming with the offence you have
committed, you will be wasting your money by making sacrificial offerings to the vodu.
Enormous quantities of blood (wu ge de) fill the bowl of the vodu to make it heavy (agba
kpekpem), but these offerings will be tainted, and unacceptable. The vodu is said to be saturated

643

While Torgboh is not a member of the shrine, his grandfather (late Bosɔfɔ Avi) and mother were among the early
members, before it even came to Dagbamete. He hails from the older and larger village of Dzogadze, where the
founder of Dagbamete, Klu Agudzeamegah, also has roots. Torgboh descends from that same lineage on his
mother’s side. He is considered a son, nephew, and brother to the five families that constitute the majority of the
residents of Dagbamete, including the elders of the shrine. Thus he has grown up with a knowledge of Aƒetɔku
music and ritual, but from an outside perspective. Further, he has an immense knowledge of Eʋe cosmology, ritual,
music/dance, and philosophy that is gleaned from both experience and teachings of his elders. I’ve known him since
2002 and he has been an immense help to me over the years.
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or has eaten too much and any further offerings will be ineffectual. Thus, whatever money you
have spent on your offerings, it has been wasted (egble ga). Though these texts are short and
have simple surface meanings, it is clear that they signify profound ritual and cultural practices.

7.4.5

A Picture of Voduyɔhawo
Figure 7.9 is a transcription of the song Eku says it is ready, extracted from a longer

recording of a full Voduyɔyɔ ritual performance. Though only 49 seconds in duration, this piece
demonstrates the main gakogui phrases, the elongated ending tones of the songs, and includes the
three ʋugbewo. Viewing the transcription also enables the reader to gain some understanding of
the alignment of these three streams of music, as well as the approximate durations of individual
phrases and sections of the piece. While the rhythmic characteristics and formal relationships
between the song and gakogui have been described earlier, one of the striking features of these
Voduyɔhawo is the extended singing of vowels at the end of many response phrases. Given that
Eʋe song is intensely syllabic, when we encounter the elongation of a vowel it is cause for
attention.644 In this case, the ending vowel (often “e”, pronounced “eh”) of each responsorial
phrase is held for at least a whole note duration (approximately 3-5 seconds).645 In the second
response phrase, this is extended even further as the syllable “e” on F moves to another whole
note on C (using the same “e” vowel) which is then further extended by a glissando into a G with
the vowel morphing into an “a” for a half note duration. It total, that is approximately 8 seconds

644

The reader will have to bear with me as I include English text in the transcription but allude to the Eʋe as sung in
the song.
645
Notating free rhythm precisely is not the aim of this transcription. At times, a notes duration may be longer or
shorter than written, as are pauses between notes and phrases. Thus, a whole note in one instance may be longer than
a whole note in a later example.
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of a continuous but modulating vowel sound and tone. In the last two lines of response text we
encounter extended “e” vowels at the terminal end of each phrase, lasting for 4-6 seconds each.
Though this is but one Voduyɔha example, the same elongation of terminal vowels of response
phrases occurs in every other example of Voduyɔha.
So the question must be asked, why is this and what effect does it have? We have seen
that the presence of free rhythm contrasts with that of strict rhythm to highlight the importance
and seriousness of the ritual context. Might the contrast between expected syllabic singing (i.e.,
short durations) and the extended durations described above also function to emphasize the
serious and sacred nature of the ritual? Do these long tones serve to heighten focus and
awareness among the singers, who are all ritual participants?646 I can only speak from my own
experience of Voduyɔyɔ in saying that it is an arresting sonic experience, due in large part to the
rare manner of singing, the instrumental accompaniment, and the fact that the musical energy is
intentionally and physically directed at a spiritual entity.

646

A reminder here that even though non-members are free to enter the shrine and observe, the vast majority of
people in attendance are shrine members. Further, Voduyɔyɔ is one of the few musical-ritual acts that mandates
complete attention and participation from members.
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Figure 7.8 “The spirit is ready” transcription showing gakogui, song, and ʋugbewo
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Chapter 8: Improvisation in Aƒetɔkuʋu

8.1

Introduction
The word “improvisation” conjures up notions of spontaneity, creativity, freedom, and

even mystery. The cross-cultural study of improvisation has found it to be an integral part of the
world’s musical cultures and that music traditions without some element of improvisation are
actually the exception.647 Musical improvisation, at its most basic, can be defined as music
creation during performance. The keyword in this definition is “creation”, as the notion of
improvisation connotes an element of creativity, of something novel being presented alongside,
in addition to, or instead of musical material that was pre-composed (whether oral or notated).
Such an efficient definition leaves much room for exploring the broad spectrum of musical
improvisation, which can vary from minute ornamentation of a tone to variations on a theme to
completely “free” improvised performances that aim to eschew any recognition of familiarity or
reliance on what has been done before.
A generalized understanding of improvisation is that musicians operating within a given
musical idiom are regulated by an agreed upon – but sometimes malleable – set of musical
vocabularies and aesthetic preferences that define expectations of what is acceptable. These socalled building blocks combine to form schemas, culturally recognized models that are the
standard reference from which any novel musical action is measured. It is up to the musician to

647

Beyond the musical context, emerging studies on the nature of improvisation have found it to be a defining
feature of human behavior as improvisation is, at its root, a form of decision-making; it is the act of responding to a
situation. This field of so-called “critical improvisation studies” has been developing a larger presence since the turn
of the twenty-first century. See Lewis and Piekut (2016), Born, Lewis, and Straw (2017) and the various
publications and activities of the International Institute for Critical Studies in Improvisation (IICSI),
http://improvisationinstitute.ca/.
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have mastery and instant recall over these rules, tools, and musical vocabularies to shape and
create meaningful musical expression in a period of real time. A musician’s improvisational
merit sits on a continuum, one end being the degree to which she references said models and
building blocks, the middle as novel creation, and the opposite end being transgression of
idiomatic aesthetic boundaries.648
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the particular limitations that azagunɔwo face
injecting variance and improvisation in Aƒetɔkuʋu, limitations that are also present in varying
degrees in other sacred drums. I will analyze and explain the strategies drummers employ
navigating these limitations to create and sustain interest, excitement, and variance over the
course of extended performances. An explanation of improvisatory methods used in other
Southern Eʋe drumming contexts is necessary, as Aƒetɔkuʋu lead drummers rely on those same
strategies. Improvisation has been discussed in many publications on southern Eʋe drumming
over the past six decades. These include the writing of Cudjoe (1953) Jones (1959),649 Pantaleoni
(1972a, 1972b), Locke (1978, 1980, 1987, 2010), Chernoff (1979), Anku (2005), Aloworyie
(2007), and Burns (2011). These works display both indigenous and non-indigenous perspectives

648

See Nettl (1974). Despite being written over four decades ago, this article remains an accurate assessment of the
various elements that define improvisation, as well as the improvisation-composition relationship. Scholars continue
to expand the cross-cultural study of improvisation. However, it is my view that whatever new ideas and
terminology that have been introduced are synonyms for Nettl’s concepts or can be explained using them.
649
Regardless of the numerous criticisms levelled at his work on Ewe music (which are quite valid), Jones was quite
accurate in his assessment of how a lead drummer engages in improvisatory play (and in other remarks about Ewe
music). No doubt, many of the observations made by Jones in the majority of this work were heavily influenced by
his sole informant Desmond Tay, an Eʋe drummer residing in England. Jones’ analysis of lead drum “variations” (as
he calls improvisation) was only based on two patterns of Agbadza, as played and explained by Tay. Through the
help of Tay, Jones was able to discern the elements of lead drumming, using terms such as “Standard Pattern” (not
to be confused with the 2212221 gakogui pattern), “variation”, “sub-motif”, “sub-phrase” to describe the various
components of lead drumming and how Tay assembled them. See Jones (1959:1974-189).
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on rhythmic variation and improvisation, and collectively are an enlightening window into the
processes involved from cultural aesthetic, cognitive, and music-theoretical points of view.
I am using improvisation to refer to any musical action that is determined by the choice
of the musician. I will identify three broad categories of Eʋe drumming improvisation. The first
is the order in which the azagunɔ presents pre-composed and communally recognized phrases
(ʋugbewo) associated with a drum. The choice of phrase and the act of combining it with others
is a type of improvisation. Secondly, anything falling under the rubric of variation (or
ornamentation) of a note or phrase, no matter how minimal, is improvisation. Finally, any
musical ideas the musician brings forth that are spontaneously created and that do not fit the
previous two categories are considered improvisation.

8.2

Improvisation in the General Eʋe Performance Context
Not all instruments found in southern drumming ensembles are afforded opportunities for

improvisation. Together, the gakogui, axatse, and kagaŋ form the rhythmic and temporal
reference for every musician and dancer in nearly every drum, thus the slightest variant,
especially on the gakogui (even by a skilled performer) is generally frowned upon.650 Among the
drums in the Southern Eʋe ensemble, the kagaŋ is perhaps the most restricted. It always plays a
selection of repetitive rhythms, determined by the identity of the drum in question. It is immune
to the commands of the lead drums and once it starts its pattern, it rarely varies. Its motor-like
character propels the music, almost always avoiding any beat position; hence it is often termed as

650

Axatse patterns can be broken periodically by the arrhythmic shaking of the instrument to generate excitement,
encouragement and general merriment, but these actions last for no more than a few seconds and the player always
returns to the basic pattern.
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being off-beat.651 Any creativity comes in the form of lightly ornamenting or syncopating the
existing rhythm. While it is possible in the hands of skilled player, improvising upon the kagaŋ is
neither expected nor common. The pattern, even when varied, must always remain audible and
its rhythmic character specific to each drum clear.
The asiʋui (supporting and/or responding drums; kidi and sogo) are played with sticks
and are allowed some scope for embellishment, but this is tempered by the drum in question and
the structure of the rhythms the asiʋui play, in conversation with the ʋuga (lead drum). At the
heart of the dialogue between the ʋuga and asiʋui is the composed theme known as ʋugbe (pl.
ʋugbewo). How various drums in an ensemble share, navigate, process, and improvise upon
ʋugbewo is the site of the most interesting and complex aspects of southern Eʋe drumming; it is
where the action is. Literally translated as “drum voice/language”, the term ʋugbe is used by Eʋe
musicians to discuss many aspects of a drum’s rhythm, its precise meaning understood in the
context of the conversation. It refers what the sound of any drum as well as how this sound can
be expressed and mimicked verbally using mnemonics.652 It is used to refer to any rhythm that a
drum expresses, whether composed or improvised, thus one could ask “What is the ʋugbe of the
kagaŋ?” Finally, in a specific sense – and the manner in which I will primarily use the term –
ʋugbe connotes the collection of call and response dialogues that are introduced by the ʋuga and
then reified and/or completed by the asiʋui. In this context, each ʋugbe is a repeating pattern
within which improvisation may occur.

651

To be clear, I am using beat to the refer to evenly spaced positions that are (almost) always marked by the foot
movements of dancers. In all nearly all Ewe drums, there are four of these (and sometimes 2) beats to a gakogui
cycle. Faster pulses subdivide these beats into 2, 3, 4, or 6 pulses.
652
In this use of the term, to express ʋugbe would be to literally mimic the sound of a drum
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Many southern Eʋe drumming styles are identified by the particular varieties of ʋugbe
that are used, and some drums share various ʋugbewo regardless of the drum’s tempo, metric
structure, performance context, or sacred/secular identity. Of the 30+ well-known Eʋe drumming
styles, the majority utilize a constantly revolving collection of ʋugbewo during a performance.
This is what I classify as a dynamic use of ʋugbe. However, in a few genres, the rhythms of the
asiʋui are fixed and do not engage in a changing dialogue of call and response with the lead
drums. Throughout the duration of a musical event they never change their rhythm. I classify this
as a static use of ʋugbe. The majority of Aƒetɔkuʋu falls in the latter category.
Factors determining if, how, and when improvisation can arise include the presence of
choreographed dance, a drum’s religious or secular association, the type of rhythmic
conversations (ʋugbewo) and whether or not the ʋugbe is static or dynamic. In drums that have a
complex relationship between drumming and choreographed dance styles, there is little to no
improvisation allowed in the lead drumming. Drums such as Atsiagbekɔ and Adzogbo are
composed of extended dance choreographies with specific relationships to lead drum rhythms.
The dancer’s ear is always attuned to the sound of the lead drum, awaiting a clue as to which
dance style will be called. Anything that is outside of the lead drum’s expected rhythmic
vocabulary would confuse the dancers, thus variance in lead drum rhythms is strictly
prohibited.653

653

Atsiagbekɔ and Adzogbo are considered two of the most difficult Ewe drums to learn and master for this reason.
Atsiagbekɔ is defined by extended and relatively elaborate dance sequences which the atsimeʋu matches closely.
This occurs over a dense layer of four supporting drums whose rhythms do not change during the course of
performance, though they can be varied and embellished according to the skill of the player and without interfering
with the lead drum. Adzogbo is even more complex and difficult as every dance style has an associated lead drum
theme in addition to a responding support drum conversation, some of which can last for 20 gakogui cycles (most
ʋugbe are no longer than two cycles). To add another layer of complexity, some themes have an accompanying song
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In the case of sacred drums, there are several factors that limit improvisation. In drums
that involve possession of devotees, specific drum rhythms are considered pleasing or attractive
to spiritual entities. Thus, any improvisation on said rhythms would be displeasing to these
spirits and/or would not attract them to possess devotees or make their presence known in a ritual
setting.654 Also, some sacred drums are considered older than many social drums and the rhythms
they employ have a sacred purpose, that is, they were not created purely for the sake of
enjoyment and socialization. It is understood that previous generations created specific drum
rhythms for use in these sacred contexts and “tampering” with them is not encouraged.655
Ʋugbewo are introduced by the lead drum, to which the asiʋui will respond. However,
prior to every ʋugbe the lead drum will play a warning rhythm that has two main functions. The
foremost of these is to attract the attention of the asiʋui players who must prepare for a new
ʋugbe, and to alert (and excite) dancers who may be waiting in standby mode, before the dance
proper.656 Besides playing the ʋugbe, the asiʋui also play a corresponding response for the
warning signal, something akin to a holding pattern, until they hear the new ʋugbe from the
ʋuga. Warning signals are known by all drummers of an ensemble and vary from drum to drum

whose syntax matches that of the drumming. Thus, learning the repertoire of Adzogbo takes concerted effort,
repeated exposure, and in many cases, dedicated instruction.
654
Burns mentions such a similar limiting factor in the context of Yeʋe, wherein improvisation on lead drumming
should not overshadow or compete with the Yeʋe devotees, as skilled dancers who act as “divine muses” and use
performances to display their own artistic prowess. See Burns (2011:158-159, 193). For a more thorough study of
the creative freedom and limitation of a lead drummer in Yeʋe see Nyamuame (2013).
655
Here I invoke the distinction made by C. K. Davor between sacred drums (such as Yeʋeʋu, Kɔkuʋu, Aƒetɔkuʋu)
and what he calls ahiaviʋu (drum for fiancé/lovers/social intercourse). Many social drums that are played in the
habɔbɔ context fall under this classification of ahiaviʋu. Interview with C. K. Davor on May 5, 2015. Also see Dor
(2004:44) for an example of communal reluctance to alter or expand the repertoire of sacred and/or historical drums.
656
A generalized Ewe dance sequence consists of three parts: 1) adasasa, 2) ɣeɖuɖu/dzime, and 3) ɣetsotso; these
elements can be defined as 1) preparation movement; 2) dancing; and 3) ending movement. See Nyamuame (2013)
and Locke (http://sites.tufts.edu/davidlocke/files/2012/01/Agbadza-Critical-Edition-final-DL1.pdf) for further
descriptions.
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and are characterized by a dense and repetitive rhythmic figure that normally lasts for a full
gakogui cycle. A warning signal could last longer than a cycle, which would give the azagunɔ
more time to prepare his next ʋugbe, but anything longer than two cycles is seen as gratuitous,
amateurish, and is generally not acceptable.
While warning signals are used in almost all Eʋe drums, there is not widespread
agreement (or even acknowledgment) of an Eʋe term for it. During the course of a performance,
an azagunɔ may be told “Trɔ ʋugbea” (“Change the ʋugbe”) if he is playing a ʋugbe for an
extended period or if dancers are waiting for the signal to start their dancing episode. In all of my
experiences of learning to play Eʋe music, English terms such as “alarm”, “rolling”, or “turning”
were used by Eʋe musicians when referring to what I am calling a warning signal. In a
discussion on the subject with long-time Eʋe friend and teacher Julius Vodzi Torgboh, a term
that came up was ʋutɔtrɔ (“drum changing”), a lexical item reflecting the aforementioned “Trɔ
ʋugbea” command.657 Several examples of ʋutɔtrɔ are shown in Figure 8.1.

657

Torgboh learned this term from his late grandfather Bosɔfɔ Avi, a respected azagunɔga and hunua from
Dzogadze. Torgboh’s uncle Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo also uses the term. Torgboh says that “most local
musicians do not understudy any other musician before they become master drummers, so some of them are not
common [sic] with terms.” Even though ʋutɔtrɔ is not widely used, I still choose to employ in the context of this
discussion. Personal Communication with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, November .29, 2018.
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Figure 8.1 Ʋutɔtrɔ examples with asiʋui responses for several drums

The ʋugbe follows the ʋutɔtrɔ, to which the asiʋui drummers immediately respond with
their corresponding rhythm, and to which dancers will time the beginning of their dance
episode.658 The ʋugbe has now been established. During the ʋutɔtrɔ it is not unusual for dancers
to exclaim and axatse players to vigorously shake their instrument, timing the return to their
standard rhythm to coincide with the beginning of the gakogui cycle and the new ʋugbe. The
combined effect of all of the above is an aural-visual wave of anticipation and excitement that
repeats at each ʋugbe change helping to fuel a drumming event and sustain the interest and
energy of all participants over several hours.

658

Dancers are free to start their dance at any time they choose, ignoring the whims of the azagunɔ. However, it is
most common (and exciting) to time one’s dance with the introduction of a new ʋugbe. It is also normal for dancers
who are in waiting mode to verbally and visually provoke the azagunɔ to play the ʋutɔtrɔ and introduce a ʋugbe.
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After several repetitions of the ʋugbe the azagunɔ has numerous choices: 1) improvise
around the ʋugbe using accepted variations or novel ones; 2) embellish the strokes of the ʋugbe;
3) play a skeletal version of the ʋugbe, often with muted strokes that align with asiʋui strokes; 4)
silence (which also leaves room for improvisation by asiʋui players); 5) re-introduce the full
ʋugbe; or 6) play the warning roll to introduce new ʋugbe.659 The whole process, from one
ʋutɔtrɔ to the next, can last anywhere from 20 seconds to a couple of minutes for a single ʋugbe.
The length determined by the demands of the dancers, the proclivities of the azagunɔ, or the
particular drum’s performance context and the influences it may have on improvisation. This is
the standard practice for any genre that employs a dynamic use of ʋugbe and is outlined in Figure
8.2.

659

In ensembles where lead drums are duplicated, it is common for the second azagunɔ to play the warning signal
and then repeat the same ʋugbe as his predecessor. Completely at the discretion of the azagunɔ, the reintroduction of
the same ʋugbe serves to uplift the energy of the whole ensemble, which is palatable by their response, especially if
the ʋugbe is particularly enjoyable. It also serves to show that the other azagunɔ knows the repertoire well and is as
knowledgeable and skilled as the other azagunɔ.
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Figure 8.2 General process of ʋugbe implementation. Adapted from Burns (2011:164).

Ʋugbewo can vary in length, density, and rhythmic structure and they are always
perceived (and conceived) within the context of the gakogui cycle and the metric underpinnings
contained within its period.660 Their various constituent phrases can be dense, filling up much of
the temporal space allotted to it, or sparse, leaving more room for azagunɔ improvisation.
Generally, ʋugbewo last no longer than two gakogui cycles and can be as brief as one quarter of
a cycle.661 Several ʋugbe examples are shown in Figures 8.3-8.5.

660

This is a crucial point to understand and should be somewhat obvious. For example, within a 12-pulse gakogui
pattern, if a phrase is composed of two onsets and four rests (and repeated, thus dividing the cycle in half) it could
theoretically exist in six different points in relation to the gakogui. Though bearing the same abstract structure, each
of these possible points upon which to place the rhythm would be seen as a different ʋugbe.
661
Based on his examination of 128 ʋugbewo from several different drums, Burns (2011) classifies all Ewe ʋugbe
according to their length (single measure or dual measure) and structure (symmetric or asymmetric), yielding four
broad categories: single-symmetrical pattern (SSP), single asymmetrical pattern (SAP), dual-symmetrical pattern
(DSP), and dual-asymmetric pattern (DAP). While many ʋugbe can fit into these categories, there are other
examples which do not fit this scheme that are also common in current practice.
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Figure 8.3 Ʋugbe example 1

Figure 8.4 Ʋugbe example 2
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Figure 8.5 Ʋugbe example 3

Some ʋugbe are paired, wherein the azagunɔ can shift between two choices, using cues
unique to the ʋugbe in question. These cues can be a phrase that is known to be a segue into the
second part of the ʋugbe, or an intentional pause, both of which are anticipated by the asiʋui
players. This gives the impression that the ʋugbe itself contains its own built in ʋugbe. The
constituent ʋugbe are always played in the same order; upon the introduction of ʋugbe A, it is
expected that B will soon follow. They are not played independently or in reverse order. This
species of ʋugbe can span an indeterminate number of gakogui cycles, as the number of
repetitions of each B is at the discretion of the azagunɔ. Improvising within this structure is
relatively limited as improvisations may obfuscate the changing cues. See Figure 8.6 for an
example of a 2-in-1 ʋugbe.
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Figure 8.6 "2-in-1" ʋugbe example

In the vast majority of drumming, the ʋugbe is the main consideration of any creative
musical expression the azagunɔ will present. There is a balance between an intimate knowledge
of its structure, where it sits within the timeline, the technical capabilities of the drummer, an
awareness of the needs of the dancers, and a sense of proportion between improvising, restating
the ʋugbe, and introducing new ʋugbe. It is not as simple as being able to play along with the
timeline and utilize the same body of phrases and licks for any genre of music. A skilled azagunɔ
will improvise according to the ʋugbe’s structure, not the timeline’s. Does this mean a skilled
azagunɔ may play any musical pattern that comes to his or her mind, in the heat of the moment,
353

as long as it is conceived in relation to and doesn’t obstruct the ʋugbe? Is it that simple? At a
very basic and elementary level, the answer is yes. However, there are musical and aesthetic
considerations that a lead drummer must follow when improvising, which are learned over time
by observation, imitation, and a combination of encouragement (when adhering to the rules) and
admonishment (when breaking them).
A further level of complexity and limitation upon improvisation is that in some cases the
rhythm and pitch contour of the ʋugbe effectively mimics the rhythm and pitch contour of
associated text (nyagbe), which is recognizable to some participants.662 What this means for the
azagunɔ is that choices for improvising must not obfuscate the meaning of the sentence. The
rhythm of the sentence must remain, supported by the rhythm of asiʋui, and what the azagunɔ
adds may rhythmically allude to what a spoken version of the sentence may sound like. That is
the ideal anyhow. Thus, injecting combinations of dense (but exciting) double strokes, long
rolling strokes or extended improvised phrases that cross over the asiʋui rhythm would, to a
knowledgeable ear, be unacceptable. This is one of several criteria in which a regular azagunɔ
(and at times a younger musician) can be identified against a skilled and knowledgeable
azagunɔ, known as azagunɔga (great or big drummer).663

662

Nyagbe/nyagbewo is the textual component of a song, poem, or any other verbal art of the Ewe. Hagbe (“song
speech” or melody), nyagbe (“word speech” or text) and ʋugbe (“drum speech” or rhythm) all interact to form a
complete musical object, idea, or action. See Gbolonyo (2009:99-100) for a more thorough explanation of these
concepts as well as Anyidoho (1983:306), Fiagbedzi (2009:154) and Dor (2004:275).
663
A reminder here that the suffix “-ga”, on a surface level, does relate to size. But when attached to an individual’s
title it connotes elevated status, experience, and social power/capital.
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There are variation techniques available to an improvising drummer, both asiʋui and
ʋuga players.664 These include: 665
stroke substitution: timbral change without temporal change

stroke embellishment: minor ornamentation before core phrase strokes

stroke doubling: playing two 16th notes in the space of one 8th note

664

Among the asiʋui the available means for improvisation remains quite limited. Variation of the core rhythm of
the ʋugbe is the main means which a player has for improvisation, which can be expressed most commonly through
the addition, subtraction, or displacement of strokes within the temporal space that the core rhythm occupies. But the
most common of these embellishments is addition by doubling strokes, which results in filling up the durational
space of the overall rhythm, as such it is used sparingly. If used liberally, the identity of the ʋugbe would get
obfuscated. Tempo also plays a major role in when such practices can be used.
665
The terminology I use here is adapted from that of Burns (2011:173) and Locke (1987:74-75)
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phrase modulation: changing the duration of a stroke within a phrase but maintaining the
phrase’s overall duration

phrase substitution: addition of strokes within a phrase but maintaining the phrase’s overall
duration

reduction (ʋuga only): reduction of a ʋugbe’s theme to strokes that outline the structural notes of
the asiʋui’s response (shown in Figure 8.7)
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Figure 8.7 Reduction of main ʋugbe

As Burns notes, these techniques are used primarily to generate variations on the basic
notes of a ʋugbe’s theme, but “these practices by themselves will not produce a well-formed
dialogue, which requires specific types of variations at certain places within the ʋugbe
sequence.”666

8.2.1

Deeper Levels of Improvisation
While improvisation on support drums is limited to embellishment of a repeating core

phrase, much greater scope for improvising is ascribed the lead drums. Lead drummers
(azagunɔwo) are seen as having the requisite musical knowledge, skill, and experience needed
and most commonly use the atsimeʋu or sogo. With these drums a player can produce a
substantial vocabulary of strokes and tones, even mimicking speech. Besides these two, some
genres have specialized lead drums, such as the agbomlɔnyi (used in the Yeʋe context), the
brekete (the lead drum of the Gorovodu family of shrines), the kroboto (normally a support drum

666

Burns (2011:174)
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for Atsiagbekɔ but used to lead in Kpegisu), the kpetsi (a hand drum used as lead in Gadzo).
Another drum that is afforded musical freedom is the boba, which is essentially a large barrel
covered with a skin at one end.667 When played with two sticks as a lead drum in the Gahu, it
engages in composed dialogues with both the dancers and the asiʋui. But between these
dialogues it has interludes when it can improvise to a degree, though its main function is to steer
the dancing. Beyond this context, the boba has been incorporated into several other drumming
styles where it is given room to improvise. Played with both hands in these contexts, technically
it is not a lead drum, as it responds to the lead drum in the same manner as the asiʋui. But when
the lead drummer rests, the boba, with a thundering voice, is free to improvise around the ʋugbe
that the asiʋui reiterate, using the same parameters as the lead drum, though with a limited
vocabulary of strokes.668
Let me take an example of one ʋugbe to briefly demonstrate several of the points listed
above, specifically how the structure of the ʋugbe (not the gakogui) affects improvisational
choices. This example will also exhibit some of the types of embellishment and variation
considered improvisation. The following is a ʋugbe played in Efa Anagoʋu, shown here with its
associated nyagbe (Figure 8.8).

667

The colonial origins of the boba as being adapted from European barrels are obvious and acknowledged. See
Galeota (1985:4).
668
Besides Gahu, the drum that make extensive use of the boba in an improvisatory role is Kinka. However, the
boba sometimes included in various other drums in Eʋeland including Agbadza, Singer, Bɔbɔ, and even some
religious contexts such as Brekete.
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Figure 8.8 Ʋugbe with associated nyagbe

This ʋugbe exhibits several levels of complexity, all of which affect improvisational
choices. Its length is two full gakogui cycles and its asymmetric structure is composed of three
different motifs. The motile quality of this ʋugbe is that of a zig-zag or a stutter, as compared to
other shorter ʋugbe (such as in Figure 8.10 below) that “roll” and flow within the polyrhythmic
matrix. If we isolate each motif (see Figure 8.9) we can see that they emphasize binary and
ternary note groupings; half note (motif A), quarter note (motif B), and dotted quarter note (motif
C). The aural effect this has is that the theme is constantly shifting in its relation to the beat and
the motifs are heard as distinct statements. This highlights the syntactic relations between the
ʋugbe and nyagbe. Even when the ʋuga is silent, the asiʋui pattern draws in one’s attention with
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its dynamic tripartite structure and references the unheard ʋuga rhythm and its portion of the
nyagbe. 669

h

h

Ewe: Nyɔnu gɔme vivitɔ
Literal: Woman with a sweet
under (vagina)
Context: A promiscuous
woman

Motif A
(Duple)

q

q

Ewe: Ava gbeƒea
Literal: You will destroy the
house
Context: Your actions can
bring a curse/misfortune upon
the family

Motif B
(Duple)

Motif C

q.

q.

(Ternary)

q.

Ewe: Xe de, xe de, xe de
Literal: Safe journey
(satirically)
Context: We are done with
you

Figure 8.9 Isolation and explanation of ʋugbe's motifs

669

The text alludes to the banishment of a licentious woman from a family or community, whose behaviour can/will
bring ruin to its stability and reputation. However, its deeper proverbial meaning need not reference a woman nor
her promiscuity. The phrase can be spoken from the point of view of one who wants to remove of an important yet
disturbing personality out of a community, organization, or association. Personal Communication with Julius Vodzi
Torgboh on February 14, 2019 and Kofi Gbolonyo on February 16, 2019.
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Efa Anagoʋu

b'

a’

c’

Figure 8.10 Ʋugbe improvisation example 1

After introducing this complete sentence, the azagunɔ can begin to improvise using basic
techniques of variation (outlined earlier), as shown in Figure 8.10.670 The first instance of
improvisation is found in (a) where doubling occurs, followed by (b) which contains an example
of stroke embellishment and stroke substitution: a ga/bass replaced with an embellished de/open
stroke. Section (c) displays phrase substitution a single ga/bass stroke is replaced with three
open strokes that lead into the muted gi stroke that aligns with the asiʋui rhythm. In the second
a

b

c

iteration of the ʋugbe, section (a’) sees further doubling of structural strokes and introduces two
extra open strokes, each displaced a sixteenth note from the normal ga/bass strokes seen in the

670

This short example of improvisational choices is composite example derived from a combination of
lessons/performances of one of my main teachers (Kobla Avu Adukpo) as well as field recordings of other
drummers playing this ʋugbe.
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first iteration of the ʋugbe. Section (b’) again sees the same stroke substitution in conjunction
with stroke doubling. Finally, section (c’) displays the same phrase substitution as well as stroke
substitution, wherein the previous collection of open strokes are replaced with bass strokes. What
we notice from the above is a strict adherence to the syntax of the asiʋui rhythm. The ʋuga
always outlines the asiʋui and is careful to only inject improvisation on its portion of the overall
ʋugbe. It is in these parts of the ʋugbe that we find most activity from the ʋuga.
For another look into the improvisatory process, I take a minute-long performance
excerpt of another drum, the faster paced version of Efaʋu (Figure 8.11).671 This ʋugbe differs in
many ways from the previous example: its faster tempo limits instances of stroke doubling; it is
only half a cycle in length; it has no associated nyagbe (text); it is symmetrical; and its asiʋui
pattern leaves considerably more space between its repetitions. Also, the asiʋui always fall on a
regular pulse division within the cycle, producing a steady motile quality. All of the above create
different parameters for improvisation than the previous example.

671

Performed by Kobla Adukpo (ʋuga), Klasu Adukpo (asiʋui), Sunday Nyakpo (timeline). Dagbamete, May 5,
2015.
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ʋugbe

a

asiʋui variation

ʋugbe

a

reduction

ʋugbe

asiʋui variation

b

ʋugbe

b

ʋugbe

reduction

ʋugbe

a

ʋugbe

c
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asiʋui variation

c
(cont’d)

ʋugbe

a

reduction

asiʋui variation

ʋugbe

b

ʋugbe

b

reduction

asiʋui variation cont’d

reduction cont’d

ʋugbe

a

c

ʋugbe

c

a

ʋugbe
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Figure 8.11 Ʋugbe improvisation example 2

The azagunɔ introduces four improvisations within this minute-long excerpt labelled (a),
(b), (c), and reduction. (a), (b), and (c) are not built upon the existing ʋuga thematic strokes,
rather they are new material tailored to merge with the ʋuga theme. The ʋugbe theme is
introduced and repeated five times before the first injection of improvisation (a), itself repeated
twice before a reduction phrase is played. This reduction phrase allows the asiʋui to inject some
improvisation of its own, which is mirrored by the closed left hand strokes of the ʋuga.
Immediately after this (b) is introduced and followed by the reduction pattern. Both (a)
and (b)

are composed of two sub-motifs, the second of which (

) is

identical, a 3-beat ga-ze-ge phrase that resolves into the ʋuga theme. The difference between the
two is in their initial sub-motif.
In m.11 the ʋugbe is stated several times and followed by (a) which foreshadows the
introduction of (c). In (c), the primary sub-motif of (a) is isolated and then repeated three times,
another common improvisatory technique. In this case, it creates an extended and exciting
passage characterized by a repeated binary phrase over a ternary substrate. This phrase extends
over both the asiʋui rhythm and expected ʋuga onset positions before resolving into the expected
position of (a), followed by another reduction phrase.672 This is followed by (b) and another
reduction before (c) is restated twice, functioning as a kind of ending to the whole performance

672

Designing phrases to end just before or on the onset of either the asiʋui ʋugbe or the ʋuga theme is a recognized
characteristic of Ewe drumming. Chernoff (1979:56) terms this tendency as “goal-oriented phrasing”, which is
echoed by Locke (1987:49). Burns names it as a “resolving substitution” (Burns 2011:179-80).
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of the ʋugbe. Immediately after the last (c) there is a short reduction and the azagunɔ begins to
introduce a new ʋugbe.
This minute of drumming demonstrates a marked sense of proportion and form as well
(see Figure 8.12). The whole performance can be divided into two larger sections (1 and 2), each
beginning with repeated statements of the ʋugbe. Single statements of the ʋugbe are interspersed
between improvisatory phrases (a), (b), and (c). The reduction phrase always ends these
improvisations, acting as both a holding pattern (also allowing space for the asiʋui to improvise)
and an end-of-statement marker.

1

VVVVV
aVaVR
VVVVV
aVacaVR

2
bVbVR
VcaVcaVR
Figure 8.12 Form of the improvisation in ʋugbe example 2

The second example demonstrates some salient features of improvisational choices. This
ʋugbe leaves ample space between the asiʋui response rhythms, four beats out of six in fact. A
drummer could theoretically fill this space with any combination of strokes, timing them not to
obstruct the asiʋui rhythm. I emphasize the theoretical aspect, for in practice drummers I have
heard improvising on this particular ʋugbe rarely fill the empty space completely. Instead, as we
have seen, the norm is to craft phrases that are either unique to the azagunɔ (part of his own
style) and/or demonstrate an aesthetic preference for crafting improvisational phrases to the
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ʋugbe’s structure. What is absent from improvising in this sort of asymmetric and relatively long
ʋugbe are extended phrases that cross over the asiʋui rhythm and resolve into the beginning of
the ʋugbe.

8.3

Examples of Improvisation in Aƒetɔkuʋu
The genres that are unique to the Aƒetɔku shrine employ static ʋugbe. They include

Ʋulegbe, Adzokpa, Ʋutsɔtsɔe, Lakawu, Gadze, Adzotsui, Kpɔtame, Adaʋu. The remaining genres
use dynamic ʋugbe and can also be found in contexts independent of the Aƒetɔku shrine; these
include Sogbadzi, Gakpa, Afa, and Efa Anagoʋu. Using Ʋulegbe I will demonstrate how
improvising on a static ʋugbe requires a different approach from that of playing for a dynamic
one. The heart of the matter is: How does a drummer express his own musical identity via
improvisation, for extended periods of time, within a drum that utilizes a single static ʋugbe?
What are the limiting parameters and how can they be negotiated over these periods?
The simple answer is through permutation and combination. For each drum in Aƒetɔkuʋu,
the ʋuga plays a signature phrase known as the ʋugbaŋtɔ to which the asiʋui respond with a
pattern that they continue to play for the duration of the performance. To extend beyond the
ʋugbaŋtɔ (which is usually quite short), the atsimeʋu player draws from a corpus of communally
recognized phrases. As shown earlier, the general process of Eʋe lead drum improvisation is
“seed”-based,673 wherein a drummer creates a single motif which is then elaborated, repeated,
and can be book-ended by prefix and suffix motifs, thus creating a longer phrase. While this

673

Jones (1959:175) directly quotes his Ewe collaborator Desmond Tay and attributes this metaphor of
improvisatory process to him. Jones even uses the same metaphor for describing drumming improvisation in other
unrelated ethnic groups in his study.
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process can be spontaneous or part of a drummer’s own repertoire, within Aƒetɔkuʋu such
phrases have been frozen or codified, though originally developed and structured via the same
improvisational process as found in other drums. According to both Humegbeda Kwasi Dunyo
and C. K. Davor, what is played in the shrine today are essentially the improvisations of earlier
azagunɔwo, which were adopted, reified, and canonized.674 Individual creation of new phrases is
not accepted; only the permutation and combination of these accepted phrases is. In terms of
improvisation, this is the one major distinction between Aƒetɔkuʋu and most other Eʋe drums,
for in the latter the lead drummer then can create original and spontaneous variations (i.e.,
improvisations) on ʋugbewo.

8.3.1

Atsimeʋu Repertoire and Improvisation in Ʋulegbe
The repertoire of phrases that drummers use to play Ʋulegbe is built upon a collection of

13 short seed motifs, each rarely played as a standalone phrase (see Figure 8.13).

674

Interview with C.K. Davor on May 5, 2015 and interview with Kwasi Dzotefe Dunyo on January 30, 2019.
Besides being a hunua in the shrine, Dunyo was among the first generation of drummers to learn to play Aƒetɔkuʋu
as a youth and was in fact taught early on C. K. Davor, who is a generation older.
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A

B

F

J

C

D

G

E

H

K

I

L

.

M

Figure 8.13 The seed motifs of Ʋulegbe's ʋugbewo

From this “seed bank” a collection of longer phrases sprouts, themselves open to processes of
variation and recombination. It is this larger repertoire of material that really defines Ʋulegbe and
is what every drummer uses in performance. These are shown in Figure 8.14; their seed motif
origins listed at left.
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A

B1

B2

B3

B4

C

D

E1

E2

370

E3

F

G

H

I

J1

J2

K

L

371

M

Figure 8.14 The main repertoire of atsimeʋu in Ʋulegbe.

While there is no hierarchy of importance among these phrases, some are played with
greater frequency. Some drummers tend to repeat just a handful of these phrases while the more
experienced player will display a larger repertoire. Thus, frequency of a phrase need not correlate
with any idea of hierarchical importance. This notion is supported by the aforementioned fact
that the ʋugbaŋtɔ (Phrase A), the signifying phrase of Ʋulegbe, is played with relatively less
frequency than other phrases. In one 20-minute excerpt of Ʋulegbe, Azagunɔga Kudzo Davor
played the ʋugbaŋtɔ a total of seven times. Given that the whole phrase can last for a maximum
of approximately 20 seconds, that is a total of 1 minute 40 seconds out of 20 minutes or 8.3% of
the time. For reference, Table 8.1 gives a complete listing of phrase frequency during this
performance.
Phrase

A

B1

B2

B3

C

D E1

E2

E3

F

G

H

I

J1

J2

K

L

M Total

%

8.3

13.1

16.6

2.3

8.3

0

9.5

3.5

0

7.1

0

5.9

9.5

8.3

1.1

1.1

4.7

0

Rate

7

11

14

2

7

0

8

3

0

6

0

5

8

7

1

1

4

0

84

Table 8.1 Frequency of Ʋulegbe phrases during a sample performance

Identifying the boundaries of a communally recognized phrase was determined by several
factors, including analysis of various performances. But the analysis was primarily informed and
directed by interview/lessons with two experienced azagunɔwo, C.K. Davor and Kudzo Davor. I
would ask them to play Ʋulegbe for several minutes and verbally announce when they were
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doing variations, or I would ask them if a new phrase was an example of such, to which they
would verbalize assent while continuing to play. At times I would stop them and dissect a phrase
and ask about their conception of it, its constituent motifs. For example, I asked C. K. Davor
about the ending motif of phrase B2 and whether the complete phrase was one phrase or two
separate motifs. He remarked “they are one thing, but they are two-in-one”,675 alluding to the
composite nature of the larger phrases. Though somewhat difficult to talk about the specifics of a
rhythm, using the metaphor of language, I was able to determine when a motif (word) was
isolated or whether it was combined with others to make longer sentences. With this information,
I isolated the collection of larger phrases (in Figure 8.14) that are commonly used from analysis
of several recordings over several years, with several drummers.
The azagunɔ has several choices and strategies when improvising within Ʋulegbe using
this material. These include:
•

the choice of phrase

•

how it will be combined with others to create a longer compound phrase

•

segmentation of the thematic motif into component motifs and subsequent repetition of
these motifs

675

•

choosing how to end the motif (using established ending phrases)

•

employment of stroke substitutions

•

limited embellishment of a phrase’s individual strokes

Interview with C. K. Davor, May 5, 2015.
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A generalized form is evident in these phrases that informs improvisational options. The
ʋugbaŋtɔ is structured using an a) introductory motif (IM), b) seed motif (SM), c) segmentation
and repetition of seed motif (SRM), and d) ending motif (EM), shown in Figure 8.15.

IM

SM

SRM

SM

SRM

SM

SM

EM

Figure 8.15 Structural motifs of Phrase A (ʋugbaŋtɔ)

However, this structure and variants of it are evident in several other phrases, shown in
Figure 8.16.
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E1

SM

SM SRM SRM

E2

SM

I

J

SRM

SRM

SM

K

IM

SRM

SRM SRM

SM

SM

SM

IM

SM

EM

EM

SM

SM

SM

SRM SRM

EM

EM

SM

SRM

SM

EM

SM

SM

IM

SRM

M

SRM SRM

SRM SRM

SM

SM

SM

EM

SM

SRM

SRM SRM

SRM

EM

SM

EM

Figure 8.16 Other Ʋulegbe motifs and their variants

It should be made clear that the examples above are by no means the only iterations
available. The presence of an introductory motif (IM) is at the discretion of the drummer, as is
the choice of whether to repeat segments of the seed motif (SRM). For example, J1 as I have
shown it has no instance of SRM, but it is entirely allowable and I have heard it done on
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occasion. Thus, while I have listed 19 phrases in Figure 8.14, choices of the azagunɔ (with
regard to IM and SRM) expand this repertoire considerably.
Another important aspect of improvising and varying the performance Ʋulegbe’s phrases
is the choice of ending motif (EM). These ending motifs function like periods of a sentence and
add a sense of finality to the azagunɔ’s statements; they are often followed by a short pause
before another phrases is played. For certain phrases, the ending motifs are fixed and related to
inherent seed motif; these include E2, E3, F, G, H, I, K, and L in Figure 8.14. I will name this
group as fixed ending phrases. However, for phrases A, B1-B4, C, D, E1, J1, J2, and M, there is
considerable choice available to the azagunɔ for concluding a statement. I will name this group
as variable ending phrases. Figure 8.17 below shows 10 ending motifs utilized with variable
ending phrases.

Figure 8.17 Ending motifs for variable ending phrases

All of these ending motifs are derivatives of certain phrases in Figure 8.14, but this does
not mean that they can only be used as suffixes with their origin phrases. Rather, this pool of
ending motifs is compatible with a selection of variable ending phrases with which the azagunɔ
is free to combine. Thus the variability of the introductory motif (IM), segmentation and
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repetition of seed motif (SRM), and the ending motif (EM) greatly expands the repertoire
available to the azagunɔ.
One final improvisational choice that the azagunɔ has is how and when to create compound
phrases, wherein two unrelated phrases are played concurrently, with no break between musical
ideas. Compound phrasing is achieved in three ways:
1) Dovetailing of phrases by using the ending motif of one phrase as the seed motif of the
subsequent phrase. In this example, phrase A (pink) uses an ending motif (green) which
serves as the seed motif for the phrase C (blue).

2) Dovetailing of phrases where a segment of phrase’s seed motif matches that of another
phrase. In this example, phrase J2 (pink) shares part of its seed motif (green) with phrase
E2 (blue

3) Arbitrary choice of the azagunɔ to sequentially play two or more different phrases with
minimal pause (two beats or less) between phrases.
In certain cases, they can also act as conjunctive phrases, whereby the ending motif becomes the
seed motif of the next phrase.
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Given the aforementioned aesthetics of Aƒetɔkuʋu, it is not inviting to foreign azagunɔwo
who may be present at a performance. A visiting drummer, hearing Aƒetɔkuʋu for the first time,
would surely understand the ʋugbe as played by the asiʋui, and possessing knowledge and
experience from previous drums could play within it on a purely musical level. But unless he
knows the rhythmic language of Aƒetɔkuʋu, its syntax and aesthetic parameters, such a
drummer’s performance would not be accepted as correct by those who speak this language and
his foreignness would be immediately apparent.676 As Humegbeda Kwasi Dzotefe Dunyo states:
You have to know the language and how the hand will move. If you are a
azagunɔ for Kinka [a popular social drum] and you come from somewhere and
then you come to agbodzi and you say “because I play Kinka…” you will
disgrace yourself! [laughs]. That’s how it is.677
One example of aesthetic preferences was shown to me (CA) during a discussion with C. K.
Davor (CKD) during a lesson and discussion about improvisation within Aƒetɔkuʋu. After he
played for about two minutes he stopped,
CKD: I combined some three words.
CA: So the choice of which one to come first?
CKD: It’s your own taste. Only if it doesn’t go outside the rhythm.
CA: For instance, the one you are playing here (B1), if you want to continue it….(I play
B1 but double the length by repeating the whole phrase).
CKD:…you can continue. But too long, too many and it will be monotonous.678

676

This occurs not only within specialized religious drums, but even in common drums such as Agbadza. A
drummer from Aflao visiting a funeral in Akatsi will display a certain musical accent (a reflection of his speaking
accent perhaps?) that would identify him as being an outsider.
677
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, Jan 31, 2019.
678
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 5, 2015.
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What I gleaned from this interaction was that in theory, one could extend a phrase as an
improvisational strategy, but it would not necessarily be met with approval, despite it being
rhythmically correct. Further insight into the limits of improvisation were gleaned from his use
of the word icomium, a non-Eʋe word I had never heard before (I am not sure what language it
actually is derived from, nor how to spell it!)679 When asked what the term means, he responded:
You know the artist, when they make this design, say for a cloth. They want to make it
look attractive. So they make dot here, dot here and some; make like this, then dot, dot,
dot, some like this [he makes a drawing motion with stick on drumhead]. These are
icomiums… to make the cloth look attractive, or the painting look attractive.680
Throughout the course of discussing improvisation he used this term often to delineate
some aesthetic preferences for playing within Ʋulegbe, and within Aƒetɔkuʋu overall, especially
notions of balance and variety to sustain the interest of participants. With regard to the ʋugbaŋtɔ
of Ʋulegbe he says that after starting the drum you can introduce some icomiums “so you have
different ways of making some changes, bringing some small changes to make the drum
attractive, not always [plays ʋugbaŋtɔ], not only” as he claims it would become “monotonous”.
Regarding the other end of the spectrum of improvising, he says “If you want to make too much
icomium, you deviate from the normal, the natural drum language [the ʋugbaŋtɔ].” A final quote
from him summarizes the importance of not introducing too much variation on what was
established by earlier generations:
You know, from the start of the shrine or vodu, the drum language was composed by
somebody, it was composed and the way he composed it is just one, and only one, to start
with the vodu. So if gradually we come to change it, it is not fine, in the sense that we
want to bring in something that is not natural with the vodu. So you maintain that one.

679

Ibid. During this lesson another individual, the late Tɔgbui Agblah II (also a respected drummer and dancer) sat
with us and acknowledged his awareness of this term which he defined as embellishment.
680
Ibid.
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We always try to maintain it, to go with it. If you take Adzokpa, it goes that way. You
take Gadze, it goes that way too. You may make some changes or icomiums…but you
must maintain the natural drum language.681

This insight is remarkable to me. C. K. Davor, himself the eldest azagunɔ in the
community at the time of this interview, learned to play Aƒetɔkuʋu as a teenager upon its
introduction into Dagbamete by azagunɔwo directly from the town of Galotse where Aƒetɔku
was collected from by the Agudzeamegah brothers. As stated, he is well aware that this music
was created by an individual (or individuals) for specific sacred contexts, yet he is cognizant of
the fact that change and innovation are a part of its performance practice. Being a respected elder
who has been performing in the shrine since its introduction in the mid-1950s, his status was
something of a guardian of tradition. Yet he recognized that innovation and change had a limited
place, as more than once he has remarked to me that he has to correct the younger azagunɔwo on
occasion. Interestingly, a major innovation took place at the hands of C. K. Davor and Hunua
Yao Dunyo after the original azagunɔ of the shrine, Tɔgbui Zowonu Davor (C. K. Davor’s elder
brother) migrated to another part of the country.682 It was during this period, when C. K. Davor
and Yao Dunyo were the chief drummers, that they actually changed something I would consider
sacrosanct: the asiʋui rhythm for Ʋulegbe, which as we have seen, is the signifying drum of
Aƒetɔku.683 The rhythm played today:

was their innovation. The

681

Ibid.
In the late 1970s Yao Dunyo went on to become a hunua, replacing his father as Sotua or chief priest of the
shrine, from which point he would never play drums again. I have only known him as a hunua, and a highly
respected one at that, so when I was told that he was also an azagunɔ I had trouble visualizing him carousing every
Sunday with other drummers, joking and drinking at the far end of the shrine.
683
Interview with Humegbeda Kwasi Dzotefe Dunyo on February 2, 2019. Dunyo was a boy during this period and
primarily learnt Aƒetɔkuʋu at the hands of C. K. Davor, and his elder brothers Yao and Nana.
682
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original asiʋui rhythm:

is what is currently played during

Dɔdada (healing rituals) and Lakatsotso (animal immolation). While the aforementioned quote is
referring to atsimeʋu play during Ʋulegbe, it is revealing to consider C. K. Davor’s viewpoint vis
a vis his own innovation, itself enshrined as tradition today.
The verb for engaging improvising through the use of these phrases is known as
ʋumamla.684 This is a term several azagunɔwo have employed when discussing the nature of
improvising and refers to creativity and specialized hand movements upon a drum. In the context
of Aƒetɔkuʋu, the term covers both embellishments of the ʋugbaŋtɔ, such as stroke substitution,
as well the numerous phrases that weave in and around the asiʋui ʋugbe and the various ways a
drummer can utilize them. The use of indigenous terms must be qualified for many within the
culture may not assent to their appropriateness.685 I believe that in contexts where specific
nomenclature about the processes of musicking are either non-existent, not-yet promoted, or not
given voice, the more indigenous epistemologies and concepts we can promote, the better. The
use of terms such as ʋumamla zero-in on the specifics of a musical process (drum improvisation)
and point to ways in which one can abstract musical thought and behavior. This differs from
relying on concepts (such as atsia) that connote generalized processes adapted for specific
contexts. Thus, to be true to the communities within which I work (in the South Akatsi district,
Avenɔ traditional area), I choose to use their terminology and will employ ʋumamla when

684

Pantaleoni (1972:75fn22) mentions the term ʋumamla in a footnote and also invokes a synonym – ʋugbedemi which his teachers have translated as “going inside the time”. His use of these terms seems to be limited to instances
of minor displacements the constituent strokes of a phrase, rather than the creation of new phrases altogether. Like
my use of ʋumamla, ʋugbedemi seems to be a localized term, or at least specific to the Ladzekpo family whom
Pantaleoni has been most influenced by. I have asked several azagunɔwo if the term ʋugbedemi means anything to
them and none can come up with any understanding of it.
685
In this case, the realm of the Southern Ewe, it being diverse collection Ewe spiritual sub-cultures, sub-ethnicities
and political divisions, and dialects.
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discussing notions of improvisation, variance, embellishment, and any other instance of
drumming that is not the ʋugbaŋtɔ.686

8.3.2

Concluding Thoughts on Improvisation in Aƒetɔkuʋu

It should be made clear that a drummer does not simply re-combine these short motifs
(words) in Figure 8.13 to make longer phrases (sentences) in Figures 8.14 and 8.17 ; that is my
own top-down analysis and deconstruction. Rather, to improvise and play within Ʋulegbe (and
most of Aƒetɔkuʋu) one starts from a place of listening and recognizing the repertoire of longer
phrases, what sort of variation, embellishment, segmentation, and repetition is allowed within
each, and how they are assembled in their aesthetically correct iterations. Via careful listening
over extended periods time, one learns the syntax of improvising. This essentially defines the
repertoire and how to play it. With a command of these vocabularies, drummers choose their
own order of stringing them together to create an extended and cohesive statement that contains
enough variation in and of itself to sustain interest among the drummers, dancers, singers, and
assembled community. While doing so, the drummer exerts his own sense of musical identity
within the aesthetic limits that exist.687
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Burns (2011) focuses on the nature of atsia/atsiadodo, an indigenous concept related to individual stylization and
variance, and applies it to improvisation in drumming. Based on my discussions with elders, scholars and musicians,
atsia is better applied to dance or other arts (such as painting, weaving, or even how one walks). Among the Ewe
drummers who I engage with, not all agree to the use of atsia to speak of drumming itself and they do not consider
ʋumamla as a synonym for it.
687
While I have only used Ʋulegbe as an example to demonstrate improvisation within Aƒetɔkuʋu, the other main
drums – Gadze, Adzokpa, and Ʋutsɔtsɔe – all use similar strategies. Appendix C contains extended examples of
these drums, however isolation of their component motifs will not be shown.
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Chapter 9: The Colonial Encounter, Christianity, and Traditionalist
Reactions

When the slave trade and slavery became illegal, the experts on Africa yielded to the new
wind of change, and now began to present African culture and society as being so
rudimentary and primitive that colonialism was a duty of Christianity and civilization…
Our highly sophisticated culture was said to be simple and paralysed by inertia and we
had to be encumbered with tutelage.
Kwame Nkrumah688

9.1

Historical Context
Thus far, I have been writing as if the world of vodu operates in a vacuum with little

external influence. I have been relatively silent about the elephant in the room, which is the
colonial impact upon the Eʋe and the enduring effects of Christianity and its manifestations. This
is a massive subject which has been and continues to be analyzed in academic circles so I do not
aim to summarize that work here. But I must make mention of some of these issues, especially as
they relate to the current situation in Ghana and the interrelated actions of indigenous spiritual
practitioners, the government, the media, churches, and their followers.
The European colonial drive in Africa was fueled by imperialist and economic expansion,
racist and ethnocentric doctrines rooted partially in Western Christianity, and scientific
exploration and knowledge gathering.689 These are personified by what Mudimbe calls the three
actors in the colonial project – the colonial commissioner, the missionary, and the anthropologist
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As quoted in Awoonor (1975:47)
Mazuri (1969:661-666)
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– all of whom were united in reifying the Western example of knowledge, human experience,
and God’s revelation.690 All three influenced each other and worked in tandem to achieve the
goals of the colonial mission. For example, geographic and social information (sometimes
carried out by missionaries) was given back to the European governments to better determine
which areas had beneficial climates, friendly “natives”, and resource potential; this would
determine the next imperialistic move.
European contact in sub-Saharan Africa was initiated by the Portuguese in 1497 and
followed by the Danes, Swedes, British, French, Germans, and Dutch among others. This contact
was primarily coastal and with interest in trade through interactions and alliances with local
rulers and entrepreneurs. Aside from natural resource extraction, the industry with the most
enduring social and economic impact from this period was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade,
focused mainly on the Western and Central African coasts. As the European powers were
focused on economic control amongst themselves, there was no major effort to exert cultural
hegemony over the indigenous habitants of the land. Some aspects of this early encounter have
been characterized as a relationship as of interdependence and reciprocity wherein actors on both
sides played strategic games for mutual advantage, with Europeans even engaging with
traditional cultural practices to aid in their survival.691 It was only when the colonial period
began in the mid-nineteenth century that that goals of the British, French, and German colonial
administrations and various church missions worked in tandem to start effecting social,
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Mudimbe (1991:6)
This included marrying local women, eating local food, and engaging traditional healers and priests. See Hernæs
(1995)
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economic, and cultural change that has lasting impacts into the post-colonial period of the
present.
The entanglement of business, colonial governance, Christianity, and the push toward
“civilizing” the local population all played a role in changing local perceptions about foreigners
and what they represent. Missionaries were perceived as agents of civilization and Christianity as
a superior cultural choice, which would aid economic advancement for local populations.
Eventually, a link between “piety and prosperity” was established which continues to influence
current perceptions of Christianity, modernity, and the role indigenous spiritual practices.692 As
Keese says regarding Eʋe identity at the time, “Protestant missionary efforts protected by the
German and British colonial rulers, later followed by Catholic colleagues, guaranteed that Eʋespeakers gradually converted, missionaries more directly took part in educational matters, and
they held the keys to access to particular linguistic and professional skills that helped to start
careers under colonial rule. European officials regarded religious leaders as allies and
collaborators in the control of the region.”693 Christian missions were responsible for establishing
educational, health, and social service institutions. Keese alluded to the teaching of European
languages as a prime goal, designed to create a new class of “civilized” African who could then
assist in translating the Bible into indigenous languages (to aid in further conversion) and also to
work in the new colonial economy and administrative structures. It was this missionary
education, fueled by ethnocentrism, that effectively taught the African about the superiority of
the European and everything that he offered. The African subjects were taught that they needed
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Venkatachalam (2012:119)
Keese (2015:17)
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to be uplifted from a primitive state of heathenism and that their indigenous customs and culture
needed to be completely severed. Overall, African languages were banned from mission schools,
African customs were discouraged, and African culture was ridiculed and suppressed.694 The
brainwashing was so severe that self-hatred became the norm, resulting in an profound reduction
in self-esteem and self-worth continues to influence the continent.695 The first step in becoming a
whole person (and a pre-requisite for admission into a school) was the saving of one’s soul via
baptism and recognizing Jesus as the son of (the one true) God and the only path to salvation.696
Given the intolerance of Christianity toward alternate systems of belief (and the cultures
that created and nurtured them), indigenous religious practices were a constant source of anxiety
and a target of the missionary drive. Converting, civilizing, and saving the African from barbaric
infantilism, idol worship, and paganism was their goal. Along with the total condemnation of
spiritual practices, such as vodu, the music (and instruments) that accompanied and fueled these
practices was also rejected and demonized. As Meyer states, “the Eʋe were classified as
belonging to their general category of “’heathens’” and assigned a place in the history of
mankind: separated from the God they had originally worshipped and serving the Devil in the
meantime, their customs and language had degenerated in the course of time. It was the task of
the mission to lead them away from Satan and back to the Christian God, which had become
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Khapoya (2013:102)
This was the general pattern of colonialism not just in Africa, but anywhere the European powers took hold,
whether it be the Asian subcontinent or North America. The motivation, process, and enduring effects in all cases
are all quite similar, and distressing. See Assimeng (1989) for detailed assessment of the enduring effects that
Christianity has had upon West Africa, specifically Nigeria and Ghana, including some reactionary behaviours
towards the Church and missionary activities.
696
This is a generalized but accurate version of the encounter and its effects; obviously there is always a more
nuanced picture to such a massive and extended clash of cultures. See Greene (2002) and Mobley (1970) for some
historical examples of resistance and adaptation to the influence of colonial and Christian influence in parts of
Eʋeland.
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unknown to them”.697 British colonial administration in Ghana however functioned as “Indirect
Rule”, which essentially utilized existing power structures of authority and governance as
extensions of the British mandate. In this way, local customs and culture were able to flourish in
many cases, especially in some rural areas or where there was considerable distance from
missionary activity. However, the goals and influence of these missionaries did exert a certain
amount of pressure to influence colonial policy in outlawing and/or restricting indigenous
spiritual practices at various points in time, especially if seen as a threat to the prevailing socioeconomic order and authority in place.698
After over 100 years of colonialism and mission schools, Ghana and many other
countries gained political independence, spurred by a new class of educated elites who critically
reassessed the role and impact of the colonial mission, which in turn initiated and embraced the
ideals of Pan-Africanism, African Socialism, and other Afrocentric initiatives. These policies and
ideologies were a response to the cultural, political, and ethnic damage meted out to Africans
under colonial rule. For Nkrumah in Ghana, this meant the freedom to “develop according to our
own ways of life, our own customs, traditions, and cultures.”699 However, the impact of
colonialism and the role of missionary education was profound. With the colonizer gone, it was
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Meyer (1999:58)
In addition to the colonial administration and missionaries, collaborating chiefs (some of whom converted to
Christianity) who ruled as part of the Indirect Rule system complained about certain vodu organizations at various
points in time, especially the newer Gorovodu/Brekete groups known as Kunde. Allman and Parker (2005:178)
remark that in the Aŋlɔ area of the 1930s, “there was “an explosive political conflict over the control of ritual
resources, as coalitions of discontented and aspirant commoner men challenged the power of established chiefs by
associating themselves with the new gods.” Also see Fiawoo (1959:149-153), Rosenthal (1998:85-93), Greene
(2002:168fn64), Gray (2005), Venkatachalam (2012:139-143).
699
Nkrumah (1961:128) I Speak of Freedom: A Statement of African Ideology. London:Heinmann. Two major
institutions devoted to this ideal were developed in Ghana: the Institute of Arts and Council (which have branches in
every region), and the Institute of African Studies at the University of Legon. The creation of national dance
ensembles were also a major offspring of these initiatives. Also see Schauert (2015). Bloomington Indian Uni Press
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these educated African elites and a burgeoning middle-class that dictated government policy and
cultural mandates, within which Western and Christian still influences played a major role.
Despite the efforts of the leaders of independence, the popular attitude toward indigenous
African culture was mixed at best and heavily stigmatized. Christianity had infiltrated every
aspect of society and continues to influence government policy, especially in terms of education
and health care.
The orthodox mission churches in Ghana (various Protestant and Catholic
denominations) initially had a zero-tolerance policy toward indigenous culture, especially the
expressive arts. This forced converts to choose between their own culture and their new God and
the perceived benefits and opportunities conversion entailed; such a schism naturally had
detrimental effects on families, communities, and the culture as a whole. At around the same
time the impetus for independence was brewing, new forms of Africanized Christianity started to
appear that bore elements of both the foreign and the indigenous, and even some orthodox
mission churches splintered off to embrace aspects of this.700 These African Independent
Churches (AIC) grew in popularity, surpassing orthodox missions for they appealed to many as a
middle-ground wherein one could still practice and identify with traditional culture and customs
(especially music and dance) and still praise a new deity and benefit from the association and
identification with Christianity in the society as a whole. They also empowered believers by
removing some of the inequality, authority, and dogma associated with orthodox churches.
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Most notable would be the Evangelical Presbyterian Church (or EP as it is commonly known), which developed
from the dissolution of the German mission that was so active in Eʋeland from 1843, and among other things, was
responsible for developing the orthography and standardization of written Eʋe. See Meyer (1999) for a thorough
history and analysis of the impact the EP church and its successors have had on parts of Eʋeland and its people.
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AICs were diverse in their methods and message which focused on power of healing and
deliverance from evil spirits, utilized intense prayer sessions, engaged in speaking in tongues,
emphasized prophecy, and sometimes focused on a messianic leader endowed with special
powers. Overall, the success of many of these churches was due to their embrace of the “spiritual
ecology” of Africa, onto which their own beliefs and methods were grafted.701 Instead of
downplaying the efficacy of traditional religion in their sermons and rhetoric as orthodox
churches had done, many AICs acknowledged the power traditional religion as way to personify
the devil, reinforce scripture, and to explain misfortune in the lives of their congregation. This
was effectively a process of othering coupled with demonization. To them, there was power in
“tradition”, but it was evil and the source of their individual and collective lack of progress.702
Eventually, some orthodox churches began to relax their stance on the tolerance,
acknowledgment, and even acceptance of indigenous customs (such as music and dance styles)
to attract and maintain members, as their own congregations were dwindling in the face of the
newer AICs.

9.2

The Rise of the Charismatic Prophets
The arrival of US-influenced Pentecostal-Charismatic Churches (PCCs) in the 1970s,

with its unchecked and rapid expansion and diversification in the 1980s and 1990s, and
continued expansion in the present period, has changed the socio-economic and religious fabric
of Ghana forever. PCCs are currently the most visible, loud, dominant, perseverant, and wealthy
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Olufynke Adeboye (2018:27)
Among the southern Eʋe, Venkatachalam (2015:200-206) accurately ascribes three periods of oscillating
attitudes and actions by Christians toward indigenous belief and practice: c.1870-c.1940 was antagonistic to it,
c.1940-c.1990 accommodated aspects of it, and c.1990-present which is markedly and openly hostile to the same.
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churches in Ghana. In addition to absorbing some aspects of the AICs, they have leveraged the
propagation of the so-called “Prosperity Gospel” and a transnational global and network to
signify themselves as the prime markers of success and modernity in modern Ghana (see Figure
9.1).703 PCCs exploit the personal, cultural, political, social, and economic dimensions of being
born-again, and are intertwined with the economic and identity crisis of the post-colonial nationstate and mass-mediated popular culture.704 Their presence is impossible to avoid anywhere in
Ghana today. Massive billboards in and around Accra and other major urban areas announce
their presence and with correspondingly massive portraits of their charismatic and self-appointed
prophets (see Figure 9.2); bus stops, blank walls, and even taxis are normally plastered with
dozens of posters advertising their activities and/or products; their churches (and billboards
promoting them) are ubiquitous and some manifest as massive modern auditoriums, are capable
of holding thousands of participants at a time and are often the largest buildings in their
neighbourhood. One Ghanaian author summarizes the reach that Christianity has today:
What is happening, basically is that because Christianity has become so attractive, so
addictive to modern African society, every other activity must have a Christian face.
Somebody says he’s a herbalist, people set up clinics, medical doctors, western-trained
orthodox medical doctors…but they must be seen to be drawing on the healing power of
Jesus. [At] the work place, work is supposed to start at 8 o’clock…in some institutions,
they must do what they call fellowship for about an hour before. You attend any social
function: the religious component will take half the period because there is someone who
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At its root, Prosperity Theology or the Prosperity Gospel express that prosperity is the God-given right of the
believer in Jesus and that giving (especially to the church, to help carry on the mission) is the surest path to this
success. In the African context it took great hold due to the economic challenges that plague the continent. Wuaku
(2012:242) contextualizes it: “The Prosperity gospel discourse, arguably an alien import into popular African
Christian theology, and a force behind the phenomenal growth of African Pentecostalism, draws appeal from its
emphasis on the instrumental and magical use of the power inherent in the blood of Christ to change unfavorable
destinies and paves the way for material success in the here and now.” It should be noted that the doctrine classifies
aspects of traditional spirituality, such as idolatry and ancestor worship as antithetical to progress. See Gifford
(2004:162)
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Meyer (2004:453)
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must offer opening prayer and then after the event, there must be a closing prayer and
that can also take eternity. So the Christian influence is everywhere, pervasive.705

Photo 9.1 Reminders to donate to the church displayed in a PCC. Courtesy of Sela Adjei.

705

Interview with Mawuli Adjei, April 18, 2017.
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Photo 9.2 Billboard-style advertising of Christianity in Accra. Courtesy of Sela Adjei.

Though PCCs were present since the 1970s, the 1990s saw them explode and
metamorphize for various reasons, most notably the newfound access to media following the
coming of democratic elections and lessening of restrictions on the use of media as an
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evangelical tool.706 Previous to this, the airwaves were tightly controlled by the government, with
content programing being decided by government officials, even banning any foreign produced
radio and TV programmes.707 With the relaxation of these restrictions there was a newfound
sense of freedom in the mediasphere, and most importantly, an increase in private ownership and
patronage of radio, newspaper, and TV. With private ownership, there was less restriction on
programming content and those with deeper pockets received the most access to radio and TV
stations. And more than AICs and mission churches, the PCCs, with their heightened emphasis
on contributions from the congregation (as conditioned by the Prosperity Gospel) have had
deeper pockets than most. Combined with their own evangelical zeal and entrepreneurial streak,
PCCs have come to dominate the minds, ears, and eyes of Ghana. Even in the remotest of rural
areas, it is hard to escape a radio or TV broadcasting the message of these churches. One
Ghanaian reverend even says that “the churches are keeping the radio stations in business,
paying for interviews, adverts, airtime etc…Religious broadcast has therefore become the
bedrock of the media industry in the country.”708
Beyond TV and radio however, recorded sermons (on cassette, CD, and VCD) and books
produced by the leaders of PCCs are both a regular stream of income and a steady method of
proselytization, where some churches require or strongly advise members to purchase said media
to fully receive the message of the preachers. Further still is the use of music in propagating the
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Though Ghana is officially a secular democracy with laws prohibiting religious organizations from owning
broadcasting stations, actions and words belie a different story, one that clearly aligns and espouses Christian
tendencies. Many of the leading private FM radio stations are owned by confirmed born-again Christians who are
members of major PCCs, thus there is an inevitable interweaving of church and business in programming decisions.
See de Witte (2008:66-67) for examples.
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influence and presence of PCCs. Christianity has always had a major role in the creation of
popular African music forms and the impact it can have on society.709 Whereas mainline
churches might stick to choral music with piano accompaniment and some rare AICs may
implement and appropriate traditional music forms for their gospel, PCCs have been most
instrumental in elevating Highlife-inspired gospel music as a significant creative force in the
country.
Under the authoritative pre-democratic Rawlings regime (1982-1992), the curtailing of
live music (due to curfews) combined with a massive tax levy on imported musical instruments,
forced live music into the churches, a tax haven. Gospel revivals and crusades featured these new
musicians, the churches themselves recorded, produced, and disseminated their own audio and
video recordings featuring gospel artists. The music of these PCCs and gospel in general is
predominantly Western-focused, and churches offer instruments and training for some members.
There is rarely accommodation for traditional instruments, melodies, or stylistic forms aside
from what Highlife may have offered. Thus, churches now function as the main producer and
main avenue for the majority of Ghanaians to participate in and consume live and mediated
music. John Collins rightly (and sadly) asserts that, for urban areas especially, “the local
churches have reclaimed the cathartic release of communal dance found in traditional African
worship.”710 The efforts of the various PCCs, with their forceful presence, behaviour, and
messages has led to higher levels of conversion in Ghana. In addition, a side-effect of
“pentecostalization” has occurred wherein the tendencies of other churches have adopted some
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I underscore Agawu’s view of tonal harmony as a colonizing force which has been “the most pervasive, the most
far-reaching, and ultimately the most disastrous. See Agawu (2003:8-10).
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Collins (2004:420). This whole article efficiently summarizes the role and impact of Christianity in Ghana’s
music scene.
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of the strategies of PCCs in order to modernize themselves, optimize their own conversion
efforts, and stem the tide of their own flocks migrating to the more attractive PCCs.711
In another twist, some Eʋe focused AICs and even some mainline churches, especially
those with a predominantly rural membership base, have been appropriating traditional and
sacred music forms that they themselves denigrate as evil. While features of this may have
started in the early 20th century with the beginning of some AICs, in the past few decades it has
become a tool to attract and maintain membership.712 Perhaps the most obvious example of a
traditional form of music being completely appropriated by Christians is the recreational Eʋe
drum Bɔbɔbɔ, which has almost become synonymous with Christianity, despite its secular
origins. Today, the vast majority of Bɔbɔbɔ groups and commercial releases are associated with
churches and Christian themes.713 Agbezorlie’s 2014 study is devoted to this phenomenon of
appropriation, as found in the Catholic Church, wherein what he calls Traditional Anlo Songs
(TAS) have been transformed into Christianized Traditional Anlo Songs (CTAS). He gives 39
examples of such and identifies three means of appropriation: 1) lexical adaptation (where only
certain verbs and nouns are substituted); 2) tune adaptation (where completely new lyrics are
imposed on the existing melody); and 3) drum adaptation (where drum ensemble textures remain
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Asamoah-Gyadu (2012:164). De Witte (2002:62) references the same when she identifies the
“pentecostalisation” of the public sphere in Ghanaian media.
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See Agordoh (1991, 2000, 2011) and Fiagbedzi (2017) for a through analysis and history of this “new” church
music in Ghana.
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See Gallo (2015), one of the few studies of Bɔbɔbɔ. The fact that some churches are using other traditional drums
such as Agbadza and Efa makes me wonder if these drums will also be overtaken by Christianized versions of them,
rendering their original context, lyrics, and inherent cultural meaning and philosophy diminished and/or lost for
future generations.
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the same but new melodies and texts are composed, in the TAS style). One example of such
appropriation is the following Efa Anagoʋu song. 714

Original Version
Gbo ya fafa nam
Blamedzi ne gbo ya fafa nam
Afi ya metso metsɔ o

Fan me cool air
Blamedzi should fan me cool air
Where I come from is far

Christianized Version
Do le aƒeame na maa
Vodu ya ne do le aƒeame nam yee
Yesue mexɔ yee

Get out of my house
This vodu should get out of my house
Jesus I have received

Here we have a song sung in the indigenous spiritual context that is normally used to
welcome spirit entities and also implore followers of the tradition to have perseverance and faith
in their chosen deities and the path laid out for them. In the Christianized version however, the
singer is rejecting vodu completely, in favor of Jesus.715
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Agbezorlie (2014:55-56). I show his translations but have removed some the repetitions. Fiagbedzi (2017:79)
gives an example of the same song being used by other churches but with completely new text. Julius Torgboh also
provided me with five similar such examples of Efa and other songs being appropriated with completely new texts
to reflect Christian ideals.
715
While this Catholic parish might be willing to appropriate traditional music to suit their needs, other parishes still
consider such music to be off-limits. In a report created to determine the level of faith of their membership of one of
their parishes, the Keta/Akatsi Diocese labelled vodu music as “captivating satanic music” which is “almost
irresistible” to their members. See Dietrich (2012:604).
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9.3

Traditionalists React
So where does this leave followers of traditional religion today? Are they silenced, left

behind, under attack, demoralized, and dwindling? Generally speaking there is no obvious or
regular presence of traditional worship in the general mediasphere in Ghana.716 One reason is
that there is no united body that can effectively represent of traditional religion in the public
sphere. The practice is too diverse to be captured under one umbrella, as opposed to Christians
who all have Jesus and the Bible in common (despite their own fragmentation into thousands of
different churches in the country). Even the National Media Commission (the watchdog of
Ghanaian media), which has a representative each for Christians and Muslims, has none for
traditionalists. According to its executive director, “traditional religion is too undefined to be
incorporated into this kind of set-up, because you don’t know how to identify them basically.
Traditional religion is so fragmented, not organised as one body.”717
The greatest and most visible reaction to the surge and dominance of PCCs and their antitraditional message was the formation of the Afrikania Mission. Founded by a former Catholic
priest in the early 1980s, its aim was to balance the Christian hegemony and popular prejudice
against indigenous religion and culture and unite various shrines and shrine leaders under one
body, with the aim of being the mouthpiece for traditional religion in the country. Interestingly,
these aims were undertaken using a model that resembled Christian methods of organization and
evangelization; a doctrine of beliefs and practices was created and weekly Sunday meetings
featured a standardized liturgy that combined elements of African, ancient Egyptian, and
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The oldest and most well-known body that represents the interests of traditional shrines is the Ghana Psychic and
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Christianized traits. Members even refer to it as their church. In the end, the mission was based
more on an intellectual and belief based praxis, rather than one born from experience and action
(i.e., ritual). For various reasons, unification has proved difficult if not impossible, but the
movement has received some national attention and continues.
The period of the early 1990s to early 2000s, saw a marked increase in the use of media
and public outreach in the aim of safeguarding and defending the reputation Ghana’s traditional
religious practices, especially as PCCs increased their own presence in the mediasphere to
promote their own aims (which often included disparaging traditional religion). The leader of the
Afrikania Mission during this period was Kofi Ameve, who had the personal financial and
intellectual wherewithal to engage with the national media and church leaders, and inject the
voice and perspective of traditional religion to the fray. Ameve also organized mass conventions,
opened a training school for priests who were publicly ordained, invited (i.e., paid) media to
cover their activities and press conferences, was visibly active on TV and radio, and
unapologetic in the criticism of Christianity and the governments alignment with it.718 After his
death in the early 2000s, the mission lost much of its financial backing and has reduced its media
activity, relying mostly on the interests of journalist and commercial media houses for
coverage.719
Aside from lacking unity and financial backing to tackle the Christian dominance in the
mediasphere, I contend that a deeper reason for the lack of engagement on the part of traditional
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I had the opportunity to sing for Ameve on his visit to the Dagbamete shrine in 2002 during the Ƒetatrɔtrɔ.
In reaction to this loss of media outreach Afrikania Mission secretary for Klikor and Nana Tongo priest Bosɔfɔ
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religious leaders is a consequence of vodu spiritual philosophy. As I have shown earlier, vodu is
tolerant, flexible and open-ended by nature. The initial arrival of the Christian God was rarely
seen as a threat by traditionalists, rather just as another option in an already diverse field of
deities.720 As such, many hunua and traditionalists that I know have no issue with Christianity (if
left alone) and many hunuawo often have Christian pastors and preachers as clients.721 All the
hunuawo I have interviewed attest to a regular stream of pastors and preachers that clandestinely
patronize shrines to make their churches more attractive to new converts, often arriving at night
to avoid detection. In one case, they came from as far away as South Africa. Author and
academic Mawuli Adjei, explains this phenomenon:
The paradox is that even as the church is trying to dominate the social ethos, the way we
do things, in a way they are still steeped in the tradition. Church business has become
very competitive and is the fastest growing industry in Africa. And the market is so
volatile that you must do doing something to be competitive. And when it comes to this,
they go back to their villages to draw on the powers of the things that they go back to
condemn. Its just a facade because the key figures in the church know that they cannot
run away from the tradition, but they must be seen to be openly condemning those
things.722
More directly, traditionalists feel that what they practice has always been right for the
people and that with time, the Christians will realize what they are doing is empty. There is a
definite laissez-faire attitude and a trust in the greater spiritual authorities that traditional religion
will always exist, no matter how loud and proud and entrenched Christianity becomes. In
numerous discussions with hunuawo in Eʋeland I have been met with the same answer when I
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asked about their response and reaction to the rise of Christianity in the country. The attitude is
clearly expressed by the leader of the Dagbamete Aƒetɔku shrine Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor:
I know they don’t understand God. They thought if you follow Jesus that means you are
the only person near to God, which is not true. The way of worship is the truth is within
you, God will hear your prayers. Not that it’s only Jesus you will call. To us, God is a
name to represent that there is something bigger that can do something for us. So we
don’t litigate, whether you worship Jesus, or Muslim, or anything. We say do the right
thing. We don’t do any bad thing. We don’t steal, we don’t kill. Pray to God through this
[points to the shrine], that’s what we know. So, we can’t challenge anybody by what you
are doing, its not right. If they say Jesus is alright for them, allow them. If any one of
them, want to form a church or anything, they come, we pray for them. They go and form
their churches. We cannot go on the air [radio, TV] and go against them. So if they feel
that worshipping an idol is a taboo, fine. We, our belief, we pray to what everybody
means by God.723
This reluctance to publicly criticize and instead be welcoming was emphasized again,
later in the same interview:
We know our belief, if you [Christians] are putting us down, you will not succeed, you
will get a problem. Because we are not attacking you, you should not attack us. The most
important thing is that our door is open for all of them. They are coming. So what they
are doing [discrimination], in fact, we can’t follow them. We never mind them because
we cannot go to air and say that Aƒetɔku is good. No! We will never do it. If you know it
is good you can come.724
Bosɔfɔ Labor Gatorwobuna Avi offers his own view on the subject:
They preach against we African traditionalists but not mentioning our names, but we
know they are standing against our religion. You cannot see any traditionalist to be
preaching against Christianity, we don’t do it. Freedom of worship.725
A similar tolerance was expressed by Hunua Voncujovi when asked about pastors coming to him
for spiritual backing to enhance their church membership. A colleague also present suggested
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that the hunua should send such Christians away, but the hunua had a more enlightened
response:
No, you don’t sack them. See, you try to make them to understand what tradition and
vodu is. One thing I have come to realize when you have a very powerful spirit or vodu,
that is working with you, when these people come, they come and learn about this, and
probably you initiate them into that vodu. The vodu is not looking at them because he is
saying Jesus Christ, it doesn’t matter. For the vodu, they are more or less trying to speak
on behalf of God. Trying to bring people’s mind to God so the vodu is not going to attack
them. The vodus and us and everyone is just working for God in different, different,
different ways. But then the person’s own personal karma is upon him.726
The tolerance of traditionalists was made shockingly clear to me when I interviewed the
dufia of Dagbamete and asked him about his own education in the village during his primary
years (in the late 1960s). Part of the education was a “church service” organized by teachers. If
one did not attend such services on Sunday, you would be whipped on Monday at school. The
amazing thing is that these services were led by Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, a pivotal figure in
the Aƒetɔku shrine!!! When I exclaimed about this, the chief said that after the church service,
they would all go to the shrine. He further explains,
You know they [the teachers] are not against that and neither are they giving up what
they actually believe in. They just feel that “Ok, it’s a way of preparing them for the
outside world. So that in case they go somewhere else and that is required they will not
be confused about what is going on.” So, secondary schools, church service, they made it
compulsory for those schools. The curriculum has church service in it. Whether you like
it or not, it’s compulsory. You don’t go you get punished. So you rather go than not to go.
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But we believe in what we believe. That is just to satisfy the authorities. You come back
and do your own thing. So those things never cause any conflict or tension between us
traditionalists and those who believe in imported Christianity.727
Though the leaders of the Aƒetɔku shrine and community espouse tolerance on one hand,
they still will criticize Christianity in the same breath. Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor expresses the
following in the same interview his earlier quote was taken from:
In fact, our religion, we can’t discriminate against anybody’s worship. If you look at the
churches, they discriminate. They say you are a pagan, you’re are Muslim, you’re this
and that. They don’t join us together. But we the African religion like this, we don’t
discriminate. If we are having our festival you can invite anybody, we join together to
jubilate and raise the name of our Gods. So nobody here can bring a church that will
bring division and lies to community. That one, is a very strong one ooo! Because where
churches are, they are fighting and quarrelling, even [in] nearby communities.728
In this context, I remind the reader that Dagbamete has no church on its territory and the
leadership is actively not allowing that to happen, as Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor says in jest,
“Who will sell them the land?”729 But their power in the area even extends beyond their
traditional land. Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor explains:
I’ve learnt some church from Akatsi came to the nearby villages and they convinced them
[the village] to sell some plot of land for them to put up a church. We called their chief,
and he’s informed [of their stance], and he returned the money to them, saying that “We
don’t want them!” And that one is not even our land! [laughs] You can go and do yours,
but when you come to Dagbamete, here you have to do what we do. If you can’t, you
leave.730
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This hardline stance against the efforts of Christian activity in the community even
extends to community members who moved to other towns and became Christians. A recent
incident brings the above sentiments into sharp focus. Dagbamete does organize public
gatherings for their extended families during certain holidays, such as Christmas (these are social
occasions rather than religious), where everyone shares food under one of the large trees in the
village. During one such gathering in December 2018, a family member who lives outside the
community and is a Christian wanted to pray. According to Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor, Ŋgɔgbea
stopped him, said “We don’t need that prayer here!” and the individual in question left.731
While the above examples might appear discriminatory and even unconstitutional, it is
example of traditional authority (chieftaincy) and traditional religious authority working in
tandem to protect their territory from being encroached upon by what they see as a threat to their
unity. They are keenly aware of the dangers of allowing Christianity or any church, no matter
how small, in their community.
Even with an open-mind, many traditionalists I have spoken to have a very low opinion
of Christians, often describing them as immoral, hypocritical, money-minded, adulterous, and
lacking the discipline that adherence to a vodu prescribes. The feel that Christians are fooling
themselves and that many churches exist solely to make the pastors rich, exploiting the poor
congregation by convincing them that giving to the church will result in blessings for
themselves. Even though these are just opinions, and are mostly ascribed to the actions of PCCs,
it does give small glimpse of the relations that Christians and non-Christians have toward each
other and some of the stereotypes that many ascribe to Christians.
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Many traditionalists are painfully cognizant of the discrimination and stigmatization that
can occur from being an adherent of traditional religion, a stigmatization that has been fomented
since the first missionary landed on African soil and has been recharged by the rhetoric of
African churches in the decades since. While it is difficult to obtain hard “evidence” of any kind
of discrimination today, personal experiences from various people allude to what may be an
unofficial but very real situation that faces traditionalists. On a local level Kofi Amenorhu
laments:
All the communities don’t like our “this thing” [vodu]. Even Avenorpedo they don’t like
us, Abor too, Akatsi they always talk against us because we don’t follow them [in being
Christians]. And at times our children follow them, they start going there.732
Access to education was one of the first barriers, wherein baptism was a prerequisite for
admission into mission schools. For a certain generation, baptism and/or the taking of a Christian
name and study of the bible was understood as a given upon entry into their local mission run
school. While this is not a prerequisite in today’s educational system, similar pressures exist and
the school system has been used to spread Christianity in some nefarious ways. Hunua Nerro
Kojo Davor describes his experience with Christianity during primary school in the 1960s:
That time the head pastor who controls the EP church in the whole district was stationed
at Avenorpedo. So they will go around to all the schools, and set the date to baptize. The
head pastor will just take the bible and open it and any name he found there he will give
it to you.733
Christian affiliation (even if it is false or forced) offers many other benefits. Over the
years numerous friends have expressed issues that they face by espousing their non-Christian
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belief; this ranges from being constantly ridiculed among peers, feeling the need to lie about
being a Christian during job interviews or on job and school application forms, and even in
receiving adequate access to health care. One Aƒetɔku shrine member, Stephen Davor (SD),
explained his own reasoning for not being open about his faith earlier in life:
SD: Back in school it is not open. Even we are filling some forms, they ask your name,
religion and we always put “Christian”.
CA: Why is that?
SD: Just to avoid the further questions, “So you are a pagan or what?” So we just fill it
that way just for the purpose of filling. To avoid further criticisms. They will tag you if it
comes to [being] given some sort of attention or favor. Let’s say you apply for a high
school and religion [you put] pagan, it throws that signal that this is not someone to be
selected. The stigma is there.
CA: So this idea of if you identify outwardly as a pagan, would you say in today’s Ghana
you are reducing your chances of going forward in life?
SD: Yes, in whatever selection they have to do. “Why do you need to know whether I’m a
Christian?” I remember going for some job interviews, even though they would make it
plain that that is not part of the criteria in making the selection, but it sounds a bell in
their mind “This guy, a pagan, a traditionalist”.
CA: And do you have any other friends who may face the same thing or portray
themselves in the same way, that they’ll say they are Christians just to pass through the
system?
SD: Yes. A whole lot. A whole lot. Sometimes people ask me which church do you attend
and I say I’m a Catholic. 734
Dakudzi Nyakpo, currently a secondary school student in Akatsi (but from Dagbamete
and born into the Aƒetɔku shrine), expressed various circumstances in which he has faced
pressure to attend church-related social programs from senior school representatives, against
which he says he had no leverage being a junior student. He had to go by the “rules and
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regulations” to avoid punishment by senior students and avoid some social stigma. However, he
realizes the lack of representation and pressure he and other non-Christians face and is currently
trying to create a traditional student body and association to voice their own needs, discuss their
own faith and practice, and create solidarity on campus, but is awaiting the authorization before
officially forming such a group.735
Julius Vodzi Torgboh explained several occasions where he would visit a health clinic
and was asked on a form what his religious affiliation was. When he indicated that he was a
traditionalist it drew strange looks and many questions about his beliefs from the receiving
attendant and her colleagues. First of all, the attendant found it incredulous that he was not a
Christian and second, they tried to actually change his mind about his relation to Jesus and
persuade him to be born-again to receive the full benefit of God.736
While this might be a mild and somewhat humorous anecdote, more serious situations
have occurred, which has spurred some communities to react in a proactive manner. The hospital
that was built under the auspices of the Aƒetɔku shrine is one such example. When asked about
any perceived discrimination he and his community have faced because of their vodu
associations, Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamegah II explained clearly:
What actually push us to do this clinic is because of the way our people are treated when
they go to the mission hospital at Abor. Serious. My sister died there because they failed
to attend to her. So, so many different examples, people from here, once they go, because
it’s a Roman Catholic clinic and most of the workers ask “Where are you from?”, you say
Dagbamete. “Oh, you vodu people, when you are sick you sit there until you become
very ill before you come.” People went there and they treated them very, very badly.
Because of that I told my people, “Let’s build our own clinic”, that’s why we built that
clinic.737
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9.4

Government and Church
It is clear that Christianity has infiltrated every sphere of Ghanaian life in the current

period, but what is the role of the government in fomenting this situation, and how has
government itself been affected by Christianity? Scholars have noticed that Christianity, and
especially Pentecostalism, “has been inextricably and complicatedly tied in with the complexity
of the political on the continent. African political leaders, at various levels, from president to
local government chairpersons, have recruited pastors to their political ambitions; pastors have
campaigned for political positions” and other such intertwined relations.738 Others note that
politicking has begun to “take on religious guises”, that evolving structures and agencies of
globalization are a force in the contemporary religious innovation in Africa, and it has become
clear that global economy and global religious economy are intimately associated.”739
Constitutionally, Ghana is a secular country and espouses freedom of worship with
Article 21 (1c) granting every Ghanaian the “freedom to practice any religion and to manifest
such practice.” But that hasn’t stopped politicians and the governments who hold power to utilize
Christian sentiments in some very obvious and disturbing ways that may spell future trouble for
the nation. While it is perfectly fine for a politician to have their own religious persuasion,
perceived partiality towards their publicly declared Christian faith can be troubling for many
traditionalists and Muslims in Ghana, both of whom form the minority according to census
data.740 The first signs of perceived state-Church collusion was the issue of the pouring of
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libation. If there is one common practice that immediately signifies traditional religion in Ghana,
it is the pouring of libation, a pervasive cultural feature found in most traditional practices that
serves to honor and communicate with ancestral spirits by pouring certain liquids in a prescribed
manner, accompanied by prayer and petitioning to these ancestors. Under Rawlings’ democratic
government from 1993-2001, the pouring of libation was mandated as an official practice and
was featured at every national program, before Christian and Muslim prayers were offered. Also
when new ambassadors presented letters of credence to the President, libation was offered by a
traditional priest.
With the coming of John Kufour from 2001-2009, the national practice of libation
pouring was kept, but it was removed from the ambassadorial context.741 This was a small but
significant bit of foreshadowing of the actions of the next President, John Atta-Mills (20092012). In 2011 Atta-Mills removed the pouring of libation from the annual Independence Day
celebration and any at all other national functions which normally featured prayers from the three
main religions in the country, much to the dismay of many Ghanaians of all religious
persuasions. One of his party members even went on public radio to defend his Presidents
actions by saying “President Mills has vowed to serve the Lord and will not be seen to be
meddling in idol worship.”742 This action did not go unnoticed by commentators, the media, and
other religious leaders, including the former Archbishop of the Catholic Diocese of Ghana. For
the first time, many publicly accused the President of forcing his own (and proudly espoused)
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born-again Christian beliefs on the country, of being undemocratic, of discriminating against
traditional practices, and of being influenced by certain megapastors in making state decisions.
One media report quoted the President as saying “Christ was the President of Ghana and
that he owed no one any apologies for this statement”.743 Perhaps his actions should come as no
surprise though, given that in 2008 the newly-elected Atta-Mills publicly suggested turning the
seat of government into a prayer camp and was known to have close advisors from the upper
echelons of Nigerian Pentecostal movement. One researcher expressed that the Ghanaian
example of “winning the nation for Christ” articulated a vision of spatial, ritual containment with
the purpose of conquering territories.”744 The issue of libation pouring has still not been resolved
as traditional religious leaders still call for the re-instatement of traditional prayers at national
functions,745 as was done at the Aƒetɔku festival in 2018.746 A further snub to traditional religion
came in the form of not allowing them any presence at the National Prayer and Thanksgiving
Day inaugurated by Atta-Mills in 2009.747
After Atta-Mills, the current President of Ghana Nana Akufo-Addo has taken things a
step further in two very public methods. First is his campaign slogan from his failed 2008
election bid which was carried over into his 2016 election win. His campaign slogan “The Battle
is the Lord’s! Amen!” is a direct reference to a Biblical verse (2 Chronicles 20:15) and was often
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repeated at political rallies and in media coverage, often peppered with other Biblical verses and
references contextualized for the campaign trail, turning an election into a very real religionthemed battle.748 The second major action of Akuffo-Addo, and one that leaves no doubt about
the Christian-centric tendency of his government, is the proposed construction of a National
Cathedral, sponsored and spearheaded by the government. This project has garnered remarkable
criticism and debate for its perceived collusion between church and state and the misuse of
public funds for an endeavour that is partial to one religion over others. 749
By now, my aim has become somewhat clear, to show that there is a perceivable bias
against indigenous spirituality in Ghana, on every level of society, from the individual village
inhabitant up to the government.750 As one Ghanaian academic has also noted, “it is not only
rival religious traditions that are engaged in this assault on the indigenous religion - the nationstate itself is implicated in subtle ways.”751 But where does this lead the country and what
ramifications does it have on a broader geo-political scale? It is not conjecture to say that a bias
towards Christianity in a historically tolerant and peaceful country may upset the balance of
faiths that has existed. Aside from the discrimination towards indigenous faiths, perceived bias
against the Muslim communities of Ghana may lead the country into a series of conflicts and
invite ideologies that would be most unwanted. Since 2016, there has been a rapid increase in
activity by militant Islamist groups in the Sahel north of Ghana and this activity has has been
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slowly spreading south into Ghana’s neighbour Burkina Faso.752 And though there have been no
confirmed incidents in Ghana,753 both the British and Canadian governments have issued travel
advisories for Ghana since early June 2019, which are still effect at the time of writing.754 The
delicate balance between Christians and Muslims in several countries has been eroded by
inflamed settler-pastoralist tensions, government inaction or ineptitude, economic disparity, and
in Nigeria’s case, perceived favoritism of Christianity over minority faiths; all of this opens a
window for Islamic fundamentalist sects to enter and appeal to those who find their messages
appealing. It is not a stretch to say that if the Ghanaian government and civil society continues
with its biases towards one religious group over another, there will be much bigger issues to deal
with than pouring libations and building cathedrals.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions

In this study I have given a broad overview of the existence of one vodu shrine in a small
community in Ghana. This work is by no means comprehensive, but it is an attempt to document
and understand the known history and practices of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku, with special attention to the
role music and dance plays in worship, community, and the formation and strengthening of
identity. A PhD dissertation has limits and there is a vast amount of information that I had to
painfully omit. Other details I have consciously redacted, summarized, and/or circumnavigated
due to my own ethical considerations. This especially applies to certain ritual information that I
was told was privileged information and should not be discussed in detail. That said, I feel I have
sufficiently conveyed the important role this shrine plays as a stronghold of indigenous spiritual
culture that empowers its members against the promulgation of denigrating rhetoric and actions.
Chapters 2-4 featured an ethnographic review of the Eʋe and aspects of the cosmology
and spiritual practices. The history of the community of Dagbamete and the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku
shrine was detailed as well as their symbiotic relationship which has allowed both to flourish into
to the present period. Chapters 5-8 examined the music of the shrine and situated it in the broader
context of Eʋe traditional music, with attention paid to stylistic features unique to the shrine.
Exegesis of songs underscored the important role the music has in sustaining indigenous
philosophy and practice. Chapter 9 briefly explored the immense subject of the colonial
encounter and the pervasive, undeniable influence Christianity has had and continues to have on
all aspects of life in Ghana.
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Through the course of my dedicated research period, after a particularly long interview
about ritual processes or discussion about the finer points of a song text, my discussants would
ask “What will you do with this?” Honestly, I was not sure how to answer them in the seconds
that lay between their question and my answer. When such a question comes from friends and
family in Canada, I know they are asking about what will I do with my degree after completion
of the doctoral program, that is, what work will I do. But the question from my Ghanaian
counterparts is loaded with other points of conversation. What does one do with information you
have spent six years collecting and working with? How could all of this detailed information
about ritual and music be of benefit to one person who is not a hunua and one who does not live
in Ghana? 755 Initially I would answer that most all of this information was for my own benefit as
a member of the shrine who wanted a deeper understanding of what I was involved in, which is
undoubtedly true; this whole endeavour is definitely self-serving in that respect. After all, it was
under this premise that many doors were opened to me. But when I explained that my research
was also connected to a school program in a foreign institution, they followed up with another
question, “Who will evaluate it? Do they practice vodu?” This required another sort of answer,
one that explained the need to demonstrate of a depth of knowledge about my subject of study to
this external body of examiners. And in the defense of the academic process, yes - there would
be at least indigenous expert of Eʋe culture who would be evaluating this, even if he was not a
member of the shrine.
I’m not really sure if any of these types of answers satisfied my inquisitors, but when I
would speak about the future of the community (and the shrine) and the pressures that traditional
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practitioners face in modern Ghana (which I’ve referenced throughout this dissertation) I would
notice a shift in their facial expressions and body language. I would explain that although the
community is robust at the present and patronage of the shrine is higher than ever, it is still
fragile, and that we can’t know how the situation will be in 50 or 100 years, and that
documentation of history and practices could be useful for future generations. Regarding the
pressures that the community faces and possible change, Kofi Amenorhu once even remarked
“I’m happy if I die before 50 years so I don’t see.”756
Despite there being a healthy number of hunua, at the shrine, expansive ritual knowledge
and experience rests with a small handful who are all 70+ years of age. Transmission of oral
knowledge takes years, with regular and sustained experience; if certain people were to pass at
this point there would be gaps in the collective knowledge. And if suitable replacements were not
found, it would eventually weaken the resiliency of the shrine.757 As the hunua of the shrine have
seen in other places, it is possible for a community of worshippers to fall apart due to external
pressures (and internal conflict). Resurrecting and repairing that damage proves difficult without
knowledge of ritual, music, and dance. Do I think this study could function as a resource for that
process? Not especially. I don’t consider my work to have such lofty goals or for that matter to
be complete, but it is something, as an archive and snapshot of a point in time. With this answer
and the explanation of the work as “socio-spiritual history” of the community, they accepted my
answers and said they would be grateful for copies of the finished product. In the course of
interviewing one member of the shrine, I was happily surprised to discover that there is a desire
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Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 23, 2018.
The death of C. K. Davor last year was one example of an enormous storehouse of knowledge disappearing from
the community. The day of writing this conclusion I received a phone call that two members of the shrine had died,
one of them an azagunɔ (around 50 years-old) and the other the eldest son of Ŋgɔgbea (less than 40 years-old).
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for documentation of the philosophy and practice of vodu for both their own purposes, but also
for educating non-members. When asked what could be done to strengthen traditional religion in
Ghana he replied:
Personally, I think the traditional religion lacks documentation. See we don’t have
documents. Looking at the Islamic or Christian religion there are documents which
people who even do not understand, get together and understand. Most [outside]people
do not understand what is going here [in the Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku shrine]. But if there are
books, documents that you can read…back in school in lower college, we have cultural
studies, now it religious and moral education, and a chunk of what they teach them is
only on Christianity. So how will they understand anything else? So they grow up going
to church. That is what is drawing the traditional religion back.758
Beyond any practical applications of this research for the community, I do see the work
as contributing to the narrow field of vodu musical studies. As I mentioned in the introduction,
most ethnomusicological studies of Eʋe music cover secular contexts and those that delve in to
the sacred focus on two main types of vodu, despite there being dozens of other shrines with their
associated musical practice. Taken together with other ethnographies of vodu shrines, such
studies can illuminate our understanding of where vodu originate, how their communities
interact, and what if any sharing of musical resources exist, not to mention innovations in
musical practice at some shrines, and what factors influence such changes.
While my study does address some of these issues, I believe indigenous scholars are best
suited to this endeavour on the simple basis of linguistic and cultural comprehension.759 Ideally,
this would be a native Eʋe speaker who is already experienced with Eʋe musical and religious
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Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Stephen Davor, April 20, 2017.
I emphasize the idea of comprehension here. Scholars who take months of language lessons and gain some
fluency in speaking the language will not necessarily gain access to the deeper signifiers of the language and culture
emphasized in Chapter 6.
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practices and philosophy, and even better if born and raised in a rural-setting and possessing a
knowledge of gbeɖanu (“deep” Eʋe). Said researcher would ideally be member of a shrine or at
least intimately familiar and receptive to its rituals and musical objects. Their studies would offer
remarkable insights. This is not to discount the work of non-Eʋe scholars as all perspectives
enrich and broaden the work. But the field is already saturated with such works (my own
included).
One site ripe for research is the vast corpus of Efa songs. Theoretically, there are 16
songs for every edu (sign), of which there are 256. So can there really be 4096 such songs? There
is only one way to find out. Such research would take years and ideally involve a network of Efa
experts for cross-comparison, but it has to start somewhere. Further, the connection of these Efa
songs to other shrine repertoires has been under-researched. Where these types of songs and their
cognates or derivatives have infiltrated other secular contexts in traditional music-making is also
a relevant avenue for exploration and would contribute to our understanding of Eʋe sacred
musical praxis.
Advocacy for vodu-related music in the mediasphere is also a route that can be explored,
which may not be research as such but can exist under the banner of Applied Ethnomusicology.
While this is fraught with restrictions and stigmas in cases where certain music should never be
heard outside of its ritual context, there is (as I have shown) a large corpus of music that is
readily available for all to hear, ponder, and enjoy. A comparison with the music market in Benin
and Ghana is a study in contrast. Benin, which hosts a national holiday to celebrate and
recognize the importance of vodu in society, has a robust market for audio and video recordings
of sacred music and dance. This ranges from VCDs of Zagbetɔ performances to public displays
of Sakpata and Xevioso dances. In Ghana, it is near impossible to find such recordings of vodu416

centric music in the market aside from some bootlegs, whose content is uncontextualized.
Having dedicated recordings in the market, on the radio, and on people’s phones and in their
homes will balance out the current Gospel-saturated airwaves. My own experiment with a
recording of Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku songs has shown me the effect such a recording can have and the
appetite that exists for it.
Regarding the future, these traditions are in the hands of the hunuawo and their
community of worshippers. It is they who decide the trajectory of their tradition in modern
Ghana and how to navigate their own version of a culture-war. The situation today is much
different than 50 years ago when Fiawoo was doing his research. The literacy, awareness, and
experience of today’s traditionalists places them at a unique place in history, where they have the
skills, networks, and global outlook to locate themselves as participating in the ruralurban/global-local cultural economy. There is a new wave of university educated hunuawo who
have travelled abroad, realize the threat that exists from evangelical Christianity, and are keenly
aware that society that has been programmed to look down upon them for following the path of
their ancestors. There are enlightened youth who have realized that Westernized modernity is an
empty sheen that does not speak to them as Africans. How their social-cultural-political
development will unfold is unknown, but as researchers, we cannot pretend to be uninfluential in
this process, for our very presence has significance. And though some may disagree, I believe
that we have an obligation, given the privilege we have to fly in and out as we do, to help
balance the situation using our capabilities, networks, and spheres of influence.
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Appendix A – Song Transcriptions

Transcriptions of various Aƒetɔkuhawo listed below can be found at
http://www.curtisandrews.ca/research.htm
.1

Adaʋuhawo (Songs of Adaʋu)

.2

Adzokpahawo (Songs of Adzokpa)

.3

Gadzehawo (Songs of Gadze)

.4

Ʋulegbehawo (Songs of Ʋulegbe)

.5

Ʋutsɔtsɔehawo (Songs of Ʋutsɔtsɔe)
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Appendix B – Annual Festival Programme
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Appendix C – Drumming Transcriptions

This appendix contains various transcriptions of drumming repertoires referenced in the
main body of the thesis, specifically the rhythms of referenced in Chapter 4, detailing various
rituals that occur during the weekly activities at the shrine. These rituals include Lakawuwu
(ʋutsɔtsɔe and ʋublewu), Lakatsotso, and Kpɔtame. Also included are extended transcriptions of
the atsimeʋu play from Adzokpa, Gadze, Ʋulegbe, and Ʋutsɔtsɔe; all of these will contain the
Ʋuga only, except for Ʋutsɔtsɔe which displays periodic bouts of improvisation from the asiʋui.
Audio and video recordings, as well as other transcriptions of other drumming, such as the
rhythm used to accompany the zogbɔgbɔ can be found at www.curtisandrews.ca/research.htm.

.1

Lakawuwu Ʋutsɔtsɔe
The initial drumming for the killing of animals displays some unique characteristics. First

of these is the playing of the atsimeʋu with two hands, which is rarely done in any other Ewe
drumming (but is also done in Gadze and some Adzotsui items). The second is the introduction
of a new ʋugbe, which coincides with a switch to using the stick/hand technique. This second
ʋugbe, and the repertoire of the atsimeʋu, are identical to that found in Ʋutsɔtsɔe (an extended
transcription of which is found later in this Appendix). A transcription of the performance of this
drum is show below. The static reference texture of gakogui, axatse, and kagaŋ is shown first
(Figure C.1). This is followed by the transcription of the atsimeʋu and asiʋui (Figure C.2).
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Referential texture of Lakawuwu Ʋutsɔtsɔe

469

ʋutɔtrɔ

ʋugbe A

asiʋui variation

asiʋui variaton

asiʋui variation

asiʋui variaton
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ʋutɔtrɔ

ʋugbe B

asiʋui variaton

asiʋui variaton

asiʋui variaton
Stick/Hand
asiʋui variaton
Stick/Hand

Stick/Hand

Stick/Hand
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Figure C.2 Extended transcription of atsimeʋu and asiʋui of Lakawuwu Ʋutsɔtsɔe

.2

Lakawuwu Ʋublewu
The drumming for this ʋublewu section presents an interesting case of shared musical

resource across different contexts; it utilizes the S.A.R.R.T., though the asiʋui and atsimeʋu
present a different example. Everything the atsimeʋu plays is exactly as found in Ʋulegbe, from
the ʋugbe used to start the drumming to the way in which the azagunɔ improvises using the
various patterns. The asiʋui is related to that of Ʋulegbe but is reduced in form and easily
identifies the drum as Lakawuwu ʋublewu (Figure C.3).
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Figure C.3 Comparison and alignment of Ʋulegbe and Lakawuwu ʋublewu asiʋui strokes

Since it occupies a identical place within the timeline as the Ʋulegbe asiʋui, the
Lakawuwu ʋublewu asiʋui functions perfectly with the various improvisatory patterns of
Ʋulegbe. The following is a transcription of small example of the interaction atsimeʋu and asiʋui
as played in Lakawuwu ʋublewu (Figure C.4).

Figure C.4 Atsimeʋu and asiʋui as played in Lakawuwu ʋublewu

.3

Lakatsotso
While the gakogui and axatse play the standard Aƒetɔkuʋu referential rhythms

(S.A.R.R.T), the drums of Lakatsotso portray the nyagbe (text) of the ʋugbe and further
contribute to the conversation, literally, as shown below in Figure C.5. The atsimeʋu states
473

Aƒetɔku be (e)gbe ko ʋu mano (“Aƒetɔku says today I will only drink blood”). To this the asiʋui
replies Godo! (“agreement”) while the kagaŋ completes the conversation with Tututu! (“surely”).
While the asiʋui and kagaŋ continuously repeat their statements, the atsimeʋu has three methods
of play. The first is stating the nyagbe direct (usually for 2-3 repetitions) before playing a short
ending suffix (bars 1-2). This leads into the second mode of play for which is to double the
kagaŋ using the high-pitch “TO” stroke (bars 2-3). As a third and final option, the atsimeʋu
player can choose to engage in very minimal variations, based on the “godo!” of the asiʋui and
(bars 5-6). The tempo is slightly slower than other ʋublewu drums.
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Figure C.5 Lakatsotso drum conversation between atsimeʋu, asiʋui and kagaŋ during lakatsotso

.4

Kpɔtame
The drumming of Kpɔtame is also intimately connected to the ritual and is easy to

identify. The most apparent signifier is the use of a duple metric grid, the only instance of its
kind within the collection of drums that make up Aƒetɔkuʋu.760 As in many other important
Aƒetɔkuʋu drums, the ʋugbe used here is static and the atsimeʋu player is limited to a small

760

It is no doubt influenced by the Sogbadze/Sogbadzi, a drum associated with the shrine (but rarely played), itself
borrowed from the Yeʋe repertoire (where it is commonly known as Soʋu) and features numerous Yeʋe songs and
ʋugbewo. Also see Fiagbedzi (1977:80-81)
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collection of rhythms that he can cycle through while the ritual is performed. A short sample of
the drumming is given in Figure C.6.
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Figure C.6 Excerpt of the drumming for kpɔtame
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.5

Adzokpa Atsimeʋu Repertoire
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.6

Gadze Ʋuga Repertoire
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.7

Ʋulegbe Atsimeʋu Repertoire
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.8

Ʋutsɔtsɔe Atsimeʋu Repertoire
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Appendix D – A Sample of the Development Projects Completed by the
Tɔgbui Aƒetɔku Gbodzi of Dagbamete

Photo 1 Headmaster's bungalow and teacher’s accommodation

Photo 2 Guest House and Public Toilets
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Photo 3 Health Clinic Building 1

Photo 4 Health Clinic Building 2
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Photo 4 Accommodations for patients on admission at the shrine
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Appendix E - List of Interviews

Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Christopher Mensagbadza, April 9, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Dakudzi Nyakpo, April 18, 2019
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Esther Kusorgbe, April 15, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi George Sorsu, April 12, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi George Sorsu, April 12, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Kpordzinu Goka, April 9, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Mama Abuya, April 6, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Mary Alikor, April 7, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Stephen Davor, April 20, 2017
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Timothy Agbeshie Kofi, April 7, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Timothy Agbeshie Kofi, April 7, 2015
Interview with Aƒetɔkuvi Vicentia Gadri, April 6, 2015
Interview with Agbadada Govinah, in Eʋe with Emmanuel Mate as translator, March 25, 2018
Interview with Azagunɔga Kudzo Davor, April 05, 2017
Interview with Bosofɔ Labor Gatorwobuna Avi, April 2, 2018
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 2, 2014
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 8, 2014
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 14, 2015
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 15, 2015
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 21, 2015
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 22, 2015
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Interview with C. K. Davor, April 27, 2015
Interview with C. K. Davor, May 5, 2015
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 9, 2017
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 10, 2017
Interview with C. K. Davor, April 24, 2017
Interview with Emmanuel Mate, March 24, 2018
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 1, 2014
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 2, 2014
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 4, 2014
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, May 5, 2014
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 19, 2018
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 21, 2018
Interview with Fiawodo Afaxoe Amenorhu, March 28, 2018
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, January 31, 2019
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, February 2, 2019
Interview with Humegbeda Dzotefe Kwasi Dunyo, May 16, 2019
Interview with Hunua Agbonor Mensah, April 24, 2017
Interview with Hunua Akorli, April 6, 2015
Interview with Hunua Christopher Voncujovi, April 18, 2017
Interview with Hunua Christopher Voncujovi, October 18, 2018
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 19, 2018
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 22, 2018
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 23, 2018
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Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, March 28, 2018
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, May 10, 2019
Interview with Hunua Kofi Amenorhu, July 23, 2019
Interview with Hunua Nerro Kojo Davor, July 9, 2019
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, November 5, 2014
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 1, 2018
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 9, 2018
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, July 15, 2018
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh; August 26, 2018
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 13, 2019
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 23, 2019
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 26, 2019
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, May 28, 2019
Interview with Julius Vodzi Torgboh, June 20, 2019
Interview with Ledzi Agudzemegah; March 25, 2018
Interview with Ledzi Agudzemegah, October 11, 2018
Interview with Mawuli Adjei, April 18, 2017
Interview with Normegbor Dunyo, March 23, 2018
Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 7, 2017
Interview with Ŋgɔgbea Kofi Davor, April 25, 2017
Interview with Sunday Nyakpo and Avu Adukpo, April 16, 2015
Interview with Sunday Nyakpo, March 28, 2019
Interview with Tɔgbui Klu Agudzeamega II, April 23, 2017
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Interview with Tsiami and Sotua of Avutokpordi Aƒetɔku Gbodzi, March 21, 2018
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